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This thesis presents a sustained case in favour of the plausibility and
coherence of a realist conception of causality, as opposed to the anti-reaiist
conception associated with Hume. Four foundational issues for the theory of
causality are addressed: (a) the detectability of causality in experience, @) the
implicit generality of singdar causal relations, (c) the validity of the notions of
natures and causal powers, and (d) the reality of causal necessity.
The thought of Thomas Reid, H. W. B. Joseph, Rom Harré, E. H. Madden, C.

J. Ducasse, John Searle, Nancy Cartwright and others, is synthesized and
extended to render a unifieci realistic treatment of the metaphysics of causality
that avoids a number of objections that have been raised against traditional
Aristotelian causal realism.
The major findings of this study are as follows:
(1) Hume's causal anti-realism is an outcorne of his sensationalism and
phenomenalism, doctrines of mind and knowledge that are open to rehtation.
Without these foundational tenets in place, causal anti-realism loses considerable
force.
(2) Causality is, in some cases, detectable-under ideal conditions, in visual
perception, and in the proprioceptive detection of volitional efficacy. These cases
of causality-detection provide the primitive empirical content of our causal
concepts, which can be extended from the volitional context to non-volitional
contexts in a way that avoids charges of animism.
(3) The detectable instances of causality support singularism-the thesis of the
primacy of singular causes, against the regularity view.
(4) The concepts of "natures" and "powers" (capacities and liabilities) are
shown to play indispensable roles in action explanation and in experimental
reasoning in the sciences and are therefore valid.
(5) Drawing a distinction between type and token determinism, the necessity
attaching to the time-evolution of causal processes is characterized. Causality so
iii

described is shown to be consistent non-Iinear (chaotic) systems, a causal-realist
interpretation of quantum mechanics and with human volition.

Keywords: causality, causation, realism, me taphysia, Hmé,CartwrigIzt, Reid,
Ducasse.
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On matters conceniing causality in general, the theory deriving from David
Hume exercised perhaps more influence on philosophers in the ensuing two
centuries than the work of any other thinker. Arguably, the nse of logical
positivism in the early twentieth century can be traced to the increasing influence
of Hume's doctrines; so too can the attendant decline in respect for the study of

the metaphysics of causation among philosophers. While many philosophers

have retreated from the more distasteful implications of logical positivism,
Hume's general approach to causal questions is still highly regarded in most
quarters.
On the other hand, there has been no shortage of thinkers who, in varying

degrees and for a vanety of reasons, have expounded viewpoints that reject one
or more of the defining tenets of the Humean-Empiricist (Humean) tradition. It is
my contention that the loose assemblage of positions offered by the authon
considered contain key realist insights on a sufficiently wide variety of issues
within the theory of causation that these insights deserve to be brought together
"under one roof." The cumulative effect of these critiques, and of the alternative
theories these thinkers offer, is to render the Humean theory of causation highly
suspect- enough so to make the possibility of articulating a systema tic

alternative an exciting prospect
This thesis is a defense of the plausibility and coherence of a realist theory
of causality-one that rejects the Humean standpoint on each of the four issues
that are, in my view, foundational for the theory of causality. They are: (a)
whether causality can be detected in experience, @) whether causal relations
presuppose causal laws, (c) whether the concepts of "natures" and causal
"powers" are valid, and (d) whether there is any sense that can be made of the
notion of causal necessity in nature.

1 argue that on each of these basic issues, a reaüst position is available that is
at least as plausible (if not more so) as any Humean (anti-realist) alternative. If
my c o n c l u s i o ~are valid, it means that causal realism warrants senous

consideration as a framework for the exploration of philosophical issues in the
theory of causality. My hope is, of course, that the arguments offered for the
positions 1adopt are relevant, and a t least to some degree compelling.

In this thesis, 1 adopt a rather hard-line stance towards Hume and the
Humean tradition, and take a favorable view of what despite the vagueness of
the term, might best be called the "Aristoteliant' approach. 1 argue that Hume's
theory of causality, and the problems which followed in its wake, are ultimately
traceable to lapses in cogency of thought By such lapses, 1 have in mind
specificaliy the arguments that Hume used to sustain a philosophy of mind and a
theory of knowledge based on sensationalism and phenomenalism. These
assumptions play essential roles in Hume's anti-realist causal theory, and if these
assumptions are rejected, nothing of much interest survives of the constant
conjunction or regularity theories of causality. (That does not mean, of course,
that regularities are irrelevant to the study of causation. Empirical regularities
will remain important as possible sources of evidence for the existence of causal
relations, and remain as possible grounds for the justification of causal laws. The
point is that empirical regularities emerge from the observed repetition of
instances of phenornena that are independently causal and often known,
antecedently, to be causal. I affirm the doctrine of "the primacy of singular
causes," as it is often called.)
To some, it might appear that 1 am content to remain in my own sort of
dogmatic slumber, unwilling to acknowledge the superior credentials of
empincism. On the contrary, there is nothing inherently anti-empiricist about
causal realism, if by empiricism we have in mind a doctrine that has been
disentangled from several philosophical assumptions to which it need not be
attached: the sharp distinction between relations of ideas and matters of fact, the
hosality toward abstract ideas, the identification of the necessary with the a
priai, and as already mentioned, sensationalism and phenomenalism.
My Aristoteüan sentiments tend to distance me from the Kantian tradition
as well. Since my rejection of the relevant (i.e., to causality) details of Hume's
approach is dean and complete, and since Kant and H u m e share considerable

common ground, 1 am led to take a dim view of attempts to "answer" Hume.
h t e a d of answering Hume's challenge, the unmitigated realist rejects the
premises in terms of which the challenge itself acquires its urgency and stature.
Once the Humean assumptions have been jettisoned, my negative theses
can go through without much difficulty. In terms of Hume's criterion of

cognitive significance, "natures,"

"powers,"

and "natural necessity," are

theoretical rejects. Yet, the cnterion ikelf-reducibility

of the ideas to

corresponding impressions-can only be justified in tems of Hume's basic, and
untenable, assumptions. If a sensationalist mode1 of awareness is adopted, then
impressions are events, and causation is a relation between events this restncts

-

the universe of possibilities of what could play the role of the "cernent? to make

molecules of these sensory atoms. Indeed, it reshlcts it so much that causality
itself camot be detected. Again, if sensationalism is false, the aspiring anti-realist
is disarmed of one of the most effective weapons.
Contemporary post-positivism empiricists (whether their sympathies run
more toward Hume, Kant, or elsewhere), still harbour considerable suspicions
concerning the epistemological legitimacy of "metaphysical" reasoning.
"Metaphysics" itself still possesses a lingering pejorative connotation in many
quarters. Ideally, it is something we shoulii prefer to do without, and other
theoretical compromises may well be worth the price if it can be avoided. A bias
against "metaphysics" thus cornes to function as a high-level constraint on
theorking. 1 intend that the present work exemplifies a reasonable form of
empiriasm, one that emphasizes testing and measurement, and keeps theoretical
clairns grounded in reality.
The Humean approach to causation has been the standard one in
philosophy for decades. Piecemeal assaults from various directions have scarcely
saatched the empiricisfs armor. If a reorientation in philosophers' attitudes
towards the metaphysics of causation is forthcoming, it will not follow just a
refutation of Hume. Unless and until a systernafic alternative has been offered,
there stands no chance of upsetting the orthodoxy.

In the most general terms, causal realim is the philosophical doctrine according
to which causality is a red, objective feahire of the world. It is contrasted to
causal anti-realism, which holds that causality is an aspect of Our apprehension
of the world, not of the world itseif. This thesis is a defense of the plausibility and
coherence of causal realism.
Contemporary versions of causal anti-realism have in common the thesis
that causality refers to the regularity with which phenomena are observed to
follow certain others. These approaches bear the obvious infiuence of David
Hume, whose theory of causality was developed in A Tredise of Hrinran Natitre
(1739) and An Enqiîiry C o n m i n g H ~ m mUnderstanding (1748). The histoncal
ongins of the philosophical study of causality predate Hume's wntings by some
two millennia, however.
1.1 The Ciassicd Roots of Causal Realism

The argument for causal realism is, as I frame it, informed at several points
by assumptions derivhg from important parts of that history, i.e., of what might
broadly be characterized as the "Aristotelian" tradition. First, we need to
examine the historical context in which Aristotle's metaphysical views were
formulated, to understand the terms in which the concept of causality was
originaily understood, and to understand Aristotle's contribution to the debates
of classical antiquity. An appreciation of Aristotle will allow us to note points of
similarity with the doctrines of John Locke, the most Aristotelian of the preHumean modems. Insofar as Hume was reacüng to the implicit Aristotelianism

in Locke's thought, an understanding of key parts of Aristotle's and Locke's
metaphysics will help sharpen the contrast between Hume's ontologically
consenrative brand of empiriusm and the more liberal brand of his Aristotelian
predecesson.
Various aspects of causal realism have been defended this century in a more
or Iess piecemeal fashion by H.W.B. Joseph, C J. Ducasse, Sterling Lamprecht,

E. K Madden, Rom Ha&, John Searle, Wesley Salmon, Nancy Cartmight, and

James Woodward, among others. Some, such as Cartwright and Madden, are
quite open about the Aristotelian and Lockean ifluences on their conception of
causality. Given that they both hold that part of the case for causal realism is
based on an assessment of the presuppositions of scientific reasoning, it might
seem surprising that this is the case. Indeed it rnight seem anachronistic, and
even bizarrely so. It is perhaps hard to see how an Aristotelian vision of science
could have any contemporary philosophical relevance, given the advances in
scientific method made dunng the Renaissance, the Enlightenment and the
Victorian era.
One can easily grant that our undeatanding of the nature of science has
improved tenfold or more over the last two millenia. Tne question is, how have
those advances been achieved?. by a pt?*mideduction from some set of self-

evident truths or another? 1 submit that the methodological advances that have
been made corne from deep a postnion reflection upon the nature of novel,
progress-yielding scientific practices. By that, I mean that the novel practices in
question improve (a) the accuracy and/or precision of our measurements, @) the
scope of their mathematical representaüon, (c) the range of manipulation and
control that we have over nature, or (d) the reproducibility of experiments. There
is no doubt that the Aristotelian vision of science in general has been edipsed,
but what of the metaphysics that underiies this vision? Suppose that the sort of
"methodological a p ~ s f ~ o r i s i n1"endorse is valid. One could then more easily
concede that the modifications of Anstotelian metaphysical doctrine required to
maintain philosophical plausibility are responses to growth in scientijic

knowledge rather than significant progress in the philosophîcal arena.
Locke's own work in metaphysics can be viewed, in part, as an attempt to
integrate Aristotelian metaphysical notions with both Renaissance empiricism
and the corpusdarian medranism popular among 17th century British scientists.
Similarly, the present account can be viewed as my attempt to integrate the
tenable (in my estimation) parts of Aristotelian and Lockean metaphysics with a
realist interpretation of the methodological presumptions of contemporary
empirical science.

Aristotle's own metaphysics in general, and his theories of causality in
particular, were formulated in part as a response to the debates among his
contemporanes concerning the explanation of diversity, motion#and change. It
was within the context of these early metaphysical controversies out of which the
basic theoretical motifs and concepts relating to causal phenornena emerged, and
in the wake of which these concepts acquired their first systematic treatments.

We know that the concept of cause, or aida, was probably used first in legal
conhxts, where it meant that to which blame or responsibility is to be attributed.
But since my principal interest is in analyses addressing the role of causality in
nature, 1will focus my attention on the emergence of causal concepts in ancient
Greek theories of nature.

In classical antiquity, the concept of "Being" referred to the permanent or
unchanging aspects of the world, thus Being was contrasted with change, or
"Becoming." (Inorder to avoid ambiguity, 1use the term f'persistence" to refer to
qualitative self-identity over time, or the stability-in-being of things.) In the preSocratic era, it was widely believed that there was a contradiction involved in
claiming the real existence of both persistence and change. The appearance of
contradiction behveen these two basic principles was made vivid by the contrast
between two ancient metaphysical systems: that of Heradeitus on one hand, and
that of the Eleatics (esp. Parmenides and Zeno) on the other. Ensuing
philosophical thought was preoccupied for some time with the possibility of
reconciüation. The elirnination of the dichotomy between persistence and change
remained an elusive goal until Aristotle elaborated a system of metaphysics
sufficiently robust to do Uie job.
From a modern Humean point of view, it may be difficult to see of what
relevance this quest for reconciliation is to the subjed of causality. Clarification
may be forthcoming if a different perspective is adopted. Consider the realist
thesis that causality refets to the phenornenon of pmticulms acting in accordance
wifh th& nahmes. This irnplies three facts about particulars, two of which are
obvious, one perhaps not so obvious. Fust, it irnplies that there are particulars-

that numerical diversity is real. Second, it implies that these particulars act- that

they can move or otherwise undergo changes. Third, it implies that particulars
have a nature-that there is some quaIitatively invariant aspect of any acting
entity in virtue of which it makes sense to Say that it undergoes the motions or
changes ascribed to it That is, if some thing is a cause, then some thing is a cause.
If there is no thing which we can identify as the subject of predication in any
statement of causality, it follows that the notion of causality itself is invalid. Since
causal realism entails the reality of diveaity, motion and change, the realist must
be in a position to refute any competing theories which deny reality to any of

them.

In order to see how the appearance of contradiction might arise, consider
what it means to exist- to be. To be some thing (as opposed to being "nothing"),
is to be sortie thing (as opposed to another thing). The concept of existence
analytically entails eivar TL- k i n g something or other, being something definite.
The notion of existence-as-such, or existence for subjects of an indeterminate
nature, is incoherent Now, to change is to become something that is not
altogether what previously was. IF to exist is to be something determinate, that
means k i n g determinate "all the way down," Le., in al1 respects. Therefore, for
something to change would mean that that something became other than what it
is, which is a contradiction. If the nature of change is incompatible with the
nature of being, then either king is an illusion, and a l l is change, or change is an
illusion, and all is simple, unchanging and unitary. The latter hom of the
dilemma was seized by the Eleatics, whüe the Heradeiteans impaled themselves
on the former.
Heracleitanism is the doctrine according to which the cosmos consists of the
constant becoming and passing away of all things

k an immutable, ceaseless

march of the transitory. Motion and change are the manifest forms of this etemal
process, whose basic prinaple or a p ~ $is fire? Fire is the pure form of motion or
change and while motion is always present, it cornes in various pedigrees. The

W&eIm Windelband, HG tory ofAncien t Philosophy., tram. Herbert E. Cushman (New York:
Dover, 1956),52.

other elemenk-earth, air and water-are, like fire, nzodes of transitimt and not
any sort of self-identical substantial "stuff." Any apparent stability is transitory
and fleeting; there is no persistence, no eternal unchanging "being." In the

Heracleitan univene, everything is unstable. There are, however, two general
tendencies inherent in the world, which Heracleitus expressed in the doctrine of
the two " ~ a y s . "The
~ first Way is the change away from fire, to more dense
forms- the densest being earth. The second Way involves the change into more
rarified forms, the rarest k i n g fire. Temporary dynamic equilibna are possible

when these two tendencies are balanced, resulting in regions of pseudo-stability,
crea ting the illusion of persisting things and qualities.
Eleatic metaphysics, in al1 its basic theses, is the opposite of Heracleitus'.
Whereas Heradeitus denied the reality of persistence, maintaining that al1 is
change, the Eleatics held that al1 is being. For Parmenides, Existence exists (Ëwrv
~ î v a i and
)
only existence exists. Since non-existence cannot be a possible content

of thought, it is only existing beings which me. This was taken to imply that
Existence only exists- that there is nothing else ultimately to be said about it Save
for the way in which it exists-as an etemd, unchangeable, undifferentiated
unity. Furthemore, if only existence exists, it is incoherent to assert the existence
of regions of nothingness in behveen existing things- the idea of empty space is
unintelligible. Assuming that all change involves motion, it foltows from
Parmenidean assumptions that there can be no motion, and hence no change.

The difficulties facing these hvo theories is evident even in such brief
sketches. The Eleatic theory is forced to reject al1 of the perceptual evidence for

the reality of diversity, locomotion, decay, etc., and designate alI such evidence as
illusory. The only aspects of reality of which we could have veridical perceptual
experience are its unchanging, eternal aspects. The Heradeitan theory is
incompatible with the idea of inherently stable substances having identities that
peaist over tirne. It implies that we can separate the notion of action fiom actor,
and suppose that actions need not have subjects which perform them; the actions
themselves are ontologically basic. The challenge of overcoming the
Ibid., 55.

being/change dichotomy is to formulate an ontology which acceph the reality of
both and identifies what it is that persists, and what it is that is capable of
change.
Parmenides had argued that the concepts of exnihilation and annihilation
are incoherent Non-being cannot spawn king, nor can k i n g negate its own
essence. But even those who accepted Parmenides' doctrine of "existential
inertia'' recognized that diversity, motion and change needed to be explained,
not explained away. Empedocles, for example, believed that creation and
destruction were explained as acts of combination and separation of simpler
"elements," which were themselves unoriginated, impenshable and immutable
substances. Empedocles basicaily took over Heracleitus' modes of transition and
"materialized" them, giving them a characterization detailed enough (albeit
fanciful and arbitrary) to entrench their usage. Now, since the elements were
immutable and unchanging, they are entirely passive and incapable of
originating their own action. There must then be some independently existing
principle(s) of force or power in the world to explain the motion of the elements.
While Empedocles' immaterial forces were represented metaphorically,
Anaxagoras attributed the cause of motion to a single kind of material: a rarified
substance which has an inherent and irreducible capacity for self-movement As

the lightest of al1 elements (the total number of which Anaxagoras saw no good
reason to h i t to four) it is the only one which has dynamic potential. It is a

vitalizing ether that animates the other passive elements, and material
composites thereof. Its cosmological role is essentiauy the same as that of
Heracleitus' fie. According to Anaxagoras, this ethereal vitil matter (or voû5)
causes it to move. But the mode of causality involved is more like teleological
causality than Like efficient causality. Anaxagoras apparently thought that this

living matter had the capacity to organize the passive matter into which it
became infuseci, and impel it in vanous ways, after which mechanical
interactions could sustain the motion of passive bodies. The v o û ~therefore

explains both the existence of motion in general and the organization of matter
into purposeful complexes whose configuration could not be explained on the

basis of mechanical processes alone.
The atomism of Leuüppus (Ue Dernocritus after him) represents a return
to a more Parmenidean ontology. The atomists retained the conception of that
which is as fundamentally homogeneous, indestructible and indivisible. The
essential difference is that the Parmenidean plenum is broken up into particdate
fragments (kopoi), separated by empty space. The human experience of the
cosmos is a product of the motion, collision, and aggregation of these atoms,
which differ from one another oniy with respect to the properties which
exhaustively characterize each of them-determinate

measures of shape, size,

and weight Qualitative diversity, motion, change, as well as apparent creation
and destruction, are al1 explained in terms of differences in quantitative
arrangements of atoms, while the properties of the atoms themselves are
absolutely stable. Empedocles and Anaxagoras believed that the passivity of the
elements was such that an additional external factor was needed in order to
explain the motion of things. The atornists, on the other hand, ascribed a random
motion to atoms as part of their essential nature; they did not see any reason why
motion in general could not be treated as an "immanent quality."3 The posit of
some ethereal vitalizing force is a theoretical redundancy in the eyes of the
atomist Al1 diversity, motion and change can be accounted for in quantitative

terms (in principle) by the motion, number, bulk, etc. by the action of atoms in
the void.

The classical "atomic theory" represented a simple, arguably coherent, and
empirically adequate explanatory world-picture. It is conceptually satisfying,
since it represents the simplest reconciüation of the fa& of persistence and
change-"all homogenous elements of Being are thought as unchangeable, but at
the same tirne as in a state of motion that is seEoriginated."* At the same tirne,
Ibid., 90.
Ibid., 91. Atomism shared the assumptions of the Eieatics and thus inherited the same
problem: how could, even in p ~ c i p l esuch
,
a worId-pichue explainhuman sense-expece?
How codd atoms moving in a void account for the complex and subtle qualities we experience in
perception?Dernomtus who was aware of the need for some sort of expIanation, attempted to

however, classical atomism was unabashedly rationalistic, proceeding from the
phenornena to infer fancihl explanations far outstripped by the evidence
available at the time. The fact that sorne of these early thinkers were prescient
about developments in science that would occur in the third millenium after
their deaths rnay be intriguing to us, but their speculations were nevertheless
arbitrary, more the product of lucky guesses than scientific insight By contrast,

the Aristotelian corpus contains, among its philosophic riches, an analysis of
causality informeci by extensive empincal investigation. His inquiries into causal
processes-especially into the processes of "becoming" characteristic of Living

things, i.e., their growth and maturation, siglirieci a methodological reorientation
toward the natural perceptible world, about which knowledge based on careful
and systematic observation was possible.
The following, in no particular order, are several Aristotelian theses that
express a consistently realistic approach to the ontological foundations of
causality. They reflect an undercurrent of thinking-a particular conception of
the natural world-which

Aristotle's

flows f?om an immersion in scientific investigation.

philosophical writings often disclose a disdain for Platonic

transcendentalism, which p u b the validity of ontological concepts outside the

reach of testing by experience. He insists, on the contrary, that our ontology,
including Our theory of causality, be responsive to the conceptual needs of
scientific reasoning and scientific explanation. I will adopt this as a guiding
theme throughout the following.
1. Lnhinsic Natures as Causal Primaries. Aristotle is concemed to identüy the
primmy causal principle operative in an entity of a given sort, which is that
entitfs "nature," (<pooi~)
so what a thing's nature is should be understood in
various senses depending upon the kind of entity under consideration. The
nature of a iiving thing is "the primary immanent element in a thing, from which
its growth proceeds."s This primary immanent element is the organism's "form,"
-

-

-

--

artidate a prototype of an eady version of a physîoIogid theory of visual perception, according
to which atoms emanating h m substancesimpacted upon our eyes, producing subsequent
motions in our bodies, which were identical with the sensations experïenced.
Aristotle Metaphysics A.4.1014b17-18.

exemplified in the mature phase of the development of an organism at "the end
of the process of b e ~ o r n i n ~ The
. " ~ process of maturation is a process of potential
for form becoming actualized. For non-natural objects, "nature is the pnmary
matter of which [it] consists or out of which it is made."' In this summary of his

position, Anstotle ernphasizes the sense in which nature always refers to intemal
determinants of motion and change:

From what has been said, then, it is plain that nature in the primary
and strict sense is the substance of things which have in themselves, as
such, a source of movement; for the matter is called the nature because
it is qualified to receive this, and processes of becoming and growing
are called nature because they are movements proceeding from this.
And nature in this sense is the source of the rnovement of natural
objects, k i n g present in them somehow, either potentially or a c t ~ a l l y . ~

In short, a nature is a "principle or cause of king moved and of king at rest in
that to which it belong primanly, in virtue of itself and not accident al^^."^
Following the nomenclature of Topics, a nature may be an essence or a
property-the former if the nature is definitive of the thing, the latter if not. For
Aristotle, both essences and properties are constitutive properües of a thingthose aspects of a thing that secure its king the kind of thing that it is.
"Accidents," on the other hand, are not constitutive propeties of things, k i n g
only "relative" or "temporary" properties. Alterations of an entity's athibutes per
accidms are consistent with the persistence of its constitutive properties, ie., with

its particular nature. If the nature of a thing is that inner principle or cause of
motion and superfkîal change, then these causally fundamental aspects of an
entity's constitution determine the kinds and range of accidental or superficial
changes possible for an entity.
Whüe the phrase "essential nature" is someîimes used to contrast the
causally primary properties of a thing fiom its derivative properties, the term
welcomes conflation of ontic and epistemic issues, and is best avoided. In bnef,

Ibid., 1ûlJall; idem, Physics II.i.194a29.
Mefapitysicslûi4bîB.
Ibid., 1015a13-19.
Physics E1192b21-23.

'

"essence" is an epistemoIogical concept, "naturef' is a metaphysical one. Issues
concerning what is or is not an essential property of a thing are definitional
issues, driven by "questions of sameness and difference,"1° and are issues of
categorization or classification. What the nature of a thing is, on the other hand, is
what provides causal explanations for a things' behavior, and may or may not be
relevant to a thing's essence.
n i e Ontic Conception of Scientific Explanation. The first theory to

2.

maintain that "explanatory knowledge is knowledge of the causal mechanisms

... that produce the phenomena with which we are concerned""

was Aristotle's:

Çcientific knowledge (epistorte) c m only be achieved by one who can
successfully identify the cause (aitia) that makes a fact (prugnm) be
what it is; he must know the cause from which the fact results ... l2
Causality and scientific explanation remain as philosophicaIIy intertwined today
as they were in antiquity. A cause is an explanatory factor-something that we

"blame" the effect on. According to Aristotle, such blame may be placed upon up
to four different aspects of things; "as things are calleci causes in many ways, it
follows that there are several causes of the same thing (not merely
accidenta~~)."'~
These four modes of causation are as foIlows:''
(i) EfFcient cniise. An efficient cause is that which explains the motion and
change of things. Efficient causes are the makers of what is made and
the changea of what is changed. The explanatory efficient cause is an

entity in action- whether natural or human- which produces the event
to be explained. Thus the efficient cause can be identified either by the
entity acting, e.g, a house-builder, or by the action of the entity, e.g., a
house-buildef s working.

Tupics L4102a9.
Wesley Salmon, "Four Decades of Scientificfrplanation," in Scientific Expianation,
Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of Science, vol. XII, ed. Philip Kitcher and Wesley C.Salmon
(Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1989),128l2 William A. Wallace, CausaIifyand SOentific Eiplanahon, vol. iI (AnArbor: University of
Michigan Press), Il.Cf.Aristotle PnÜr Analytics ïibBI1.
l3 Physics Ii.3.195a4-5.
l4 Cf. PhynO II3 and Mefaphysics ~ . 2
'O AristotIe

"

(ii) Material catue. A material cause is that which explains the persistence of

things, and refen to the kind of substance of which things are
composed, e.g., bronze, silver.
(iii) Fonnal cause. A forma1 cause is that defining element or essence of a kind

which explains why instances of the kind are known as variants of an
archetype, and classified together.
(iv) Final cause. A final cause explains the purpose or function of an activity
or thing; a final cause is an "end or that for the sake of which a thing is
done."
Aristotle's

celebrated "bronze statue" example identifies unique causal

contributions from each of the four possible types of cause: its effiaent causethe sculpter's art; its material cause-the

bronze; its formal cause-a

human

-

shape; its final cause representa tion of beauty. Notoriously, such clear-cut
illustrations are the exception rather than the nonn, k i n g limited for the most
part to artifacts.

Ln animals,

the distinction between forma1 and final cause

collapses, while in the Meteurology, final causality is absent from all nonbiological
terrestrial phenornena. Despite the absence of a dear account of how many iypes
of causes are required to explain some state of affairs, it is quite clear that for any
explanation, at least one type of cause must be cited. Explanation cannot avoid
introducing causality.
Not all theories of scientific explanation have granted causality a focal role.

In the 1960s, the philosophicaily most fashionable position was one that
dismissed causality as irrelevant to explanation altogether, and focused on
explicating the logical structure and critena of adequacy of explanatory
arguments within the framework of the deductive-nomologica1 model.15 The

D-N theorists thought that scientific explanations were deductive arguments, but
so did Arisfofle. Nonetheless, he believed that the centml task of explanation was
getting the causes of things right Aristotle's theory of scientific explanation has a
dual focus; it is concerned with identification of causes, but it is also concerned
with the deductive subsumption of particular facts by more generd
lS Causal laws could be accomodatedwithin the D-N schema, however.

principles16-and the more universal the premises of the syllogism, the better the
explanation. Scientific explanatiom should seek to embed the phenomenon to be
explained in the most comprehensive theory possible. Aristotle's syllogistic
analysis in the Posterior Anahjtics and the "four causes" theory of explanation
expose different aspects of explanation, so there is no basis for assuming that
these two perspectives must corne into direct conflict at some point Ultimately
however, the concern with causal analysis dominates:
The theory of the four causes is the more comprehensive theory.
Aristotle maintains that the four causes are the only modes of
explanation. (PIys. II 3, II 7; Metapli. I IO), whereas he does not
maintain that al1 explanation has a syllogistic structure. At most, he
argues in An. Post. II 11 that any of the four causes can feature in a
syllogism as the middle term ... and can explain the c o n c l ~ s i o n . ~ ~
For Aristotle, the perspective that informs the theory of scientific explanation is
essentially the "ontic conception," to use Salmonfs term.
Anti-Reductioionism and the Ontological Unity of Organisms. Aristotle

3.

took Living things as paradigrnatic of particulars. It so happens, of course, that
living things are structurally fairly complex-that their "material causes" are

parts of the Living whole. Reductive ma tenalism focuses solely on the material
composition of things, and takes what is physically irreducible-Le, simple-as

the essence of particularity. The unity of simple particulars requires no
explanation, since they have no parts. For Aristotle, the unity of living things is
explained by "formal" principles of intemal organization, and their growth is
coordinated by and directed toward an intrinsic telos - an irreducible potential
for form. Forrn is the integrating element that differentiates individual
particulars fi-orn "piles of stuff.'' While the discoveries of chemistry, anatomy,
physiology and evolutionary biology have eliminated the need for a concept
referring to the intrinsic telos and the ontologically distinct (albeit physically
inseparable) form, the causal realist ought to be impressed by the argument that

"

These two perspectives are referred to as the "ontid' and "epistemic" conceptionsof
explanation in Wesley Salmon, SàenfiJc Exphnatirni md the Causal Stnrcture ofthe World
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984).
Richard Sorabji, Necesity, Cause, and Blnme: PerspectÎves on ANtotlers nteory (Ithaca, NY:
Corn& University Press, 1980), 56-

''

since living things are organized in a manner such that they can rnaintain their
own structural integrity and interact causaliy with other entities as units, they
can therefore legitimately be regarded as particulars.
O n Natural Necessity and the Scope of Determinisrn. At some points,
4.
Aristotle suggests that causes must necessitate their effects. The realist conception

of necessity in causality can be traced to Aristotle's belief that for an entity with a
),
specific circumstances, there is only one action
certain capacity ( 6 6 v a p ~ ~under
possible for it This daim needs a crucial qualification, however, for
the non-rational potentialities are all productive of one effect each, but
the rational produce contrary effects, so that they would produce
contrary effects at the same time; but this is impossible. That which
decides then, must be something eise; 1 mean by this, desire or
choice.18
The point of this section of Book O is to identiQ the different conditions under

which natural necessitation occurs in persons os. other living and non-living

things. Since hurnan beings may at any time have several contrary (noncornpossible) "appetites" or "rational wishes," a t most only one of which can be
satisfied at any given point in time, the decision to act in any one way
presupposes some process of deliberation. Once a choice to act has been made
(assuming the person in fact has the capatity to act in such a way), and further,
that the conditions for the actualization of the capaaty are in place, then the
occurrence of no other action but the one chosen is possible. In Aristotle's
typically compact expression: "everything which has a rational potentiality,
when it desires that for which it has a potentiality and in the circumstances in
which it has it, must do this."lg This passage implies a hvo stage action theory. In
the first stage, a decision functions as a triggenng cause of the actualization of
one of the simultaneously present potentials for action. This stage is under
volitional control. In the second stage, the same decision initiates a causal process
whose outcome is necessitated by the antecedent decision as weLL as by causally
simultaneous factors. The view of persons most in accordance with this mode1 of

action regards them as agents who have free volitional control over their actions

by mems of a deterministic causal c o ~ e c t i o nbetween a decision to act and the
bodily motion that follows upon i t For non-rational (and therefore nonvolitional) creatures and other inanimate objects, the nature of their agency is
qualita tively different: they are wholly deterministic.
The division of things into those that have rational and non-rational6Cvapy
implies a corresponding modal distinction between facts and events that are
contingent us. those that are necessary-Le., between events and facts whose
existence are necessitated by the nature of things, and which could not have been
othenvise than they are, and those whose existence depends upon the outcornes
of human deliberations and actions which could have been othenvise than they
are. This shows Aristotle's concern for the "modal" aspects of scientific
explanation as well, and confirms Salmon's suggestion that w e can "distinguish

three basic conceptions of scientific explanation-modal, epistemic, and onticthat could be discemed in Aristotle, and that have persisted down through the
ages.""
Capacities and Liabilities. At Metnpliysics A.12, an account of the term

5.

66vapy or "powef'21 is again presented, in t e m s similar to "nature." While a

nature is a source of change or movement in a thing in W t u e of itself, SUvapi5 is
"a source of change or movement in another thing or in the same thing qua other,
and also the source of a thing's k i n g moved by another thing or by itself qirn
~ t h e r . "The
~ distinction between natures and powers is a distinction between
intrinsic properties and relational properties of things. Powers corne in hvo sorts,
depending on whether the capaciv is performative or passive. Aristo tle's
treatment of passive powers as the absence of capacity is surprisingly nuanced.
While t h g s that resist change are such in virtue of their capacities, "things are
broken and crushed and bent and in general destroyed not by having a capacity
-

--

20 Salmon, "Four Decades,"

*'

121.

The best translation for this t m is "power." "Potency" and "potentiality"have a siightly
di£ferentsençe, &ce they imply a comelative absence of actualQ. Likewîse, act irnplies an
absence of potency.
Metaphysics 1019a18-20.

*

but by not having one and by lacking s ~ r n e t h i n ~ .Things
"~
that have a
disposition to suffer alteration by the actions of others things fail to have a
capaciv to resist the action of the things that affect them. In this sense, Aristotle
describes a liability as a "privation," or the absence of a positive principle.
Nonetheless, it is legitimate to Say of some particular that is has such a privation,
as this exampk illustrates:
Even that which perishes is thought to be capable of penshing, for it
would not have perished if it has not been capable of it; but, as a
matter of fact, it has a certain disposition and cause and pnnciple
which fits it to suffer this?

This implies that there is some "cause and pnnciple," ie., some specific aspects of
a thing's nature in virtue of which both capacities and liabilities exist in things.

The Aristotelian theory of causality was influentid among medieval
~~
summarizes Averroes'
philosophers notably Aquinas, and ~ v e r r o e s .Kogan
theory in this way:

.

.. things both persist and change in the way they do, because they
have essential natures which are properly their own. Under analysis,
these natures emerged as hierarchies of active and passive yowers or
what we may now cal1 simply powers and dispositions. It is the
distinctive selection and arrangement of these powers, included in the
structure of an entity, that allows us to explain why different
individuals belong to the same or different natural kinds. .. Since the
theory holds that these structures express the possible combinations of
powers and dispositions in renrnr nntim, it follows that they also set
continuing limits upon both the kinds of effects particulars may
produce and the changes they can undergo?

.

1 contend that this pichire of powers and natures is basically correct, as far as it
goes, and that it provides the rudimentary conceptual basis upon which a realist
theory of causality ought to be fomulated.

23 Ibid., 1019a27-8.
24

Ibid., 1019b3-5.

25 ARstotle's influence on the medievais is discussed in Wdace, Causality and Sahtific
Exphatim, 6; Rom Hami and Edward H.Madden, Causal Pmers (Totawa, NJ:Rowman and
Littlefield, 2975), 98-100);B q S. Kogan, Avmoes and the MetapttJIsics of Gzusatim (New York:
S U N Y Press,1985).
26 Kogan, Avwrwr, 166.

93. Locke

This Aristotelian conception of the natures of things has not always been
uncontroversial. If, as some seventeenth-century critics of AristotelianismP
believed, in order for an explanation to be scientific, it must make essential
reference to the natures of things, and those natures thernselves are not open to
O bsewation,

then scientific explanations advert to hidden, unobserva ble

structures and printiples that are closed to empirical investigation. These
"natures" would be, in essence, "occuli? qualities, and science would have
nothing to Say about them. Their existence and attributes could not be settled by
reference to observable fact What the seventeenth-century critics of
scholasticism may have objected to as "occulf!' in Aristotle's metaphysics was the
idea of a potential for form, understood as an immatenal principle of
actualization or "becoming." Whatever the details of the source of their
discornfort, let us assume that the critics of Aristotelian science were on target
insofar as they insisted that only the discoverable qualities of actual, sensible
matter (and its parts) are admissible in scientific explanations.

It is somewhat ironic, therefore, that John Locke, one of the leading
seventeenth c e n w defendea of Eniightenment empiricism, developed a notion

of causal power that bears the ancestry of the medieval Aristotdians. Locke
begins with the assumption that bodies produce ideas in us "manifestly by
impulse, the only way which we can conceive bodies to operate in."* In other
words, only a transfer of motion-Le., momenturn-could

explain how a body

might affect another. This served to restnct, by philosophical stipulation, the
range of tenable analyses of causationf and with it, the criteria of explanatory
adequacy. Within this hmework, Locke reasoned that since the objectç of
sensory awareness are not in any form of immediate connection to the mind and

yet we become aware of them in specific sensory forms, it is the case that

Piene Gassendi and Joseph Glanvill's anti-Aristotelianism in parti& ir noted in Nancy
Cartwright, "AristotelianNatures and the Modern Experimmd Method," in Infnence and
Mefhod, ed. JohnEarman (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, lm),
45.
John Locke, An Essq Cacmring H u m Understanding, vol. 35 of he Greut Books of the
WesfernWorfd,ed. R M . Hutchins (Chicago: Encydopedia Briüanica,19521,135.

some motion must be thence continued by our nerves, or animal
spirits, by some parts of Our bodies, to the brain or the seat of
sensation, thereafter to produce in our minds the particular ideas we
have of them. And since the extension, figure, number, and motion of
bodies of an observable bigness, may be perceived at a distance by the
sight, it is evident some singly imperceptible bodies must corne from
them to the eyes, and thereby convey to the brain some motion which
produces these ideas which we have of them in u d 9

This argument for the corpuscular hypothesis is a form of inference to the best
explanation. Locke attempted to present an explanation of hotu knowledge of the
propeties of bodies is possible. Given that such knowledge is possible, if bodies
can only interact causally with other bodies of approximately the same mass and

extension, and if the o d y "conceivable" way for bodies to transfer motion to
other bodies is via mechanical impact, then all bodies must be composed of a
multitude of impercep tibly small corpusdes.

The analysis of the transfer of motion or momentum hom one body to
another was, a t the time, fairly well understood. Only a small number of
parameters were needed to mode1 mechanical interactions. These so-called

"primary qualities" were supposed to be able to explain both the sensible
qualities of bodies such as their colour, taste, etc., as weil as their capacities to
affect olhers in determinate, consistent ways, such as the power of opium to
induce sleep. Primary qualities are five in number: extension, solidity, figure,
rnotion, and nurnber. They are essential properties of material bodies in the sense
that we c a ~ o conceive
t
of bodies existing without each of these qualities in
some measure, whether these bodies are sensible or n o t They are also intBnsic
properties, in that they "really exist in those bodies" whether "any one's senses
perceive them or no.""

Finally, the primary qualities of bodies generate accurate

representations of themselves in the mind through their ability to structure
cirmmambient corpuscles of matter and impel them toward the senses in the

right way. The resemblance of the pnmary qualities to the associated visual
appearances (ideas) that the primary qualities produce is the ground for

29 lbid., 135.

Ki Ibid., 135.

whatever daims to epistemic objectivity we might be able to make for our
knowledge of things.
Locke divided the qualities of bodies into three types, of which the primary
qualities are, of course, the first The second and third types of qualities are the
two kinds of "powers" which are determineci by, and realized in, the primary

qualities of objects' rnicroscopic parts. The first kind, dubbed "secondary
qualities," are those aspects of objects which are "nothing in the objects
themselves" but the powers "to produce various sensations in us by their

primary qualities, Le., by the bulk, figure, texture, and motion of their insensible
parts, as colours, sounds, tastes, etc."3' Implicitly, Locke thereby affirms that
powers are catisal powers. The second category of powers is comprised of those
that produce effects in everything bill the sensory organs. These "tetiary"
qualities are nothing but the powers of objects, in virtue of the primary qualities

of their insensible parts, to affect other objects after the manner of the mechanical
interaction of two colliding macroscopic objects.
Locke does not identifj the powers of bodies with the particular extension,
figure, bulk, number and motion of the insensible parts of things. Rather, the
latter explain the former. The pnmary qualities of the insensible parts of a thing
determine why the thing -the body -has the effects that it does on Other objectr.
The concept of "power" denotes the capacity or liability that a body has to act in
certain specific ways in specific situations because its rnicroscopic parts have the

primary qualities that they do. There is no separate entity called a "powef above
and beyond the constituent parts of bodies; there is no power in a body, rather,
there are powerful bodies?* This is consistent with Locke's theory, expresseci in a
separate section of the Essny, of the origin of Our idea of power:
The mind k i n g every day informed, by the senses, of the alteration of
those simple ideas it observes in things without; and taking notice how
one cornes to an end, and ceases to be, and another begins to exist
which was not before; ... and concluding from what it has so
constantly observed to have ben, that the like changes will for the
31 ibid., 134.

32~ a m Humber
s
and Edward Madden, "Naturai Necessity," New Scholasticism 47 (1976):

214-217.

future be made in the same things, by Lke agents, and by the iike
ways,-considers in one thing the possibility of having any of its
simple ideas changed, and in another the possibility of making that
change; and so cornes by the idea which we caIl power?

The idea here is that the concept of power refers to whatever interna1 factor is
responsible for the possibility of the production of changes in the observable
features ("the ideas we have") of things. Power, "thus considered, is two-fold,

v-iz., as able to make, or able to receive any change. The one may be called active,
and the other passim power." This distinction between active and passive powers
corresponds to what 1have k e n referring to as capacities and liabilities.
Despite our need for a concept of power to refer to the underlying
explanatory factors determining the way things act, Locke is quite pessimistic
about the prospects for the xientific study of powers.3 Macroscopic bodies are
observable because their individual primary qualities produce faithhtl
representations of themselves in our minds. Conversely, we can acquire
knowledge of the primary qualities of things based on the ideas we have of them.
Unfortunately, we cannot acquire specific knowledge of the powers (secondary
and tertiary qualities) of things, because the relevant primary qualities are of
particles too minute to be able to deliver faithful representations of themselves to
us. Since the basis of powers resides in a body's minute parts, we cannot know
exactly what specific shape, motion, etc. of its corpuscles is responsible for

generating specific ideas, e.g., the colour violet or the taste of sweehiess. If we
could somehow "see" the bulk, figure, motion, e k of the insensible particles of
which things are made, then that would satisQ Locke's condition for empirical
knowledge of their powers:
Did we know the mechanical affections of the particles of rhubarb,
hemlock, opium, and a man, as a watchmaker does those of a watch,
whereby it performs its operations ... we should be able to tell
beforehand that rhubarb will purge, hemlock kill, and opium make a
man sleep?
Locke, Essay, 178.
See Eman McMullin, "Structural Explanation," AmeBam Philosophical Qumterly 15,no. 2
(1978):139447for a poignant contrast of M e ' s pessimhn with Newton's optirnim.
35 Locke, Essuy, 321.

Owing to the minuteness of corpuscles, we estabiish neither any specific
c o ~ e c t i o n sbetween specific corpuscular configurations and the ideas they
presumably induce in us, nor the changes they are capable of producing in other
things. AU that we are justified in claiming is that there is some such connection
for each power. "For, if sugar produce in us the ideas which we call whiteness
and sweetness, we are sure there is a power in sugar to produce those ideas in
our minds, or else they could not have been produced by iV"' While the
existence of powers is never in question, the real constitution of the minute parts
of bodies on which powen depend is inscrutable. There is therefore a sort of
ernpirical vacuity in Locke's notion of "power," since it refers to qualities which

have no necessary connection to any observable consequences."
The Lockean "cornplex idea" of a substance is the sum of simple ideas of
qualities found to regularly CO-existin specimens of the substance. Consider the
substance we call "gold" (one of Locke's favorite examples). While we are
naturally inclined to think that gold is gold because of its possession of some
unique inner structure, that inner structure would be undiscoverable. We call
certain specimens of gold "gold" not on the basis of knowing their
microstructure, but because they share in a pattern of CO-instantiationof specific
observable properties: yeilowness, malleability, high density, e b We c a n o t
know whether gold's characteristic observable properties are anything more than
a contingent CO-instantiation of property tokens, because of our incurable
ignorance concerning the relationships of the observed qualities of the metal to
the specific "affections" of gold's insensible parts that give rise to, in us, the
several ideas we receive upon acquaintance with i t
For of dl the qualities that are coexistent in any subject, without this
dependence and evident connexion of their ideas one with another, we
cannot know certainly any two to c o d s t , any M e r than experience,
by our senses, informs us. Thus, though we see the yellow colour, and,
upon trial, find the weight, malleableness, fusibility, and fixedness that
are united in a piece of gold, yet; because no one of these ideas has any
36 Ibid., 239"Lake's own idiom labels nich ideas as "innadequate." hadequate ideas are those h at are
only "partial or incompIete representationsof those d e t y p e s to whïch they are refetled."

evident dependence or necessary connexion with the other, we cannot
certainly know that where any four of these are, the fifth wül be there
also, how highly probable soever it may be; because the highest
probability amounts not to certainty, without which there can be no
true k n ~ w l e d g e . ~ ~
What is it that explains the regular CO-occurrenceof qualities in gold, such as the
shiny yellow colour, the high density, and its liability to discoloration by
mercury? People presume, Locke reports, that this phenomena of CO-existenceof
qualities is the eHect in each specimen of a type of substance having a unique real
essence, from which those qualities "flow." The real essence of a substance is its
"intemal constitution'' upon which the characteristic sensible qualities of

-

specimem the "nominal essence" -of that substance depend. The real essence
of a substance or thing refers to the common nature had by each token of the
substance type- the specific "figure, size, and connexion of its solid parts" that
realizes the power of the particulars to produce just t k s e CO-occumingsensible
qualities by which we type-idenw the substances that exemplify them.
Aristo tle bifurcated the causal determinants of the potentialities of things
into matter and form, with the intrinsic form constituting an ontologically
independent explanatory factor possessing the ability to mould matter in certain
ways. The concept of form was an epistemic convenience, because it provided an
objective basis for the classification of species into natural kinds. Locke regards

his theory of real essences as an advance on the Aristotelian theory of substance
for two reasons. First, it complies with the general empirîcist constraint that
abstract general ideas must be reducible to perceptible aspects of reality:

If any one will Say, that the real essence and interna1 constitution on
which these [secondary] properties depend, is not the figure, size, and
arrangement or connexion of its solid parts, but sornething else, called
its particularfmtl, 1am further from having any idea of its real essence
than 1was before. For 1 have an idea of figure, size and situation of
solid parts in general, . but when 1am told that something besides
the figure, size, and position of the solid parts of that body in its
essence, something called substantid f9nn, of that 1confess I have no
idea at all?9

..

Locke, Esmj, 316.
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Second, it avoids the empirical embarrassments to Aristotle's theory of substance
which Locke describes here:
The frequent productions of monsters, in al1 the species of animals,
and of changelings, and other strange issues of human birth, carry
with them difficulties, not possible to consist with this hypothesis;
since it is as impossible that two things partaking exactiy of the same
real essence should have different properties, as that two figures
partaking of the same real essence of a circle should have different
propertiedo
Locke's concept of "real essence" represents a reintegration of form and matter
as causes of the powers of paticulars, yielding a more robust conception of the
ontological unity of substance, and thereby confirming our assumption that the
compositional and structural aspects of a substance's nature are separable only
by abstraction.
Locke regarded the inscnitability of powers as a permanent condition. He
thought that their unknowabiîity was a consequence of the inherent limitations
of the senses and reason. Fominately for science, Locke's pessimism was
unwarranted. The b o u n d a ~between what is observable and what is not is a

function pnmarily of the state of technology, and secondarily of experimental
sophistication. As our tools become smaller and more precise, our measuring
devices become more sensitive and accurate, our microscopes more powerful,
ever more delicate and subtle structural features of reality are king brought into
vieW.
In the face of scientific progress, drawing the distinction between real and
nominal essence on the basis of a fundamental distinction between the
observable and unobservable "parts" of things is untenable. On the other hand,
Locke was right to draw a distinction between the i n w c constitution of things
(their natures) and the Vredutibly relational phenornena in which those things

are involved (the actualizations of their powers), where the latter are dependent
upon the particulars' intrinsic constitutions. This distinction is key to the realist
ontology.

1.2 Hume's Account of Causation

J. L. Mackie4' presents an o v e ~ e w
of Hume's argument for the ultimate
conclusion that causation "in the objects" is nothing but the regular succession of
events. Madae embarks on the ambitious and laudable task of diagramming the
argument in which Hume's analysis of causation is given, specifying the key
premises, various levels of sub-conclusions, and inferential moves that Hume
makes. Mackie identifies the following passage from A Treutise of Hi<ntnn Naftne
as providing a capsule summary of the main threads of Hume's argument
Before we are reconciled to this doctrine, how often must we repeat to
ourselves, that the simple view of any two objects or actions, however
related, can never give us any idea of power, or of a connexion betwixt
them: that this ideas arises fiom the repetition of their union: tliat the
repetition neither discovers nor causes anything in the objects, but has
an influence only on the mind by that customary transition it
produces: that this custornary transition is therefore the same with the
power and necessity; which are consequently quaiities of perceptions,
not of objects, and are internally felt by the soul, and not perceived
extemally in bodiesP2
Mackie takes the statements in this passage to constitute the "backbone" of the
whole overall structure of Hume's account, and develops the supporting subarguments for each of the premises. The presence, in the Abstract, of a
symmetrical skeletal presentation Iends additional support to the propriety of
this approach, Mackie daims.
My own reconstruction of Hume's argument differs from Macke's slightly,
relying primarily on the argument of 55 IV, V, and W of An Enquiry Conming
Human Llndèrstanding, which Hume himself claimed superseded Book I of the

~reatw." The overail argument has three main threads, the conclusions of which
J. L. Mackie, ie,Cement of the Universe:A Shrdy of Causatim (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1980), ck 1.
David Hume,A Treatw ofHuman Nature, 2d ed., e d L. A. Selby-Bigge, rev. P. H.Nidditch
(Mord: Qarendon Press, 1978)' 166.
U~hilosophersgenerdy ignore Hume's own repudiation of the Trmtise as a "juvenile" and
unseasoned work, and treat both it and the Enquiry as roughly equivdent expressions of a single
philosophical doctrine. If a preference for one over the other is present in philosophical circles, it
is for the more detailed early work. H u m e Iikely did exaggerate the substantive differences
between Book 1 of the Trerrtrse and the Enquiry, but the diffenmces that me present have subtle
substantive implications. Given Hume's own express preference for the content and style of the
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appear below as (A), (B) and (E). These are the argument from the secrecy of
causal powers, the argument from inductive skeptiüsm, and the argument from
the lack of empirical content of the notion of necessary connection. I will first
state the central argument and discuss the premises themselves, just

bnefiy

enough to expose the areas where Hume is particularly vulnerable to
confuta tion.

The condusion of the argument is expressed succinctly in this passage:
Our idea, therefore, of necessity and causation anses entirely from the
uniformity observable in the operations of nature, where similar
objects are constantly conjoined together, and the mind is determined
by custom to infer the one from the appearance of the other?

The thread of the argument of Enquiry IV is this:
(1) Events in nature ultimately are produced by the ("secret!') causal powers
of things.
(2) No analysis of the sensible quaüties of objectç will tell us about their
powers.

(3) It is possible that the sensible qualities of objects may remain constant
whüe the secret powers with which they have been associated may
change.
.: (A) There is no known connection between the sensible qualities and secret

powers of objects.

The second thread of argument is as follows:

.

(4) Causes and effects are distinct events.
(5) Any number of effects can be conceived to follow a pnor event
(6) A change in the course of nature is conceivable in the imagination
(B) The fuhw may not resemble the past.

(A) and (8) together irnply:
(C) We c a m ot logically infer effects from observable causes.
Enquiry, sdiolars ought to gîve pnde of place to the later work
David Hume, An Enquiy Cuncming H u m Understanding,ed. Enc Steinberg
(Indianapolis:Hackett Publishing Co., 1977), 55.

The part of Enqihy V needed for the argument can be stated very quickly:

(7) Beliefs are iively ideas, to which the mind moves easily as a result of a
present impression with which the idea is associated.

.

We have a habit of belief by which we antiapate events on the basis of
o b s e ~ n the
g antecedents with which they are constantly conjoined.

)

In Enquinj VU Hume presents the following:
(8) The validity of any idea can be established by the decomposition of the
idea into its simple components and determining the impression(s) of

which the ideas are copies.
(9a) While considering a sequence of two events, we are never able to
apprehend any powers possessed by the cause in virtue of which the
effect necessarily foilows.

(9b) While considering the actions which issue from Our volitions, we are
unaware, in consciousness, of any power of the mind that binds to
our volitions the actions that we notice regularly follow from them.
(9c) While considering the succession of ideas in a process of conscious

deliberation, we are unaware of the power of the mind which binds
Our thoughts together in a way that makes an idea the necessary

consequence of a pnor one.

.

(9) No impression of causal power or necessary connection is
discoverable in experience.
(8) and (9), together with @) irnply:
(E)

The impression from which our ideas of causation and necessity
originate are in the mind, (not the objects) as felt habitua1 transitions
from observed causes to anticipated effects in the imagination.

After having e,xtracted the main lines of supporting argument, the "capsule
summaqf' of the main argument can be presented:
(C) IF we cannot logically infer effects from observable causes; and
@) IF we nonetheless have a habit of belief by which we anticipate events

on the basis of observing the antecedents with which they are constantly
conjoined; and

(E) IF the impression fiom which our ideas of causation and necessity
originate are in the minci, (not the objects) as felt habitua1 transitions
from obsewed causes to anticipated effects in the imagination;

THEN,it follows that causation in the objects is, so far as we know,
nothing but the constant conjunction of events.

(1) Hume has often been interpreted as arguing for the conclusion that
causality (in the objects) is just constant conjunction. But that directly
contradicts the numerous places in the Trealise and the Enquiry where
Hume clearly maintains that causality in the objects is what accounts for the
existence of the constant conjunctions that we observe. H u m e is making the
epistemological point tha t Our powers of unders tanding are insufficient to
penetrate into the inner structure of things to expose to the senses the
"secret Springs and principles" of their operation. Nevertheless, the
metaphysical point that causality in the objects is the operation of inhinsic
necessitating causal powers is literally oven~helrnin~.'~
Here are just a few
illustrative references:
Nature ... conceals from us those powers and principles on which the
influence of.. . objects entirely depends?

...

1s there not either in a spiritual or material substance, or both, some
secret mechanism or structure of parts, upon which the effect
depends ..?i7

.

... my intention never was to penetrate into the nature of bodies, or
explain the secret causes of their ope ration^?^
...reason fails us in the discovery of the ultimate connexion of causes
and effects ..j9

*'

ïhk thesis is convinbngly argued in Calen Strawsott, The Secret Cmnerim: Causationf
R e a l i . and David Hume (Oxford:Oxford University Press, 1989).
46 Hume. Enquiry, 21.
Ibid., 45.
48 Hume, Treatise, M.
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Ibid., a.

We have no other notion of cause and effect, but that of certain objects,
which have been always conjoin'd together .... We cannot penetrate
into the reason of the c o n j u n c t i ~ n . ~

... in no single instance the ultimate connexion of any objects is
discoverable, either by our sewes or reason, and that we can never
penetrate so far into the essence and construction of bodies, as to
perceive the principle on which their mutual influence depends?
And experience only teaches us, how one event constantly follows
another; without instructing us in the secret connexion, which binds
them together, and renders them inseparableOs1

We are ignorant of those powers and forces, on which this regular
course and succession of objects totally dependsu
The scenes of the universe are continually shifting, and one object
follows another in an uninterrupted succession; but the power or force,
which actuates the whole machine, is entirely concealed from us, and
never discovers itself in any of the sensible qualities of body?
Galen Strawson notes, "it would be very odd if Fume] also thought that

the 'power or force' which on his view 'actuates the whole machine

... of

the universe' did not exist''" What is even odder is this: if Hume believed
that the secret powers and "connexions" were totally shut off fiom
experience and completely insautable, how does he know that they exist?
The answer lies in the subtitle of Hume's A Treatise ofHzîirimn Nntiîre: "Being
an Attempt to Introduce the Experimental Method of Reasoning into Moral

Subjects." By the "experimental method of reasoning," Hume has in mind

the methods practiced by ~ e w t o nHume
.~
is umemittingly cautious about
the specifics of the ontology presupposed by Newtonian scientific method
and reasoning. Nonetheless, Hume is compelled, by a higher-order
Ibid., 93.
Ibid., 400.
Hume, Enquiry, 43.
53 rbid., 37.
SL Ibid., 42.
55 Shwson, Seoef Conneria, 14.
See Hume, Trmtise, 639; also Tom L Beauchamp and Alexander Rosenberg, Hume and fhe
Piobion ofcausatim (Oxford: Oxford University Resr, 1981), 43.
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methodological premise, to accept the existence of those aspects of the
world whose existence and nature are unfathomable on narrower empiricist
grounds. The interesting question, I think, is whether the tension between
Hume's

realist methodological presuppositions and his empiricist

epistemological aspirations is tolerable, or whether it reveals a deeper
intolerable incoherence in his overall account,

Hume's point in this premise is to show that the powers of a thing cannot
be deduced, a priori, from a specification of the sensible qualities of a thing.
As an example, Hume asks us to consider that "[olur senses inform us of
the color, weight, and consistency of bread, but neither sense nor reason can
ever inform us of those qualities which fit it for the nourishment and
support of the human body."n
While deduction is incapable of demonstrating that an object with certain
sensible qualities will be associated with specific powers, neither can
induction. Hume wri tes,
Let the course of things be aliowed hitherto ever so regular, that alone,
without some new *ment
or inference, proves not that for the
future it wiu continue ;o. In vain do vou retend to have leamed the
nature of bodies from p u r past e x - p k x k e . Their secret nature and
consequently ail their effects and influence, may change without any
change in their sensible qualities."
Here is Hume's example:

The bread which 1 formerly ate nourished me; that is, a body of such
sensible qualities was, at that t h e , endued with such secret powers.
But does it follow that other bread must also nourish me at another
t h e , and that like sensible qualities must always be attended with like
secret powers? The consequence seems nowise nece~sary?~
Hume's suggestion here is that it is conceivable that the secret powers of a

thing could undergo considerable alteration, while correlative differences in
Hume, Enquiry, 21.
Ibid., 21
59 Ibid, 21.

sensible qualities could go undiscerned. Another example might be of a
tablet containing a small amount of a drug that breaks down and loses ik
effectiveness in a marner of weeks. A growing but undeteetable
microfracture within a metal support beam could jeopardize the structural
soundness of a building. On the other hand, the quotations from the section
detailing (1)above would seem to imply that the powers of a thing camot
change without a correlative change in the imer constitution of a thing
which determines its causal powers, even if at the level of unaided
observation everything looks the same.
(4)

According to Hume, "every effect is a distinct event from its cause."60 "AU
events seem entirely loose and ~eparate."~'
Hume's thesis here is essentially
a psychological claim about the relations between events as perceived by

us. Perceptible events are impressions, and as such, they are expenenced as
discrete, transient phenornena tliat become comected together and acquire
temporal continuity in the f a d t y of imagination.62 Insofar as this is an
empirical claim about the processes of the Human mind, it is falsifiable. I€it
turns out that there exist physiological processes of perceptual integration
in virtue of which a sequence of separate events appears to us as parts of a
continuous causal process, then Hume is wrong on this point.

(5) This premise (and the next) express Hume's imaginability criterion of
physical possibility. Hume aski us to consider, as a n example of the
principle expressed in the premise, a billiard ball moving in a straight line
toward another:

[AISthe result of their contact or impulse, may 1 not conceive that a
hundred dif6erent events might as weU follow from that cause? . AU
these suppositions are consistent and conceivable. Why then, should

..

60 Ibid., 19.

61 Ibid., 49.
62 This is explored in more detail in my critical remarks concerning Hume's sensationalimiin
§13.1.

we give the preference to one which is no more consistent or
conceivable than the rest?63

Any judgment that is partial to one conceivable possible outcome is
arbitrary. In the Treatw, Hume is more blunt "Any thing may produce any
th.ing!"'
Hume is attempting to establish, with this subargument, that one
cannot deduce, on the basis of the observable properties of things, what a
thing must do. There is no necessary connection between the nature of a
thing and its powers.
(6) Just as we cannot deductively establish what things must or must not do,
we cannot establish it inductively either. Stability or uniformity of behavior

is insufficient, by itseif, to rule out the possibility of the occurrence of the
unexpected, let alone the bizarre. As Hume argues: "May 1 not clearly and
distinctly conceive that a body, falling from the clouds and whkh in all
other respects resembles snow, has yet the taste of salt or feeling of fire?"

He continues: "whatever is intelligible and can be distinctly conceived
implies no contradiction and can never be proved false by any
demonstrative argument or abstract reasoning a p-itr?"'

(7) Section V of the Enqiiiry, where this premise resides, offers an analysis of
Our inclination to draw rationally unwarranted conclusions on the basis of
experience, and concludes with a hypothesis designed to explain it. Hume
offea a theory of empirical belief-acquisition, the following statement of
which serves as a premise in another inferential step towards Hume's
ultimate conclusion:
Beliefs are lively ideas, to which the mind moves easily as a result of a
present impression with which the idea is associated.

Hume asks:

63 Hume, Enquiry, 18-9.
a Hume,Treatise, 173.
65 Hume, Enquiry, 22

... what is there in this whole matter to cause such a strong conception
except only a present object and a customary transition to the idea of
another object which we have been accustomed to conjoin with the
former? This is the whole operation of the mind in all our conclusions
concerning matter of fact and existence."
The application of this theory to the expenence of constant conjunction
leads to the hypothesis expressed in premise (D). This hypothesis explains

"why we draw from a thousand instances an inference which we are not
able to draw from one instance that is in no respect different from thernM6'we are determined by custom or habit to do so. We acquire this habit by
observing events of one kind being constantly followed by the same kind of
event This way of drawing concIusions by custom is not rationally
warranted-the inference drawn is not logically valid-but is a natural
disposition of the mind.
Hume's impressions-and-ideas psychology, presented in

(8)

§II of the Enqiliry,

plays a key role in the argument for the invaiidity of the power account of
causation, and for the thesis that the idea of necessity is based on an i ~ e r
impression of the mind's habits of imagination. This premise states the
normative implications of Hume's theory of idea-formation, in the form of
an empiricist criterion of cognitive significance. This cnterion is then
brought to bear on the question of how our ideas of power and necessity
originate.

(9) This premise is the multiply-supported subconclusion of premises (9a)-(gc),
that is, that no impression of causal power or necessary connection is
discoverable in experience. There is no "third thing" ever observed besides
the two conjoined events-the cause and the effmt Hume surveys a
number of different phenornena for the source in experience of Our ideas of
power and necessary comection, but to no avail.

In Hume's words,

a Ibid., 36.
67

Ibid., 28.

We have sought in vain for an idea of power or necessary connexion in
al1 the sources from which we could suppose it to be deriveci. It
appeaa that in single instances of the operation of bodies we never
can, by Our utmost scrutiny, discover anything but one event following
another, without k i n g able to comprehend any force or power by
which the cause operates or any connection between it and ik
supposed effect?
Premise (E) is itself implied by premises (8) and (9) together with @). Here
is premise (Ji) in Hume's own words:

... [Tlhis idea of necessary connection among events arises from a
number of similar instances which occur ... . This connection,
therefore, which we j e 2 in the mind, this custornary transition of the
imagination from one object to its usual attendant, is the sentiment or
impression from which we form the idea of power or necessary
conne~tion.~~
1.3 Cracks in the Fondation: Two Philosophical Mistakes

Hume's positive theory of the ontology of causality is exposed to cnticism
on a few fronts, to which we will shortly tum. Since my primary concern is the
elaboration and defense of an alternative theory of causality, 1 do not dwell on
these criticisms. I am primarily interested in presenting the philosophical case for

abandoning the Humean perspective on issues relating to causality in favour of
one that is more philosophically fhithil, and more in line with the ontological
presuppositions of modem scientific practice. There are two premises in Hume's
case for causal anti-realism that warrant somewhat closer examination, for a
couple of reasons. First, given their position within the overall logical sincture of
Hume's argument, the plausibility of his condusions depends more on their

truth than on other premises. Second, these key premises are, in the final
analysis, not supported by sufficient argument The premises are (i) the
sensationalistic account of the origîn of "ideas" and (ii) the imaginability
criterion of possibilîty.

Showing why Hume's premises are untenable does not demonstrate the

outright falsehood of his conclusions, only that his conclusions are inadequately
supported by them. Nonetheless, if there are other causal anti-realist arguments
to be had, it seems unlikely that they would depend upon premises which are
non-Humean in spirit This suggests that we need to investigate other accounts
of the origins of ideas in general (and of the idea of "possibiüty," in particular) in
addition to alternative nonoHumean theories of causality. In subsequent
chapters, 1 present what I think is the current best case for a robustly realist
theory of causality. As for the other issues, 1 can do Little more at present than
indicate which alternatives seem to be the most promising, deferring the
systematic articulation and defense that they require until another time.

"SensationaIism" is the idea that the basic form of conscious awareness is a
simple irreducible sensory quality, such as a colour or smell, to which aii other

higher forms of awareness are reducible. In Hume's work, the individual
sensations are called "impressions," of which any "idea" is a copy. The idea
corresponding to a simple impression is a "faint

of it which cornes to

mind when 1see something that has the sensory quality I associate with the idea,
or when 1 recall the term used to denote i t The complex idea is the concatenation
in the imagination of simple ideas "annexed" to a particular term. According to
Hume, our complex ideas about things are constructed representations
("copies") of the immediate sense-data presented to us as impressions. Since
ideas are just copies of impressions, but with less "force and vivacity," they differ

in their distinctness but not in their determinacy. This theory is a thread that runs
through much of Hume's thought, and Iends key argumentative support for two
of the premises leading to hîs constant conjunction account of causality.
First, Hume's sensationalism justifies his empiritist critexion of meaning,

which requires that for an idea to be meaningful it must have its ongin in, and be
reducible to, a simple impression or a conjunction of simple impressions. The
criterion is deployed cleverly in Enquiry VII to support Hume's thesis of the
undetectabiüty of causality in experience. There, Hume shows that there is no
Hume, Treah%ef25.

impression of sensation corresponding to the ideas of "power" or "necessary
conneclion" -no "third thing" besides the events in our outer expenence from
which the ideas could corne. This is an essential link in the argument for the
Regularity theory and the pnmacy of causal laws. As Beauchamp and Rosenberg
maintain,
For the purposes of Hume's argument that particular causal sequences
c a ~ o directiy
t
and immediately be recognized, al1 that is required is
the admission that "efficacy," or power or agency, or productive force,
or any of the cognates of causation, is not related to sensation in the
way " r d ' is, whatever that may ben
Hume supposed that for any idea to be meaningful, it has to be reducible to
observation. That is, in principle, we ought to be able to identify sensory
conditions in which it is possible to acquire the impression from which the idea
derives. To be observable, an object has to have sensible qualities. If a causal
connection were to be detected in experience, it would have to be a third thing

-

"between" the two events an existent whose properties were sensible.

Second, sensationalism supports his view that events are discrete and
separate sensory phenornena, never the continuous transformation of a
persistent, extended spatiotemporal entity. Therefore, we can never directly
perceive powerful particulars acting in accordance with their natures.
According to sensationalism, a simple impression is an irreducible sensory
quality, such as colour or smell, or a feeling. Its corresponding simple idea is a
faint "image," which is recalled to the imagination under certain conditions. A
complex impression is a concatenation of particular impressions of determinate
sensory quaiities that are united'in the imagination into the ideas of objects.
The table before me is done sufficient by its view to give me the ideas
of extension. This idea, then, is borrowed fiom, and represents some
impression, which this moment appears to the senses. But my senses
convey to me only the impression of colored points ..?
Ideas of objects such as tables are representations, constructed in the imagination,
whidi are formed by combining the ideas resulting from the impressions of

"Beauchamp and Rosenberg, Hume, 8 2

* This is a succinct statementof senwiry atomism. (See Hume,Trerrfie,34).

spatially contiguous yet discrete coloured points. More generally, Hume declares
that "our ideas of bodies are nothing but collections form'd by the mind of the
ideas of the several distinct sensible quaiities, of which objects are compos'd, and

which w e find to have a constant union with each ~ t h e r . "H~u~m e acknowledges
that while we regard bundles of conjoined sensible qualities as constituting
objects, that appearance of unity is a result of post-impression activity of the
imagination which effortlessly "unites the object within itself" so that "the fancy
feels not the transition in passing from one part to another.""
Just as Our awareness is spatially discontinuous, it is temporally
discontinuous. Impressions, says Hume, are "perishing" existen~es'~-the~
are
momentary, fleeting, sensory expenences. Each moment in time "as it succeeds
another [is] perféctly single and indivisible."" Our ideas of time and motion are
derived fiom the manner in which the impressions appear to the mind: "time,

which since it appears not as any primary distinct impression, can plainly be
nothing but different ideas, or impressions, or objects disposed in a certain
manner, that is, succeeding each other."" Thus, the motion of an object is not
something of which we could have an impression. What appears to us as motion
is in fact a succession of impressions of stationary objects, each one of which
bears a distinguishable change in sensible qualities from the pnor impression in

the sequence-a change in spatial location. According to Hume,
... as the ideas of the several distinct si<ccessivequalities of objects are
united together by a very dose relation, the mind, in looking along the
succession, must be carry'd from one part of it to another by an easy
transition, and will no more perceive the change, than if it
contemplated the same unchangeable objects ...; hence it proceeds,
that any such suicession of related qualities is readily consider'd as
one continued object, existing without any variation?8

We do not pereïve motion as the smooth, continuous displacement of a single
H-e, Trulise, 2l9.
Ibid., 221.
75 Ibid., 194.
76 Ibid., 34.
Ibid., 37.
78 Ibid., 220.
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object relative to a stationary background. To believe othenvise is to fall prey to

the deception of which the vulgar are commonly victim. The proper account of
our perceptual experience, once the effects of fancy have been subtracted, holds

that the successive states of an object are perceived as a discontinuous sequence
of impressions. Both the temporal continuity of motion and change and the
spatial unity of substances are products of the nahiral synthetic activity of the
imagination and are not simply giuen in experience.

While we perceive events as disjoint, independent and discrete
appearances, never as causally connected, ideas may be so connected: "ideas are
associated by resemblance, contiguity and causation; and impressions only by
re~emblance."~~
Though it be too obvious to escape observation, that different ideas are
connected together; 1 do not fird that any philosopher has attempted
to enumerate or class all the principles-of association; a su*t,
however, that seems worthy of curiosity. To me, there appear to be
only three principles of connexion among ideas, namely, Resemblance,
Contiguity in time or place, and Cause or Effect*

The Abstract

Treatise of Hiinran Nnbtre closes with H u m e maintaining that
these three relations of resemblance, contiguity and causation, are "the only ties
of our thought, they are really fo us the cernent of the ~niverse."~'
Thus Hume
rules out any possibility of perceiving causation.
to a

Sensationalism hnctions implicitly in yet another way in Hume's argument
against causal realism, as it underwxites Hume's argument against "abstract
i d e a ~ . "If~his
~ positive view of the nature of ideas is cornbined with his negative
thesis that the notion of abstract general ideas is incoherent, then we have a preemptive argument against the tenability of any theory involving the abstract
concept "causal power." Philosophers and psychologists have recently subjected
Hume's sensationalism and his anti-abstractionisrn to damaging critique, and
offered theories of perception

and abstraction that provide detailed

79 Ibid., 283.

8û Hume, Enquiry,

*'

14.
Hume, Iredise, 662.
See Hume, Treatise, LLW for Hume's extended critique of abstract general ideas.
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alternatives." To the extent that Hume's theories rest on testable empirical daims
about the psychology of perception, they appear to have been eclipsed by more
recent, more empiricaIly adequate models.
Since the argument for the constant conjunction account of causality
depends in no small measure on the validity of sensationalism, it is important to
ascertain what Hume's argument for it is, and whether it is cogent What reason,
after all, do we have for thinking that that the immediate contents of our minds
in perception are these sensory impressions of which he makes so much? The

argument for sensationalism is a consequence of the argument for perceptual
anti-reaiism, or "phenomenalism" as it is often caUed. Hume's argument is the
classic, but fallacious, argument fkom perceptual relativity. First, I present the
argument and how the sensationalist doctrine arises as a result, and second,
identiQ the logical fallacy in the argument. The relevant passages are from

Enquiry XII:
...nothing can ever be present to the mind but an image or perception,
... the senses are only the inlets through which these images are
conveyed, without k i n g able to produce any immediate intercourse
between the mind and the object The table, which we see, seems to
diminish, as we remove farther from ik But the real table, which exists
independent of us, suffers no alteration: It was, therefore, nothing but
its image, which was present to the mind. These are the obvious
dictates of reason; and no man, who reflects, ever doubted that the
existences, which we consider when we Say, this house and that tree,
are nothhg but perceptions in the mind, and fleetîng copies or
representations of other existences ..

.."

Hume's argument can be generalized in the following way:

"

The tradition of dued realimi most hdamentally opposed to Hume and the earlier
British empiricists indudes: Thomas Reid, ïizontas Reid's Inquity and Essays, ed, Ronald E.
Beanblossorn and Keith Lehrer (Indianapolis: Hadrett Publishîng Co., 1983); JamesJ. Gibson, The
Senses Cm'dered as Percepual Sysfems (Boston: Houghton Mifltin Co., 1966),and idem, The
Ecological Appruach fo Viaal Pmceptim (HïUsdaie, plfl:Lawrence ErIbaum, 1986); David C KeIley,
The Emdence offhe Smses: A Realist T h e q of Perception (BatonRouge: Louisiana State University
Press?1986).See David C KelIey, "A Theory of Abstraction," Cognition 7(3&4): 329-57, and
David M.Armsfrong, Universak:An Opinionated lntroductiun (Boulder: Westview Press, 1989)for
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(Pl) No external objects are things that Vary in respect x relative to the
perceiver.

(P2) AU objects of immediate awareness in perception are things that Vary in
respect x relative to the perceiver.

:.

No objects of immediate awareness in perception are extemal objects.

After showing, in this way, what the objects of immediate awareness in
perception are not, he has the grace to inform us what the objects of imrnediate
awareness me: impressions, constmed as copies or representations of something
independent of acts of awareness.

Hume's sensationalisrn fills two theoretical gaps: (i) it tells us what the
objects of immediate awareness could be Iike, and (5) explains the facts of
perceptual relativity -that is, explains how (P2)could be true.

The argument above is a P n i n facie valid syllogism. However, the middle
t e m of the argument is ambiguous: what is "respect x relative to the perceiver?"

It was Thomas Reid who first pointed out that Hume's argument commits the
fallacy of "four tenns." Reid's refutation of Hume's argument depends on the
distinction between real and apparent magnitudes. The "respect f of the major
premise refers to real magnitude, while in the minor premise, "respect x" refers
to apparent magnitude. Incorporating this clarification, the "syllogism" reads:

(Pl') No external objects are things that Vary in real magnitude relative to the
perceiver.

(PT) All objects of immediate awareness in perception are things that Vary in
apparent magnitude relative to the perceiver.

.

No objects of imrnediate awareness in perception are external objecb.

The premises of the argument are now unambiguous and true, but the
condusion obviously does not follow. The argument from perceptual relativity
represents an invalid form of argument Accordingly, Hume has failed to
demonstrate that no immediate objects of awareness are external objects, and so
has not provided a cogent basis for thinking that phenomenalism is a more
plausible analysis of perception than direct realism. Consequently, Hume has

failed to provide sufficient motivation for accepting sensationalism as an account

of the basic fonn of our sensory awareness.

If sensationalisrn is false, then there is no reason to reinterpret what are
prima fiCie continuous transformations and processes as discontinuous, and
comprised of discrete events. If processes are given in perception as k i n g
continuous, then there is no reason why we need to postdate an inscmtable
substratum of cosmic glue to bond together otherwise discrete evenk. As a
consequence, there is no sound reason for accepting Hume's reconceptualization
of causality as a relation of the necessary comection between events. There are no
interstices behveen events in our perception of the world, and therefore no cal1
for the introduction of some additional mental element in order to generate the
phenomenal appearance of continuity. Whereas the Humean view takes events

as basic, and the appearance of continuity as a product of imaginative synthesis, 1
suggest that events are picked out from the stream of conscious expenence to
mark off salient changes in the world that we perceive. Insofar as Hume's
argument in §IV of the Enqliiry depends on the ontic discreteness of events, that
thread of the argument now appears somewhat unraveleci.
Secondly, what remains of the significance of Hume's argument in §W (of
the Enqiiiry) that impressions of necessary connections or powers cannot be had
in experience? If sensationalism is false, and there are other forms of detecting
causal phenornena than Hume suggests, then euen if the conclusion is cogently
drawn, it is irrelevant. The causal reaIist is therefore in a position to show h o w it
is that direct expenence of causality in the world is possible.

An analysis of the content of experience does not provide any good basis for
sensationalism, but neither does an analysis of its form. The empiricists,
including Berkeley and Locke, may have accepted sensationalism on
methodological grounds, as a sort of working assurnption, itself not directly
susceptible of proof. David Kelley suggests that Locke believed ideas of
individual qualities "are simple in the sense of k i n g given, because they are
simple in the sense of king unanalyzable.f'g Likewise, in Hume's philosophy of

mind, the complex ideas are concatenations of simple ones, and the complex
85 Kelley, Theory of Abstraction,''

53.

ideas of objects are decomposable into the simple ideas of their original sensory
impressions. Indeed, such decomposability is a necessary condition of the reality
of the content of the idea. One motivation for thinking that sensationalism must
be true may be that if we have complex ideas of objects, and we can, in our
imagination, take those ideas apart just as we can put simple ideas together, then

the simple ones must be basic. But this depends for its validity on accepting
another pnnciple, viz, that "whatever the mind can analyze into elements must
have been synthesized by the mind out of those elements." Kelley continues:
This was in fact a common view at the time, something Locke may
have taken for granted. The science of the mind, it was supposed,
should proceed as the science of matter does discovering atoms and
then explaining the propeties of wholes by showing how they are
compounded out of atorns?

-

Yet, this principle is not self-evident-and pointing out the distinction between

simple and complex ideas and impressions will not suffice to establish that it is
true.

In any case, at this point it should be clear that the epistemological
considerations that led Hume to endorse sensationalism provide essential fuel
for the constant conjunction account of causation. If there is no good reason for

believing the principle that "whatever the mind can analyze into elements must
have been synthesized by the mind out of those elements" then that counts
against the validity of sensationalism, and against the account of causation to
which i t carries us.

The second pillar of Hume's overali argument for the constant conjunction
account of causality is what 1 cal1 the "imaginability criterion of possibility."
(ICP) It takes center stage in Hume's case for inductive skepticisrn-that the
future may not resemble the past F o h a t e l y for causal realism, the argument
for this thesis is unsound. The inferential mistake is subtler than the one in the
argument for sensationalism, and has not received much scholarly attention.
The first relevant passage appears in Enqziity TV:
86 Ibid.

nie conhary of ewry tnatter of fact is still possible; because it cnn never imply
a contradiction, and is conceived by the mind with the same facüity and
distinchiess, as if ever so confonnable to reality. ... Were it
demonstrably false, it would inrply a contradiction, and cozcld never be
distinctZy conceivecl &y fhe nzind."
This passage contains the two main premises of the argument While the text
following this passage implies the conclusion, an expliat statement of it appears

in a parallel section of the Treatise:
We can at least conceive a change in the course of nature; which
sufficiently proves, that such a change is not absolutely impossible. To
form a dear idea of any thing, is an undeniable argument for its
possibility, and is alone a refutation of any pretended demonstration
against ites
The following reconstruction of Hume's argument shows it to have what appean
to be a deductively valid st r u c t ~ r e : ~ ~
Suppose S is some matter of fact or actual state of affairs, and S is the contrary of

S, or that S is a change in the course of nature.
(1) If the proposition affirming S does not imply a contradiction, then S is
possible.
(2) If a proposition affirming S implies a contradiction, then S is
inconceivable-Le., it can not be clearly and distinctly conceived.
Given these two prernises, we may reason thus:

(3) If S' is not possible, then the proposition affirming S' implies a
contradiction. [from(l)]
(4) If S is not possible, then S can not be clearly and distinctly conceived.
[from (a,(311
Transposing (4), Hume's conclusion foIlows:

.

(5) If S c m be clearly and distinctly conceived, then S is possible. (ICP)
The condusion means that for any counterfactual state-of-affairs, S,' if S is

"Hume,Enquiry, 1546,emphasis added.
Treatise, 89. emphasis added.
1s not the logically most compact fomi in which it c o d d be represented, but it does have
the vittue of facilitatîng detection of the emr in reasoning involved.
88 Hume,

distinctly and dearly conceivable* then by that fact, S is possible. Any course of
events that we did experience might have been othenuise. In other words, S might

well have actually been the case. Furthemore, any anticipation of the future
course of events is an imaginative construct, not a rational demonstrative

inference, and is therefore just as possible as any other future course of events. At
this point, al1 Hume needs to do is Cil1 in some examples of instances of S' that
can be imagined, and draw the conclusion that they are possible, as illustrated in

this notorious passage from the Enquiry:
When 1 see, for instance, a Billiard-ball moving in a straight line
towards another; even suppose motion in the second ball shoutd by
accident be suggested to me, as the result of their contact or impulse;
may 1 not conceive, that a hundred different events might as well
follow from that cause? May not both these balls remain at absolute
rest? May not the first ball return in a straight line, or leap off from the
second in any line or direction? AU these suppositions are consistent
and conceivable. Why then should we give the preference to one,
which is no more consistent or conceivable than the r e ~ t ? ~ l
What H u m e has in mind in his billiard-bal1 example is to show that any
particular imagined sequence of events is just as conceivable, and as a prediction
about the future, just as arbitrary as any other. If we imagine the sequence of
events that does in fact corne to pass, that is a lucky guess, not a confirmation of a

rational expectation about the future course of events. Since any alternative to the
actual outcome was conceivable, any alternative to the actual outcome wodd hme
been possible.
What, then, are we to make of the premises of the argument? The central
problem with the argument is the ambiguous employment of the term
"possibility." M e r analyzing the premises of the argument, we can see that the
sense in which possibility is employed quietly shifts from psychological
possibility to logical possibility and from logical possibility to empirical
possibility.

To form a dear idea in the mind of any thïngis what comtitutes conceiving of the thing.
The suggestion is that "conceive" and "imagine" are b a s i d y the same in meaning in this
context.
91 Hume, Enqiiiry, 18-19.

In premise (l), the sense of possibility is clearly logical possibiiity. If a
proposition affirming S is non-contradictory, then the proposition is a logically
contingent S may or may not be the case. Now, premise (2) says that we c a ~ o t
conceive of states of affairs that imply contradictions, which seems innocent
t
mental images of square
enough. After all, try as we may, we c a ~ o generate
circles, and so on. As Hume says, "whatever

... can be

distinctly conceived,

implies no contradiction... " 5 ~This is the converse of (2):

(2') If S can be clearly and distinctly conceived, then the proposition
affirming S can never imply a contradiction.

D. B. Rasmussen assures us that this is a reasonable assertion:
If a state of affairs can be conceived (or imagined), then it is logically
possible; but if it is inconceivable (or unimaginable), then such a shte
of affairs is not necessarîly logically impossible. The reason for this
one-sided relationship is simply that what is inconceivable (or
unimaginable) may merely reflect the human mind's inability to grasp
something and accordingly would make the standard for logical
impossibiiity too psychologistic, while what is conceivable (or
imaginable) is a legitirnate benchmark for iogical po~sibility.~

If the fact that 1camot conceive something as k i n g true is a sufficient condition
for its k i n g logically impossible, it is also the case that if 1 cannot conceive
something as being false, thnt is a suffïcient condition for its being logicaily
necessary. 1grant that whether one can or cannot conceive something as true or
false is too psychologistic a criterion for logical standing.
If taking inconceivability as a sufficient condition for logical
impossibility/necessity is foo psychologistic, sureiy taking conceivability as a
sufficient condition for logical possibility/contingency is psychologistic as well.
But, to suggest that the latter is not too psychologistic begs the question of how,
in general, to demarcate whether some criterion is too psychologistic, or not!
Unless we can establish an independent standard of what counts as excessively
psychologistic, we cannot defend the entailment hom psychological to logical

92 Ibid.,
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possibiüty. We must condude that the psychological conceivability (or
inconceivability) of a state of affairs underdetermines the logical standing of the
proposition affkming i t Çimply pointing out the availability of instances of
logical inconsistencies for which we c a ~ oform
t a mental picture is not sufficient
to eliminate the underdetermination.

Consider another example. Suppose 1 have a standard, unadulterated sixsided die in my hand, and 1 conceive rolling it, and seeing a sewn turn up. It is
conceivable? Yes. 1s it logicnlly possible? No. To Say that it is inconceivable becnuse
it is logicaily impossible either begs the question of how we establish logical
impossibility ir. the first place, or sunders imaginability and conceivability.

In short, in premise (1) "possibility" is used in a logical sense, while in
premise (2), Hume affirms a psychological sense of possibility. Since the
argument for ICP draws on both premises, the conclusion is ambiguously
drawn.
The billiard-bal1 example Hume uses to iilustrate the implications of his
conclusion point out yet another layer of ambiguity in the sense of "possible''
employed. Hume a s k , "May not both these balls remain at absolute rest?" in the
sense of '7s it not possible that both these balls may remain at absolute rest?" In
the psychological sense, it is possible-who could deny that it is a possible
content of imagination? U, on the other hand, it is the logical sense that is
intended, then the issue is not so clear.
We can ask another question on Hume's behalf, however: "is it not
empincally possible that both these b a h may remain at absolute rest?" (In other
words, regardless of the creative capacities of my imagination, is it at all possible
that I could experience such a bizarre tum of events?) Suppose 1 answer "no,
conservation laws guarantee that it is ernpirically impossible." Hume has a ready
response. My knowledge of conservation laws is itself based on my experience of
nature. The "no" answer would only be justifiecl if 1 added the additional
premise that "the future wiU be conformable the past," that is, that the
conservation laws which held in the past will continue to hold in the future.
Nevertheless, this assumption is not demonstrably certain, because "a change in

the course of nature may occuf' does not imply a contradiction. Again, Hume
falls back on the non-contradictory character of denials of rnatters of fact, of

which al2 laws of nature are exemplifications, regardless of how well confirmeci
they may seem to us.
If Hume's argument were clear and cogent, and he did establish that a
change in the course of nature were not impossible, then the problem of
induction would be afoot:
It would be startling indeed if ice were not slippery, water froze when
heated to the boiling point, and unsupported objects floated upward;
but nevertheless they are not logical impossibilities. The implication of
this argument for inductive inference is plain: since there are no causal
necessities between objects and evenk, inductive inference carries no
intemal warrant And that Ys and y's have always occurred together
in the ast is no guarantee by any means that they always will in the
future.

!i

No such problem of induction arises however, since it is not clear that the
imaginability criterion of possibility is sustained by anything more substantial
than Hume's fancy.
Again, the problem with Hume's ICP is that it conflates two senses of
possibility that are in fact distinct What is conceivable in the imagination is
surely not a sufficient condition of logical possibility, even if it is a necessary
condition. Yet, the sense in which a change in the course of nature is "possible" is
the "real" or empirical sense of possibility, which is entailed by neither the
logical nor psychological senses of possibility. The conclusion that a change in
the course of nature is "possiblefr in the intended sense is therefore not
demonstrated.
O n e objection to this line of reasoning might begin by suggesting that while
Hume has not shown that a change in the course of nature is possible in any
univocal sense, we cannot Say that it is not empirically possible. The counterobjection to this is simply to point out the ad ignoranfianz fallacy involved. H u m e
may stili be correct that it is possible (in some sense) for cows tu Ieap over the
moon, or that a future change in the course of nature might make such an event
94 Edward H.Madden, "Hume and the Fiery Furnace," PhiIosuphy of Science 38
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possible. What I have shown is that Hume has given us no evidence on the basis
of which to accept his conclusions about the real possibility of the kinds of
bizarre changes in the course of nature that he describes.

The cogency of Hume's argument for the constant conjunction account of
causation depends on sensationalism and the imaginability criterion of
possibility both k i n g true. In this and the previous section, 1have refuted the
arguments Hume gave for these principles, and thus severed key argumentative
links in the Humean case for the constant conjunction account of causality.
Hume's premises do not support his conclusions. By showing how the
arguments fail, 1 have not directly argued that those conclusions are false, only
that compelling arguments for them have not been offered by Hume, or other
Humeans. Whiie 1believe that Hume's conclusions are in fact false, 1claim only
to have succeeded in showing that his theory of causality is implausible-that
the assumptions upon which the truth of the theory depends (i.e., sensationalism,

and the assimilation of empirical to psychological possibility) are very likely
mistaken. To sustain the stronger daim of ouhight falsehood, I would need to
argue that the basic idea of the constant conjunction or regularity approach to
causality is wrong-headed. That would require showing how the various recent

attempts to present a modified regularity account of causality fail for essentially
the same reasons as Hume's constant conjunction account does. That kind of
failure would prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the basic idea of the

"Regularity Theory" is wrong, and that it should be jettisoned in its entirety.
Unfortunately, the protracted analysis that such a refutation requires would
preempt the central focus of the present work, whîch is to argue for the
plausibility of a realist alternative to the Humean account.
From a broader historical perspective, the negative thesis just presented
argues, in effect, that Hume's treatment of causality represents a wrong-turn: an
ontologically deflationary conter-analysis based on conceptual confusion at
crucial points. On the other hand, I do not urge simply i g n o ~ gHume, for
despite his errors, modem philosophy of saence is immeasurably better off for

having had to wrestle with the implications of his positions. Indeed, the signs of

struggle are written ali over the contemporary empiricist "paradigrnu-in

the

assumptions about what the right questions are, and the appropnate methods for
addressing them.
1.4

Adequacy Criteria for Theones of Causality
The primary aim of the present work wiil be to dernonstrate the plausibility

of the realist alternatives on each of the major issues upon which realism and
Humeanism disagree. The secondary aim of the thesis is to present causal
realism as a coherent overail framework for the analysis of causal questions
rather than as a grab bag of unrelated and possibly incompatible theses. If I can
successhlly show that realist positions on the fundamental questions of the
theory of causality are plausible, and that taken together they are coherent, then I
assume that such is sufficient to satisfy the minimal conditions of theoretical
adequacy for theories of causality in general.
a1. Phrrsibilihj mui C~usdîk?ories

In order for a theory of causality to be plausible, it must offer answers to the
fundamental questions about causality such that, overall, the theory is at least as
ükely to be true as its theoretical competitors. In order to demonstrate that causal
realism is more plausible than anti-realism, I need to show how realism answers
each of the fundamental questions in a way that is ut lenst as plausible as antirealism on all of the questions, and more plausible on some.
What are the fundamental questions? 1 believe that we can identify the
appropriate questions to ask if we have certain desiderata in mind for Our
theories. First, the theones should be cornprehensive in the sense that they
engage issues at a high levd of generaüty. The fundamental questions will,
therefore, be general ones. Second, the theories should be historically-sensitive,
so the basic questions will be ones that raise issues of perennial philosophical
concern. Lastly, the questions should be theory-neutral, so as not to bias the
outcorne by including or exclud& questions for which one theory may have

better answers than another.

In order to show how not to identify the questions that any plausible theory
of causality should ask, consider the List of questions posed recently by Emest

Sosa and Michael Tooley as "some of the fundamental issues that need to be
comidered in any attempt to formulate a satisfactory account of the nahire of
c a ~ s a t i o n . "They
~ ~ are:
What is there between causal laws and causal relations? In particular,
are causal relations between events logically supervenient upon causal
laws together with the totality of non-causal states of affairs? If not, do
causal relations at least presuppose the existence of corresponding,
covering laws, or/on the contrary is a singdarist account of causation
COrrect?

Are causal states of affairs logically supervenient upon non-causal ones?

If not, is an a posterimi reduction of causal states of affairs to non-causal
ones possible? Or is a realist approach to causation correct?
1s it possible for causal relations to be immediately given, either in
perceptual expenence, or introspectively?

Do causal concepts need to be analyzed, or can they be taken as
analytically basic? If they do stand in need of analysis, should the
analysis be one that reduces causal states of affairs to non-causal ones, or
should it treat causal terms as theoretical, and offer a realist account of
the meaning of those terms?
This inventory of questions h curious for several reasons. First, it is simply
presented as a list of "some" of the important issues. There is no indication of
what the "other" important issues are. Sosa and Tooley ignore questions
pertauiing to the ontologicd status of powers and natures, and the status of
natural necessity-both questions that warrant discussion on the grounds of
their historical significance. Shodd these be regarded as some of the "other"
important questions, or do we infer that the authors regard these as less
important, since othenvise, they would have taken care to mention hem?
Second, no indication is given as to the operative critena of adequacy informing
their selection of these as important Does the neglect of questions about powers

95 Emest Sosa and Michael Tooley, introduction to Gucsation, ed. E r n s t Sosa and Midiael
Tooley (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993),5.

and necessity entail that they are less important, or that they are irrelevant? If it
is the latterf then even ifwe could interpret this iist as an implicit set of adequacy

cntena, it is not theory-neutral. Third, there is no suggestion of any independent
criteria that would justify the daim that these represent "some of the fundamental

(my italics) issues that need to be considered." If some issues are fundamental
and others are not, does that mean that the other issues are deriuatioe- that they
cannot be answered adequately without adverting to conclusions antecedently
established?

In 51.5 below, I pose four questions that are historically important, theoryneutral, and broad in scope -questions that any adequa te general theory of
causality will need to address. As I show in 51.5, both Humean causal antirealism and my version of causal realism satisfy this critenon of adequacy.
In order to construct an alternative to Humean causal anti-realism, 1review
the arguments that have been made on behalf of realist themes, and extract what
is plausible in them. I play the role of a philosophical xavenger, picking up the
choicest ingredients, and synthesizing the collected insights into what 1regard as
the most plausible case that can be developed on each of the four questions
posed above. 1 show how these vanous insights can be elaborated into theses
that respond in a reasonable way to the main planks of the Humean approach on
a point-by-point basis.
In the interests of maintainhg a focus on the constructive orientation of the
project, 1have had to err on the side of exclusion when faced with choices about
how much exegesis and close criticism was appropriate when discussing the
work of authors with whom I am in large part sympathetic. For example, while 1
agree for the most part with what Nancy Cartwright has to Say about natures
and capacities, 1 am suspicious of the soundness of her (nonetheless intriguing)
positions on the disunity of nature and the "patchwork" conception of natural
nomicity. In a simüar vein, I regard Rom Harré's idea of the field of potential as
an entity whose nature is identical with its powers as a compromise of the
integrity of the causal powers theory he develops with E. & add den.^
% The endorsement of these authors' viewpoints on s

p d c issues should not be construed

Over the course of the remainder of the thesis, 1will not explicitly argue for
the coherence of causal realism, but show i t If al1 goes well, the coherence of the

theory will emerge as a byproduct of the method 1 use to develop the realist
position. The method is designed to help address the issue priority: what
question should a causal theorist begin with, and in what order should the
relevant subsequent questions be addressed? Simply entenng the subject at some
arbitrary point and proceeding randomly is unlikely to reap much in the way of
a philosophical harvest
Suppose we begin with the question whose possible answers depend on the
answers to the fewest oflier qirestions. When sufficient progress has been made on

the first question, then the knowledge acquired from that initial inquiry can be
brought to bear on the question whose answer depends on the answer to the first
question, and so on. In this way we can minimize the number of unproven
assumptions needed to develop the position, identify relations of conceptual
dependence, and begin the analysis with a specification of the more basic. The
realist position can then be developed in a progressive way, indicating how
conclusions demonstrated at one stage lead to further conclusions, and how
those earlier conclusions block objections that might be raised to the more

derivative ones.
Beyond this point, methodoIogica1 principles cannot be rigorously defendecl
without engaging much larger questions. In particular, my suspicion is that the
most plausible realist account of causality s t a N with the notion that causality is
detectable in .experience, and affims that our causal concepts are formed by
abstraction from that experience. Theories of ideas that maintain (a) that they

have their roots in the evidence of the senses, and (b) are formed by abstraction

from such evidence, are theones that are induded in the family of theories 1cal1
"empiricist foundationalism.~'The satisfaction of (a) is, so far as 1can see, the best
as implying brwader acceptance of their overail positions. Conversely, 1do not exped that these
authors will agree with the characterization of causal r e h that 1present, although 1would
hope that if they were to read the present account, they wodd be indined to agree with my
argument that the positions that 1elaborate have more merit to them than th& Humean
alternatives.

way to keep the "reaI" in renlism.
Schematically, my foundationalist requirement is similar to Hume's, i.e.,
that every meaningfd idea denves from some impression or other. 1 disagree

with Hume's semationalism, phenomenalism, and nominaiism. Nonetheless, we
share the empiricist-foundationalist intuition that Our ideas must connect up
with the given in Our experience at some point, otherwise we will not be able to
distinguish knowledge from myth, fancy and sophistry. Moreover, both within
the Aristotelian tradition and the British empiricist tradition, we find attempts to

explain how general ideas or general terms can function abstractly-that is, to
designate Ends and open dasses of particulars. Since empiricist foundationalism
rejects the notion of an "innate" idea, whatever ideas we have must ultimately
derive from sense-perceptual contact with the word.
To see why this epistemic commitment is important for the causal realist's
metaphysical project, suppose that one of the common objections to
foundationalism is bue: perhaps that all perception is theory-laden, or that it by
nature involves judgement, inference or computation. In that case, there can be
no perceptual awareness of causality as such; al1 identifications of causings, or
instances of causality presuppose the confribution of some high-level cognition.
It would foliow that our understanding of causality would have to be (at least in
part) given in terms of non-causal facts, or as some theoretical relation. The most
robust form of realism is one in which causal concepts are reducible to primitive
causal experiences, not to noniausal states of affairs.
While I cannot defend my foundationalist preferences rigorously in this
thesis, I do show (in Chapter Two) how the foundationalist methodology is
brought to bear on the problem of the preconceptual origins of our causal
concepts, and thereby show how to dissolve one high-level objection to
foundationalism in general.

A second large issue attends consideration of one of Sosa and Toolefs
questions; that is, "which are more basic: causal Iaws, or causal relations?" 1Say:

causal relations. A different a m e r to this question is developed by Philip

~itcher~"
wherein the order of fundamentality runs from the theoretical system,

to causal laws, to causal relations. The causal structure of the world is the end
result of the deductive systematization of our scientific knowledge of some
domain, not the evidential starting point As a matter of methodology, one needs
to articulate a system of scientific explanation first, and fit the discussion of the
nature and justification of causal knowledge into the broader explanatory
context If we c m jusûfy Our causal beliefs in the way that Kitcher suggests, we
need not go beyond systemaüzing descriptions of observed phenomena, to
postdate claims about causal truths independent of our quest to c o n s h c t an
ordered conception of those phenomena. Kitcher contrasts his "top-dom"
unification model of explanation with Welsey Salmon's "bottom-up" causalmechanical model, the latter of which is, I think, clearly the more compatible
with causal realism, especially if a foundationalist method is involved in

developing i t Apparently so does Kitcher

The causal approach is wedded to a strong version of realism in which
the world is seen as having a structure independent of Our efforts to
systematize i t [...] 1have k e n trying to show that we can make sense
of scient-& explanation and our view of the causal structure of nature
without indulging in the metaphysics."
On the other hand, Salmon maintains that

... explanatory knowledge [is] knowledge of the hidden mechanisms
by which nature work. It goes beyond phenomenal descriptive
knowledge into knowledge of things that are not open to immediate
inspection. Explanatory knowledge opens up the black boxes of nature
to reveal their inner workings. It exhibits the ways in which the things
we wmt to explain corne aboutg9
Salmon has suggested that these two approaches may be amenable to at least a
partial reconciliation, if it can be shown how they illuminate different aspects of
scientific explanation. Salmon's ontic approach is consistent with the Aristotelian

Phirip Kitcher, "Explanatory Unification and the Causal Structure of the Worid," in
Scimtiflc Explanation, Minnesota Shidies in the Phiiosophy of Sàence, vol. XII, ed. Philip Kitcher

and Wesley C Salmon (Minnesota:University of Minnesota Press, 1989).
98 ibid, 499-500.

* Salmon, ''Four Decades," 182

"dual-focusff theory of explanation in which the ernbedding of particular
phenornena within objective causal structure as well as the systematization of
causal generalizations are important ingredients of causal explanation.

While a causal-mechanical view of scientific explanation might be able to
accommodate unification,'" it is not dear how a unificationist could assimilate
the insights of the causal-mechanical theonsis, given the metaphysical enmity
that "top-downers" have towards objective causal structure. The distaste for the
necessary metaphysics stems, it would seem, from womes about the epistemic
dimension of realist approaches to causality. But as Kitcher admits, the "strong
realist can maintain, with some plausibility, that the epistemological
presuppositions of such womes about causation are unf~unded."'~' 1 concur

with this analysis. 1will let Kitcher introduce my next point
Concerns about the possibilities of knowing about kinds and causes
derive, it is suggested from a n oversimplified empincist epistemology.
Empiricists w o n y that we can never know about causes because our
basic perceptual knowledge is limited to identifjmg certain kinde of
attributes. We can see that the first biUiard bal1 moved, that it hit the
second, and that the second moved after the impact- but ...we cannot
see that the impact caused the motion of the second ba11.'02

h rny critique of Hume's sensationalism, 1already indicated that a different
approach to perception was needed, one more along the lines that D. M.
Armstrong takes-that you "can just see c a u ~ a t i o n * ' ~In' ~Chapter Two, we will
see to what extent this line of approach can be pursued. As 1indicated in g1.3.1,
the argument from percep tua1 rela tivity Often used to support the rejection of
perceptual realism (along with ik cousin, the argument from illusion) is invaiid,
so arguments against the perception of causality based on semationaüst
assumptions will also fail. If the case for the perception of causality fails, it will

'"See Kitdier, "Explanatory Unification,''

496-97for his skepticairesponse.
'O1 Philip Kitcher, 7h.eA d v a n c m t ofscience: SSnrnce Without Legmd, Objecfitn'fyWithout
lllusim (Oxford: Oxford University Press, lm),
170.
'O2 lbid., 170.
lm %id.,n 60. See &O David M. Armstrong, Unioersds and Scientific Raplism, vol. II
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), 165

1.5 The Cornerstones of Causal Realism

The requirements of plausibility discussed in 81.4.1 lead me to propose that
there are four fundamental questions that a theory of causality ought to answer,
while, for the realist, a certain order of progression in the development of the
theory is recommended. The questions are, in order. (a) Can causality be
detected? (b) Is causality a law-üke relation? (c) Does causality involve causal
powers? (d) Do causes necessitate their effects? Naturally, this is hardly a
complete list of relevant questions, but 1 suggest that it is comprehensive in the
sense that questions addressing more technical issues will acquire their
significance in relation to one or more of these four.
As would be expected, the staunch anti-realist and the staunch realist take

opposite positions on each of the four questions. There are, of course, many
different logically possible semi-Humean or semi-realist positions that could be
advanced, no doubt including some coherent ones. My concem is to show that
for each Humean position, the realist alternative is more plausible.

In a very general way, the differences between the Huniean and the Realist
perspectives can be outlined with reference to their respective answers to these
four questions. This prelirninary statement of the differences is unqualified and
categorically stated, by intention. It is important at the outset to polarize the
discussion- to represent the alternatives as a contrast of opposites. Appropriate
nuances, qualifications and hedges can always be added later as these first
approximations are adjusted upon intensive examination of the issues. At the
outset, 1 want to provide a frame of reference in which the cornerstones are easily
discernible from the theoretical rubble.
(a) Can causality be detected?

Humean: No. H u m e believed that there was no perceptible "third thing"
besides the two perceptible events in a singular causal sequence in virtue of
which the causal relation obtains-no perceptible causal power in the first

event that makes the second necessary. Humeans nearly dl agree that
"particular

causal sequences cannot d i r d y and immediately be

r e ~ o ~ n i z e d . "What
' ~ makes a sequence of events causally related is some

kind of abstract relation that holds between them. This might be best
construed in terms of counterfactual dependency, nomic sufficiency, nomic
necessity, unconditionality, etc. What is common to these technical varianfs
is the assumption of the impliat generality of singular causal claims.

Realist: Yes. Realists acknowledge a t least one of two options here. In both

cases, causality is associated with the production of action, or the
phenomenon of something's being niade to Iinppen. (i) In cases where we
perceive certain types of complex events, the events are perceived as causal
phenomena, e.g., a collision between two objects, and their interaction. The
complex event is perceived as an exemplification of a single causal nexus,
not as a series of discrete events requiring an exogenous linking factor. (ii)

In cases where we detect efficacious acts of will, the complex event of the
volition-producing-action is perceived as causal-as something being made
to happen.
@) 1s causality a law-like relation?

Humearc Yes. There is a "semantical entailment behveen singular causal
statements and lawlike statementsf' such that for every singular statement
there is a "law whose truth is a semantically necessary condition for the
singular statemenfs t r ~ t h . " ' This
~ ~ is the doctrine of se~mnh'ccairn2 noniis~ii,
that comects the meaning and truth conditions for statements refemng to
instances of causality with the obtaining of some causal law or other.
Humean empiricism maintains that singular causai daims are "implicitly

general" in meaning; causality is essentidy a law-like relation.
Realist: No. Instances of causality have primacy over causal laws rather

than the reverse. Neither the meaning off nor the justification of any
singular causal staternent necessarily depends on the fact that some causal
-

'OL Beauchamp and Rosenberg, Hume, 8 2
'O5

Ibid., 834.

law or other obtains, even if it is the case that there is a law associated with
any causal instance.
(C) Does causality involve causal powers?

Humean: No. The Humean's objection to the idea of causal power is
epistemic: Our idea of "causal power" fails the test of reducibility to
observation. The Humean does not deny that causal powers exist; the claim
is rather that since the idea of causal power has no empirical content, no
sense can be made of the notion.
Realist: Yes. Powers, including capacities and liabilities, make causality

possible. The reaiist view to be presented here identifies causality as the
process of actualization or exercise of powers.
(d) Do causes necessitate their effects?
Humean: No. The same kinds of considerations that support the dismissal

of causal powers also support the dismissal of causal necessity- there is no
empirical content to the notion. Further, since "any thing may produce any

thing,"'06 there is an ineliminable possibility that a cause which has always
heretofore had a particular effect under certain conditions, might in the

future under the same conditions, not have its usual effect.
Realist: Yes. The realist generally acknowledges two possible domains of
necessity: (i) a conceptual necessity in the relationship between the nature
of a particular and its powers, and (ii) a natural necessity in the operations

of the particulars by which causal processes are instantiated in generative
mechanisms. If natural necessity obtains in the world, then Our confidence
in the ability of science to predict and explain events and patterns in nature

is metaphysically grounded.

In this chapter, I have outlined the historical context in which the philosophical
issues connected with the n a h m of causality were originaily understood, and
'O6

Hume, T'eafiSe, 173.

have emphasized that the tradition of causal reaüsm is pnmarily associated with
Aristotelian conceptions of nature and human knowledge. The Humean theory
of causation represents a significant break with that tradition, but that break was
motivated primarily by qualms that Hume had with some of the dochines of his
predecessors -qualms which, upon examination, are based on logical errors as 1

show in 51.3. 1 have fomulated what I take to be the fundamental questions
about causality, and sketched realist answers to them. In the following four
chapters, 1 attempt to develop the best arguments for a reaiist conception of
causality.

The issue of whether we can, as D. M. Armstrong says, "just see" instances of
causation is a significant one for the causal realids project It has been

maintained, for example, that we may perceive a key causing a lock to tum, a
bird's landing on a tree branch causing the branch to bend, or the hot knife
causing the stick of butter to be cut Are these claims literaliy bue? If we can
perceive-or more generaily, detect- just one case of causation (or of causality'),
that would be logically suficient to refute the Humean thesis that causality is not
presented to us in sense-experience. That would help clear the way for the
development of the realist alternative. Moreover, given that some instances of
causaliv are detectable, such instances hm out (i.e., on a realist account) to be

fiundational for Our idea of causality-the primitive content of Our causal
concepts is supplied by direct experience of ~ a u s i n ~The
s . ~position 1call "causal
founda tionalism" explicitly links the detection of causaliv to this
epistemological claim. Causal foundationalism is simply the thesis that the
original or primitive contents of our causal concepts are vanous expenential
"givens," while our advanced causal concepts consist of broader abstractions

fiom sense-experience that retain the primitive content
Whatever disagreements among causal foundationalists exist regarding the

fon11 in which causality is detectable, they agree that we have direct senseexperience of causality in one form or another. This chapter argues for the
plausibility of two basic daims: (a) "the detectability thesis," that is, that the
cornmitment to the existence of cases of causality-detection is defensible; @)

'

The terms "causation" and "cau+aüty" are rarely expliatiy distinguished in the literahtre on
this subject This makes for some awkward moments in sdiolarçhip,such as when one
commentator is using "causa tion" and the 0th- "causaIity" when they have the very same
concept in mind. in fact there are two difkrent concepts that are relevant hem. The fVçt t m is
the more narrow of the two, rderring primary to patticuiar instances of efficient causation,or
mechanical causai production. The second term tends to be employed wtien a more general
notion is called for.
Whether or not a singularist appmach to c a d t y is an appropriate ingredient of the
realiçt's position wili also in part hun on the issue of the detectability of causality.This is
discussed at 1engt.h in Chapter Three.
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"causal foundational intemalism," that is, that one dass of such cases of
causality-detection can be utilized to secure the foundations of our knowledge of
causality.
Various objections to these theses are dealt with throughout the chapter, but
before proceeding, there are two objections which demand immediate attention.
One objection is the Humean argument that detecting causality in sense-

expetience is just not possible, while the other objection argues that even if it
were possible, foundationalism is untenable, so the detectable instances of
causality are philosophically useless.
21 The Possibility of Causal Foundaticnalism
1 . Humenri O bjectioiis to Cnrrsnl Detectibilihj

In Elizabeth Anscombe's "Causality and ~etermination,"~
an argument is
made for the thesis that causality is detectable in experience; she argues that in

the volitional performance of actions whose efiects are perceptible, such as
lifting, pulling, pushing and so forth, causality is manifest in the form of causal
efficacy. Acts of manipulating physical objects are perceptually detectable
instances of causing. Her argument has since become a lightning rod for proH u m e critics of the detectability thesis. While some of the criticism has focused
on Anscombe's particular methodological and logical presumptions;' the
criticism has broader significance, and impacts upon the plausibility of
arguments for the detectability thesis more generally. To clear the ground for the
defense of the detectability thesis, we need to examine the content of Anscombe's
position, the Humean counterclaims, and then show how the counterclaims fail
to expose any senous flaws in Anscombe's contentions.
At one point, Anscombe responds to the Humean daim5 that causaiity
cannot be detected in individual cases. Despite difTerences between rny position
and hers, I concur with the sentiment of her argument here:
G.E M.Anxornbe, "Causaüty and Detemination,'' in Gzusatim, e d Ernst Sosa and
Michael Tooley (Oxford: Oxford University Ress, 1993).
1rely o n the arguments presented in Beauchamp and Rosenberg,Hum, 82-83.
It is defendedin Hume, Enquiy,VIL4 aqd idem, lreatise 1,31

Someone who says this is just not going to count anything as
"observation of causality."
It is argued that "au we find" is suchand-such, and it tums out that the arguer has excluded from his idea
of "finding" the sort of thing he says we don't "find."6

...

Hume's argument against Our ability to find any impression of power or
necessary comection in our experience was premised on the theory that
impressions are of a certain nature, and that the relata of the causal relation are
events of impression-reception. For Hume, causal processes are discontinuous,
and there is no sensible impression of necessary connection (i.e., no third UUng)
that would bind the discrete events together. What binds discrete events together

into continuous causal processes is, for us, a custorn or habit of imagination-a
non-cognitive process. As Kant might Say, the continuity of a causal process is a
product of the "synthetic activiy' of the imagination, it is not given in the
"manifold in intuition."'
Anscombe's negative thesis is that Hume's non-detectability arguments are,

at root, an implication of his philosophy of mind and epistemology-his theory
of impressions and ideas and the criteria of meaning based on them. We do not

directly perceive entities acting, such as a billiard bail rolling aaoss a flat, green
velvet surface, according to Hume's sensationalism; what we perceive is "an
impression of travel made by the successive positions of a round white patch in
our visual fields...."' If Hume is correct in saying that we do not perceive
physical objects and some of their attributes directiy, it follows that we do not
perceive them acting either. So, we do not perceive them causing anything in the
single case. If, on the other hand, we do perceive physical objects causing things
to ha~pen
in the single case, then we do perceive causality.
Hume asks the champions of detectability to "produce some instance,
wherein the efficacy is plainiy discoverable to the mind, and its operations
obvious to our consciousness or sensation." As Anscombe says, Hume "wants us
to 'produce a n instancef in which eficacy is rdated to sensation as red
Anscombe. "Causality and Determination,'' 9 2
Harré and Madden, C a d Puzuers, 543.
Atruombe," C a d t y and Determination," 92
%id.

'

1s this

demand reasonable? Should we accept this as a critenon for whether we can
perceive efficacy? Efficacy is not a sensible quality, so it is umurprising that it
would faiI to be discoverable by the mind, ifthe mind is only capable of detecting
the presence of sensible qualities. It is, however, an empirical assump tion- and a

highly dubious one-that this is true. Presumably actions such as cutting and
drinking are perceptible, even though they are not sensible qualities. If so, then
the question of whether causal efficacy is detectable can be answered pretty
much as Anscombe does: "k cutting, is drinking ...not 4efficacy?"''
How might a Humean respond to the thesis that causality is perceptible as
efficacy when we intentionally manipulate objects? In their critique of
Anscombe, Beauchamp and Rosenberg launch a multifanous response.
F i n t they accuse Anscombe of adopting a controversial interpretation,
namely, that Hume does not think we perceive physical objects. On the contrary,
qua philosopher, Hume's sensationalism and phenomenalisrn quite clearly
commit him to this view, even if in a "common sense" frame of mind, he would
insist upon its opposite.
Second, king able to perceive physical objects does not imply that we also
perceive causality, maintain Beauchamp and Rosenberg. Strictly speaking, that is
bue. However, Anscombe's examples suggest that we perceive causality when
we perceive physical objects acting. If we can perceive the actions of entities, that
does imply that we also perceive causality?
Their third argument is a "multiple lines of defense" rebuttal of Anscombe,
defending Hume:
For the purposes of Hume's argument that particular causal sequences
cannot directly and îmmediately be recognized, al1 that is required is
the admission that "efficacy," or power or agency or productive force,
or any of the cognates of causation, is not related to sensation in the
way "red" is, whatever way that may be. That these former tenns are
not so related to sensation is indeed a consequence of Hume's
epistemology and theory of perception. It is, however, also a

Io Ibid., 93
l' Of course, more needs to be said about how to argue that perceiving the actions of entities
is possible. 1discuss this briefiy, below.
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consequence of a large number of other such theories, including some
specifically mentioned and rejected by Hume hirn~elf?~
Although the authors do not mention these other mystery theories, one theory
that seems to fit the description is that of John Locke. The logical point,
seemingly, is this: if Hume's epistemology is just one of two or more theories that
imply the non-detectability of causaüty, then refuting Hume is insufficient to
overturn the non-detectability thesis. Anscombe's hope that rejecting parts of
Hume's epistemology would "cast a pall over his theory of causation" is thus
logically defective. The "multiple lines of defense" rebuttal is stated more

explicitly here:
It may be true that Hume's epistemological views and his theory of
meaning first led him to a regularity account of causation, but ... his
own arguments may consistently be expounded outside those
contexts.13

That may be the case, but it is beside the point. What is at issue is not whether
some kind of argument otlier than the one Hume gave can be used to defend the
regulariv theory and the nondetectability thesis, but whether Hii~~re's
arguments
can, or whether Hume can be interpreted in such a way that they can. This
argument against Anscombe is reminiscent of the argument that Fermat gave for

his "last theorem."
They then shift to a fourth objection, oddly interjected into the explanation
of the third argument:
Amcombe's attack represents a common mistake among Hume's
critics, who suppose that defects in one of his theories must vitiate the
central and distinctive features of other parts of his philosophy."

This~asaibesto Anscombe, and a l l the misguided sods like her, a very holistic
view of the Humean philosophy. Hume's conclusions, they suppose, stand on
their own, more or less detached from the assumptions that help to justiQ them.
On the contrary, 1 think Hume's argument for the constant conjunction theory

has a definite, specifiable deductive structure, the outüne of which 1presented in

'' Beauchamp and Rosenberg Hume, 83.
l3

Ibid.
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Chapter One. There, I laid out Hume's actual argument in sufficient detail to
show that the non-detectability argument and the associated Regularity theory
are logical outcornes of his basic assumptions. Contrary to Beauchamp and
Rosenberg, refuting Hume's sensationalism and other foundational epistemic
commitments, if done in conjunction with careful attention to the logical
structure of his arguments and sub-arguments, is effective at undercutting the
"central and distinctive features" of a i least one part of his philosophy: his theory
of causality. Beacharnp and Rosenberg's stance is typical of one strain of modem
scholanhip on causality in which not all of Hume's premises are taken for
granted, but his conclusions appear to have taken on a life of their own, detached

fiom the argumentative context in which they were originally presented. Given
the rigour with which Hume, to his credit, set down his reasoning, this is a
mis take.

§2 A Dilettn~rnfor Fouii~timuzlists
Anscombe's theoxy, a version of foundationalism, piesupposes the idea that
there is some basic or primitive experience of causality the main idea of which is

us making somefliing hnppen. We can know that we make things happen, since we
directly experience doing so. Let us grant that "making something happen,"
"producing some occurrence," or "bringing about some effecf' are (roughly)
equivalent means of stating what amounts to an analysis of the concept of
causality. What about "making," "producing," and "bringing about effects?" Are
they themselves not causal notions -to be understood in terms of causality? If so,
then no non-circular analysis of causality is available in which the notion is
reducible to non-causal facts. C d this the "circdarity objection."

If we interpret "analysis" formally, an analysis of causation will provide a
putative set of conditions the joint satisfaction of which is necessary and

sufficient for the truth of sentences of the f o m "a caused b." If the proffered
analysis does not specify such conditions in a non-circular way, then the analysis
is to be rejected, or the circularity must be justified by a secondary argument If
no secondary argument is forthcoming, then the

mm designating the relation is

a candidate for elimination. If "a caused b" cm only be explicated by employing

roughly synonymous terms, e.g., "a made b happen," etc., then that explication
fails to satisfy the non-circularity criterion, and should be rejected.
A foundationalist forma1 analysis could take the form offered by G. H. von

Wright and Douglas

ask king.'^ According to Gasking, "A causes B" rneans that

an event or state of type B could be produced by means of producing a pnor
event or state of type A. Von Wright focuses on singular causation rather than on
the type level, when he maintains that "p causes

q" means that "if I could do p,

then 1 could bnng about 4." The basic idea of the von Wright-Gasking approach
is that the notion of causality is associated with intervening into and
manipulating the world in order to produce desired results. A statement of the
causes of some type of phenornenon is analogous to a "recipe," or an effective
strategy for producing a desired effect Action that consists of manipulating
states-of-affairs to produce other actions is the "primitivef' notion of causation,
other more sophisticated notions k i n g derived from it, according to this model
of causation.

It is easy to see that the Gasking-von Wright manipulation model, presented
as an analysis of the meaning of statements of the form "O causes Y,'"~ succumbs
to the circularity objection. Sterling Lanipreht, another foundational intemalist,

concedes the difficulty:

From the standpoint of the requirements of a formal definition al1 our
statements about causality are faulty. We can state the genus of
causality: it is a relation. But we camot give the essential difference of
the causal relation except in some question-begging synonym. We can
Say that causality is a necessmy relation between cause and effect, or
that it is the character of the process in which one thing prodirces
another, or that it is eficuciorcs control of one thing over another. These
assertions are bue; but they are not adequate as formal definitions.17

By contrast, Hume's theory satisfies the non-cirdarîty requirement on analyses

l5This f d y of theories, sometimes c d e d "The Manipulability Theory," might &O indude
R. G.CoIlingwood, "Three Senses of the Word 'Cause"' in Philosophr'cul Problems ofCausalion, ed.
Tom L Beauchamp (Encino, CA: Dickenson, 1974):118-25.

l6 For details, see Beauchamp and Rosenberg Hume, 2015.
l7 Sterling Lampredit, "Causality," in The MeQhysia of Naturatkm (New York:

1%7), 132

Meredith,

of causality. The Humean conditions for the tmth of "a caused V reduce to
temporal priority, event resemblance and event ~ o n t i ~ u i t y ' ~ - anon-causal
ll
notions.
We do not have to reject the analysis simply because of the circularity; the
circularity may imply that the nature of the phenomenon under investigation
may be such that the demand for analysis is theoretically inappropriate.
Lamprecht, for one, is not womed about the circularity of the analysis. His
position is that for the pretheoretical conception of causality, the cognitive
content of the concept is indicated ostensively. "We can point to the type of fact

But how does Lamprecht (or anyone else) justify saying that it is
really c a i ~ a l i f that
y we are pointing to? If causality is detectable, then we have
some means of knowing that this is so-some means of identifyng its instances.
Here's the diiemma: if we know how to identify instances of causality, then
we aiready possess the appropriate causal concepts, or we do not If we do
already possess some causal concepts, then the detectable instances of causality
in sense-experience camot provide a preconceptual foundation for i t Detecting
some experiences ns causnl presupposes that we already have the appropriate
causal concepts. Suppose, on the other hand, that we did not possess any causal
concepts. We w o d d have no way to distinguish causal from non-causal states of
affairs, and therefore no way to idenofy any of our experiences ns k i n g of causal
states of affairs (as opposed to non-causal ones). If we could not distinguish
causal from non-causal states of affairs, then there would be nothing in
we mean.1''9

experience that would give N e to a need for causal concepts. Again, there could
be no preconceptual foundation for causal concepts; they could never "get off the

ground." We could never explain the concept to someone who did not already
have it, and if no one had it, no one could acquire it in the first place.

In short, the dilemma is this: if we already have causal concepts, a
preconceptual foundation is unnecessary; if we do not, a preconceptual

I8 There are &O non-reductive analyses, but these have tended to be rare. See M.TooIeyrs
account in Chapter 3.
l9 Lam~recht~
"Causality,"

132

foundation is impossible. This argument suggests that the very idea of a
preconceptual foundation for causal concepts is deeply problematic, and that the
foundationalist project is in principle wrong-headed.
The assumption that leads to the diiemma is the notion that in order to

identify instances of a type, we have to already possess the concept of that type,
or conversely, that it is not possible to grasp instances of a type on the basis of
any pre-conceptual cognition. But this assumption is false.
We have a richly developed ability to discriminate an immense variety of
similarities and contrasts among things perceptually-i.e., in sense-experience. As
an example, consider someone from a culture who had no exposure to either
classical or jazz music. We can easily imagine that such a person could still
i d e n w the symphonies of Brahms and Beethoven as k i n g of one type, and the
music of Glenn Miller and Hamy James k i n g of another. At a pre-conceptual
level, the distinction might be perceived in the f o m of differences in the
distinctness of rhythm and in the tonal qualifies of the instruments used. It
would therefore be possible for such a person to identify pieces of the former as
k i n g of one type, based on the similarities in their audible characteristics. It
w o d d also be possible for samples of the latter to be identifieci as k i n g of
another type, based on salient diPences in audible characteristics from the fist
group, all without the benefit of knowledge of musical genre. Perhaps, upon
hearing a variety of samples, a relatively stable structure of similarities and
differences among the vanous pieces would emerge in the mind of the Mener. If
so, then the similar instances could be regarded abstractly- i.e, conceptualizedas exemplifying a type, or genre.
If the apprehension of relationships in sense-experience without prior
conceptualization or theory is possible, then that is sufficient to forestaIl the first
objection. Of course, a full rebuttal of the anti-foundationalist objection wül
depend on m n g out the details of an alternative account Below (§25),
1explain
how, without causal concepts, we can nonetheless grasp certain general features
of our experience of the world-facts whïch wilI at first be conceptualized in the
rnanner of a "common sense" understanding of the facts about causality. We

fully ought to expect that these primitive "cornmon-sense" causal notions will be
superseded by the demands set by philosophical criteria of theoretical adequacy.
At the same time, that does not detract from the importance of isolating a pretheoretical context as a basic frame of reference?
2 2 Varieties of Causal Foundationalism
The first family of causal concepts for which a foundation in expenence has

been daimed consists of these memben: causes, effects, causings, causation,
causality. When I speak of the "detectability" of causality in connection with its
foundational significance for Our causal concepts, I will use " c a u s a l i ~in a
generic sense, referring to the class of phenornena associated with these terms.
The "detectability thesis" is simply the tiesis that causality (or, causation) is
detectable in sense-experience in some form or other. The terms used to express
the form in which causality is experienced constitute a secondary class of causal
concepts, including power, force, eficacy, agency, productivity, and necessity.
The terms of the first set designate aspects of the objective content of our
awareness when we aware of causal phenomena. The terms of second set
designate aspects of their qualitative character-i.e., of the way in which those
phenomena appear to us?
Causal foundationalists will al1 agree that in some way we have direct
sense-experience of causality. They also all agree that the foundational senseexperiences are all experiences of action, specifically of actions k i n g produced or
made fo Iiappen. Where there is action, there is causality, and vice versa. Causal
phenomena are all associated with action-the motion, alteration or
transformation of entities. On the other hand, there is considerable disagreement
on the issue of t h e e n in which causality is supposedly deteetable. Among the
20 1 side with Thomas Reid on the issue of the relative p n ~ n t y
of "vulgaf and philosophical
notions: when philosophicrefiection deepens or sharpens our understanding, it is to be
welcomed; when it contradicts out common-sense grasp af the world, it is to be rejected as
sophistry21 This distinction between the form and content of causality-detectionshould be relatively
unproblematiç as it mirrors a h d i a r distinction in visual perception. In the same way that it
makes sense to say that objects are experienced as beïng coloured, it makes sense to say that
actions are experienced as being volitionaliy caused-

contested questions are: What specific kinds of experiences may legitimately be
considered instances of direct, non-inferential awareness of causality? Given the
possibility that there is more than one way in which causality can be detected, a
second area of disagreement is opened up: Which ways are foundational in the
required sense? 1s there just one basic form in which causality is detectable?
Historically, causal founda tionalists have tended to endone one of two
approaches, which 1 refer to as causal foundational intemalism (CFI) and causal
foundational extemalism (CFE). Each thesis is a conjunction of two claims. The
first of each pair is a "detectability thesis"-a claim about the fonn in which
causality is detectable. Foundational internalism maintains that the basic
experience of causality takes the f o m of interna1 awareness of volitional efficacy,

perfm~zingefiïcacious acts by means of the direct or indirect
exercise of the will. The foundational extemalist, on the other hand, maintains
ie., of a sense of

that causality in its most elementary form is the phenornenon of the production
of motion, something we can sometimes see, when physical objects interact The

second of each pair of claims is had in common, and simply says that the first of
each pair is the real foundation of causal concepts-the

genuine article.

Specifically, the two theses are:
Causal foundational internalism (CR)

1. Causality is directly detectable as an awareness of persona1 volitional
efficacy, and

2. Aspects of such awareness constitute the original, foundational contents of
Our causal concepts.
Causal foundational extemalism (CEE)

1. Causality, in the form of the production or communication of motion, is
detectable by the visual system under certain conditions of simple
mechanical interaction of bodies, and

2. Aspects of such awareness constitute the original, foundational contents of
our causal concepts.
Both versions corne in differenf strains, distinguished according to the cognitive

and physiological mechanisms by which the awareness of causality is generated.
For example, some foundational extemalists hold that it is the visual perception
of Our own motor activity that constitutes the evidence of efficacy, whereas
others suggest that it is the visual or tactile perception of physical objectsf
responses when we interact with them. These alternatives are, of course, not
necessarily mutually exclusive. It is possible that they may both be true and are
equally foundational. Nevertheless, as I argue below (52.4.4) the most plausible
variant identifies the primitive awareness of causality with the articular and
muscular proprioceptionP of our own motor activity.

CFI was first advocated by Thomas Reid and Maine de Biran. It asserts that
causality is detectable as an experience of volitional efficacy or " e f i t voidii," in
Biran's phrase. It is conceivable that this version of the detectability thesis might

be regarded as somewhat obscure, and that the thesis should be expressed in
more "objective" terms, emphasizing the perceptible manifestations of volition,
i.e., in the form of action-either of our limbs, or of the objects whose motion we
produce by Our own action. This was essentially the suggestion of G. E. M.
Anscombe's sketch of her version of the detectabiüty thesis. Anscom be's thesis
that causality is perceptible is a version of foundational internalism, because it
affirms that the primitive content of Our causal concepts is given in the
awareness we have of voütional efficacy or agency when performing such
actions as lifting, pulling, etc. It is not, however, a "pure" form of foundational
internalism since the euidence that our volition is efficacious is afforded by the
external senses, by touch-andvision.
Sterling Lamprecht is one philosopher who endorsed an externalistic
version of foundationalism. According to Lamprecht, "it is from the urgency of
events about us, fiom the way things bang and bump and push and press and

clash, that we get our first experience of causality and derive our first idea of

causal ne~essity.''~
Foundational internalism is a non-starter, for if we were to go

I foUow the terminological usage of Gibson, Senses Cmsidered, 37.The terni "kinesthesis" &
sometimes used as a synonym for "articular propnoception,"
Lamprecht, "Causality,'' 136.

"from the psychical facts of voütion to the physical thrusts of things," then
"belief in causality would be a kind of Iingenng animistic interpretation of the
material ~ o r l d . "Nevertheless,
~~
Lamprecht subscribes to CFI-1, since we can
eventually extend the notion of causaüty to include the phenomena of Our own
mental Me, as well as the foundational experiences of "bang and bump." As for
purely extemalistic theories of causality-detection which reject CH-1, Albert
Michotte and Curt J. Ducasse have offered perhaps the most complete of such
accounts.

2 3 Fouridational Externalism

According to Michotte, causaüty can indeed be detected: it can be visualiy
perceived under specific conditions. Michotte devised a vanety of intriguing
experiments designed to test under what circumstances people experience
"causal impressions." In 1937 Michotte presented a paper at a Yale University
conference in which he

...

expressed the opinion that certain physical events give an
immediate causal impression, and that one can 'seet an object act on
another object, produce in it certain changes, and ~irodif)it in one way or
another. [. .] The question that arises is this: when-we observe these
operations, is Our perception limited to the impression of two
movements spatially and temporally CO-ordinated, such as the
advance of the knife and the cutting of the bread? Or rather do we
directiy perceive the action as such-do we see the knife actually cut
the bread?=

.

If the latter is an accurate description of what appears in perception, then the
action of the knife and the cutting of the bread are not perceived as loose and
separate events, but as a single event
If we do perceive phenomena like this as exemplifying causality, our criteria
for the individuation of events will need to allow for quite "fat!' events -events
that are longer in duration and more complex than allowed by sensationalism.
The process of perceiving events will involve a process of physiological
24 Ibid., 137.

25 A.

Michotte, nie Pmeptiun of Carcsaiity (London: Methuen, 1%3), 15.

integration of sensory information which generates a more phenomenologically
complex and structured but unitmy form in which we perceive events. The
complexity is both spatial and temporal. This kind of awareness of causality
would imply a cornmitment to the perceptual integration of sensory information
indicative of changes in two spatially contiguous objects-the

knife and the

bread, as well as the integration over time of the transformations of the objects
involved in such a way as render them as a single continuous, "coordinated"

causal process.26
Michotte's experiments were designed to reduce the amount of information
supplied to obsemers, to isolate the simplest situations in which causality was
perceived. This way, the essential factors necessary for the "causal impression"
could be identified. For Michotte, the concept of the perceptual form (or "gestalt")
of causality refers to the stimulus structure necessary for the reception of a causal

impression. There are specific, experimentally verifiable conditions under which

people perceive depicted mechanical interactions as exhibiting causaliy. The
conditions come in two basic vaneties: the "Entraining Effect,"and
the
"Launching Effect"
The launching effect is observed when one object, A, traveling toward a
second stationary object, 8,and cornes intû contact with it, stops a t the time of
contact, and then B beings to withdraw from the now stationary A. Under certain
conditions, A is perceived as producing, or king the cause of 8's moving off.
Under other conditions, the motions of the two objects are seen as distinct In the
entraining effect one object A, traveüng towards another, stationary object 8,

and comes into contact with i t The two objects then conjoin and move off
together; A is perceived as "transporting" B after their interaction.

The entraining effect is the more basic of
26

the two; only one change is

This position is developed by several of the papers in William H.Warren and R. E Shaw,

eds., Persi'stence and Change: Proceedings of the Fint Intematimal Conj5rence an Evmt Perception

(Hillsdale, NJ:Lawrence Erlbaum, 198.33.Many of the papers in the collection take a theoretical
orientation based on James J. Gibson, The Senses Com'dered as Perceptud Systems (Boston:
Houghton M B h Co.,1966).Gibson's own view is presented in JamesJ. Gibbon, "The Problem of
Event Perception," in Edward Reed and R Jones, eds., Rasons for Realism Seleded Essuys oflames
J. Gt'bson (HiIlsdale, NJ:Lawrence Erlbaum, 1982), 203-16.

observed in the "radius of actionf' wherein the interaction between the two
objects occurs. The launching effect represents a more classical "billiard ball"
scenario, where there are two distinguishable changes as a result of the
interaction. The characteristic mark of the launching effect is that the two
interacting objects appear to become momentarily fused, and then separate from
one another. The passive object (B) acquires the impulse communicated to it by
the active object during this moment of fusion, and then separates from the
active object (A). The "launching" of B by A is a separation event h the case of
launching-by-striking, the effect is only clearly present if the fusion stage is less
than 50ms in duration, after which time, subjects report receiving a causal
impression with quickly decreasing frequency. If the fusion interval lasts longer
than 0.15s, the movement of B is not perceived as being produced by A; the
causal impression vanishes. Other factors can contribute to the attenuation of the
launching effect If the angle of intersection between the h o object trajectories

deviates from 180°, or if the speed of the two object motions differs, the causal
impression is attenuated. What is required for the perception of causality is the
spatiotemporal integration of the two discernible movements of the two objects
into a unity, so the launching of 8 by A is perceived as a single event.
When the conditions for the launching effect are suboptimal, weaker types

of causal impression may be perceived. Xn particular, the "triggering effect"
occua when the active object A is seen as "setting oW or occasioning the
independent movement of B, where B is perceived as becorning unstuck or as
containing within it the capaciv for locomotion which needs an external trigger
to get it going.
Specific conditions are likewise necessary for the entraining effect to occur.
In this effect, there is no perceived delay behveen the two objects becoming
attached and the initiation of the motion of the (previously) passive object The
subsequent motions of A and B need to be spatially CO-localand along the same
velocity vector. It is possible for the entraining effect to happen when the two
objects are not in contact with one another. Ceferis paribus, the "traction effect" is
a species of the entraining effect where one object (the lead object) is perceived as

having the (previously) passive one "in t ~ w . "The
~ entraining effect is
diminished with divergence of trajectory, velocity differences and spatial
separa tion between A and B.

In both the entraining effect and the launching effect, there is an active
object which approaches a passive object and cornes into contact with it (or at
least close enough to it that the subsequent actions of the objects are seen as
king no different than ifthey had corne into contact). The two effects differ with
respect to what happens after the contact occurs. What makes them simüar is
that the movement of the active object is extended to the passive object In
Michotte's terms, there is "ampliation of the movement [of the active object]." If
the movement of the first object is ampliated, then it is seen as becoming
assimilated to the enlarged event (which it produces) as a mereological
component In this way, the process of movement and ampliation represents a
continuous process -a single event.
Michotte has established beyond a reasonable doubt that experimental
subjects identiQ certain sequences of actions as k i n g causal, and provided
grounds for distinguishing, for various structures of events, which are perceived
as exemplifying phenomenal causality and which are not If a physical system
exhibits the same structure of evenb as the structures that give rise to the
perception of phenomenal causality, then we are detecting causality in the
physical system. There is one glanng difficulty, however: how do we know that
the subjects are riglit? We know that they think they perceive causality, but do
they?
In many of his experiments, Michotte had his subjects report on whether
they recëive causal impressions from events involving projected spots of Iiglzt on n
wall. Even if subje& perceive certain interactions among projected light images
as manifesthg causality, they are receiving the phenomenal appearance of
causality where really there is just the independent motion of two projected light
patches. Only where physical objects are involved can causality tmly be present.

As Wesley Salmon argueci," projected light spots are "causal pseudo-processes,"

and likewise their interactions are not genuine causal interactions. Receiving a

causal impression may be evidence that a causal interaction is present, but if both
real causal interactions and pseudo-interactions can equally well give us a
perception of causality, experiencing the causal impression camot be taken as
k i n g direct evidence of real causality.
If we stipulate that what makes the causal perception veridical is that the
perceived structure of events is that of a real physical system (which Michotte's
experimental apparatus was supposed to model) then what is essential to the
concept of causality is the nature of the entities interacting, and not the mode of
their interaction. The strongest conclusion that Michotters results warrant is this:
Ifwe are observing a physical system in which a geniiine causal structure of events
is occurring, then we are perceiving causality. The converse does not hold; the
perception of events that appears to constitute a causal process does not irnply
that the perceived process is a causal process.

The import of the proviso is this:

the perceptual evidence of causality, constnied as the receipt of a specific pattern
of transformation of the visual field, must be backed by additional information
concerning the physical processes involved in generating this impression. In light
of the appropriate cofirming information, we can ni retrospect venfy a
presumptive judgment of causality detection. In other words, detectability thesis
CFE-1 is true. But since we need other information besides the causal

impression-information that cannot be reduced to causal impressions -in order
to justiw a causality ascription to an observed sequence of events, Michotte's
causal impression is not foundational for the concept of causality. The Launcfing
and Entraining Effects are not instances of causality-detection that can be used in
support of the foundational extemalist position.
Ironically, Michotte's theory of the causal impression is baseci on a model of
awareness similar to Hume's. What counts as the stimulus for a causal
impression is a specific lcind of transformation of the visual field, but a subject
c m experience the appropriate transformation in the absence of genuine

28
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causality (such as when the stimulus array is a set of projected light spots). While
it may very well be that repeated observation of certain kinds of simple
mechanical interactions give rise to a certain archetypally causal interaction
which can then be simulated. But what is it about the interactions thenzselves (not
our responses to them) that mark them as causal (vs. non-causal)? To this
question, Michotte has not given us an answer.

82. Ducasse's T h m y
Like Michotte, C. J. Ducasse believed that causality was detectable in visual
perception. His approach to defending the thesis diverges from Michotte's, and
is more complete. He also brought a heightened sensitivity to the epistemological
implications of the detectability thesis, and was able to anticipate and answer
certain objections to i t
Ducasse over the course of severai decades advocated a partially nonHumean theory of causation. Ducasse gave us a "full theory" in the sense that he
addressed ail four of the central questions conceming causation. H e also gave
non-Humean answers to tluee of hem. Ducasse thought that causality was in
some cases directly perceivable, that causation is a relation that holds between
individual events and that causes in such cases necessitate their effects. ln this
section, Ducasse's case for the perceptibility of causation will be analyzed,
deferring to Chapter Three his critique of "causal nomism."

To estabüsh the intuitive plausibility of his version of the detectability
thesis, Ducasse used examples in which the cause and effect are almost
simultaneous and the objects involved are in physical contact These are cases in
which it is Wtually impossible that the perceiver could be wrong about
whatever causal c l a h he makes. To use Ducasse's favorite example, while
witnessing a beheading, it is not possible that some unseen factor other than the

faliing of the guillotine was causally sufficient for the head's being detached
from the nedc of the condemned. That being the case, the guillotine's causîng the
head fo be-severedfrom fhe neck of the condemned is observable qiin causal relation

between the severing and the dehdung. In this case, the sufficient cause of the
beheading seems quite obviously to be the guillotine's falling; any other event in

the vicinity of the execution site would be causally irrelevant to the effect in
question.
For this analysis to be sustained, we need some way to take the idea of the
cause k i n g the only event antecedent to an effect, and to somehow show that it is
the only causally relevant event If sole causal devance irnplies causal
sufficiensr, it foilows that someone who sees the only event antecedent to some
effect sees the cause of that event Causality would be detectable in visual
perception. Ducasse's kick is to reinterpret a pnnciple typically assumed to be a
method of inductive inference into a definition of the causal relation,

J. F. W. Herschel and J. S. Mill, the great nineteenth century advocates of
inductivism, formulated a principle of empincal reasoning that W. Minto dubbed
the "Method of Single if fer en ce!'" The Victorian methodologists conceived of
the methods of expenmental inquiry as suppiying argument schemas for
justifying causal hypotheses- they were essentially methods of discovering
causal connections in experimentally controlled contexts. According to Ducasse,
the Method of Single Difference contains within it the conceptual core of the
notion of causation, and thus identifies the metzning of the concept Thus
causation is defined in terms of a "perfect" or "stricf' e~perirnent4.e.~
one in

which all aspects of the expenmental system are held fixed, and one factor is
either permitted or induced to change. In a subsequent state of the system, the
single difference that obtains between it and the pnor state of the system
constitutes the causal relation between the two changes in the system. The causai
relation between two individual concrete events is a connection between cause

and effect that we observe "whenever we perceive that a certain change is the
only one to have taken place immediately before, in the immediate environment
of a n ~ t h e r . " ~According to Ducasse, causation is an irreducibly triadic
relationship. As usual, causation involves the relation between a cause event and

"

C J. Ducasse, "Gitiqueof Hume's Conception of Causality," The ]oumal of Phitosophy 63(6):
146.As Ducasse notes, H u m e anticïpated the Victonan's formulations of the d e with his own in
the Trmfise,
C J. Ducase, "On the Nature and ObservabiIity of the Causal Relation," in Gzusafion, ed.
Ernest %sa and Midiael Tooley (Oxford: Oxford University Ress, 1993),232

an effect event It also involves the "state of affair~,"~'or the "space-time
environment" in which the effect is embedded. The state of the environment, of
the effect (S) and the single change (C) in that environment constitute two
independent factors, besides the effect (E), that must be specified in order to
characterize the causal relation properly. Since Ducasse thinks that causes and
effects are typically observed to be spatiaily and temporally contiguous with one

another, S represents bo th condilions in which the cause operates to produce the
effect, and the conditions in which the effect is produced by the cause. Ducasse,

unlike Mill, draws a firm distinction behveen causes (specifically, the changes in
a system) and conditions, (the static background circumstances in which the two
changes occur).
A proviso like the one given for Michotte must be made for Ducasse: if we
are observing a physical system in which there are o d y h o changes occumng,
such that we observe the one change and then the other as cause and effect,
respectively, then we are perceiving causality.
The proviso is necessary because even if we do perceive only two changes,
it is not necessarily the case that the first caused the second. We do not perceive
token changes as types of "only change in the system." 1s it not the case that we
would have to in@

that some event C caused another event E in the

environment, because we would have to first d e out the possibility that some
unperceived change, Cfin the enviionment was the genuine cause of E (and C
was a coincidence)? Even if o b s e ~ n gonly two changes in S were prima fd

evidence of a causal comection between them, would we not have- to have
conducted a fruitless exhaustive search of the environment for alternative causes
before we would be warranted in concluding that the perceived cause of E was
the real cause? If so, does that not show that all particular causal connections are

known not by perception but only by reason? Ducasse concedes: "the possibility
still always remains that we have not in a given case observed the whole of the

31 Edward H.Madden and James Humber, "NonlogicalNecessity and C J. Ducasse," in
Philosophical Probfons of lailsution, ed- Tom L. Beauchamp (Encino, CA: Dickenson, 1974), 165;cf.
C.JI Ducasse, "Nature and Observabilityof the CausalRelation," 133,

change in that e n ~ i r o n m e n t . "To
~ ~adequately justify his daim that causation is in
some cases observable, he needs to specify the condition(s) that must be satisfied
for it. The condition is this:
(O) I f the observed change C was the only change in S prior to and in the

vicinity of observed event E, then C was observed causing E.

In such cases, causation is observable. This subjunctive specification of the
conditions of observability of causation should not be c o n s h e d as stating a
condition for causal knowledge. It is an implication of what Ducasse thinks is a
metaphysical fact about the causings: they are the sort of thing that you can o k n
simply see.
The conditions for observability in question are not quite so implausible as
might be thought. Consider the following analogy. Suppose you are at a hockey
game, and you see Wayne Gretsky score a shorthanded goal. It is then
announced over the pubiic address system that the goal constituted a new NHL
record for shorthanded goals. Even though you perceived Gretsky score a
record-breaking shorthanded goal, you did not perceive the goal as a recordbreaking shorthanded goal, because you did not know at the time that Gretsky
had previously tied the shorthanded-goal record for an individual player.
Likewise, we can perceive causation, even though we may not perceive the two
events as causally connected, because we c a ~ onecessarily
t
rule out unperceived
causes opesating.

The epistemological question of how one validates the antecedent of (0)how we know whether the observed change is fhe only diange remains. Ducasse's
discussion is tentative and hedgedeD Every inference that we have observed
causality when we observe only two changes in a system that satisfy the
definitions of cause and effect must be guarded by in assurnption: that "the
circumstances which were no t observed remained during the investigation
"~
calls this
causaliy equivalent in respect of the effect i n ~ e s t i ~ a t e d .Ducasse
-

32 Ibid.

C J. Ducasse, Cazisution and the Types ofNecessify (New York: Dover, 1%9), ch. K.
Ibid., 7l.

postulate the Postulate of the Non-Interference of Nature, a proposition which
"we hope is hue."35 Ducasse's hedge could be lessened if we took steps to
ascertain whether the background unobserved conditions of the "experiment"
satisfied the postdate. We do not have to know that literally everything else was
constant We just have to know that everything that niight be causally relevant to
the occurrence of the effect (given pas t expenence) was constant In O ther words,
to verify that the event sequence we take to be pimafacie causal is genuinely so,
the following conditions must obtain:

(Cl) C was perceived to be the only change in S prior to E.
(C2) Other possible changes C,P,... that have in the past caused events

similar to E in environments similar to S and were at first unperceived
had later been detected present using an appropriate search technique.
(C3) A thorough search technique is used in an attempt to identiQ alternative
possible causes, C, C1, of E.

...

(C4)

The search failed to find C,C",... ?

This procedure is sufficient to virtually eliminate the chance that some event
other than C was the true cause of E. This is possible because the critena of
verification can be satisfied in practice. Skeptical responses, which presuppose
criteria of verification can not be satisfied in practice, are logically possible, eg.:
"one can nawr be sure that the real cause has not gone undetected, because in
any given situation, it is possible that the true cause is i?ripercepfible.Thus no
singular causal daim can ever be justified."

There are at least two things wrong with the skeptical response, however.
First, it "proves too much." It casts doubt upon the existence of valid criteria of
justification of ail universal generalizations, no t jus t ones pertinent to
establishing paticular causal daims. It acquires the problem of self-application,
as all skeptical arguments do. Furthemore, the meaning of the notion "possible"
is ambiguous. If 1Say "1just saw C cause E, but it is possible that 1am mistaken,"

35 Ibid., 73.

%is not intended to be rigoumus, but just to flsh out Ducasselssuggestionabout the
conditions forjustifjing singular causal daims.

1 mean that I am in a situation that is similar in relevant respects to other
situations where I have been proven mistaken. 1 might have just seen E being
caused by sorne unseen cause, C.Possibility of error is a reflection of my
epistemic situatiorc not ali the factors relevant to the justification of rny judgment
are immediately perceivable; some inference is involved. However, in skeptical
arguments, it is not this sense of possibüity on which their cogency depends. In
skeptical arguments, possibility assertions are not empirical judgments about the
epistemic situation of the perceiver (or knower) but fincies of the i~trngination.
"Possibility" is used as an epistemic wild card that trumps al1 contextual critena
of justification and ignores the epistemk situation of actual perceivers.
Despite the failure of the skeptical objection, the argument that geniiine
cnwality has occurred wiil, in most contexts, cal1 for auxiliary inferential
techniques to confirm a presumptive judgment of causality when two events
appear to be the only ones in an "experimentf' The only contexts in which such
a u d a r y inferences are unnecessary are those in which heads are sent rolling, or
in maximally similar situations.
Ducasse's argument indeed reveals that CE-1 is bue, in the sense that it is
possible for causality to be detected in perception. Nonetheless, perception of two
events will in general be evidentiaily insufficient to establish a judgment of a
singular causal comection between two events. We need additional information
not shictly reduable to perception to nile out hidden real causes, and to d e out
the chance of being fooled by a coincidence or correlation. So again, while
causality is detectable in perception, perceiving only two changes is not
foundational for the concept of causality?
Michotte and Ducasse's

theories represent foundational externalist

approaches to causality, since they bo th argue that causality is detectable in
experience, i.e., in appropnate conditions of perception. Their arguments that
causaMy can be detected in experience are diffidt to rebut directly. O n the other
"Lamprecht's discussion is relevant at this point: what is bue of the causalrelation and what
is the esence of the causal relation are two Werent issues. For Lamprecht, the essence of
causaiity consists in agency producing action even though Lamprecht a p e s that causality can
be detected in experïence (when heads will roll, and suchlike)-

hand, if their arguments are interpreted as foundationalist accounts of causal
concepts, both positions ultïmately fail. In order to jus* claims that causality
has been observed both accounts need to invoke auxiliary assumptions that
dearly have causal import In Michotte's theory, we have to have a causal
impression, plus antecedent knowledge that the causal impression is a vendial
representation of a genuine causal process, which cannot simply be inferred from

the causal impression alone. h Ducasse's theory, we have to know that the event
perceived as a cause of a specific effect was in fact causally relevant for the effect,
which obviously presiipposes some conception of causality-a conception in terms
of which "causal relevance" acquires its significance. It follows that simple twoevent singular causal relations cannot play the required foundational role for our
causal concepts. If we are to isolate those cases of causality-detection which are
genuinely foundational, we will have to look elsewhere.
2 4 Defending Foundational Intemalism 1: Detecting Causality

The correct general approach to the detectability of causality and the
foundations of Our causal concepts was initiated by Thomas Reid (1710-1796) and
Maine d e Biran (1766-1824)? Despite their differences, and despite erron and
omissions in the details of their respective accounts, there is a valuable common
fheme present whose implications beg to be drawn out fuliy.

Reid identified causality with the action produced by the exertion of power.
A Reidian characterization of the notion of causality, (or "efficiencf')

refers to

the process of bringing about an action by means of the activation of an
appropriate power. I interpret Reid to be saying that Our awareness of ourselves

as causal agents is the awareness that some action, whatever it is, is experienced
as bentg the residt of, or k i n g brought about by, the exertion of volition. That is,
our actions are experienced as consequences of our efforts of will which activate
the powers that, in tum, result in bodily actions of the sort that we can

"

While John Lod<e identïfied our active powers with our e p a a t y for self-movement, Locke
did not conned the concepts of power and c a d t y .

deliberately perforrn. M i a f i c t e , it appears that Reid identifies acts of will as the
cause of Our deliberate physical behavior, but that is not what he has in mind.
The daim is that our deliberate physical behaviour is caused by us, by means of
the volitional exercise of what he called "nctiw puzuers."
"Active powef is distinguished from "inteliechial power" in Reid's
thought; the distinction corresponds roughly to that behveen natural physical us.
innate mental abilities. An active power is the power by which human beings

bring about deliberate behaviour through the exertion of volition. Reid
disthguishes between the efficacious agent and the act ofexerting a power, and
regarded the former as the cause in relation to the act- the effect Because we can
actualize the various active powen that we possess by acts of wül directed
towards the achievement of deiiberate ends, we are the causes of those actions
that we deliberately cause. The idea here is that the agent (the cause) produces an
effect (an action) by nieuns of the agenî's active power, whose activation is under
the direct control of the mind:

... every action produces some change, so every change must be
caused by some exertion, or by the cessation of some exertion of
power. That which produces a change by the exertion of its power we
cal1 the cause of that change, and the change produced, the effect of
tha t change.39
There is a t h r e p l a c e causal relation implied here: A caused y to happen by
means of x. The 'x' term in this relation is, in the volitional context, active powers

of persons.

The three-place causal relation does not seem liable to reduction to the
usual two-place causal relation in which the relata are events. Dropping the
reference to the A term, leaving simply ' x caused y,' implies that the x is not the x
of any particular entity all, like it were some sort of occult power. To Say simply
that 'A caused f would imply that y was made to happen by no specific means at
all.
For Reid, the concept of power is a "relational" conception-a conception of
properties of things defined in terms of the actions such things diaracteristically
39 Quoted

in Keith Lehrer, n
i
mReid (New York: Routledge, 1989), 205'.

produce. We are not cognizant of the physical nature of the underlying
mechanism by which our action is brought about, so a particular kind of power
can only be identified by the effect that it is able to produce?' We are, however,
aware of Our will, and we are aware that we can use our will to exercise our
active powers.
The concept of "efficienr causality pertains to physical interactions among
insentient bodies, whose behavior is to be understood by analogy with "agent"
causality:

... m h e conception of an efficient cause enten into the mind, o d y
from the early conviction we have that we are the efficients of our own
voluntary actions ....[Tlhe notion of efficiency will be reduced to this,
that it is a relation between the cause and the effect, similar to that
which is between us and Our voluntary actions.ll

The idea i s that the original conceptions of cause and effect derive from our
understanding the productive nature of the relationship between causes and

effects in the volitional context, and then are extended by analogical reasoning to
non-volitional contexts. The efficncy of the will is the h i c ctzirsnl fnct.
Reid is unimpressed with Hume's "constant conjunction" account of
causation. He explains as foliows: "a train of events following one another ever
so regularly, could never lead us to the notion of a cause, if we had not, from Our
constitution, a conviction of the necessity of a cause to every e~ent."'~Yet
immediately thereafter, Reid says that "of the manner in which a cause may exert
its active power, we can have no conception." If one were expecting Reid to insist

that we codd have something iike a perception of active power, then this
admission looks üke an ironic and disappointing capitulation to Hume's
skeptical arguments, advanced with considerable vigour in Enqiiiry VU. There,
Hume concludes that

...

our idea of power is not copied from any sentiment or
consciousness of power within ourselves, when we give rise to animal
-

-

-

--

--

O' The concept of "powa" is a "relative conception," that is, one whose qualities are
identifïed on the basis of some other thhg to which they are connected.
Reid, Inquirÿ and Essuysr 308.
Reid, Inquiry and Esuzysr 306.

''

"

motion, or apply Our limbs to their proper use and office. That their
motion follows the command of the w i U is a matter of common
experience . but the power or energy by which this is effected .. is
unknown and inconceivable.*

..

.

On a closer look, however, Reid's "capitulation" is not disappointingf because

there is no reason to expect that we sltould be able to detect the specific means by
which volitional actuation of the will brings about its correlative effectd5 To see
why Reid was right on this point, consider the foilowing analogy.

In visual perception, we discriminate external objects by means of a
complex neurophysiological process to which we have no direct cognitive access.
Arguably, the best evidence that a given neurophysiological process realizes a
specific cognitive function cornes when an experimenter is able to correlate a
subjecfs experiences (based on his responses) with specific neurological
intewentions. Our own introspective view of things "from the inside," so to
speak, is considerably less informative. When we are observing sornething, we
are attending to a distal stimulus and are focused extrospectively on an object in
Our visual field. While retaining an attenuated penpheral awareness of the
object, we can hm the focus of our attention inward, and attend introspectively
to the fact that we me aware of something. This "meta-awareness" gives us
qualitatively the same experience whether we attend introspectively to the fact
that we are imagining, remembering, judging, inferring, or performing any other

cognitive task. To notice this is to affirm the transparency of our sensory and
neural hardware in our perceptual systems. Mental activity happens without Our
knowing how. We have a self-conscious "meta-awarenessm- fliat we are
Hume, Enqviry, 44.
Nor is it really surpnsing. Reid was a substance dualist, so the question of how the mind
relates to the body is even more vexing to him than it is for property dualists like myself. If
substance dualism is true, the rnind-bodyrelation is essentidy ineffable, and predudes the
future possibility of scientists' being able to offer a complete explanation of volitionai action that
integrates both the neurophysioIogicai and folk-psychologid knowledge we have about it. It is
unsurp*g
therefore that Reid thought we could have no conception "of the manner in whidi a
cause may exert its active power." Even for substance monists, the scientific aspects of the mindbody relation have so fax resisted our most diligent dforts to understand them.
It is undisappointing in this spe&c regard. There are other reasons way Reid's theory of
human agency is unsuccesfui, the most important of which involves his atternpt to bring divine

"

agency into the picture.

perceiving, imagining, reasoning etc., and we are aware that tltnt is under Our
volitional control. Similarly for Our physical activity: we know that we are
efficacious, but we do not know what the neurophysiological bases are for Our
voli tional capacities.
Reid uses the concept of "power" to refer to the "how," or the "means by
which" action is produced. The referent of the concept is not directly reducible to
given aspects of experience as cause and effect are; it is a concept whose referents
involve the neurological, physiological, and anatornic bases of human action. The
specific nature of these processes eludes the fiailty of inner-directed awareness.

W h y would we expect, then, that the forms of our awareness of Our internal
processes should be sufficiently informative to tell us about the details of the
processes happening within our bodies? To expect so would be similar to the
expectation that an abdominal cramp be able to inform us of the presence of
specific toxins in the digestive tract I interpret Reid as using "power" as an
abstract explanatory concept-one that denotes the means by which a cause is
connected with its effect, whatever those means are? Today, two centuries later,
we are little further ahead on giving a detailed account of the neurophysiological
processes that realize acts of intentional causation. That Reid does not indulge

any hypotheses about the "secret powers" of the nervous system is consistent
with his acceptance of Newton's maxim -avoid postulating hypotheses('
While Maine de Biran had somewhat more affinity with Hume's
"impressions and ideas" epistemology than Reid, he is a bit clearer than Reid
with i d e n q n g our original impression of causation with the "efficacious
expenence of ill lin^."^' According to Biran, any attempt to explicate the
meaning of causation without reference to internal expenence and e f i t
necessarily neglects the essence of the concept He points to the directly
46 The nahue

of powers is discussed in detaii in Chapter 4.

47 Larry Inudan, "Thomas Reid and the Newtonian Turn of British Methodologid
Thaught," in 'The Methodologihf Henfage ofNewfon, ed. R E Butts and J. W. Davis (ïoronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1970),116.
Philip H a e , W n e de Biran: R e f m e r ofEmpnnaSrn (Cambridge: Harvard University Ress,
1939), 89.
lbid, 288.

expenenced voluntary creation of bodily movement as the impression that gives
rise to our idea of causality. The emphasis here is on the intemal sensory
experience of what volition fiels Zike when it is cailing our limbs to action, and it
is this inner experience of volitional effort, quite independent of the action
produced, that Biran identifies as the original fact of causality.

82 Agaiizst the Detectnbility Thesis

The most common objection to CF1 is that its detectability thesis CR-1 is
simply toa vague. To the extent that Biran, Reid and others have not precisely
articulated just what this mysterious "efwt vo1121~" is supposed to be, the theory
surely could be regarded as needing more eloquent exposition. But Hume and
Michotte both rnake a stronger point: that the theory ihelf is not amenable to
suffkiently clear exposition.
As 1 interpret it, the Reid-Biran theory is a foundationalist account of a

family of causal concepts, including "cause,"

"effect," "causality," "causal

poweP and their cognates. Causes are identified with agents that possess active
powers, and causality is identified (in its foundational sense) with the property

of agency-the power or capacity of a person to produce his or her own action.
The relevant powers make action possible, so they are by that fact, causal powers.
The powers make it metaphysically possible (if not necessary, in some cases) for
the wiU to be efficacious in bringing about the actions that the agent intends.
According to this view, the efficacy of the will is experienced in conditions
when we counter met resistance to Our intended actions. In a sense, the power is
also k i n g experienced-more precisely, it is the activity or ex&

of the power

that is king experienced. This appears to be the view that Hume was describing

(or something rather rnuch like it) in the Enquiry. He writes:
It may be pretended, that the resistance which we meet with in bodies,
obliging us frequently to exert our force, and call up all our power, this
gives us the idea of force and power. It is this nisus or strong
endeavour, of which we are conscious, that is the original impression
from which this idea is ~ o p i e d . ~

In this passage, Hume maintains that CF1 is a pretense- that the idea of power
Hume, Enquirtj, 44,n. 28.

could not really corne from a feeling of countering resistance. Yet, in another
passage, Hume appears to capitulate:
It must, however, be confessed, that the animal nisus, which we
expenence, though it can afford no accurate precise idea of power,
enters very much into that vulgar, inaccurate idea, which is formed of
ita

This, of course, is exactly the concession that the CFI-theorist needs to win the
point The fact that the consciousness of nisus constitutes the grounds of a merely
vulgar (i.e., common-sensical) notion of power is nothing that senously
challenges CFI? According to CFI, we should not expect the primitive
conception acquired hom sense-expenence to provide al1 there is in terrns of
cognitive content On the contrary, we should expect that these "cornmon-sense"
causal notions could be made more sophisticated if various philosophical and
scientîfic considera tions are brought to bear on their meanings.
Another objection to CF1 was advanced by Albert Michotte, in the context
of his extended critiqueU of Maine de Biran's account of causaüty. The willed
action that gives rise to the concept of causality is cailed "immanent? activity by
Michotte. The immanent activity is attended with a "vague impression of

productivity." By contrast, there are cases, "viz Iaunching and entraining, in
which a causal impression arises, clear, genuine, and unmistakable, and the idea
of cause can be denved from it by simple abstraction.. .."
Biran's mistake ... was to confuse immanent activity and causality,
and to suppose that the iden of causality which we apply to the fact of
immanent motor activity is derived fiom Ulis fact He was led to adopt
this view because immanent activi-, on account of its qualitative
relationship with causality, invites us to make a causal interpretation,
to invest what we see with a causal significance ....

"

%id.
One way that the "irnprecision" objection codd weigh against the plausibility of CR is i£
this original concept of power could not in prinüple be -ed
to a higher Ievel of abstraction,
Hume, of course, was opposed to the idea of abstract ideas, so in conjunction with an argument
against the intelligibility of abstract ideas, the objection could count against CFI.But Hume's
arguments against abstract ideas depend crucially upon the h t h of sensationnlism, which has
alteady been disposed of.
Michotte, Perccptim of Causcllity, 266fi
Ibid., 273.

In contrast to the vivid, clear expenence of the causal impression obtained by
witness the launching effect, the vague experience of productivity felt in
immanent activity pales by comparison. While Michotte is wiliing to grant that
the interpretation of agency as causal is vaüd, he is unwiliing to grant the
sensation of agency any foundational role, essentially because of its vagueness.
While the "vagueness objection" to an internalistic detectability thesis has
admittedly not been presented in much detail, 1am wiliing to g a n t that Hume's
and Michotte's womes about vagueness are not entirely specious. The vagueness
objection does seem to warrant a careful rejoinder. In order to present it, more
needs to be said about how causaiity is be detected in sense-experience, both in
terms of the phenomenology and physiology of causal experience.
Another objection that could be raised against this version of foundational
internalism is that it turns on an assumption about volition-namely, that it is in
some sense a real faculty of consciousness. That we have at least indirect
volitional control over some of our behavior is a fact that ought to be plainly
evident to everyone. Despite this, sometimes we hear Our colleagues voice
suspicions about whether this apparent volitional control is iiiusory.
The suspicion derives from the following line of thought Assume that
rnonistic physicalism is true, and that therefore our volitional capacities are
grounded in our neurophysiology, and that neurophysiological processes obey
deterministic causal laws. If so, that reduces the freedom of the will to the status
of an illusion. Others, not quite so dogmatic in their anti-volitionalism, pursue
this line of thought a little further. After all, it is said, we d o no t r e d y k n m how
our will functions. Yet, we camot d e out that volition is realized in a
deterministic system, so it is possible that freedom of the wiU is illusory. We are
ignorant of the physical bases for our volition, so a skeptical position is
encouraged. How can we be certnin that we can exerâse our wills freely? Answer.
the same way we are sure that we know how to drive an automobile without a
working knowledge of the engineering behind transmission systems and intemal
combustion engines. Knmledge of flic exisfmce of a uipacity is no t cnlled info question
by ignorance wncenting ifs physical bask.
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To see why the contrary position is in error, consider an example from a
different context Am 1 rationally warranted in adopting a skeptical stance
toward the existence of gravity because 1 am ignorant of its physical basis? 1
know that gravity is the capaaty of material bodies to atiract one another in
virtue of their masses, but 1 do not know h m gravity works. 1 do not know
whether gravity is space-time curvature, or a particleexchange phenornenon; 1
have never felt the presence of gravitons. Nonetheless, 1 am certain that there is

such a thing as gravity, and I am certain that my belief has the highest degree of
empirical justification. Knowledge of the existence of the capacity of matter to
attract is not called into question by ignorance the physical basis of gravity.
Likewise, the existence of the capacity to will the occurrence of my actions is not
called into question by ignorance of the physiological basis of volition.
§3. The PhPirmiieriologi~of Ca~mzlity-Detection

In the previous subsection, I mentioned that more needed to be said about
the phenomenology and the physiology of causality detection in order to
respond to the vagueness objection against CH.Before we take up the first of
these two points in more detail, we need to forestail one possible Humean
objection.
Reid and Biran identify the foundational experience of causality with Our
awareness of Our own efficacy when we bring about physical bodily motion by
means of the deliberate exercise of some physiological capacity. Cnilsnlity itself
(in this context) refers to an aspect of the action-namely, the fact of its king a
consequence of a volitional act But to daim that the action is experienced as k i n g
causal would mean that we are aware of the fact that the bodily motion in
question is indeed a consequence of a volitional act On the one hand, we have
the qualitative character of a state of causal awareness: in Biran's terms, a sense
of "emtvo~rlir."On the other hand, we have the stipulated cognitive content an
act of volition leading to the production of a physical bodily motion by means of
the exercise or activation of a causal power. If we assume that, in general, simple
qualia are only associated with simple intentional contents, there is an obvious
problem for the Reid-Biran view: the appropriate characterization of the

cognitive content of states of causality-awareness is far more complex than the
tqualitative character of such states.

It might seem more likdy that what we experience is a succession of
discrete, isolaed states: the act of volition, then the sensation of effort, then the
perception of motion. From this perspective, the perception of bodily motion is
the basis for an inference to the efficacy of volition, not part of the total
experience of causal efficacy. If this description is correct, then we are faced with
the question Hume posed in Enqtiiry §VIE what is the connection behveen these
states, and do we have an experience of it, whatever it is? ("No" is the expected
answer here.)
On the other hand, it is hard to see why one might suppose that Our
experience is quantized in this way. If it is not, then Hume's question about
whether we can detect the connection between the states does not corne upthere just is no "behveen." This stance would most likely be expressed by
someone who has interpreted his or her experience in accordance with a prior
cornmitment to sensationalism. However, if sensationalism is false, as §1,3
suggests, then there is no reason to accept this interpretation of what the relevant
i ~ egoings-on
r
are realiy like.
In order to dêd nith the contention that CR is too obscure, or too vague, 1
suggest that a couple of exercises might be appropnate as a means of helping the
reader isolate the experience 1am attempting to characterize.
Exmcise 1: Extend and retract your left a m a few times, attending to the
inner sensations within your arm, shoulder, and upper back. Now try it
again with your eyes closed. You should be able to focus on the internai
sensations by which you are aware of the speed and direction of your a m ,
as well as the angle and orientation of your a m relative to the rest of your
torso. It should be evident that you, by virtue of initiating an a d of will,
produced the motion of your arm. You could corroborate the internaily
sensed motion of the ams and fingers visually.

The awareness of voütional efficacy is more intense in the cases where our bodily
motions are constrained by the presence of some extemal object or force that

resists (to some degree) Our bodily movements. To see how, perfonn the second
exercise (or imagine perforxning it).

ExerMse 2: Pick a book up off the table. Attend to the sensation of applying
extra effort to lift it than would be necessary to move your a m , unimpeded
through the same motion. Notice that you need to apply pressure with your
fingers upon both of the book's covers to prevent gravity from dragging it
out of your hand and noisily back ont0 the table. Notice the resistance of the
book to the pressure exerted by your fingers upon i t Hold the book at am's
length until you become aware of the slight strain in your wrist and
shoulder, as well as the feeling of your bicep contracting as you bent your
arm towards you. At this point, set down the book.
Every day we encounter similar circurnstances-we rnight notice that a revolving
door is particularly stubborn and we attend to the fact that we have to
consciously, intentionally, exert pressure on the glass surface with our hands in
order to make the device rotate at dl. On a hot humid summer day, we notice

that the normally well behaved drawer in Our old wooden desk now refuses to
slide out; now it requires some exerüon to get it unstuck and retrieve the papers
stored within i t The knife that we normaliy use to cut onions and other
vegetables in the kitchen seems to have lost its sharpness; we are suddenly aware
of the extra force needed to push the blade through the items to the cutting board
undernea th.

The exercises isolate the sensations that are specific to volitionally-actua ted
motor activity, and the form in which we are aware of causality in such
circumstances. The awareness of causality, as s u c h "guided perceptions" aUow
us to experience, is the expenence of successfulIy willing ourselves to perform
some specific behavior.
1s it just the physical consequences of volition-the movement of Our anns

and other parts of our bodies-that is the evidence of Our agency? ki that case,
the detection of volitional efficacy would be contingent upon the visual

perception of bodily motion. But as the second of the previous two exercises
showed, volitional efficacy is detectable as an inner sensation of motion and

strain as well-surely

even the blind-since-birth know that they are causally

efficacious. Perhaps it is the tactile response to an object k i n g deiiberately Iifted,
pushed, pulled, etc. that is the evidence of Our agency. But surely we may be
aware of deliberately reaching for or throwing something without receiving any
tactile stimulation, as Exercise 1showed. These considerations suggest that there
is a specific physiological mechanism, not essentially related either to touch or
vision, which is responsible for generating the awareness of causality, about
whose nature we are now prepared to conjecture.
§4. The Sertsory Mecluz~tisn~
of Causaliîy-Detectioti

What is the physiological basis of causality-detection? What mode of
constiousness is involved in it? In this section, which is in part conjectural, 1
propose answers to these questions, and discuss some empincal findings from
recent neurophysiological s tudies tha t tend to support my conjecture. The
answers are centred on the idea that the awareness of volitional effïcacy is a

coordinated response of two kinds of receptors in the bodily parts whose
movements we summon, calted "proprioceptors" by J. J. Gibson. Proprioceptors
located in the muscles and tendons appear to respond to states of contraction of
muscle, Le., to differential stresses and strains. They register muscular effort
rather than movement Articular propnoceptors located throughout the joints
and ligaments detect the correlative movement of the limbs.

The muscular proprioceptors, which respond to differential stresses and
strains, are indicative of the presence of resisting forces. In the case of an
unimpeded limb movement, for example, the proprioceptive response is specific
to the force necessary to overcome the Iimb's own inertia. In lifting, pushing and

pulling, for example, friction, gravity and spring tension, among other factors,
contribute to the additional intensity of the proprioceptive response, indicative of
a greater degree of stress and strain on the muscles and tendons. The articula.
proprioceptors, responding to the movement of the h b s , fire in parallel with
the muscular propnoceptors so that the responses of the strain/stress detection
and the motion detection are sent to the brain simultaneously. The overall
response of the haptic system integrates the two afferent signal streams into a

unitary awareness of muscular effort-producing-action: for example, the
awareness of nry lifing nry mi. This hypothesis suggests that the experience of
causal efficacy is only had when the cause (the initiation of an act of will) and the
effe-ct(ik attendant physical outcorne) are experienced as simultaneous, or nearly
sirnu~taneous.~~
The response of the system gives us immediate, continuous physiological
feedback which tells us how Our will has been causally efficacious during the
course of the process of muscular exertion. Such feedback from the haptic system
allows us to continuaily regulate and adjust the effort necessary to perform acts
of manipulation demanding extreme precision (such as putting or brain surgery).
It may be just the activity of such feedback structures in the central nervous
system which generatelhe unitary sense of volitional efficacy in the expenence
of our own agency.
This theory appears to provide a neurophysiological mode1 for the
phenornenon that while performing motor activity, we do not experience a
sequence of events -an act of wiU- a detection of force- an observation of limb
movement. We are not therefore in the position of the Humean, looking for the
missing "connection" 6ehwen events. The seme of causality is part of the content
of the experience of volitional efficacy, and is not an ontologically separable
aspect of i t

The expenence of volitional efficacy prenipposes that one has awareness of
one's body as a spatially continuous solid over which one has motor control. If a
person lacks awareness of a part of their body, we would expect that while they

may be able to touch it and visually recognize it, they will not have the sense that
it is continuous with the rest of the body, and therefore lack the sense tha t they
are able to control it (even if they in fact retain that ability). Patients who have
suffered brain damage in the panetal lobe areas report just this sort of " d e n
limb" phenomena: visual or tactile awareness of a limb that they have no
proprioceptive basis for calling tlreirs, even if they can move it or feel it It may

55 Note the paralle1 with Michotte's Iaunching effect here: Uiboth cases t h e is a temporal
condition attached to when qwality is experienced.

seem spatially detached, or seem like someone else's.

The explanation for this i s indicated by recent neuropsychological s t ~ d i e s ~ ~
which have suggested that part of the experience of volitional effkacy depends
on having a "body image" or "body schema." The body schema is a 3-Dspatial
memory map of the body. It assists in localizing the afferent neural information
from the proprioceptors to specific points within the known spatial envelope of
the body, and directs the efferent neural signals issued by motor commands to

the appropriate muscles. Damage to the panetal lobes where this information is
stored may prevent the brain from receiving any spatial information from the
upstrearn neural signals. Upon action, we would get no feedback through
proprioception at al1, and therefore no feedback about the efh'cacy of any actions
that we might have willed to happen. Sensorimotor coordination would be
somewhat impaired, but still possible by visual and tactile guidance of, for
example, limb movement.
Rosenfield's "Madame w n is a bizarre case of &en limb. She sees her right
a m , but is given no normal indication through proprioceptive (or tactile)
sensation that it is hers; and so she denies tha t it is hers. Then, she sees herself in
a mirror, and is able to recognize the topological continuity of her body and her
two arms, one of which she formerly denied was hers. Focusing purely on the
visual representation of herself in the mirror, she affirms that both arms are hers.
When asked to look direcfly at her a m again, after having just seen her rîght arm
in the mirror, she is unable to claim the a m as her own at that point, since again
she was getting conflicting information: proprioception told her that there was
no limb of hers in that place, while her eyes told her that there was in fact an a m
in tha t place.

Cases like this lend scientific support to the hypothesis that the detection of
volitional efficacy criticdly depends on proprioception. First, as we have already
seen, the required detection that our volition can produce motor activity c m be

56 Israel Rosenfield, Sbange, Familim, And Fmgottrn: An Anatomy Of Consciousnss (New York:
Knopf PubLishing Group, 1992).
57 fiid., 57f.

obtained in the absence of any external interference with our bodies giving rise to
tactile stimulation, and in the absence of any visual confirmation of that activity,
b o t . of which suggest an intemal source for the senses in Whie of which we
detect the efficacy in question. Second, the dien limb case suggests that if we
lacked proprioception due to neurological damage, and Our motion were
constrained by some extemal body, we would only be aware of the presence of
something toudiing us, not that it was acting as a cowtraint upon Our motor
activity. The case is similar where we acquire visual confirmation of the presence
of an extemal consbaint: without the proprioceptive evidence, we would
perceive the coincidental movement of a limb, and the simultaneous movement
or deforxnation of the proximate constraining object, but not be aware of the
causal cormection between the two motions. We would not be aware that we were

mming the limb.If we could see ourselves in the mirror, like Madame W., we
would have the expenence either that some unknown force was moving Our am
(such as might happen with direct electncal stimulation of the motor cortex), or
that the arm was not ours; i.e., that someone else was moving i t
We would, in this case, tnily be in the situation of the Humean: thoughts of
volitional intent would be constantly conjoined by motions of bodily parts such
as we wished they might move, but we would not experience the motions as
produced by us, and would only experience them as caused by us after we had
acquired the appropriate Humean "custom."
Note that the specific mode of consciousness involved in the awareness of
volitional efficacy or causal power exercise is not introspection but p ~ ~ o c e p t i o n ,
of which articular and muscular kinesthesis are specific forms. 1 do not adopt a
Cartesian foundational stance, but an empiriast one. The evidence for the
efficacy of volition is not to be found in the correlation between mental acts of
will and tactile or visual perception, but in the direct awareness of the volitional
production of physical state changes in the body.
We experience efficacious acts of will as our cnirsing the wiUed behavior to
happen. The sesevident conscious awareness of the activity of our own volition,
combined with the direct proprioceptive awareness of volitional efficacy,

(enhanced in the case of constrained motion) is al1 the evidence we need to
conclude that we are causal agents, that causaüty is detectable in experience, and
that there is a plausible scientific explanation for how such detection is possible.

In tum, CFI can be reformulated to reflect these daims:
Causal foundational internalism (Cm)
la. Causality is directly detectable as an awareness of personal volitional
efficacy by means of muscular and artimlar proprioception attendant upon
the encounter of resistance to motion by or within the body, and

2. Aspects of such awareness constitute the original, foundational contents of
our causal concepts.
The apparatus developed so far in this chapter alIows us to strengthen the case
for the plausibility of CF1 insofar as it provides a basis for explaining the real
force of the vagueness objections discussed in 52.4.2.
According to CFI-la, muscular and artikular proprioception constitute the
physical basis of Our (internal) consciousness of causaliw while according to

CFE-1, the visual system is the physical basis of Our (extemal) consciousness of
causality. Likewise, CFE-1 and CR-1 require the functioning of different modes

of attention to the available stimuli in order to detect causality. The vagueness
objection to CF1 was perhaps expressed m ~ sforcefully
t
by Michotte contra Biran.
Yet, whether it is the eye or an internal receptor on a joint that responds to a
stimulus does not capture a distinction that carries much philosophical import
What might account for the intolerance of competing options is this
observation: the level of dism*rninntion capable of k i n g achieved by each of the

modes of awareness involved is different Kinesthetic or proprioceptive
awareness is detected as a relatively vague, distributed sensation in the muscles,
joints and tendons of the body; the stimulus for proprioceptive awareness is not
disuiminated very much at all. The haptic system is capable of generating a

more discriminated awareness of its stimuli; we can discriminate more precisely
when the system begins or ceases actively responding to the tactile stimulus. We
can also s p a t i d y isolate the source of the stimulus-where it contacts the skin,
and discriminate roughly is mass and size. Blind persons are able to discriminate

features of the stimuli in the haptic field with astonishing reso~ution.~~
The visual
system, of course, is capable of rendering very precise discriminations of the
features of its stimuli. Differences in resolution among the perceptual systems is
the only essentialiy cognitive difference. Given that al1 the perceptual systems
have characteristic forms of awareness, what justifies adopting, a priori, some
threshold level of discrimination a t which the form acquires theoretical
significance? If no answer is forthcoming, there is no good reason for thinking
that the vagueness objection has any significance. It refiects an arbitrary
preference of a resolution threshold at a point conveniently above that with

which proprioception delivers, and below that with which vision delivers.
In this section, 1 defended the possibility of foundational internalism by
rebutting local objections to the intemalistic version of the detectability thesis,
and 1 attempted to characterize the causal facts that we detect as well as describe
the form in which we detect them. In the next section, 1 attempt to demonstrate

the plausibility of CFI, and in effect, complete the Reidean project, by showing
how causal concepts can arise from the preconceptual and pretheoretical "given"
in expenence.
25

Defending Foundational Intemalism II: Conceptualizing Causal Facts
Clearly, causal concepts are applicable in both volitional and non-volitional

contexts. 1can cause a door to slam shut; so can the wind. Thus the idea that the
volitional contexts are somehow privileged, or that we are aware of the action of
causal processes only when human will is involved is to be rejected entirely. This
irnplies that any analysis of the meaning of a causal judgment that does not

dgenerality WUbe an incomplete a n i ~ l ~ s i s ? ~
capture the concept in ik f
What, then, is the common element possessed by both the ostensibly
mechanical causation of simple physical systems (as in CFE-1) and the efficacious
agent-causation of human beings? What, in addition, is the common element

"

Blind pesons on discriminate among dozens of other people on the basis of facial
topology.
59 For example, iiwfat as the "manipulabiüty îheory" affirms that causaüty onbe detected
in acts of intentionai manipulation, it is correct, but this is o d y p ~ r of
f an adequate account of
causality, and not obviously the most important part.

possessed by both the perceptible instances of causation (e.g., the knife cutting
butter), and other non-percep tible causings (eg., electricity traveling through a
bulb causing light, E. coIi in the drinking water causing diarrhea, constricted
mania1 blood vessels causing headaches, photosynthesis causing the production
of oxygen in plants)? If these are truly al1 causal phenomena, there must either be
a univocal concept of causality, or else there are multiple senses of causality and

the diversity of phenomena are such that they are not amenable to subsumption
by a single concept If there is a univocal concept of causality, it must be because
there is some characteristic(s) of causal facts in Wtue of which they me causal.
Whatever the meaning of the concept is, "causalitf isolates the abstract respect
in which the proprioceptively

detectable, perceptually detectable, and

nondetectable instances can be regarded as instances of essentially the same kind
of thing.
$1. llte E*teiisimt Problerri

The challenge is to show how we can extend the notion of causality beyond
its core meaning, established with reference to the wili, to reach an abstract

general notion of causality subsuming animate and inanimate causal production
and causal efficacy. This is what 1cal1 the "Extension Problem." If the Extension
Problern camot be resolved adequately, then we are left with multiple
detectability theses (CFE-1 and CR-1) and no general conception with which to
give them an integrated, unified treatment
One proposed answer focuses on the role of causal powers. If what is
essential to a cause k i n g a cause is its having the power to produce an effect,
then persons, other living things, and non-living things have powers. On
whatever grounds we may extend the attribution of powers to abjects besides
ourselves, it will be by inference and not direct awareness of their activity in
some form or another. What form does this inference take? Maine de Biran
believed that he could supply the appropriate reasoning, starting from
foundational intemalist premises.
Here is his argument We know that when we will our limbs to move, and
they then do so, we are activaüng a potentially effkacious interna1 power. We

also notice that at certain times, Our wiIl is insufficient to move the very same
limbs. Assuming a state of normal health, when that occun, the lirnbs are
invariably attended with a tactile sensation. Since the tactile sensation is
experienced as resisting one's efforts, we infer that the cause of the sensation is
identical with that unknown factor that is resisting us. By means of this "primary
inductive i n f e r e n ~ e , "Biran
~
establishes that there exists some cause of the
cessation of our willed bodily rnovement that is not within us. The tactile
impression attending the h s t r a t e d will becomes a sign of that "indeterminate
cause," such that whenever we feel what we take to be a surface we believe that
there is some force behind it, but we are not clear as to the nature of that force?

In short, the tactile impression is inductive support for the hypothesis that there
is an external cause of the resisting force-some power not within us.
The argument is an induction fiom the existence of certain sensations to
some extemal cause of their occurrence-an inference to the best explanation.
Since our haptic system does not detect the cause of a sensation directly, we must
i n . the existence of sonze cause, and use Our imagination to fil1 in the missing
details, such as that the seat of these powen is extemal objects of a certain
physical structure.
Unfominately, the argument resembles one of the Lockean arguments for
the existence of the extemal world, and is susceptible to the same criticisms? It
shows the Iengths to which one must go in order to establish the independent
existence of the causes of our tactîle sensations if a sensationalistic epistemology
is assumed in advance, as Locke, Biran and the other traditional empiricists &doa
That king said, there are yet more difialties with Biran's theory of the
acquisition of the concepts of cause and power.
As previously indicated, Biran thinks that the "primary facY' or "original
sentimenr of the causal connection in experience is the efficacious experience of

60 Hallie, Mmne de Biran, 99.

''Ibid.

"Locke,EsSay, bk. IV,ch. M.

Thomas Reid is the celebrated exception to this d e .

volitional action. By seeking the "original sentiment," Biran implies that he
wants to be interpreted presenting a descriptive, ideogenetica account of the
concept On the other hand, Biran is also interested in the epistemological
question of how the concept's meaning cornes to be broadened beyond effort

voulu in a way that can legitimately be applied to external objects. But by k i n g
concemed to present the grounds fin infémng the enstence of force in external
objects, Biran is not entitled to claim that he is involved in a purely descriptive
project
52. Episterrr ic us. Psychologicnl Aspects of Co~icqt-Foniuztiort

The Belgian psychologist Jean Piaget was wary of this tension in Biran's
thought "According to Maine de Biran," writes Piaget, "the order of succession
in the conscious realisation coincides with that in the objective construction. To
put it differently, force is fint of all grasped in the self and then inferred in
extemal o b j e ~ t s . "Biran
~ ~ appears to be counting on the assumption that the
objective construction of a concepts abstract content upon its perceptual basisb6
should parallel its ideogenesis. If he is right, then the epistemic justification of
concepts by offering objective constructions of them is entirely parasitic upon
presenting descriptions of how the concepts are acquired. Maine de Biran's

objective construction of the concept of power indicates that we should have a

primitive intuition of consciousness, much as Descartes suggested, and that the
content of the concept becomes expanded by induction. The daims Biran makes

a Ideogenetic a d y s i s traces the dvonology of concepts within individuals, seekhg to
establish their earliest origins and empirical basif. It is not concerned with the epistemic
justification or validation of concepts, but with their origîns in experience and subsequent
development. This is a slight modification of Piaget's concept of "genetic" andysis, renamed as
"ideogenetid' in order to emphasize that it is a psychologid term having no thing to do with the
mechanism of transmission of inherited traits.
Jean Piaget, The ChiId's Conception of P h y s i d CausaIiîy (Totawa, NJ: Littlefieid, Adams and
Co., 1965)' 127.
66 "Objective cons~ctïon'*in this context is a method of epistemk justificationof concepts.
The objective construction of a concept is an idealized process of observation, differentiation,
integration and abstraction by which the abstract content of a concept is derïved h m an
appropriate set of perceptual data in accordance with certain normative prinaples of
dassificatiom It provides a method for establishing the objectivity of a concept by i d e n t w g the
relations of conceptual dependency that forge a link between the concept and its perceptual basis.

for the d e ~ ~ p t istatus
t i of his theory of the ongin of the concept of power begs
that it be tested.
children of various ages over several
Based on hundreds of i n t e ~ e w with
s
years, Piaget was able to falsify Biran's daims, whüe at the same time make some
intriguing discoveries. He concludes: "If

... we analyse the facts in the order of

their appearance and genesis, and not in the fictitious order of adult

introspection, we shall find that they admit of an interpretation which is the
opposite of that put forward by Maine de ~iran."~'From the perspective of
developmental cognitive
psychology,
Biran
represents
"dogma tic
psychologism," which is "powerless" to lay the foundations of the ideas of cause
and force. The analysis of the formation of our causal concepts ought to begin
"not as they corne to be observed in the mind of a philosopher but as they are
seen to take place in the development of the ~ h i l d . " ~ ~
Piaget's work reveals that the concept of power, which is our original causal
concept, undergoes a course of development parallel to that of the child's

concept of realiiy. The child is bom fabula rasa; al1 of its experience is perceptual.

No classifications are made-no categories are constmcted. There is no
distinction drawn between "internal" and "extemal," between the "1" and the
external world. At an early stage in our lives, we confuse thoughts with the
sounds we speak- thoughts travels via words, just as some children believe that
words are whispered by trees, as their breath- the wind -travels among them.
This view is one in which words are subsisting things and not essentially
cognitive tools, i.e., signs for other things.
The concepts of "reality" and "consciousness" are grasped later, after the
chîld is able to differentiate the process of thought from the things thought about.
The emergence of a separate concept of consciousness occurs when the child
reduces thought to a little voice in the head and then dereifies it altogether. It
becornes sornething done, not sornething that is. Sirnilarly, the concept of reality
presupposes the gradua1 bifurcation of the primordial melange of existence into
Piaget, Child's Caceptiun ofîausality, 129.
6a Ibid., 128.

the objective, extemal universe ("realiy') and the subjective, intemal world of
thought (''consciousness").

As the child progressively differentiates reality and

consciousness, signs become separated from things signified, and thought is
Just as reality and consciousness are interrnixed throughout existence, the
world in the mind of the young child is populated with things that exhibit the
characteristics of conscious, living things. Qouds, rivers, the moon, rocks, trees,
etc. have desires, goals, tendencies, even mords. Generally, children at this stage

explain the motion of bodies by h o sets of forces: an efficacious will, and a
receptivity to the commands and desires of other inanimate objects. Causal
explanation is never mechanistic, it usually invokes reasons that are like the
reasons the child would give for the things he might do. According to Piaget
since the child is unable to differentiate himself as a conscious thing kom other
insentient things, the child iç unable to differentiate conscious things from
insentient things in general. He ascribes sentience to everything in the world.
When the child begins develop a sense of self as the locus of conscious states in a
world of (mostly) non-conscious entities, he has Iess basis for attributing
consciousness to things in the world.

In the measure that the child is ignorant of the existence of his own
thought, he attributes üfe and consciousness to every object that cornes
his way, and in the measure that he discovers his own thought, he
withdraws consciousness from the things around him?
As this process develops, he ascribes fewer intemal powers and forces to things,

until gradually this tendency is abandoned completely and movement is
explained in terms of mechanical impulse tramference. Animism and dynamism
give way to mechanism. Power is initially ubiquitous for us, and power
ascriptions are resûicted to an ever-narrowing range of objects as our outlook on
the world matures. Likewise, "force is gradually withdrawn from extemal
objects and confined within the ego." The ideogenesis of the concept of power is
the complete opposite of Maine de Biran's attempted objective construction of it

There are two lessons we can glean frorn PiageYs critique of Biran's theory
-

--

.
-

69 Ibid., i29.

of the formation of causal concepts. The first lesson is that an "armchair"

argument for how we might intuitively think that people should f o m a concept
may often be contradicted by careful developmental study of how people in fact
do acquire concepts. Secondly, even if such an "armchair" reconstruction is
descriptively accurate, it will not in general tell us anything about whether the
process of concept formation was an "objectivef' construction, that is, whether
the resulting notions are epistemicaily justified?

Despite his criticisms, Piaget is still convinced that "the fact that the idea of
force owes its existence to inner experience seems to be beyond dispute."n Piaget
and Biran thus both subscribe to foundational intemalism. "The idea of force,"
Piaget explains, "... is the result of interna1 experience, but not of an experience
which is felt as intemal frorn the firstMRPiaget can be interpreted as agreeing

with the "primary facr of Maine de Biran's theory, while bnnging a higher
degree of epistemological sophistication to the analysis of the origins of the idea
of causality. But as for Biran's theory of the "inductionff by which we attribute

powers to entities besides ourselves, Piaget objects: "We do not

... begin by

discovering intemal causality and then proceed to transfer it into objects.
Causality is the result of a sort of bodily contact behveen the organism and the
world, which is prior to consciousness of se

This is an intriguing

suggestion, the meaning of whidi, unfortunately, is rendered quite obscure by
Piaget himself.
The prevaiiing opinion appears to be that there is no convincing way to
develop a sophisticated, general notion of causality within a foundational
internalist framework It is often supposed that once foundational intemalism is
The lesson can be applied more bmadly. We can certauily identify the origins of a person's
concept of "god," or "satyr," and discover the ideogenesis of these ideas. But the f a a that we can
do this tells us nothing about whether the corwponding concepts are justified. Iç it not therefore
sufEcient to validate a concept that we be able to retrace the causai history of it in a person's
muid, or even a "typicai"person's mînd. Rather than simpy take an idea, modd or theory as
gïven, and ask whether it is satisfied by, or t m e of, any aspect of reality, we ought to take reality
as a given, and ask whether some idea or modd can be constmcted objectively on that basis.
Piaget, Urild's Gnception o f C a ~ l i î y126.
,
Ibid., 130.

"Ibid., 272.

accepted, a t best, Our understanding of causality in the physical world is
analogical, as Reid himself thought At w o n t we are logically committed to
some form of pan-psychism or animism. We are led to the projection of our
experience of volitional efficacy onto objects and events in the physical world in
order to make sense of the nature of causal production more generally. Harré
and Madden survey the considerable discornfort that the position engenders:

...

William James was caught in this predicament
but he shrank back
from drawing the pan-psychical consequence. Not seeing how to reject
the premise, w o m e d about supposing a full analogy and unable to
develop a limited one, James was unable to resolve his dilemma?

In my judgement, the animistic implications attributed to CF1 are not
justified; Whitehead and the others gave up much too easily. If sufficiently
careful attention is paid to the process by which the general features of causality
in nature can be identifid by abstraction, the extension problem wiil be readily
resolved.
A promising approach to the extension problem has recently k e n
developed by John Searle. Searle notices that his theory of "intentional
causation" is similar enough to Reid's that he feels it necessary to emphasize the
differences he has with Reid. The most important difference is that Reid
allegedly believed that "the notion of causation is one that is derived fiom the
observation we make of ourselves when we perform intentional a ~ t i o n s . "As
~ an
interpretation of Reid, this is questionable, and Searle's position is (as 1 read
Reid) in fact closer to his Scoltish predecessor than he admits.
Searle formulates the intemalisth version of the detedability thesis in a way
that is different from Reid's version in language, but hardly so in content:

74 Ham2 and Madden, C a m 1 P m r 58. According to Ham6 and Madden, severai other weiiknown philosophers (including F. C S. Sduller, G. F. Stout, G. H.von Wright and Charles
Hartshorne) adopted foundational internalism, but codd not see how to d e k t the anïmisnt
objection. AIfied North Whitehead was another, but he was willing to bite the b d e t and follow
the animistic consequences to their bizane theoretical ends.
Searle also chooses von Wright as a foil. I believe that Searle is right about the Merences
between him and von Wright, but that he is partly wrong about Reid. See 524.1, above,

"

... it is in the performance of actions [that we become aware of
causation], for part of the Intentional content of the expenence of
acting when 1perform intentional actions is that this experience causes
the bodily movement Notice that 1 am arguing here not merely that
the concept of causation enters into the description of the action, but
rather that part of the actual phenornena of the action is the experience
of causatiod6
In addition, Searle's description of the phenomenology of causality-detection
echoes the presentation given in 52.4.3. If the sensory mechanisrn of causalitydetection I have proposed is correct, then the Humean insistence that there must

be something connecting events in any particular case of causality dissolves into
nonsense. Searle concurs, and explains why this is so in the case of intentional
causation:
... one does not observe a "necessary connection" between events,
rather, one event, e.g, my experience of acting, is a causal Intentional
presentation of the other event, e.g., the movement of my a m , and the
two together make up the composite event, my raising my a m ?
If an action or event can be causal on its own-i.e., without reference to anottier
action or event, that signals potential inadequacies of the conception of causality
as essentially involving events, plus a relation between them. From the Humean
standpoint, the idea that an action or an event can be an instance of causality
might seem analogous to the idea of one hand clapping. That view, however, is
not based on an appraisal of the facts of our experience, but on a prior theoretical
commitment
Searle then tums to the extension problem: "how ... can we ever be justified
in supposing entities other than our experiences can be causes and effect?" In
addressing the extension problem, Searle is admirably aware of the trap Biran
fell into, and distinguishes the epistemic and psychological aspects of conceptformation:

..

.what follows is not intended as an empirical hypothesis about how
causal concepts are acquired. ...The point is not how we corne by the
belief that cause is a real relation in the real world, but how we might
be justifid in holding that belief .... m h e question is, how can we be
76 JohnSearle, Intrntiondify (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983),

"Ibid.

125.

justified in supposing that something devoid of Intentionality can
stand in the same relations that Our Intentional states and events stand
in?78

He then tunis his attention at trying to clarify, to his own satisfaction, the
implications of Piaget's obscure but intriguing suggestion that causality is "the
result of a sort of bodily contact between the organism and the world." His
answer to the extension problem is, briefly, UUs:
We can extend the primitive experience of causation beyond the
boundaries of our bodies by discovering manipulable causal
regularities in the world. What we discover when we discover such a
manipulable regdarity is what we experience in the primitive
experience of causality, the relation of one event making another event
happen.*
He is careful to specify that discovering manipulable regularities is lemning about

the nature of particular things. The causal relations are not themselves
regulanties; a causal relation obtains between two things when the one thing
rnakes the other thing happen. "Making happen" is the root notion of c a u s a l i ~ .
Searle illustrates his solution to the extension problem with the example of a
child who discovers these causal facts: (a) that he can move his a m and fingers
by means of exerasing his will, (b) that he can pidc up and move a rock by
means of moving his a m and fingers, (c) that he can strike a vase by means of
moving his arms, (d) he can smash a vase by means of striking it According to
Searle, this "by-means-of" relation is part of the Intentional content of the
experience of causality in the volitional context Since the "by-means-of" relation
is transitive, and the "by-means-of" relation is identified as a causal relation in
the hist instance, causality is "camed through" each of the steps in the sequence,
so that the discovery (e) that he can smash a vase by means of exercising his will

in the appropriate way is also the discovery of a causal fact

If we ask what the child has in fact discovered when he realizes that he can
reliably use a rock to smash vases, it is this: a rock hitting a vase will cause it to
break. A rock hittuig a vase wül cause it to break, whether the motion of the rock
-

-- -

78 Ibid., 127
79 %id, 132
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.
.

is deliberately produced with an end to breaking the vase, or whether the rock

first travels through the air before hitting the vase. And if the motion of the rock

by itself is sufficient (cetmis puribus) to break the vase, then there is no essential
connection to a deliberate cause of the motion as the cause of the vase breaking.
We can "detach" the original intentional action from the '%y-means-OP' series, so
tha t

... the same causation which is part of the confent of the expenence in
manipulation can be obsemed in cases where there is no ma&pulation.
The relation that the agent observes when he sees the stone smash the
vase by falling on it is-as far as causation is concerned-the same
relation which he experiences when he smashes the vase with the
stone.*
This is a credible attempt at securing a basis for thinking that there is sotueflzing
called causality which is the same kind of thing in both situations, but it is
ultimately unsuccesshl, since it does not attempt to identify what causality is.
Good grounds have been made for thinking that there is a common sense of
" c a u s a l i ~ 'involved in the two cases Searle discusses, and that manipulation is,
as Piaget also suggested, the theoretical bridge that crosses the chasm of
animism, To the extent that it has been shown that there is a sense in which both
intentional and inanimate causality can be regarded as sharing a common
element, we can regard the extension problem as solved. But it seems like only
half a solution. Even if d l instances of causaiity involve production or "making
happen," or that causes produce their effecb "by means of" something or other,
this is surely too abstract a description. Despite Searle's lead, the w e still do not
have a clear characterization of what this common element is,
However the extension problem is to be resolved, we WU know that it has
been resolved when we know how to justify asaibing powers to inanimate

objects. 1propose that the most promising approach to this issue begins with the
recognition that our haptic system has what Reid called "a d u d province*" That
is, on one hand, it gives us s e n s q awareness of limb movements, on the other it
gives us pcepfruil awareness of objects of touch. We reject the sensationalist

lbid., 129

premise that the existence of external objects is to be inferred from tactile
sensations, and so Biran's "primary induction" must be regarded as a failed
attempt to establish the extemal existence of powerhil or force-generating
objects. If perceptual realism is true, the inference itself is redundant, since we
can directly perceive external objects by means of the haptic system.

Awareness of the presence of any stimulus, according to J. J. Gibson,
presupposes that there is some dynamic rdationship between the stimulus and
perceiver. If neither the perceiver nor the object of perception is in motion,
consciousness is unable to extract the information in the perceptual array
"afforded" by the potential object of awareness. The haptic receptors can only
respond to changes in their environment; when the changes stop, soon thereafter
the activity of the receptor stops and the information transmission to the brain
ceases. Our awareness of the presence of the object decays and gradually drops
below the level of receptor activity necessary for the awareness to occur. Can you

tell just by how your head feels whether you are wearing your hat? Can you
detect the presence of your undergarments? We can be totally unaware of things
that are in contact with us, which implies that k i n g in contact with the skin is
not sufficient for the detection of objects. Generally, the haptic system pushes the
presence of objects into conscious awareness only when there is some change in

the level of the exatation of its receptors. Above a certain level of stimulation, the

persistent presence of an object may remain peripherally in our consciousness.
We rnay be constantly aware (if only peripherally) of a shoe that does not fit,
because of the continua1 pressure against Our footsl Yet we can detect the
presence of the slightest breeze on the face, or of a mosquito landing on the
thigh. These observations imply that we can only becorne aware of the presence
of objects if there is some force being applied, such as the force of an impact, or of
a continual pressure k i n g exerted upon us.
Human beings are not just passive perceivers. We regularly obtain our
stimulation, by grasping, pushing, pulling and exploratory manipulation of
Receptors must be abject to intense constant activity before they rake over the central
focus of our attention But even constant intense pain beguis to wane after a while-the level of
intensity of the pain must be continually shifting in order for it to seize out.attention,

things. The haptic system returns an enormous amount of information about the
mass, structure, shape, size, texture, location, orientation, etc., of objects in our
environment For example, when self-imposed tactile stimulation occurs in the
grasping of an object such as a book, we impress a force upon i& we can get
certain information about ik physical characteristics-it is solid, inelastic,
nondefomable, hard. No matter how h l y we grip the book, no matter how
firmly Our fingers press against its covers, the book will offer an equal and
opposite reaction force sufficient to prevent our fingers hom altering the book's
rnacrostructure. The more firmly we grip the book, the more reaction force is
exerted against Our fingers. On the other hand, a soft sponge will not react in the
same way, the reaction force will be insufficient to overcome the force of Our

grip, and the sponge wiU deform as we squeeze i t
We might be tempted to interpret the detection of the reaction force in these
cases as a detection of causality. Could it be that we perceive the book as caiuing
the awareness of its hardness, the sponge as cawing the impression of its
softness?
It is true that the deformation of the skin which happens when we corne
into contact with an object extemal to it is detectable by cutaneous
proprioception. The question about the detection of causality is this: do we detect
the sensory impressions upon our skin as cailsed by the objects? In other words, is
the causality part of the content of the impression?
If we try to attend to any distinct "sensation" of touch, we wilI find that it is
a confusion of two things: (1) an awareness of some property of the object
touched, such as its hardness, smoothness, surface topology, temperature, etc.
in which case we have actually perceived some property of the object; (2) the
awareness of the object as such-in which case, again, we have perceived the
object We are not aware of the object (or any of its properties) as causing our
awareness of i t We do not detect the sensory impressions the object makes-we
detect the object and some of its properfies by nieans of the haptic systemrs overall
response to the object We are not aware of sensations qrrn receptor responses.
The overall perceptual response of the haptic system is a response to the forces

-

exerted by the objects upon Our skin, which deform the skin, and recepton detect
that deformation. But that is a scientific conclusion, which could not be
immediately justified by the data of experience.
Reid noted the indistinctness of haptic "sensations" two centuries ago:

... when [a man] leans his head gently against the pillar ... he will tell
you that he feels nothing in his head, but feels hardness in the stone.
Hath he not a sensation in this case ...? Undoubtedly he hath; but it is
a sensation which nature intended only as a sign of sornething in the
stone; and, accordingly, he instantly fixes his attention upon the thing
signified; and cannot, without great difficulty, attend so much to the
sensation as to be persuaded Uiat there is any such thing distinct from
the hardness its signified2
To the question of whether we detect the sensory impressions upon Our skin as
uiused by the objects, and whether we thereby detect causality in the same marner,

we must answer: no (and disagree with Searle on this point). Since we do not
detect the sensory impressions themselves, there is nothing to detect as caiwed*
Convenely, we do not detect the objects of awareness as the cnrrses of sensations
distinct from the perception of specific attributes of the objects themselves. Nor
do we detect the objects as the causes of the perceptions. This being said, it
remains bue that our awareness of objects must occur by some ttieans. Given
realist assumptions, our perception of objects is Our detection of (part of) the
cause of Our awareness of them. But this claim is a scientific conclusion,
established by studies of physiology, anatomy and psychology.
Since we can detect, by means of our haptic systems, several different kinds
of characteristics of objects by means of the obtained reaction force of objects
upon us when we manipulate them, there must be some source of the force

within the objects themselves. In physical terms, the hardness of a n object is a
function of its molecular cohesion. So it would appear that we perceive the
interna1 (molecular) cohesion of bodies in the percephial form of hardness. We
might Say that a hard body has the "powef' to return a reaction force against the
incident force imposed upon it by a limb in which it may be in contact- in such a
way as to make the hardness perceptible. This power of the external object can be

"Reid, Inquinj and Essqs, 38.

conceived as k i n g something an object has in virhie of its interna1 structure.
As we saw earlier, we know of the exiçtence of o u r powers of volition based

on the "metaawareness" that solne mental activity is occumng by some means
when we are willing-in al1 likelihood it is a result of specific neurophysiological
structure. We can justify power ascriptiow to entities in general because an

intrinsic structure of some kind is necessary for the possibility of the action of a

thing. Whether that structure is best described in neurophysiological or
molecular-structural terrns, the actions that things perfonn are ultimately a result
of the powers that the entity possesses in v i d e of its intrinsic stmcture. To Say

that the powers are causal powers is just to indicate that their realization results

-

in specific modes of activity activity tha t is specific to thehûinsic structure tha t

the entity has.
The similarity between the powers that inanimate objects have and the
powers that human beings have lies in the explanation of how they have the
powers that they do: the powers are a result of intrinsic structure.
Having outlined how the concept of "powef' might first be acquired, we
can also ask what features of reality are indicated by concept of "causality." in
keeping with the foundationalist methodology, we need to begin by idenafying
what aspects of our sense-experience of the world (including ourselves, as
entities in the world) give rise to Our need for causal concepts. We will need to
adopt a point of view deprived of our various theories and concepts about
causality, and look at the world afresh, through theoretically unprejudiced eyes.

In other words, we need to re-expenence the world from the point of view of a
peaon- perhaps a young child -who has not yet acquired causal concepts.
There are, 1believe, two distinct sets of facts available to such a person.
These facts give rise to the need for two sets of causal concepts.
Imagine a young girl playing with a favorite rag doll. At some point in her
development, she wiLl leam that she is the originator and the source of the d o r s
movement This means that she learns (A) that the do11 will simply lie there
endlessly if she (or someone else) does not pi& it up, and (B) it is she who makes
the doli move when she picks it up. The doU does not make her move, nor does

the doll "follow" her.
How does she leam (A)? Simply: by playing with the doll. After a while she
will grasp that the doll is passive. Besides the fact that her doll does not move on
ih own, it does not speak back to her when she t a k to i t regardless of whether

she might wish it to, or whether she imagines that it does. If she tosses it on the

gound it will not bounce up as a bal1 will, no matter how many times she tests
whether it might

In addition to the doll's passivity, a number of other facts are available to
the young child. She will discover that some objects make noises when shaken
(e.g., rattles), while others do not (e.g., pillows); some objects bounce when
thrown or dropped, others fall to the ground and remain stationary; other objects
move on their own, while others need to be pushed in order to be moved. She
will notice that dogs bark, cats meow, birds chirp, etc. Eventually, the child will
identify a pattern: that the way in which things behave is related to the type of
thing that Uiey are. What is true for dolls will be true in general, and when the
child apprehends this general fact about things, she will have identifieci the first
basic fact about causality: that things can only do or be made to do certain things
and cannot do or be made to do others (no matter how much we might wish that
it were in some cases otherwise.)

"Causality," in this con&xt, names the relation between wliat a tlzing is and how
it acts. Our knowledge of this relation is based on a generalization h m al1 the
partidar facts that we learn about how thîngs act Yet, we must take care to
distinguish two claims:
(1) Things have specific, characteristic ways in which they can and do act
(2) Those specific capacities for action are dependent on some aspect of the
kind of thing that they are.
The first c l a h is a generalization from the enürety of Our experience of the
world; (1)is a claim about the obsemed connections between kinds of things
(dassified on the basis of observable diaracteristics) and the actions that they in

fact perform. This daim expresses a pre-theoretical generalization, whüe (2)
makes a metaphysical claim. It asserts the existence of some explanafion for why

we observe such a pattern of behavior. The explanation asserts a metaphysical
dependency of the capacities of a particular upon ib nature (i.e., upon some of its
properties).8f I f the realist ciaims can ultimately be sustained, then we ought to
interpret the observed correlation between things of some type and their actions

as an exemplification of an underlying ontic dependency relation between
natures and capacities. But until the required argument has been made, the thesis
is just a hypothesis. Indeed, at this point, even the assumption that an

explanation as such is warranted has not been philosophically motivated.

The child learns (8) in much the same way that she learns (A). When she
has grasped that she can manipulate the doll's movements by means of moving
her arms, hands and fingers, in a repeatable, deliberate, controlled way, she
conceives of herself as the origin and source of the doll's movements. She
understands at that point that the particular rnovements the doll makes require

her action and are dependent upon her. The doll wiU not begin moving on its
own, nor will it seem to resist her.
It would be reasonable to expect that just as fact (A) instantiates a general
causal pnnciple, fact (8) does also. The child will notice that it is not just she who
can move the doll, but her friends can too, and that it is not just the d o r s motion
that requires her deliberate effort but her bicycle is like that too. If this Line of
thought is c&rect, "causality," in its original sense, narnes the relation beheen the

movemenb of tliings and the things flzat mnke t

"

h nim.

The argument for the realist metaphysical thesis connecting nahues and capadties wdi be
advanced in Chapters 4 and 5, below.

One of the main planks of the Humean perspective is that causality is implicitly

general. Corisider Hume's two definitions of "cause:"
We may define a cause to be an object, foliowed by another, and where
al1 the objects similar to the first, are followed by objects similar to the
second.

...

We may
form another definition of cause; and cal1 it, an object
followed by another, and whose appearance always conveys the
thought to that other.'
For Hume, a "cause" is a particular defined by its relation to a universal-either

a universal recurrence of objects similar to it, or universal anticipation of that
recurrence. It foIlows that causality is that relation of one "objecf' to another that
only obtains in the single case in virtue of the reality of some general fact of
constant conjunction. The general consensus among scholars is that the "objects"
so related are best understood as "events," where an event is any dated

particular occurrence. As recent commentators have succinctly put the matter:
Hume's predecessors had supposed that the causal relation was to be
analyzed in terms of a particular item's inherent power, efficacy, or
agency-or perhaps in the transmission of some quantity like energy,
which an inherent power made possible. They also believed that
causal laws are denved and established through the repeated
experience of particular sequences of phenornena independently
recognized as causal in character. . Hume's own brand of Copernican
revolution reverses this pichue: individual cases of causation are to be
analyzed in terms of constant conjunctions.. ..2

..

In this chapter, I survey the modem realisfs attempt to provide a neo-classical
alternative to Hume's conception of causation, and h d s that a realist account is
more plausible than Hume's in connection with two issues.
The primary issue concerns the validity of the Humean doctrine of "causal

nomisnz." This is the doctrîne according to whidi singular causings are implicitly

general, and which affirms the primacy of causal laws. As we shall s e , the

'Hume,Enpiry, 51.
Rosenberg and Beauchamp, Hume, 80.

argumentative support given by Hume himself for this doctrine is rather feeble.

Indeed, some of Hume's apologists liken it to a postdate rather than a
conc1usion:"'Hume's denial of the primacy of individual causal sequences in
understanding causal relations is not so much a consequence of his regularity
theory as its starting point"3 Below, an alternative to causal nomism is
developed in the form of a modest version of "causal singularism," which
affirms the pnmacy of singular causal relations. This version is contrasted with
Toolefs recent and quite non-Aristotelian variant

The secondary issue involves the question of the relata of causal relations.
According to general scholarly consensus, evmfs are the basic relata of causal
relations:' An alternative conception of causality is proposed which reverses the
ontological hierarchy back to one more in line with the Aristotelian tradition:
causal processes (entities acting in accordance with their intrinsic natures) are
ontologically basic. Treating causal processes as basic has interesting
implications. First, it suggests that covering laws are less important in causal
explanations than the identification of the particular mechanisms by which
causal processes work. Second, it accommodates a general conception of
causation as a process of power-actualization. These implications are, of course,
far from philosophically

they involve ontological
commitments to powers (including capacities and liabilities) and natures. The
ontology appropriate to a realist theory of causation is dealt with in Chapter
Four.
Let us first turn to the theory of causal nornism.
uncontroversial,

as

3.1 Causal Nomism
The Humean theory of causation gives a reductionistic account of causal
relations in terms of the regular and uniform succession of tokens of event-type
pairs. Two events camot be judged to be causally Iinked unless a regular
Ibid.,.81.
It has &O been suggested that facts can be causes in addition to events. The comrnon
feature of facts and events is that they are dafed partïculars, and it is this feature of the account of
causes that 1h d less than adequate. If causes are entities in action, then it is the means b y which
a cause -producesits effect that is dated; the cause itselEis not,

succession of similar event-pair instances has been observed. A causal law is the
statement of such a regular succession. So howledge of some causal law or
other is a prerequisite for the justification of ascribing causal relatedness to a pair
of events-without which the pair ought not to be regarded as anything other
than coïncidence. This epistemological doctrine of the dependence of knowledge
of causality upon knowledge of causal laws is "causal nomism."

H u m e repeatedly reminds us that the knmledge that two evenh are related
as cause and effect camot be acquired "a

but requires repeated, consistent
observation of effects k i n g conjoined to their causes. If this is taken to mean

that causal knowledge is a posterim; no realist should find offence. But Hume's
daim is a stronger one: that without the relevant causal knowledge, ascriptions
of causality to particular causal sequences is unwarranted. In one sense this point
should be uncontroversial to the realist as well, since even in perfectly controlled
expenments in which an unrepeated single trial is sufficient to deduce a causal
condusion, the realist will concede-no, insist-that such experimental inference
is licensed only'by a nch background of causal knowledge. Even in nonexperimental contexts, "seeing" one event as the cause of another is often the
product of tacit analogical inference. Nonetheless, the Humean daim is supposed
to be quite general, and to apply even to simple cases. We could not literaily
"seef8 the motion of the knife as causing the bagel to be cut If the Humean
account were correct, we would not be entitIed tu infer that th& M

e is now
causing this bagel to be cut u n k s we are able to determine some common
property of knives by which they produce cuttings. The difference between
causal nomism and causal singularism consists in opposite answers to the

question of whether it is possible that one c m know a caused b, that a is F and b is
G while not knowing that 'Fs cause Gs' is a law. Nomism says: no. Singularism

says: yes. Schematically, nomism says that even if 1perceive a and b and know
that a is F and b is G:

(1)

- know('Fs

cause Gs' is a law) = -know(a caused b)

or,

(2) know(a caused 6)

know('Fs

cause Gs' is a law).

Since knowledge implies truth,it foliows that
(3) 'a caused V

'Fs cause Gs' is a law

If we sfreamline the symbolism somewhat, the "epistemic" aspect of causal
nomism (2) as well as its "semantic" aspect (3) be stated as components of one
thesis:
Epistemic Component (CNJ
Any singular causal claim of the forrn 'c caused d depends for its
justification on the knowledge of the covering causal law 'Cs cause ES."
Semantic Component (CN,)

The truth of the law 'G cause Es' is a necessary condition for the tmth of
the singular causal claim 'c caused e.'
CNs says that for every singular causal statement, there is a causal law whose
truth is a semantically necessary condition for the singular statemenfs truth6In
other words, the truth of singular causal statements depends upon the truth of a
corresponding law statement The logical relation between CNEand CNS is such
that if CNEis true, then CNs will necessarîly also be bue. If, on the other hand,
CNEis false, the truth of CN, is an open question.
3.2 Troubles with Causal Nomism
Perhaps the most commonly advanced consideration in favour of causal
nomism is based on Hume's idea that causal relations are not apprehended

directly in expenence. Beginning with the ontological independence of events'
according to which events are discrete, as far as we know, events can only
become comected in our imagination or in thought Insofar as causal relations
are recognized at dl, they are so in W t u e of instantiating a law that codifies a
recognized constant conjunction.

In Chapter One, 1 discussed the sensationdist assump tions behind Hume's
case for the ontological discreteness of events and the non-detectability of
Here, c and e represent cause and effectevent tokens, while C and E represent event types
m e d by the existence of a pmp- of the former token whi& is cnusally relevant to the
production of the latter token.
Beauchamp and Rosenberg,Hume, 8L

causation, and found them to be unfounded. In Chapter Two, 1 assessed the
thesis a f h n i n g the detectability of causality in expenence, and found that there

was a preponderance of evidence in favour of i t Taken together, these
conclusions suggest that the tmth of causal claims can sometimes be established
by reference to immediate awareness of causality; that knowing the relevant
II

covering" causal laws is not a necessary condition for the justification of

particular causal claims. In that case, CNEwould be false.
1

Wuzt the Detectnbilitij Thesis Does Not Etitnil
Sornething like the argument just given was advanced G. E. M. hscombe?

She argues, in part, that if causality can be experienced in the form of pushings,
pullings, and other kinds of manipulation, then we don7 need regularities to
justify singular causal claims. Detecting causality provides an immediate noninferential justification for statements about the detected facts. This has been
misunderstood to imply the unanalysability of causal concepts. Before hirning to

the question of what the detectabiiity thesis does entail regarding causality, we
should discuss what it does not entail.
Beauchamp and Rosenberg reject Anscombe's position because

[any]alternative to Humefs regularity approach ideally should explain
why there is no directly or indirectly detectable property common and
peculiar to causal sequences. Anscombe's view does not count as such
an alternative, because her view is that the notion of causation is
altogether unanalysable?
Sosa and Tooley, in the introduction to their anthology state that Anscombe

attempts "to show that the concept of causation does not stand in need of
analysis because causal relations between events can be directly perceived."g
Since the concept of causation can be treated as basic, it is not in need of analysis
in terms of other ideas.'' The commentators agree that Anscombe is saying:
Al* Causality is directly detectable.

'Anscombe, "busaüty and Determination."
Beauchamp and Rosenberg, Hume, 83.
Sosa and Tooley, inho. to Carnation, W.
'O Midiael Tocley, 'The Nature of Causation: A Singuliuist Account," Ornadiun Journal of
PhiZosopitJI,Supplementary Volume 16,286.

A2* The direct detectability of causality in the world negates the need for any
philosophical analysis of causal concepts.
A3* A philosophical analysis of causal concepts is unnecessary and/or
impossible.
Are they right?
First, we should note that Anscombe defines causality as consisting
,

essentially "in the derivativeness of an effect from its causes."" One plausible
reading of this, given the sort of examples she uses to illustrate causal processes,
is that causality is the process of generation or production of effects by means of
the action of entities. While it is a common and p e d i a r feature of sequences qua
causal that they are parts of a generative process, it is bue that this feature is not

always observable. Some causal processes are too fast, too slow, or involve
entities to small or too distant to see. So Al* needs to have this non-trivial
qualification to be true to Anscombe's text

A l Causality is directly detectable in some of its instances.

If causality is only directly detectable in some of its instances, then it camot be
an essential feature of causal relations. There must be some deeper level of
explanation of causality associated with the character of causal production, and
the analysis of causality ought to proceed there. Given that, the imputation of

AZ* to Anscombe is misbken. Since not al1 causal relations are detectable in
immediate expenence, there must be some abstract relation between stages of
causal processes in terms of which the concept may to be analyzed. If this is true
then clearly A3* is also mistaken.

The passage upon which the commentators base their assessrnent of
Anscombe is this one:

The tmthful- though unhelpfd- a m e r to the question: How did we
corne by our pnmary knowledge of causality? 1s that in learning to
speak we learned the linguistic representation and application of a
host of causal concepts. Very many of them were represented by
transitive and other verbs of action used in reporting what is observed.
[...] The word 'cause' is highly general. How does someone show that
he has the concept curw? We may wish to Say: o d y by having such a

"Anscombe, "Causality and Determination," 9 2

word in his vocabulary. H so, then the manifest possession of the
concept presupposes the mastery of much else in language. 1mean: the
word 'cause' can be added to a language in which are already
represented many causal concepts. A miau selection: smupe, pu&, wet,
uary,
But if we care to imagine languages in which no special
causal concepts are represented, then no description of the use of a
word in such languages will be able to present it as meaning cause?*

....

The last sentence of this selection appears to be grist for the imputation of A3:
since it strongly suggests the Wittgensteinian doctrine that the meaning of a term

in a language is its use in the language. If that is the case, then the tenn "cause"
has no philosophical analysis independent of its use as a sortal for action verbs
such as those listed. Moreover, in some imaginary language in which there are
no special causal verbs, the meaning of "cause" could only be grasped
ostensively, since, as Anscombe maintains, the meaning of the term would be
ineffable. The logical possibiüty of the ineffability of causality in such a language
would imply that causality could not be analyzed in that language, but it hardly
implies that the concept itself is incapable of analysis, as A2* says. In short, the

textual support for A2 and A3 is present, though very weak. There is a better
interpretation of Anscombe's text that is consistent with the denial of A2* and

A3*.

The first thing to note is that Anscombe is presenting an ideogenetic
hypothesis, not a philosophical analysis of Our causal concepts. As such, the
thesis is supported not by formal analysis of the concept but by isolating
conceptual dependencies among Our concepts. What does Anscornbe Say about
the hierardiical structure of our causal concepts? First, she identifies a List of
concepts such as "pushing," "pulling" "scraping," "carrying" "eating," and so
on-al1 implicitly causal verbs referring to the production of effects by human
action. By contrasting types of motions, alterations and other changes not due to

human action to those that are, she isolates a category of actions that have a basic
common feature. The concept "causingff generalizes from these intensional
actions, and the concept "cause" becomes identïfied with the locus of ability to
make the effect happen- the locus usudy being the volitional agent.

Anscombe's affirmative assessrnent of the detectability thesis combined

with her ideogenetic hypotheses gives us the "extension problem" to deal with.
But it is unreasonable to think that her view implies the in-principle
unanalysability of causal concepts. Anscombe is comrnitted to regarding son=
causal concepts as unanalysable (those whose denotation is given ostensively).
That does not rule out that there are other causal concepts that are analysable in
tenns of others that are ultimately not Indeed, a foundationalist would hold just
such a claim. What her view does imply is "causal singu1arism"- the (epistemic)

pnmacy of singular causal sequences.

JohnSearle's rejection of causal nomism is even more explicit:
1 am walking along when suddenly a man coming the other way
accidentally stumbles into me, pushing me into the gutter. Now again,
bamng hallucinations and the Like, 1 know without any further
observation the answer to the question "What caused you to go into
the gutter?" The man bumped into me and pushed me into the gutter.
In this case, one wants to Say "1 know alI of this because 1jélt myself
king pushed into the gutter, and 1smu the man doing it to me."13

In this case, the causality of the process by which Searle ends up in the gutter is
perceptually given-the tactile and visual evidence of the senses is suffiàent in
this single case to justify the daim that Searle was caused to go into the gutter by
king bumped there. Simüarly, Searle affirms the singulanst principle that causal
knowledge is possible without knowing what, if any, laws are at work:

Suppose 1 am thirsty and 1 take a drink of water. If someone asks me
why I took a drink of water, 1 know the a n m e r without any further
observation: 1 was thirs y."
The fact that such knowledge was available without further observation implies

that any further information confirming his initial knowledge daim would be

l3 Searle, Intentionalify, 119.

l4 The example could be complicated in the direction of greater d y t i c precbion by
intmducing the qualifications that the t k t did not detetmirze the drinking then and there, that he
had the occurrent desire to quench his thirst then, and that therefore the thirst was causdy
relevant but not d c i e n t to the ocmence of the dnnking, and so on. This is a quibble, not an
objection, to Searle's account..

redundant This implies specifically that knowledge pertaining to any
regularities, Le., knowledge of a causal law involving thirst and water-drinking
would be redundant to the justification of the knowledge claim about the causal
devance of thust to drinking.

These considerations are sufficient to show, beyond a reasonable doubt, that
CNEis false. Searle's argument does not show that there is no law comecting
thirst and water-drinking, but it shows that knowledge of su& a law is
unnecessary in order to know the truth of the assertion "My thirst caused my
drinking." It still may be the case that there is a such a Iaw.
Searle then shifts to the second issue, that is, whether one is logically
committed to the truth of a Iaw in virtue of his knowledge of the particular
causal relation. He denies that
"My thirst caused my drinking"
entails a statement of the form

"there is some Law L such that there is some description cp of my thirst
and some description ty of my drinking, and L asserts a universal
correlation of event of type cp and events of type y."

In other words, he denies CN, "the traditional view in its linguistic form."15
Searle cornplains:
The oniy argument 1 have ever seen is the Humean argument that
since there isn't anything to causation except regularity, then for every
true causal statement there must be a regularity.16

If saying that there's nothing to causation except regularity is the best reason for
thinking that for every true causal statement there must be a regularity, then we
have no good reasons for thinking at CNs is bue. Of course, it is stili logically
possible that CNs is true (nothing that Searle says shows that CNs is false); we
just do not have sound reasons for believing i t
A particularly explicit discussion in which the notions of causality and
nomicîty are conflated appears in the section of A System of Logic where John
Stuart Mill introduces the "Law of Universal Causation." Specifically, he
l5

Searle, Inientimafity, 120.

l6Ibid.

identifies causality with nomic dependency:
we recognize a law which is universal ... it is co-extensive with the
entire field of successive phenomena, al1 instances whatever of
succession k i n g examples of i t This law is the Law of Causation. The
truth that every fact which has a beginning has a cause, is co-extensive
with human experience. This generalization may appear to some
minds not to amount to much, since after ali it asserts only this: "it is a
law, that every event depends on some lm...""

In this passage, Mill actually presents two statements of the Law of Causation as
if théy were equivalent.
1. Every event has a cause.

2. Every event depends on some law.
Notice that this conflation of causality and nomicity is not argued for; for Mill,
the very concept of k i n g an effect consists in its nmnic dependence upon a cause.
Mill holds that the causal relation is characterized not just by the
invariability of the antecedent to some event, but the unconditionality of the
effect given the cause. In order to establish the necessity of causal relations as the
basis of induction, Mill did away with the distinction between cause and
condition, leaving the cause of an event as the totality of the antecedent factors
invanably comected to events of thaf type. Inquiry into causes is inquiry into the
kinds of antecedents that are unconditionally and invariably associated with the
kind of effect whose causes are under investigation. C. J. Ducasse cnticizes Mill's
nomism with characteris tic candor:

The hyth is on the contrary that it is directly and pnmarily an inquiry
concerning single, inditidilal evenfs.If the engine of my car stops, and 1
ask "Wlty?' 1 am not asking for a statement of invariable succession or
of law, even though one such may, conceivably, be inferable from the
answer that it was because the magneto wire become discomected at
that moment. What I want to know is whether the latter occurrence
was the single d i p e n c e between the circumstances of the engine a t the
moment when it was running, and at the moment when it was not18
Ducasse's critique is alI the more interesting for being based on hvo of Mill's own
l7 John Stuart MU,A Systm ofLogk, Ratioanative md Inducfiue,t18" ed. (New York H q e r
and Brothers, 1874),236 (emphasis added).
Ducasse, Types ofNecessi@, 19.

''

ideas: the law of universal causation, and the inductive method of difference.
Since al1 of Our experience supports the thesis that no event happens without a
cause, if some event happens, and the only event that happens in the othenvise
stable system is a pnor event, then that prior event must be the cause of the
subsequent one. We do not have to womy about whether that kind of event
happened before, nor whether it ever will again. Ducasse's argument against
Mill's nomism applies at least as much to Hume himself, since it was Hume who
argued for the epistemic pnonty of causal laws:
Causation is direcfly concerned with single cases, not with constant
conjunctions. These would follow as a matter of course, if the cause
and the conditions were repeated. But constant conjunction is then a
possible corollary, not the definition, of causation. To have mistaken it for
the latter was Hume's epoch-making blunder, which has infected
directly or indirectly, practically every discussion of causation sinceJg
Echoing Ducasse is Sterling Lamprecht:

We can hardly suppose that single events which, taken separately, lack
causal significance, can gain such significance by k i n g grouped under
a general formula. We do not reach through generalization a character
which is wholly lacking in the particular facts with which we start20

A similar point was made earlier by H. W. B. Joseph:
We take uniformity in the succession of events-i.e., iikeness in the
conditions upon which like changes succeed-to be a sign of causal
relation, but not the same with i t For when 1Say that a wave striking a
boat causes it to move, 1 imply that the relation subsists behveen the
blow of this wave and the ensuing movement of this boat; whereas
uniformity can only be exhibited in the sequence of several such
movements of this or other boats ... 21

The consensus among these thinkers is that the identification of causality with
either nomic regularity or nomic dependency is a mistake. Since we can know
causal relations without knowing the laws with which the causal relations are
supposedly comected, we cannot iden*

causality with nomicity in either

sense. It then becomes unclear whether causality entails nomic dependency or
l9 Ibid., 21.

Lamprecht, "Causality," 138.
21 H.W.B. Joseph, Inkoduetion to Logic. 2d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1914), 404.

nomic regularity. It may weil be that causality does entail nomicity in one form or
another, but it is now clear that we need an argument to the effect that such an
entailment holds. In terms of the schema presented in s3.1, if CN, were true, CNs
would therefore also be bue. But CN, is false, so the status of CNtj is, at this
point, an open question.
§3.

The Sirigularist Tunl
1 have argued that causal nomism's epistemic component is false, and

argued in favour of the primacy of singular causes. Since epistemic causal
nomism is false, the close conceptual tie behveen causaiity and nomicity is
undone. Searle, Ducasse, Joseph and Lamprecht are unanimous that the
conflation of causality and nomic reguiarity is endemic to the Humean tradition,
and once these two notions are properly distinguished, the ground undemeath
CNS collapses. New arguments are needed if the conceptual link between

causality and nomicity is to be reestablished.
Donald Davidson is one thinker who has conceded the force of the
singulanst critique of causal nomism." Causal singularism asserts that (a)
singular causal statements can be known to be bue without knowing any
relevant law, and (b) that singular causal statements entail no (particular) law.
The latter daim is significant, for it means that 1 can know event c caused event
e- tha t 'c caused et is true-even if there is no law relating Cs and Es in general.
It rnay be the case that Cs and Es exemplify no nomological relation, men if Ctype events are regularly followed by E-type events. On the other hand,

Davidson is clearly interested in rendering intelligible the idea of the natural
world as a nomologically ordered, law-governecl place, and engineers a "third
way"-a

reconciliation of sorts between the Humean nomological conception

and the realist singularist conception.
He beings by noting an ambiguity in the Humean conception, according to

which a singular causal statement 'a caused b' entails that there is a law L such
that (to paraphrase Hume) any object x similar to a is regularly succeed by some
a Donald Davidson, "Causal Relations," in Essqs on Acfrcfrurzs
and Events (Oxford: Ciarendon
Press,1980), 160-

object y similar to b. The ambiguity Davidson notes is that this standard
conception does not distinguish respects in virtue of which x and a are similar on
the one hand, and in which y and 6 are similar on the other-surely

some

respects are causally relevant and others are n o t Davidson has suggested a
position that acknowledges the primacy of singular causal relations, but retains,
a t the same time, an attenuated form of nomicity for causality. The idea is that if

a caused 6 then there must have been some description or other of a and b such
that they are nomoiogically c o ~ e c t e dundPr fhnt description. More formally,
Cnb XJ (3(3Q)(Pa
)
L Qa & L), where

L =-Cl[(w)(Pw 3 (32)((Zr& SWZ & mu)]=,'SwY means 'w is a successor
of 2,'

Al1 that is required on Davidson's account is that there is some way to typeidentify the token events of a singular causal relation so that the token events are
backed by some law or other, even though we may never know the appropriate
descriptions of the events in virtue of which they might be so backed.
~e can manufacture many examples that fit Davidson's theory, but there

just as many examples that disconfirm it To take just one, suppose the causal
statement in question is this: "The Chicmilub meteor impact caused the
extinction of the dinosaurs." In this case, we need a rather complicated
description of the cause: "the meteor i-mpact which caused enough dust to be
thrown into the atmosphere to cause suffiaent sunlight to be blocked, which
caused global climatic changes.. .." The effect also would be have to be described

in more general terms as simply, an extinction. The law would then be
"whenever 'a meteor impact suffident to induce global climatic changes by
means of causing dust to be thrown into the atmosphere sufficient to block
considerable suniight for a period of tirne, then an extinction will occur." Yet it is
rather unükely that such a law is true in general. What would make such a Iaw
hue? It would have to be considerably more complicated-it would have to
identify and characterize all the causally relevant properties of the two events in
question. Yet, for any description of the cause that is in any way general, it is still
The material conditionalhere is a m g a t e for the elusive "causal connedive."

possible that the cause-type could be Uistantiated and yet the effect not occur,
because of the extreme sensitivity of the Earth's climate pattern as a whole to
small variations in initial conditions-variations which are not nomologically
related to subsequent states of the Earth's atrnosphere.
There are at least two ways to remedy the analysis to preserve a sense of
nomicity. First, we might Say that it is not a strict law, but a non-strict or
probabilistic law that relates the case and effect But this route does not look
promising. For if it were only probabilistic laws that are needed in order to Save
the nomicity thesis, then the events in question could be subsumed by any
number of descriptions such that if events of the same kind as the meteor impact,

then events of the same kind as the extinction would occur fail to occur some
given percentage of the time.If only probabilistic laws were necessary, then we
would have a thesis that is h e , but less interesting-presumably we are
interested in finding out what features of the cause event were causally relevant
to, or necessary for, the occurrence of the effect in the particulm case, i.e., one in
which the effect did occur. Subsuming an event under a probabilistic law does
not explain why, if the effect occurred, that it did, nor why, if the effect did not
occur, why it did n o t If, on the other hand, we were to take John Stuart Miil's

route, and build in al1 of the relevant conditions such that when they are
satisfied; then the effect always occurs, we would lose the intended irnplicit
generality that motivates causal nomism: we would, in essence, simply be
characterizing a unique causal process. It could stiU be true that the Chicxulub
Meteor impact caused the dinosaur extinction even if there were no true law
relating the events in question. It seems more likely that the event in question
was unique, and that in order to provide a plausible explanation for the why the
dinosaurs died out, we will need to construct a complicated, detailed mode1 of
that single event, the relevant features of which were unique in the history in the
planet
It is still possible, however, that if we decompose the complex event of the
meteor impact and the complex event of the extinction into a number of simple
linear causal chahs of efficient cause-effect sequences, we might be able to

preserve some interesting sense .in which causality is nomological, and that
singular causal relations are implicitly general. In other words, even if, for some
(or all) complex causes and effects, there is no law under which the events can be
subsumed, it may be that the simple events of which the complex events are
composed exemplify strict causal laws.

G. E. M. h c o m b e Z 4objects to the arbikary nature of the nomologicality
postdate, maintainhg that Davidson has offered no reason for thinking that it is
bue. 1disagree: one of the theoretical motivations for accepting nomologicality is
the possibility of employing the deductive-nomological mode1 of explanation to
the explanation of particular causings. This is an assumption which Davidson
gives some indication of sharing. The explanation of some event b would require
that there be some descnption of both a and b such that 'n causes 6' can be
deduced from a causal law of the appropriate syntax, together with the
associated descnption of a. Evidently, a prier cornmitment to the inferential
conception of scientific explanation drives Davidson to the view that there has to
be me law relating a and b if b is caused-i.e., if it Itas n causal explanation. D-N
explanations need

sotlie

law to cover the events. But in order to accept the

nomologicality of causality even in this fonn, we need some reasons for thinking
that the D-N model of explanation, which requires deductions from laws
expressed as conditionals in some extensional language (together with a
specification of initial conditions and aunliary hypotheses) is the proper
approach to causal explanation.

In recent developments in the theory of explanation, the D-N approach has
corne under considerable critiasm. One aspect of that critique is its neglect of
relative explanatory adequacy. If the D-N model is presupposed, then Davidson
is correct to daim that "our justification for accepting a singular causal statement
is that we have reason to believe an appropriate causal law exists, though we do
not know what it is."= Yet the justification we have for accepting the Chicxulub
Meteor version of the Alvarez Hypothesis vis-à-vis the intrinsic gradualis t

'* Anscombe, "Causality and Determination,"104.
25 Davidson, "Causal Relations," 16û.

hypothesis of dinosaur extinction is that the Chicxulub Meteor hypothesis
explains the Iridium layer data and the gradualist hypothesis does n o t
The argument for the nomological character of causality will, in all
likelihood, depend upon adopting prior theoretical stands on the nature of causal
laws and the nature of scientific explanation, and until such positions are
articulated and defended, the exact sense in which causal nomism might be true

will remain an open question.
$4. Causatio~ia d Couatprfadruiis

It is often assumed that counterfactuals are a necessary ingredient of an
adequate general theory of causation. Assuming a regularity view of causation, it
is easy to see why this a reasonable criterion. It is generaily recognized that
Hume's theory of causality has difficulties with the distinction between
accidental and law-like regularities-both find their expression in universal
conditional statements. But in order for the statements to express causal
regularities and not just accidental constant conjunctions, the corresponding lawstatements need to have a stronger modal force. One of the more commonly
discussed ways of drawing the needed distinction is to Say that universals of law
imply or "sustain" counterfactuals, while mere "universals of fact" do not The
latter are accidental generalizations and do not have the same modal force.

Even the singulanst wiU admit that causal claims have some counterfactual
implications. 1use !Searle's example to illustrate the point

I am walking along when suddenly a man coming the other way
accidentally stumbles into me, pushing me into the gutter. Now again,
barring hallucinations and the like, 1 know without any further
observation the answer to the question "What caused you to go into
the gutter?" The man bumped into me and pushed me into the gutter.
In this case, one wants to say "1 know all of this because Ifélf myself
k i n g pushed into the gutter, and I saw the man doing it to me."26
Searle claims that the same evidence by which he knows that he was caused to

go into the gutter also justifies his knowing the truth of the counterfactual daim
if he had not, then and there, been bumped, c e t h pmibrrs, he would not have
-

-

26 Searle, Intentionalify,119.

ended up in the gutter. His knowledge that if, then and there, he had not been
bumped, he would not have ended up in the gutter is not grounded in
knowledge of any applicable laws nor even hom the knowledge that there are
applicable laws (granting that there are such covering laws)?
That is Searle's claim; is it correct, in generd? Can Searle know the truth of a
counterfactual by perception- by actual experience? It might have been the
case that, unbeknownst to Searle, at the very same time as he felt and saw
himself k i n g bumped into the gutter, Searle was simultaneously Mpping on a
rock, which on a lonely path would have b e n sufficient under the circumstances
to cause a fall into the gutter. If the effect was overdetemined in just this way,
the effect might still have happened even if the ostensible "cause" did noteSearle
would have to know that there was no other cause present that would have been
sufficient, under the circurnstances, to produce the effect However, that does not
imply that Searle would have to have known that there was some law or other
instantiated when he was pushed into the gutter. The analysis of singular causal
daims presupposed here appears to fit well with the one offered by C. J.
Ducasse.
Recall fiom Chapter Two that Ducasse regards causaliîy as the relationship
between the factors of a special state-of-affairs called an "experiment" An

experiment is a system in which any changes that occur in the system are in
principle all perceptualiy detectable. Causation, or "the causal relation" is a
triadic relationship between (1) a specific "state-of-affairsff in which only two
changes (each either simple or complex) occur, (2) one of the aforementioned
changes king A, beginning at t, and (3) the other, a change B, begiming after t,.
If such conditions hold, then
The cnuse of an event B was an event A which, in the then existing
arcumstances, was srlflciettt to the occurrence of B; and therefore,
conversely,

"rbid., 120.

The efict of an event A was an event B which in the then existing
circurnstances, was necessifated by the occurrence of A.
A condition of an event B was an event A which, in the then existing

arcumstances, was necessary fo the occurrence of B.
An event that is causally sufficient for the occurrence necessitates the event, or, to
use Ducasse's coinage, the cause is "etiologicaily sufficienr for the effect.

For Ducasse, an inquiry into the causes of an event is an inquiry into the
immediately preceding changes in the proximity of the effect, regardless of how
we might desnibe the changes in the system, or whether the two changes are
nomologically related. If in a given otherwise stable system, two changes occur,
Ducasse regards it as a certainty that the first was the cause of the second. Let us
consider the definition that Ducasse offers for " x caused y,"28 recaliing that if the
cause of an effect is the single change in the tircumstances immediately
preceding the effect, then the cause, in those circumstances, was causaiiy
suficient for the effect:
Dl The change x occurred during a time and through a space termination at
the instant 1at the surface of S.

D2 The change y occurred during a time and through a space beginning at
the instant I at the surface of S.
D3 No change other than x occurred dunng the time and through the space
of x and no change other than y during the time and through the space
of y.
More brîefly, the idea is that the cause of the particular change y was that
particular change x as alone occurred in the immediate environment of y
immediately bef~re.'~
Ducasse is of the view that a cause refers to the single change in the
circumstances immediately before the occurrence of the effect in question which

"

The definition is based on Ducase, "Nature and Observability," 127.1 have changed the
letters in this example for consistency across the various authors' analysis of the meaning of the
phrase-'y' is substitutedfor 'K' h m , and 'x' for 'CI
29 %id,

is sufficient to the effect Ducasse emphasizes that for genuine causal necessity,

the necessitating causal factor x must be the only immediately antecedent factor

change in the experimental system. His intuition here is a t least
understandable, for suppose that in S, three changes occurred, x beginning at t,, y
beginning at t, and z starting at 5.= There are many possible causal states-ofto

affairs involving S:
x caused 2, and y had no causal relevance to z in S

y caused z, and x had no causal relevance to z in S
x caused y and y caused z in S
x and y jointly caused z,but were individuaiiy insufficient to do so in S
x and y were individually sufficient to cause for z in S
x caused z, but y hashned or delayed it in S

y caused z, but x hastened or delayed it in S

The multiplicity of possible arrangements of causal factors involved when the
number of changes goes to three or higher makes it impossible to determine,
without further experimentation in which either x or y is controlled, which of the

Wo was the cause of the event z. In cases where only two changes are observed,
no experimental repetition would be necessary to establish that x (or y) caused z,
although the experiment might be repeated to make sure there were no
mechanical problems with the set-up the fint tirne, or that no human error (e.g.,

in taking measurements) occurred.
Complications anse when we consider that such a definition of cause
implies that al1 of the proximate changes in the vicinity of the effect are included

in the cause, even those changes whidi intuitively we would regard as not
causally relevant Suppose, for example, that in S, changes x and y occurred
simultaneously and satisfy Dl-D3, but that x is not the kind of thing that is
normally causalIy relevant to the occurrence of z-type events. Ducasse is not as

lbid., 151.

womed about this as some commentators have suggested he ought to be."
Consider this example:
At the instant a brick strikes a window pane, the pane is also struck

perhaps by the air waves due to the Song of a canary near by. Yet we
usually would Say that the cause of the breakage was the impact of the
brick, and that the impact of the air waves, although it was part of the
prior total change in the give state of affairs was no part of the cause."

If, as we are accustomed to do, we refer to the brick's striking the window as
causing its subsequent breakage (i.e., i f s just the brick, not the canary song, that
counts here) then we are employing a notion of cause that departs from that
encapsulated in his definition, since we are extracting only one (albeit dominant)
aspect of the total cause for inclusion. The intuitive basis for this is Our
knowledge that the brick's motion would have been sufficient, even if the canary
had remained silent, to break the window. The same could not be said for the
efficacy of the canarfs song. Ducasse's definition of cause as single proximate
change camot be satisfactory if we still need some basis on which to distinguish
the causally relevant aspects of the change fiom the causally irrelevant The
definition is too broad, it would seem.
According to Ducasse, the objection misses the mark, because it equivocates
on the type-token distinction. If we start with the question "What caused y?" we
can presumably mean one of two things:

(1) What token event x caused the token event y (the change in the subject S)
such that x was the only change that satisfies conditions Dl-D3?
(2) In virtue of exempüfying what property-type(s) A did the token event x
cause the event y to exemplify properfy-type(s) B?

According to Ducasse, (2) presumes an answer to (l), but goes on to ask what
aspects or features of x were causally relevant to the occurrence of its effect-

what pmt of x is lep ifwe sirbhuafiotrr x fIiose propmties

OJ

or parts of x which were

unnecessay fo the occurmre of y, leming just flzose properfies or prnfs of x wliidi were
suficient fOr some part of y? In the canary-brick example, the cause of the
3'

'*

Mackie, Cement, l
m.
C J. Ducasse, Nature, Mind and DeaUI (La M e : Open Court, 1952), 123.

window's breaking is al1 of whatever changed in the causal context of S
immediately before y. In other words, the cause of the window's breaking
includes "the Song of the canary, the precise mass shape, position and speed of
the brick" and whatever else was in any way causally relevant (Le., necessary) to
any aspect of the effect, or causally relevant to the effect, under any description of
i t The canary's singing was not causally relevant to the breaking of the window

qua breaking-it was not necessary to the occurrence of the breakage.
Nonetheless the bird Song had effects, "and these too were parts, but otlter parts,
of the whole later e ~ e n t "Insofar
~ ~ as we are interested in acquiring practical
causal knowledge for prediction and manipulation, we are interested in finding
out what types of causes under what conditions are sufficient for certain Spes of
effects. Ducasse acknowledges this. We are often interested in the specific
propeties of events to which we can assign causal relevance in Our explanations
of event types. But we must not be mislead by the superficial features of
linguistic usage, in which type/token confusion is often implicit, to think that

such usage reflects any interesting ontological facts about causality. Causes and
effects are particulars, not types.
Mackie criticizes Ducasse's definition on the grounds that although "every
cause is sufficient in the circumstances for its effect

... so are many non-causes

for evenk which are not their e f f e ~ t s . "
In~effect, Ducasse's definition amounts to

a (very) weak sense of sufficiency. Mackie's alternative is a "strong" or
"counterfactual supporting sense" of causal sufficiency, with the implication that
if, in those very circumstances, y were not going to occur, then neither would x
have been going to occur. Those aspects of the cause that were necessary as weIl
as s u m e n t need to be included in the specificafion of the cause. According to
Macke, the question "What was necessary in the circumstances for f f is
equivalent to "What occurred such that if it had not occurred, y would not," and
so it is the necessity of causes for their effects that gives the required
counterfactual import of singular causal clairns:

..

. the element of counterfactual conditionality, of the cause' s k i n g
necessary in the Urcumstances for the effect, is part of Our ordinary
notion of a singular causal sequence, and it cannol be bmshed aside as
an intrusion of the generai into the singular, as involving a concealeci
cornparison of this individual sequence with o t h e r ~ . ~ ~
If a stronger, counterfactual-supporting sense of causality is needed, the
appropriate formula is given by the specîfication of the INUS condition for an
event y? According to Mackie, x caused y entails that x is an insufficient but
necessary part of a condition which is itself unnecessary by sufficient for y?'
More fomally, the basic idea is this:
X caused y

-,

X and y occurred; and X was that set of conditions, among the totality of
those that actually occurred, each condition xi of which was necessary
for the occurrence of y, and the entire set X=(xl,xzf ...x,} was sufficient
for the occurrence of y, and y followed upon X.

The problem with Mackie's argument for the counterfactual import of singular
causings is that it begs the question against Ducasse. Ducasse rejects the idea that
the meaning of a singular causal statement-a

statement of what did happen-

can be analysed in terms of what did not happen. The imaginary
counterinstances required to sustain Mackie's alternative analysis are ruled out

on Ducasse's account Mackie merely contradicts Ducasse's point about the
admissibiüty of imaginary counterinstances, without arguing against i t For
Ducasse, to Say that "the Song of the canary was unnecessary

... is to say only

that in another case, otherwise similar, where the Song did not occur, an effect of

same sml v i z breaking, nevertheless did o c ~ r . ' ' What
~
is necessary or
unnecessary can therefore o d y be established with reference to generalizations
over fach about similar cases, and that is why Ducasse argues that counterfactual
the

36 Ma&
hedges his position considerably, only maintainhg that this is open what we
(speakers of Enghh) mean when we say "x caused y.''
"J. L Mackie, "Causes and Conditions," in (3ausatim, ed. Ernest Saso and Midiael Tooley
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, lm),
35.
Curt J Ducasse, Tmth, Knmledge mrd C.atiurron
London: Routiedge & Kegan Paul, 1968),
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h p o r t is no part of particular instances of causality. In fact, Mackie admits as
much:

The singular causal statement says that without A, on this occasion ...
P w i i l d not have occurred; ihis is very o k n supported by the
observation that without A, on some other similar occasion ... P did
not occur. ... this 'did noV supports the 'would not' because it is
assumed that there is some underlying regularity of behaviour ..39

.

1 agree with Mackie that it is o d y in an "uns~~histicated"'~
sense, where we

imagine what did not happen in the place of what did, that causality is implicitly
general. To be fully consistent, I submit that we need to disabuse ourselves of the
intuition (if we have it) that singular causal relations necessarily have
counterfactual import .
There is one other argument that could be used to support this conciusion.
Suppose one were to argue as follows:

1. If causal relations, as such, are in principle detectable in perception,
then we would have to be able, in principle, to detect the aspect of the
relatian that is essential to its being a causal relation.

2. What is essential to king a causai relation is having counterfactual
irnport
3. Counterfactual import is not detectable in perception.

.

4. Therefore, causality is not detectable in perception.

Now, we agree with Mackie and Ducasse that "causation can be detecfed in

a

single ~ e ~ u e n c e , "so
~ ' the conclusion (4) is false. But the premises (1) and (3) are
sufficienfly likely to be true that we would be wise to reject (2).
There are some signç that an anti-counterfactuals "bacldash" has been
gaining some adherents of late: witness Wesley Salmon's recent attempt to
~ . ~theoretical motivation
present a counterfactuals-free analysis of c a ~ s a l i tThe

for wanting a counterfactuais-free analysis of causality is part of a related, but
39 Mackie,

Cernent, 79.

Ibid.,
l' Madcie?C m t , 135. n. 31.
wesleyC Salmon, "Caudity Without CounterfabuaIs," PhiIosophy of Science 61,no. 2
(19%): 297-312
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somewhat larger issue: the goal of presenting
a "process theory" of causality that could resolve the fundamental
problems raised by Hume regarding causal connections. The main
point is that causal processes, as characterized by this [i.e. Salmon's]
theory, constitute precisely the objective physical causal connections
which H u m e sought in vainU

Causal processes were used in Salmon's theory as part of the explanation of the
transmission of causal influence40 explain how an action at one point could
result in the action of something else at a subsequent time, some distance away.
According to the theory of specid relativity, the transmission of causal influence

such as exemplified by the propagation of electromagnetic waves through a
vacuum, have a maximum velocity of c, the speed of light However, there are
processes that coiild bave1 at faster than light speeds; there is no real limit to how
fast such processes can go. These superluminal processes cannot, however, be
used to transmit signals- they are "pseudo-processes."
How do we distinguish causal processes fiom these pseudo-processes?
According to Salmon, the causal processes (such as beams of iight) are capable of
transmitting marks, or information, from one place to another, while pseudoprocesses are n o t In his formal definition of mark transmission, Salmon
employed a counterfactual specification of the nature of causal processes. As
Kitcher noted, "the counterfactuals are the heart of the the~ry."*~
Arguably, any
analysis of natural causality that requires counterfactuals presupposes semantic
causal nomism, and the implicit generality of causality. This admission stands, as
Kitcher argued, as a serious difficulty for singularist theories of causaliv and for
the ontic conception of causal explanation.
Salmon's recent successful expulsion of references to counterfactuals in the
analysis of the basic ontology of causation is, 1 think, theoretically highly
significant, and illustrates that quite different theoretical approaches can end up
converging on a singulanst account of causation. There is yet a third theoretical
approach to causation that @na fi&
converges upon the singularist
--

--

-

-- -

..

Salmon, CarCsal Structure ofthe Worid, ch. 5.

"Kitcher, f%xplanatoryUnification," 472.

conclusion- the account developed in recent years by Micheal Tooley.
3.3

Singularism and Non-Reductivism

Michael ~ o o l has
e ~recently
~ ~ defended a version of singularism as part of

an atternpt to articulate a realist theory of causation. Based on the terminology he
uses to characterize his conclusions, one might expect to find similarities
between his goals and mine, and that is the case. However, deep differences in
methodology and ontology between us Iead us to divergent conclusions on a
range of issues. My assessrnent and critique of Tooley's argument for
singularism will cal1 for the explicit treatment of some side-issues that will
highlight how 1 believe that a realist theory of causaliv ought to be defended,
and why an aspiring reaiist is better served by my approach than by Toolefs.
Much of Tooley's project is devoted to assessing the relative merits of
contrary positions on a number of related issues:
Supewenience us. Singulansm
Reductionist vs. Realist Singularism
Realism us. Reductionism of causal Iaws
Realism us. Reductionism of causal relations

The position characterized as the "Thesis of the Humean Supervenience of
Causal Relations" is a conjunction of these two theses:
S1 Causal relations presuppose corresponding causal laws
S2 Causal relations are logicaliy supervenient upon causal laws plus the

noniausal properties of, and relations between, eventd6

The idea here is that k i n g a specificdy causal relation is conceptually dependent
on there being some causal law or other (known or not) which the causal relation

''

Michad Tooley, "Laws and Causal Relations," in Causatim and Causal Theonk, Midwest
Studies in Philosophy,vol. IX,ed. Peter A. French,Theodore E. Uehling, Jr., and Howard K.
Wettstein (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 19&), 93-112; idem, Causutiun:A Realist
Approach (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987); idem, "The Nahue of Causation: A Singularist
Account," Gnadim Journal of Philosophy SupplementatyVolume 16 (1990): 271-322;i
'dem,
"Causation: Reductionism vs. Realism," in Ernest Sasa and Michael Tooley, eds. Causatiun
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), 172-91.
46 Twley, "Nature of Gusation," 274.

exemplifies. There is a semantic dependency of "causality" upon "nomicity."
Elsewhere, Tooley offers a somewhat more perspicuous and more general
formulation of S2:
S2' The truth values of singular causal statements are logically determined

by the h t h values of statements of causal laws together with the buth

values of noncausal statements about particulard'

Together, these two daims are very similar to the "semantic" component of
causal nomism in 53.1, which are both entailed by the formal statement of CNS
given in 83.2 Singulansm is, of course -SI & -S2 There is, however, a third
possibility, according to Tooley, because the conjunctior. S1& -S2 is logically
possible. That is, an "intermediate view" that retains the Humean idea that
causal relations presuppose causal laws, but drops S2.
His first step is to distance himself from the type of argument I have
characterized as the "detectability argumenf' for causal singulansm. Without
naming the sourcest Tooley indicates four ways in which the thesis of the
"immediate knowledget' of causal relations has k e n intended:
(1) Causal relations can be given in immediate experience, in the strong
sense of actually k i n g part an expenence itself.

(2) Even if causal relations are not given in immediate experience, one can

...have noninferential knowledge that states-of-affairs are causally
related.

(3) Causal relations are

...observable in many cases.

(4) There are situations where observation of a single case can provide one
with grounds for believing that hvo events are causaIly related, and that
it c m do so even in the absence of any prior knowledge of causal laws.
Clearly, (l), (3), and (4) are equivalent, al1 süghtly different formulations of the
detectability thesis 1 advanced in Chapter Two. Recall that the daim there was
made that we can detect or perceive efficacious agency, and so those forms of
detection deliver immedia te non-inferential causal knowledge.
Tooley's only argument against the detectability thesis- the immediate

*'ïooleY,'Zaws and Causal Relations," 93.
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experience of causality is wide open to refutation on a number of points. If this
is the best refutation that Tooley, a master of creative counterexample, can corne

up with, that makes me al1 the more certain that the detectabiiity thesis is true.
Tooley's argument is an easily recognizable variant of "brain-in-a-var
skepticism; the idea is that for any process of detection that depends on the
operation of a causal process (e.g., perception, sensation), if we were sufficiently
clever, we could artificially induce a phenomenologically identical experiential
state as would be had by the operation of the normal causal process in the absence
of such processes. Tooley's argumentd8is basically this:

If a relation between a and b is immediately given in experience, then it
is part of the content of the experience
If something is part of the content of an expenence E, then it is also part
of any experience E* that is qualitatively identical to E.
Given any experience E of a relation between a and 6, it is logically
possible that appropriate, direct electncal simulation of the brain might
produce an expenence, E*, which was qualitatively indistinguishable
fiom E, but in which the expenential contents a and b were not causally

.

related, k i n g the independent products of a common cause.

For any immediately given experience of a causal relation between a and
b, it is logically possible that a and b are not causally related, k i n g the
independent products of a common cause- an appropriate direct
electrical stimulation of the brain.
There are several things wrong with this argument Fint, there is equivocation
on the term "expenence." In Tl, "expenence" is employed relationally, as k i n g
identical with the sum of the intentional confents expenenced. In T2,
"experience" is used non-relationally, to refer to the phenomenal aspects of the
experiential state, disregarding the intrinsic intentionality of such states.
Moreover, T2 is false My perception of an egg's shape and colour is part of the
content of a n experience of an egg today, but that does not mean that the very
same egg is part of the content of my experience whenever 1 have the
Is Tooley, "Nature d Causatio~"284.

qualitatively identical expenence of examining another egg. How could it be,

when each egg ends up getting cooked and eaten?! Thirdly, T3 is an arbitrary
assertion. There is no neurophysiological evidence to support such a fantastic
claim, and thus no grounds for thinking that the imagined state of affairs is in
fact possible. The fact that such a scenano could be imagined is even dubious, for

in order to imagine it, one would have to have sufficient knowledge of
neurophysiology and psychology to get a clear and distinct mental image of the
chain of evenh involved, fiom the attaching of electrodes, to the experimentefs
getong the subject to report that she has had an experience of causality. But the
more relevant knowledge one possess, the more utterly fantastic assumptions
one would have to swallow with no empirical evidence to wash them down.
Furthemore, even if it were psychologically possible for a knowledgeable
neurophysiologist to imagine how to perform the "appropriate" stimulation, that
is not even "in-principle" support for the suggestion that such an appropriate
stimulation could be externally delivered. Fourthly, T3 is self-refuting: 1 would
have to already know the difference in experiolce between the naturally caused
experience and the artîficially induced experience in order to even formulate the
distinction between them. That presupposes that I have had pnor epistemic
access to some naturally caused experîences, Le., that 1 hhn a naturally caused
experience (non-artificially induced) and could recognize it as such.
So much for the cogency of Tooley's attack on the detectability of causation.

Indeed, in the three years after his argument was pubiished, he backpeddled
considerably. In a more recent article, he concedes that "if [percephial] direct
realism is correct, then 1 think it can be plausibly held that one has noninferential knowledge of causal states-of-affair~."~' The only way that the
argument just given could be motivated is if "a satisfactory account of noninferential knowledge requires

...

[that] w hat properties one is directIy

acquainted with is logicauy supervenient upon the phenomenological content of
one's e~perience."~~
But that would make the position incoherent IF the

properties

directly

perceived

are

logically

supervenient

upon

the

phenomenological content and not the objective content of the experience, it is a
phenomenalist view of non-inferential knowledge that is k i n g advanced, which
is incompatible with direct realism.
Tooley's wony that there is "no epistemologically neutral way of showing
either that one can or that one camot, have non-inferential knowledge of causal
relations between events" is based on a confusion, kilüng any valid motivation
for pursuing the view that causal relations are theoretical relations. What is even
more puzzling is that there was no good motivation for his attack on the
detectability thesis in the first place. For if Tooley thinks that the detectability
thesis does not imply unanalyzability of causality, then there is no reason why he
should be attacking the thesis, or Anscombe. Al1 he needed to do was to reject

the eliminativist route and propose a positive singularist analysis of causality?'
Let us assume for the sake of argument, that Tooley is right, and that

detectability-based or "reductionistic" singulansm is a failure. That means we
have to look to non-reductionistic approaches to ~ i n ~ u l a r i s rThat
n . ~ means, first,
that we need new arguments against the Humean supervenience view and its
reductivist implications, i.e, arguments that replace the detectability arguments
for singularism with other, more promising ones. Tooley's strategy is to mobilize
arguments against "the supervenience view," which, if successhl, would leave
the "intermediate" and singularist theories as the only iive options. He then will
offer additional considerations for preferring singularism to the intermediate
view.

Over the years, Tooley has developed at least six different arguments
against the supervenience view. Ganting that supervenience impües

Tmley h d s a Iegitimate target in Ducasse's analysis of musalit..But the objections he
raises are spurious. (Tooley, "Nature of Causation," 287-88) TooIey thinks that Duasse's account
d e s out the possibilîty of (i) uncaused events, (ii) tdepathic communication, and (iii)
discontinuous or "gappy" causal processes Perhaps Ducasse's account has thse three
implications. The more important point is that nothkg Tooley says wodd persuade the dose
reasoner that these implications count against Ducasse's definition.
'ïhe appmachToo1ey has in mind is one, which a musairelation is any relation between
states-of+&& which satisfies a set of postdates goveming probabiliçtic causal laws.

*

reductionism, they are arguments against the view that causal relations are

reducibk to non-causal statessf-affairs. The upshot of the arguments is that one
can imagine possible worlds where the causal relations behveen events are
logically underdetermined by the conjunction of their associated causal laws plus
the non-causal propertïes of, and relations between, events. The arguments
themselves feature such bizarre entities as "rotationally symmeiric universes,"
"inverted universes," "uncaused events," and "indeterministic laws." They

prove nothing about the world except the fertility of Professor Tooley's
imagination. But that is just fine, because Tooley is not even infere~tedin talking
about the world. His goal is
to set out an analysis of the concept of causation, and not merely to
offer an account that is true of causation as it is in the actual world.
The theory must be true of causation in all possible worids. So none of
the statements in the theory can be merely contingently truc?

This criterion of adequacy for causal theories leads to an unsound
methodological orientation. Here is why. Suppose that we arrive at a serviceable
concept of causality, reducible to some immediately detectable aspects of

experience, and fonned by the process of abstraction outlined in 52.5. Now
suppose our possible doppelgangen in the other possible worlds do the same

thing, and corne up with their own concepts of causality. If Tooley is right, then
our concept of causality must be defined by the essential trans-world siniilarities
between causality as it exists in our world, and as it exists in the other possible
ones. That gives us this dilemma: either the characterization of causality which is
valid for our world (a "contingently truet8 account) is the same as the
characterization of causality that is valid across possible worlds (the "analytically
true" account) or it is not If it is, then the apparatus of possible worlds is
theoretically dispensable in this context, and we can focus on talking about this
world. If it is not, then ifwe prefer the bans-world characterization, and take it as
superseding whatever contingently true account we have for this world, then we
wiU be giving epistemic priority to the possible over the actual. If we desire a
theory of causation that fosters empirical science, thaï can lead to improvements
--

-

a Tooley, "Nahue of Causation,"
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in the design of, and interpretation of experiments, then we need an account of

causation that is tme of the actual world, not other possible worlds.
If the characterization of causality which is valid for our world is the same
as the characterization of causality that is valid across possible worlds, then the
possible-worlds formulation is redundan~If it is not, and we opt for the transworld characterization, we are led to a view of causation detached from the
conceptual and methodological needs of science, and therefore to a concept of
causation that violates one of the basic conditions of conceptual validity:

cognitive utility (see Chapter Four).
82. Frmu the 'Tntenitedinte View" to Sii~gz~lnristrt
So far we have established that Tooley's arguments against detectabiüty-

based causal singularisrn are without logical standing, and his aspirations to
formulate a non-reductive singularism unmotivated. We have seen that his
"replacement? arguments against the Humean supervenience view are based on
faulty methodological assumptions. Even if none of these problems had arisen, it
would still be possible that the position characterized as the "intermediate vierd'
might still be right, so Tooley needs to advance an argument for the conclusion
that SI ought to be rejected (as well as S2). If that argument goes through, then it
is "logically possible for there to be causally related events that do not fa11 under

any law." In other words, "events can be casually related even in worlds where
there are no causal laws."% Whether ollr world is such a world is of crucial
importance, but Tooley's methodology is incapable of getting an answer to this
question. At any rate, if such worlds are possible, then our world could be one. So
it is still worthwhile to examine the argument to see if worlds in which there are
causal relations but no causal laws is possible.

The argument invokes considerations of simplicity. The basic idea is that
the ontological commitments of singulansm are more austere than those of the

intermediate view, and so the former view is more plausible than the latter, by

implicit appeal to Occam's razor.

...

The singularist approach can
account for everything wtiile
postulathg only two special sorts of facts. For although it cannot
d u c e causal laws to causal relations between states of affairs, it can
analyse the concept of a causal Law in terms of the concept of a law ...
together with the concept of causal relations?
On the other hand,

an intermediate account needs to postulate three special sorts of facts:
those corresponding to noniausal laws, those corresponding to causal
laws, and those corresponding to causal relations between states of
affair~.~~
Since simpler is better, the singulanst view wins.

In brief, how does Tooley get from the Humean view to the singularist
view? First, he gives an invalid argument against the detectability thesis, which
he attackes despite the fact that it does not imply the unanalysability of causality,
and despite the fact that there are good arguments in favour of thinking that
causal relations in non-scientific contexts are detectabIe. Second, he assumes,
despite lack of motivation for it, that causality is best understood as a theoretical
relation. Third, he offen several bizarre thought expenments invoking imaginary
"logical possibilitiesff to refute the supervenience thesis. Fourth, as we have just
seen, he invokes Occam's razor to make the last step in the argument for
singularism. Now this is somewhat less controversial as a methodological posit
than othen in Tooley's bag of tricks. But it has the status as a "rule of thumb,"
and it is inappropriate for Tooley to place such heavy theoretical demands on
such an inferentially weak principle.

My approach, on the other hand, gives direct evidence in favour of
singularism on the basis of the detectabiiity thesis, cornbined with an
abstractionist approach to the ontology of causation. Notice that since Tooley is,

at best, skeptical about the arguments for the direct detectability of causality, he
cannot endorse the idea that singular causal claims can be immediately justified
by the detection of causalify. In other words, he accepts the idea that the concept
of causaüty presupposes the concept of a law of nature, as the Humeans do. He

"Ibid., 277.
56 lbid., 278,

accepts the burden of proof, and takes the stance that the supervenience view
must be refuted. But this stance is mistaken. Since we have non-inferential
knowledge that some relations are known to be causal (e.g., the relation between
a decapitation and a death, or an intentional decision and the consequent action),
such knowledge depends upon no causal laws, known or otherwise. There is no
evidence available in experience that supports a causal nomist view. The onus of
proof properly rests upon the Humean, who must show that causal claims
worthy of the tifle "causal" presuppose some Law or other. If no sound argument
is forthcoming, it is at best an open question, and at worst, an arbitrary postdate.

My approach is therefore considerably more powerful than Tooley's, both
inferentially and in terms of its philosophical fruitfulness. It is much more
congenial to causal realism than Tooley's own, besides. There is one last matter
c o ~ e c t e dwith Professor Tooley's article that requires special attention,
however.
Tooley wants to argue for the conclusion that "the concept of causation is
parasitic upon the concept of a law of nature." Nonetheless, he thinks that "this
sort of conceptual dependence need not entail any ontological dependence.
Events could still be causally related without falling under any relevant ~ a w . " ~

How, on the one hand, can Tooley be justified in denying SI, that is, saying that
causal relations do not presuppose corresponding causal laws, and at the same
time maintain that
even if one adopts a singularist conception of causation, one is never
justifified in believing that two events are causally comected unless
one is also justified in believing that there is some causal law of which
the relation in question is an instance.58
In other words, how is it that these three daims can al1 be true?
1. Causal relations do not presuppose corresponding causal laws.
2. Events can be causally related without falling under any relevant law.
3. One is never justified in believing that two events are causally connected
unless one is justified in believing that there is some causal law of which the
Ibid., 293.
Ibid., 321.

"

relation in question is an instance.
To maintain that dl t h e are hue is to endorse the epistemic component of
causal nomism while rejecting the semantic component Now, it might occur to
you to ask this question: if one is never justified in believing in anomic singular
causal relations, what other grounds are there for thinking that this is so besides
the Humean view that singular causal daims are impliatly general? 1s it not the

case that the denial of semantic nomism iniplies the rejection of epistemic
nomism?

If Toolefs argument for singularism were the only available option, causal
nomism would seem to be preferable, given the rather bizarre flights of
imagination necessary for Tooley to corne up with counterexamples to nomism
that he finds convincing. However, in iight of the causality-detectability
arguments for causal singularism that establish its

fa& plausibility, and the

absence of arguments from Humeans in favour of regarding semantic causal
nomism as hue, singulansm is the more defensible position of the h o .
3.4

The Ontology of Causal Relata
What kinds of things are causes?
According to the most common view, events are what enter into causal

relations. There are compelling reasons, however, for thinking that this view is
mistaken, and that entities puwerfirl pmticrrlms -are causes. To add another
dimension of conhtsion to the problem of causal relata, it is often the case that we
will speak of facts as k i n g causes, such as if we were to Say "the fact that its
temperature is 120OoCis causing the metal to glow; or "the fact that the baby
was hungry caused it to cry earlier. So there seems to be at least three ways in
which we can refer to causes: as agents (or perhaps more generally as objecb), as
facts, or as events. Fominately @ut somewhat puulingly) we d o not have this
problem with effects. It is generally conceded that they are events, or actions?
Before we can tackle the ontological problem, there are some terminological

-

59 This distinctioni
s unproblematic because actions are a subset of events, thme events
involving changes in an entity. For example, "the end of winter" is an event but not an action
since &ere is no speafic pa.cularwhich is undergohg a change.

issues that need to be deal t with.

11. A Taxorunmj of Causal cùlirrrsQ

The most basic causal claim is one of the form "x caused f'or "x is causing
y." Such expressions are commonly called "singular causal claims." The causal
relata named by "f'and ''y refer to non-repeatable, dated, particulars. Hence, a
singular causal cldm stated in the form "x caused IJ'is elliptical for "x caused y
then and there." On the other hand, x and y in judgments of the form " x causes

y," are not properly regarded as particulars, but as types, such as "viruses cause
diseases." The relata identifieci in this second kind of causal judgment are nahiral

kind categories, not particulars. There are basically hvo conceptually distinct
kinds of judgments that may be stated grammatically the same way.
Srne staternents of the form "x causes y" are what James Woodward calls
"causal role daims." The claim "smoking causes lung cancef' is one of this type.

In general terms, these are clairns that "some causal factor or process is playing
the role of producing some effect (commonly an effect whose magnitude or rate

or occurrence can be given some

...

quantitative description) in some

p ~ p u l a t i o n . " ~bit
' ~ more precisely, these are claims about some causal factor C
equivalent in meaning to "the frequency/quantity of effect E in population P is
different when C is present than it is if C is absent, al1 else remaining the same."

The idea here iç that the presence of the causal factor C tirnkes n diBence to E in P.
The causal relation between factors in the population is not necessarily
inçtantiated in each member of the population. It is perfectly consistent with the
daim "smoking causes lung cancer" that only 5% of smokers in some population
ever get lung cancer. The daim implies that in an otherwise identical population
with fewer smokers, the incidence of lung cancer would be proportionally lower,
without implying anything about the relative rates of risk in pmticulm
individuals. Quantitative methods involving randomized clinical trîals, linear
Inthis section, 1foIiow the taxonomy of causal daims suggestedby JamesWoodward,
"Capaaties and Invariance," in Phil~~uphictzl
Problems ofthe Interna1 and Extemal W m k , ed. John
Earman, Alen 1. Janis, Gerald J. Massey and Nicholas Rescher (Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh Press,1993), 283-328.
61 Ibid., 285.

causal modeling, and other techniques are widely used in the biomedical and
social saences to test causal role hypotheses.
The most abstract causal propositions are those in which " x causes y,"
rneans "xs are the type of thing that have the potential to make y-type events
occur." 1 refer to expressions iike this as "capacity ascnptions." Capacity
axriptions attribute to partîculars the power or the latent potential to bring
about some kind of state of affairs in virtue of k i n g the kinds of things they are.
For such claims as "smoking causes lung cancer," it is ambiguous whether the
claim is expressing a causal role daim about the increased cancer risk due to
smoking, or whether it is expressing a statement about the causal capacities of
the inhalants. If it is the former, then the claim is implicitly about a particular

population. If it is the latter, then it is a claim about inhalants, not a claim about
relative nsk. If an entity has a capacity, it has it regardless of where it is-since
the capacities of things are associated with their persistent features, an entity
takes its capacities with it wherever it goes, so long as it remains the kind of

entity it is essentially is-i.e., until it is destroyed. On the contrary, the causal role
of a factor may Vary considerably across populations.

52. Etrtities as Causes
According to the theory of causality-detection as the awareness of volitional
efficacy, agents-people- were regarded as the causes of their actions. Persons
are, on this view, self-determining entities in the sense that the person has the
capacity to cause actions to occur autonomously. If persons are agents in just that
sense, they are not "antecedent suffident conditions" of the actions that they
cause to happen. Nor, obviously, are persons events. The differences between the
event conception of causes and the agent conception of causes might be
sufficiently different as to warrant different concepts to designate their mode of
relationship to the effects that they determine. As Richard Taylor puts it,
this conception of the causation of events by things that are not events
is, in fact, so different h m the usual philosophical conception of a
cause that it should not even bear the same name, for "being a cause"
ordinarily just means "being an antecedent nifficient condition or set
of conditions." Instead, then, of speaking of agents as cnusing their
own actions, it would perhaps be better to use another word entirely,

and Say, for instance, that they un'ginafe them, initiate them, or simply
that they pfmti them .62

The enmity towards agent causation reflects a certain view of the nature of
things-that things act and interact in the manner of efficient causation, that
circumstances external to the entities involved are the primary determinants of
their behavior. Mario Bunge characterizes this view as the doctrine that

...

a thing can acquire its determinations solely by the action of
efficient causes extemal to it; ... properties are assumed to cling ab
exhinseco to a passive substance whose sole peculiar property is the
capacity of receiving properties, k i n g otherwise immutable,
independent, and simple ...63
Agent causation, on the other hand, leaves room for circumstances interna1 to
entities having causal roles. In the mode of agent causation, entities' actions are

to an extent serf-detmined, and therefore, to the extent that they are selfdetermined, their actions camot be causaIiy explained without reference to their
" n a t u r e ~ . ~ %entity
n
acting- that is, acting causdly-is an entity which is either
(a) causing action to occur in itself, by means of some process initiated by, and

intrinsic to, the entity itself, which c a ~ o be
t reduced to the efficient causal
influence of other external bodies or forces, @) causing action to occur in others,

by means of initiating a causal process whereby causal influence is transmitted
by means of some mechanism, or (c) reacting to the causal influence of the action
of other entities. Many actions of entities involve reciprocal causation in which

modes @) and (c) are occurring simultaneously; causal interaction is a type of
reciprocal causation.
Agency is generally understood to be attributable only to sentient beings, it
k i n g regarded as anthropomorphic to attribute agency to simple material

objects. For this reason, it is appropriate to regard agent-causation as one species
of "entity causation," in which the inMnsic nature of the entity involved in an
action is the dominant or salient causal component There are, of course, other
modes of causation in which the entities acting are mainly reacting passively to
62 Richard Taylor, Metqtfusics, 3d ed. (Englewood Cliffs, W. Prentice Hall, 1983), 49.

* Mario Bunge, Gzwality (New York Meridian, 1963),19899.
a See Chapter F o u .below.
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external causal influences planets moving in their orbits under the gravita tional
pull of the Sun, rnoons orbiting planets, and the interactions of billiard balls
being the paradigmatic cases.
It has been suggested that "the concept of 'agent causation can be
understood as a distinct species (fiom 'eveni causation) of the primitive idea [of]
'causal production,' underlying realist or nomHumean conceptions of event
causation."" 1propose that this picture be modified according to a suggestion by
Harré and Madden. They suggest that neither pure autonomy nor pure passivity
ever adequately characterizes the mode of action of entities, but that

a wide range of different proportions of responsibility is assigned on
the one hand to intrinsic factors such as the constitution or nature of
things, materials, and persons, and processes internal to them, and on
the other to extrinsic factors such as the stimuli to which they respond.
References to intrinsic states emphasizes agency, and to extrinsic
circumstances emphasizes p a s s i ~ i t y . ~ ~
While partïcular actions are causally determined or necessitated by the specific
circumstances of their action, thîs does not imply a doctrine of causal
determinism. The identification of internal causal processes that contribute
(indeterministicaiiy) to their effects is clearly mandated by the fact of persona1
volitional agency. As well, the singulanst denial that causality is essentially
nomological in character suggests that there are no strict, true, deterministic
causal laws. We need to recognize several different components of causal
determination/ including, but not limited to, self-determination and efficient
causal determination, which refer to the intrinsic and extrinsic components of a
resultant action, respectively.
Given the solution to the "extension problem" offered in Chapter Two,
there is nothing to invalidate conceptualizing all entities as Iiaving a nature upon

which supervenes the potential to act, or the liability (or disposition) to react in
specific ways given the appropriate circumstances and conditions, both external
and externai. This reconceptualization of causality in which entities' actions are

"

Timothy O'Connor, "Agent Causation," in Agents, Causes, und Evmb: Essays on
Indet-nism
and Fra Will, ed- T.O'Connor (Oxford: Oxford University Ress, 1995), 174.
66 H
a& and Madden, Cmcsal Po~oers,83.

regarded as k i n g determined in part by their natures does indeed entail the

need to elaborate a theory of what these natures are, and what the concepts of
capacities and liabilities contribute to our understanding of motion and change.
As for the question of the relata of singular causal judgments, the
implications of the entity-causation paradigm is simply this: that it is no less
correct to Say that "an entity caused the evenr (i.e., an action) than saying "an
event caused the event" Strictly speaking, neither is true. Rather than conceiving
of causal instances as relations between token evenk, we can conceive them
more generaily as actions in which some capacity or liability for action has
become actualized by means of some process involving the contribution of the
intrinsic nature of a thing as well as the contribution of a thing's
"arcumambient" conditions, to use Harré's phrase. In short, causal instances are
instances of power actiralizatim processes.
Interestingly, this view has been rejected by C. J. Ducasse, with whom on
other issues pertaining to causality I have been in agreement. He maintains that
when competent speakers of the English language employ the expression "is the
cause of," they are talking only about events. Ducasse's otherwise deviant
approach to causal questions is strictly Humean here:
When we Say that the carpenter made the table, that is, caused it to
exist, what we really mean is that a certain set of the carpentefs
mowmmts caused in the lumber a change offonrr from that of a heap of
It thus appears that "objects" in the sense
boards to that of a table.
of things or substances are not the kînd of logical entities that strictly
can, meaninghilly, be referred to as causes and effects?

...

Whüe Ducasse recognizes that objects (Le., entities) c a ~ o be
t eliminated from
our ontology, he does insist on an ontological separation of entities and their
actions, reserving only a place for the latter in causal relations:

It is things and not their changes whidi are agents and patients, that is,
which do and undergo; on the other hand, it is the changes or the
states of Uiings, and not the things, which are causes and e f f e ~ t s . ~ ~
This subtle separation gets Ducasse into considerable trouble in his reveaiing

exchange with Sterling Lamprecht The center of the debate involves the
interpretation of what happened to a car that ran out of gasoline and stopped
moving. The question is: what caused the car to stop?
LamprechCs answer is: friction between the road and the tiredg
Ducasse's answer is: the disappearance of the gasoIine?o
Ducasse thinks that Lamprechts answer has to be wrong because it is only
dumges that have effects. The friction between the road and the tires counts as a

"condition" because it is present throughout The friction is causaliy relevant, as

a part of the conditions in which the cause operates, but it cannot be counted as
the cause. Likewise, Ducasse thinks that a change in friction upon the tires, such
as would be caused by applying the brake, would be a cause of the car's stopping
if it occurred. He uses a symmetry argument to drive home the point:
Professor Lamprecht would doubtless admit that increllse in the
quantity of gasoline admitted to the cylinders does . cairse an increase
in the speed of the car. Would he then refuse to admit that, under the
same conditions, a decretzse in the quantity of gasoline admitted
likewise causes a decrease in the car's ~ p e e d ? ~

..

It follows from this line of reasoning that a decrease to zero injected gasoline
would cause a stoppage of the car.
Lamprecht regards Ducasse's analysis of the situation as "harmless in

The metaphysical point upon
which Lamprecht insists is suggestive: only existences can be caiws. What does
practical affairs" but "technicalIy quite inexact'"

Lamprecht mean by "existences?" To motivate his answer, we ought to first Say
in what respect Ducasse's analysis is said to fail, and then consider the problem
raised in more abstract terms. Here is how Lamprecht dismisses Ducasse's
explanation of the stopping of the car with reference to the disappearance of the
gasoline:

69 Sterling P.Lamprecht, "Ofa Curious Rductance to Recognize Causal Efficacy,"
Philosophicd Review 39, no. 4 (1930): 411.
Ducasse, Types ofNecmity, 135.

%id.
Lampredit, "Curious Reludance,'' 412

This disappearance of gasoline is a fact about the concrete existences
we are dexribing. It is not ... one of the existences described. We
camot legitimately Say that the disappearance of any thing exists. And
if it does not exist, it can hardly be causally opera tive."
This implies that Lamprecht would reject the symmetry premise implicit in
Ducasse's argument. It does not follow from the fact that only existences can be
causes that only existences can be effects. In other words, the disappearance of
motion cnn be an effect even if the disappearance of gasoline can not be
considered a cause.

While the transition to a state of emptiness for the gas tank is causally
relevant to explainhg why the car stopped moving, the action of "disappearing"
has no causal e f i c a q on LamprechYs account because the "disappearing" is not a
change in any thing. For an event to be a cause, the euen t tirilst be a clinnge witliin a
persistent entity. If no such entity underlies the change, then the event may be
referred to as a change in a situation or a change in a state-of-affairs, but not as
an action. For an event to be causaiiy efficaaous, the event must be an action, i.e.,
a change in the properties of a persistent entity. The disappearance of the
gasoline was not a change in the gasoline, but the end of the existence of the
gasoline then and there. Its disappearance was an event to be sure, but not a
causally efficacious event There is a nontausal relation between the
disappearance and the stopping-a coincidence that is a sign of causality but not
identical with i t
LamprechYs analysis can be extended to other cases. He would deny, for
example, that the disappearance of oxygen from the room caused the fire to go
out, and that the disappearance of his son caused the father to k o m e
despondent Saying that the disappearance of the gasoline cannot be the cause
because the disappearance of the gasoline is not technically a persistent object
misses the point What is the persistent entity in this case?-The car. The event
(loss of gasoline supply) is a change in a persistent entity (the car) that thus, on
LamprechYs own basis, has causal efficacy.
Let us consider the facts of the case. The capacity for the car to rnove is

dependent on several factors, induding:
being in overall working mechanical condition
presence of operator
availability of gasoline supply to carburetor
sufficient friction between tires and road surface

When a car accelerates from rest, its causal power is sufficient to overcome the
resistance of the fiction exerted upon its wheels by the road surface. Indeed,

unless the car encountered adequate resistance from the road, it would not be
able to exercise its capacity for movement at ail-the tires would just spin as if
the car were stuck on an ice patch. In other words, the resisting friction force of
the road upon the car is a necessary condition for the exercise the car's power of
loc~motion?~
Now, if the fiction force of the road upon the car is a necessary
condition for the exercise of the car's power-it cannot become st@kkmt for the
stoppage of the car. It could not, therefore, properly be identified as the cause of
the stopping. So it would seem that Ducasse wins this round against Lamprecht
But does he?
If the presence of gasoline is a necessary condition for the exercise of the
car's powers (which it has in virtue of it interna1 combustion engine and
transmission system) just as the road friction is, it cannot become a sufficient
condition for the car's stopping, and (given Ducasse's conception of causaliv) so
the disappearance of the gasoline is not the cause of the car's stopping either.
E. H. Madden's answer is the correct one. He maintains, "running out of
g a s o h e and the fiction of tires on pavement, in turn, explain why the car
stopped."" Since any exemplification of causality involves an entity acting in
accordance with its intrinsic nature, and in accordance with its extemal
conditions, it would be a mistake to try to argue that one or the other factor is
entitled to metaphysical primacy, or that in statements of singular causal

"Roads are an interesthg example of entities with dud inverse capadties, as they have the
capaaty to enable and prevent the movement of vehicles upon thern.
Madden, "Hume and the Fiery Fumace," 65.

"

relations, there are a priori constraints on the ontological category of existents

denoted by the cause term in the statement
/3. Evmts and TIrer'r Subjects

Hume himself was unclear about the ontology of the referents of singular
causal claims. One of the unsettling features of Hume's arguments for the
constant conjunction account of causality is his switching back and forth between
employing the term "objecr' and the term "event" to specify the things rela ted
by causality. In the Enquiry, he uses the example of vibration causing sound to
illustrate his conception of causality. First, he gives the general principle:76

A cause [is] an object followed by another, and where al1 the objects,
similar to the first, are followed by objects similar to the second.
Next, he gives the example of how we interpret "this vibration caused this
sound:"
This vibration is foliowed by this sound, and that al1 similar vibrations
have been followed by similar sounds.

Are vibrations objects? No. There seems to be no deeper explanation for this
choice of synonyms than literary perversity. At any rate, standard exegetical
practice among Hume scholars is to see "evenf' in most places where Hume says
"object""
While there is considerable debate among Humeans what events are, their
criteria of identity, and so on, the standard assumption governing Humean
approaches to the theory of causation is that the relata of the causal relation are

events, and the terms involved in singular causal claims are names for evenh.
Events, narrowly constnied, are dianges (with respect to properties) of things.
More broad characterizations of events include "unchanges" as well, although if

changes and unchanges are events this seems clearly too broad. A slightly more
reasonable approach would be to Say that event names are names for changes or
undianges at a thne. Still, for an entity that is unchanging d u h g the interval

''These are adapted h m Hume, Enquiy,51.
There are, of course places where Hume really meant object in the sense of middle-sized
physicd object, but that is not our c o n c m

[t, Cl, it is hard to see what makes an event corresponding to this interval non-

trivially different from the event corresponding to the intemal [t+~,t'el, where E
a 1 t-Y 1. Let us grant, then, that events are changes.

The causal realist believes that causality is a real process -a phenomenon of
nature that characterizes how mind-independent material entities with particular
natures act This suggests very strongly that the causal realist must be, first and
foremost, a metaphysical realist, by which 1 mean simply one who affirms the
real existence of mind-independent objects. As 1showed previously (in Chapter
One), the standard soris of considerations, such as the argument from percephial

relativity, offered in favour of rejecting Reidean common-sense realism, are
groundless. In the absence of any compelling reason why we should deny the
evidence of Our senses, we are naturaI.Iy in the position of realists for whom
mind-independent entities can be perceived directly. The Humean theory
requires an ontology of nothing much more than events?' The metaphysical
realist countenances, in addition, entities with properties, changes in which are

the events. The existence of events therefore presiipposes the existence of both
properties and entities. Just as there could be no dancing without a dancer, there
could be no dancing without changes in the relative spatial orientation of the

parts of the dancefs body.
The term "evenr is generally used to signify a change in state-of-affairs, but
soxne philosophers (e-g., J. Kim) include both changes and "unchanges" in the
category of events. Events may also fail to have subjects, such as the event of its
becoming year 1996 C.E. "Action," unlike "event," has the unequivocal
implication that it involves a subject, and that actions are changes in states of the
subjects that undergo them. Usually, actions are regardeci as that species of
eventr in which the event is consciously intendeden If so, then plants do not act
when they bend toward sunlight, a a d s do not act when they dissolve metals, nor
Since the eventr are, on the Humean theory, subjective phenornena of consaoumess, mntd
is also an impliat component of the basic Humean ontology. Hume's frequent references to
"objects" refers to phenomenal events as objects of awaxeness, not to the extended material
objects of cornmon sense.
JohnathanBennett, Evmb und ?ben Nmes (Indianapolis h c k e t t Pubüshing Co.,1988).
188.
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can it be said that a pre-release version of a software application acts erratically!
There is no purpose served by this usage, nor does it confom to the linguistic
practices of scientists, engineers, etc.

One theory of events with recognizes the complexity of events (such as
described in §3.22),and recognizes that changes are changes in particulm entities

has been advanced by Lawrence ~ o m b a r dSince
. ~ it takes the existence of objects
as a given and analyses events in terms of changes in properties of objects, the
account is consistent with a realist theory of causality.
Lombard identifies events as dynamic properties. The account of events
distinguishes between simple and complex events, explicated as a distinction

between "atomidf and "nonatomic" events. An atomic event is a specific change
in a single entity during a specific period of time.Let us assume that an event el
causes another event .e, Let el = (X,p,q, t, t î and e, = (Y, r,s,t*, t *3, where X and Y are
names of entities involved in the causal relation, while p, q, r and s are predicates
signiwng properties of the entities involved and t is a time parameter.
Accordingly, X's changing from k i n g p at t to being q at t' causes Ys changing
from being r at t4 to k i n g s at t*?

X and Y are entities that have many
propeties, most of which remain constant throughout the changes that
constitute the cause and effect events?

B%wrence B. Lombard, Events: A Metriphynciu Study (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1986).
t<t*and t'et*.
If this were not the case, t would make no sense to Say that Xand Y continue to exist
despite the changes occurring in eadi of them.

To iilustrate the theory, consider event e (Stanley's shooting Stella). It is, in

Lombard's terms, a complex nonatomic event which has component atomic
events. %me of these constituent events are: (1)Stanley's finger pulling the
trigger, (2) the gunpowder exploding, (3) the propagation of a high-amplitude
sound wave heard as a loud "bang," (4) the bullet leaving the chamber at a high
speed in Stella's direction, (5) the gun recoiling, (6) the bullet entenng Steua's
flesh (7) Stella's falling to the ground, (8) Stella's heart stopping. A complex
event like this has its own intemal structure which includes simultaneous
constituent events having their own common causes, spatiotemporally
contiguous cause-effect sequences making up causal processes, events that have

el

-

time

Figure 1: A Cornplex c vent^
no Other effects, etc. (See Figure 1)
This cornplexîty explains why we might ascnbe various properh'es to events:

the properties of a nonatomic event are dynamic properties of the objects
involved in the complex event Again, suppose we regard e as k i n g constituted
by two simpler events: Stanley's firing a t Stella, (e,) and Stella's k i n g fata1Iy
wounded (e,). We might describe e,, as close-range, from the barre1 of a Colt .45,

"

In this diagram, arrows denote the tmmm&ion of causal influence, so event 1 causes
event 2 is represented a (B.

or premeditated.M But suppose we Say, "Stella was kilied by a loud shot" It
would be more precise (albeit more pedantic) to Say, ''one of the constituent
atomic events of the shooting was the rapid oxidation of the gunpowder within
the bulieYs casing. This oxidation was the common cause of hvo events: namely,

the propulsion of the attached bullet at high speeds towards its eventual victim,
and the production of a highamplitude sound wave in the surrounding air

which was audible as a loud noise." Although the shot that killed its designated

victim was loud, it did not have the effects because it was loud. A Colt .45
equipped with a silencer would have been just as deadly.=
Let e be a nonatomic event, constituted by a set of token atomic events e, e,
... en such î h a t e = u(ei). e has the property F iff there is set 8 c e such that F
=B. uiformaiiy, event e has the property of being F iff one or more of its
constituent events was the dynamic property F of one of the objects involved in

the event In our example, to Say that the shot had the property of k i n g loud is
just to ascribe a dynamic property "loudness" to the constituent atomic event (3),
which was a dynamic property of the surrounding air. On the other hand, if the
event is an atomic event, then the property F of an event c involving atomic
object X is the dynamic property of the event, which is identical to X's having
one static property a t time t and another static property at time t ' . To
summarize: an event is F if either (1)F is a dynamic property of a mereological
component of a complex event or (2) a (dynamic) property of an atomic object
A cause is any change in an entity that produces a subsequent change in
itself or another. Let e, = (X,p,q,t,f? and e,= (Y,r,s,t*/t*% where X and Y are names
of entities involved in the causal relation, while p, q, r and s are predicates
signifying propeties of the entities involved and t is a time parameter. Then "e,
caused
means "X's changing from being p at t to k i n g q at t' causes Ys

ec

BL Note that thir simpler constituent event is not fatal, that is, none of its atornic constituent
events is SteIla's death.
85 Emest %sa, "MUid-Body Interaction and Supervenient Causation," in Cnusation and Gusal
ThemOtlesMidwes
,
t Studies in Philosophy, VOL IX, ed. Peter A. French, Theodore E Uehling, Jr.,
and Howard K. Wettstein (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984),278.
86 Cynthia Macdonald, Mind-Body Identify Theon's (New York Routledge, 1989), 124.

changing from k i n g Y at f S to k i n g s at t*. Causality names the fact of its k i n g
the case that e, is causing e,.

While it is possible to give a detailed account of events as Lombard does,
and give the account a thoroughiy realistic interpretation, the feature of the
account that is striking is that non-atomic events have intenid causal strzict~ire.
What 1 refer to as a causal process can be understood in terms of this account of

events. Causal processes can be regarded as the actualization of entities' powers
to act and react in specific ways under specific circumstances-to do and to
undergo motion and change through the operation of generative mechanisms.
Clearly then, a realist theory of causation will require more metaphysics.
However, as 1hope to show, in the following chapter, the additional metaphysics
does not introduce "spooks" such as "occulf' powers, nor does it postdate inpnnciple unknowable "secret spnngs and pnnciples" that must be regarded by
the empiricist as spurious and arbitrary.
As 1 argue below, a realist theory of causation requires an ontology in which
the basic components include: natures (including their compositional and
structural aspects), powers (capacities and liabilities) which those natures carry,
and conditions (including inhibitors and catalysts) necessary for the realization
of capacities and liabilities. 1regard causation as a process of power-actualization
in an entity, and 1 view powers as determined by entities' intrinsic natures. In
light of the conceptual dependency of causation upon powers, and of powers
upon natures, these concepts demand explication in the reverse order. First, the
concept of "nature" will be developed and arguments for including natures in

our ontology presented. Next the concept of a "power," especially its hvo
variants-capacity
and liability-will be explained and arguments for
introducing capacities and liabilities into Our ontology will be marshaled. Only
after that groundwork is finished will we be in a position to articulate and
defend a realist theory of causality.

In Chapter 2, 1 discussed the general problem of the origin of Our ideas of
causality, and defended the position that it has its roots in the awareness of
personal volitional efficacy-an awareness of the self as agent Yet, a more
general unders tanding of causality -one compatible with the accumulated

-

knowledge and experimental practice of modern science must account for the
mode of causaiity involved in the actions of non-living entities as well as of

pesons and other living entities. In Chapter 3, I suggested that the most
promising approach to causality involved the notion of entity-causation, a
generalization of the agent-causation, in which causality is understood as a
process of power-actualization rather than as a relation between events. In this

chapter I seek to flesh out this suggestion by providing a case for the validity of
the concepts of causal powers and natures.

This chapter documents two kinds of arguments that can be made for the
validity of the concepts of powers and natures. The first, the "ontological
arguments," move from very general metaphysical considerations to the validity
of powers and natures, while the second, the "methodological arguments"
suggest that the methods of causal inquiry in experimental science camot be

adequately explained without these concepts. For instance, on the first page of

Nature's Cipcitii?sand tlieir Measiirement, Nancy Cartwright maintains that "we
learn what the world is like by seeing what methods work to study it and what

kinds of forecasts can predict it" She argues that "our typical methodologies and
o w typical applications; both in the natural sciences and in the social sciences,

belong to a world governed by capacities, and indeed cannot be made sense of
without them."' Harré and Madden's main philosophical goal for their book,

Gusal Foraers, is implied on ifs very fint page: "the construction of a conceptual
system capable of accommodating the actual intellectual practices of science, and

Nancy Cartwright, Nature's clpaaties a d mr
1989), 2.

Measurement. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

in which the known character of the world can be

... systematically de~cribed."~

As its title suggests, the notion of a causal power is a key one in their conceptua1

system. They are particularly clear in who their intellectual adversanes are; to
them, there "can be no doubt that the Humean conception of Causality

... must

be ~ r o n ~ ! Cartwright
'~
is equally explicit that her "position is opposed to the

tradition of H ~ m e . "Seldom
~
have philosophical battle-Iines k e n drawn so
forthnghtly and bluntîy over questions of hndamentals.

The number and scope of the arguments 1 present shows beyond a
reasonable doubt that insofar as science is concemed with causal questions,
science makes little sense without the richer conceptua1 framework realism
provides. In most branches of science, causal questions are focal. kientists in
various branches of inquiry are currently seeking to discover or confirm
hypotheses concerning: the cause of the depletion of atmospherk ozone, the
cause of the extinction of the dinosaurs, the causes of cancer, the causes of AIDS,

the causes of anorexia, the causes of the business cycle, the causes of drought, the
causes of clinical depression, the causes of psoriasis, the causes of tornadoes, and
so on.

1first Say what the concepts of powers and natures refer to (§4.1), and then

present the ontologicat and methodological arguments on behalf of them (84.2

and s4.3, respectively). Lastly, (g4.4) 1 tum to the task of analyzing the logic of
the arguments and assess to what extent they succeed at securing the additional
ontology needed by the realist to present an account of causality as a process of
power-actualiza tion.
4.1 Realism, Natures and Powers

What residual conception of "naturef' is necessary within the context of
contemporary empiricar science? We begin with the idea of a nature as
-

--

-- -

Harré and Madden, Causal Pauters, 1.

%id.
Mght,

Nature's Cupacities, 2.

identifying the persistent, in hinsic strucfurnP and conipositionnl féatues of pmticzilms
which play a causal role in determining the form and modes of alteration to
which particulan of a given natural kind are liable, and whatever characteristic
behaviors they are observed to engage i n For example, the nature of water is not
its dispositional or physical properties, since they can Vary, e.g. with

temperature. The nature of water is just i k molecular structure, since that is the
only thing about water that remains invariant through its various changes of
phase. The nature of ho~rrosapiens and O ther biological kinds is their geno type?

This conception of a nature preserves much of the sense of Anstotle's own
theory of natures as presented in Pliysics IL1 and Mefapliysics A.4, in a way that
nullifies any serious basis for allegations that it countenances "occult"
qualities; natures must be in principle empirically discoverable. Its sense is
somewhat like that of Aristotle's "substance." We might Say that a nature, like
Aristotle's substance, consists of a compositional element (its material cause) and
a structural or configurational element (its formal cause).

In her "Aristotelian Natures and the Modem Experimental Method," Nancy
Cartwright presenk arguments on behalf of the reality of "natures." There are

hints that she is not completely consistent in her conception of what these
"natures" are, however. At one point, she maintains that "Newton's conclusions

... throughout his work on optics,

are about the i m e r constitution of light 1

c l a h that this study of the inner constitution is a study of an Aristotelian-style
nature."'

Yet at another place, she maintains that "natures are something like

powers."8 1contend that Cartwright is correct to refer to an i m e r constitution as

a nature ("Aristotelian-style"),

but saying that a nature is "something like" a

power is as misleading as it is vague.

If natures are the i ~ e constitutions
r
of

things, whereas powers are potentialities that are had by things in virtlre cf their
natures, then powers are no! 21Xe natures- powers are determined by natures. In

-

For living things, an important type of structural feahue that which realizesfinctim
needs to be identified for teleological explanations.
See H& and Madden, Catlsal P m s , 103-109.
Cartwright, "AristotelianNatures,'' 69.
Ibid., 18.

'
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those contexts where Cartwright makes this lapse, what she is describing is what

I refer to as "liabilities." A liability is a disposition to be affected by the action of
some agent It is true that an entity with a certain liability has, "in its nature," the
power to respond to the action of another, but a liability is not "something likeO'a
nature. Natures, as Cartwright agrees, are not irreducible subsisting essences but
intrinsic structural features of entities? They are, as Aristotle maintained, "causes
and principles of change0' that give rise to characteristic modes of behavior, and
those modes of behavior will be necessmiy connected to those structures, so long as

the structures are what they are: "when we associate a particular principle of
change with a given structure or characteristic, we expect that association to be
permanent, to last so long as the structure is what it is.""
The element present in modem science that is missing in Anstoteiian

science is the element of intervention. In order to discover natures, we wiiI have
to dig under the surface of phenornena, since the invariants we are looking for in

the physical sciences today do not manifest themselves in observable regularities.
If we take "actions" to be the objects of explanation, we can divide the
causal determinanb of actions into two categories: intrinsic and extrinsic
determinants. The inMnsic determinants of actions correspond roughly to
Aristotle's formal, matenal and final causes, while the extrinsic determinants
include efficient causes. The "nature" of a thing is constituted by its intrinsic,
non-relational properties which are associated pnmarily with its structure and

-

composition. The capacities and liabilities i.e., the "powers" -of a thing are the
relational properties camed by an entity in virtue of its specific nature.
Particulars have powers, which they possess in virtue of their intrinsic
natures. Powers represent kinds of potentialities for action and for alteration that
are actualized when the conditions for such are in place. Powers corne in two
types-capacities

and liabilities (dispositions). "Capacitf'

refers to an active

power- the potentiality for a particular to produce a change or alteration in

some other entity, while a liability is a passive power- the potentiality for a
Ibid., 47.
'O Ibid.

particular to undergo a change or alteration under the influence of some other

entity. "Causality" names the proçess of power-actualization, a process in which
an entity, given a specific set of extrinsic conditions, produces and/or incun
some specific change. To Say that a particular has certain powers "in virtue OP
its intrinsic nature is to maintain that there is a connection behveen the natures of
things and their powers such that the nature of a thing realires and detemiines the
powers that it has. 1 contend that scientific explanation needs natures, and that
the ontology of natures needs to be artikulated fiom an Anstotelian perspective.
To show the historical methodological continuity between Anstotelian and
modem science, Nancy Cartwright" gives qualified endorsement to Francis
Bacon's (1561-1621)conception of natures: "Bacon stilI employs the Aristotelian
idea of natures and essences, but for him these are not hidden. Bacon look for
the explanatory essences, but looks for them among qualities that are
obser~able."'~
She explains how, by eliminative induction, he correctly identifiecl
the nature of heat as the motion of minute paticles in bodies, and established the
basis for the kinetic molecular theory of heat The claim is then made that
explanation presupposes identifying the natures of things even in modem
scientific contexts:
modem natures are Iike Bacon's and udike those of the SchoIastics,
in that they are attributed to observable structures and qualities.
Generally they differ from Bacon's in that they do not üe on the surface
and are not to be observed with the naked eye. Rather, we often need
very subtle and elaborate experiments in order to see them. Modern
science insisb that we found explanation on experimentally
identifiable and verifiable structures and qualities. But, 1 maintain,
what we learn about these structures and qualities is what it is in their
natures to do.13

...

There is nothing either "occult!'

or anachronistic about natures when they are

conceived as 1have suggested they should be. The same applies to the "powers"
l1 Ibid., 46.
l2 Ibid., 46. The most generdy accepted ancïent exphnations of heat were compositional:
heat was associated primarity with the presence of the element fire, Heat as the motion of abms
in the void must have seemed extremdy counter-intuitive to those for whom compositional
notions of physical explanation were paradigrnatic of good explanations,
l3 Ibid.

that things possess in virtue of their natures.
A "powef' of a thing or substance is any potential for action or change

which it is capable of doing, o r to which it is liable, but whose actualization is
dependent on the presence and/or absence of specific conditions in its
environment The metaphysical perspective of causal reaiism regards active
entities as the pnmary particulars of the world or as Rom Hame and Edward
Madden dub them, "powerfd particulars."14 A powerful paticular is an entity

with a determinate material composition and structure-Le., a specific naturewhich ac6 and interacts with other entities in ways strictly consistent with what
its nature makes possible. According to causal realism, to Say that the ways in
which a n entity can act and interact with others is determined by its nature
means that the nature of the entity determines and realizes the powers of that
(token) entity.
The proper anaiysis of the ascription of a power to a thing or matenal
.. is this: 'X has the power to A' means 'X will do A, in the appropriate
conditions, in vir tire of ifs inhinsic naf u ~ e . ' ~ ~

.

The distinction between a power and a nature, in simple tenns, is this: a nature
refers to what something essentially k, a power refers to what something
essentially dws-i.e., does "by nature." As indicated, these invariants fa11 into just

a few basic categories: biological genotype, chemical element or substance, or
elementary particle. The "Lockean primary qualities" of things are still
associated with the basic properties of the "insensible" (not detectable by the
unaided senses) parts of things, but now the number, motion, arrangement, etc.
of these insensible parts can be characterized much more precisely as valence,
quantum spin, base-pair sequence, and so on. If the nature of a thing determines
the range of the supervenient powers that things of that nature have, then that
na-

poses an ontic constraint on what types of actions are possible for entities

which share that nature*

l4 Madden's acknowledgementof the iduence of A v e m ~ s
on his own conception of
causation is noted in Kogan, Aûenues, 284 n 3 2
l5 Harré and Madden, C a w I P m , 86.This version is slightly simplified, to bracket the
modifications necto integrate human active powers into the theory.

82. Powers: Capcities and l i nbilitier
To Say that "power are real," is to Say that it is l e g i h a t e to subsume, under
a single concept-i.e., the concept "powef-both the occurrent action of a
particular when it is acting, as well as the latent potential for just that kind of
action which continues to exist, unactualized, when the extrinsic conditions
necessary for such action to occur are unsatisfied, or there are countervailing
factors inhibiting the action. Let us now survey the extant approaches to
validating the concepts power, capacity and liability.
In the Lockean tradition, to ascribe a power to a material object is
to assert what it can or c a ~ o do
t in v i d e of its intrinsic nature in
relation to specifiable extrinsic circumstances, leaving open a complete
characterization of the objecfs constitution in virtue of which it is held
to be endowed with p ~ w e r s ? ~
Ham6 and Madden express similar sentiments:
To a m i b e a power to a thing or material is to Say something specific
about what it will or can do, but it is not to assert any specific
hypothesis about the nature of that thing. To ascribe a power to a thing
asserts only that it can do what it does in virtue of its nature, whatever
that is. It leaves open the question of the exact specification of the
nature or constitution in virtue of which the thing, person or material
has the power.I7
Moreover, to ascribe a power is to Say
what the material does or can do is to be understood as brought about
in some measure by the nature or constitution of that thing or
material, i.e., by intrinsic condition^?^

...

FUfher, the authors identify the possession of power with the possession of
agency, and distinguish a different sort of power that indicates passivity:
It is through the distinctions between the degree to which intrinsic
nature and extrinsic circumstances enter into an explanation of the
behavior referred to in the power ascription that we make the

l6 P.M.Heimann and J. E McGuire, "Newtonian Forces and Lockean Powers: Concepts of
Matter in Eighteenth-CenturyThought," in Hktm'cal Sbtdies in the Physial Sciences, ed. Russeil
McCormmach (Philadelphia: University of Pe~sy1vm-a
Press., 19ïi), 235.
Harré and Mndden, Causal Powrs, 87.
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Ibid..

distinction between agency and passivity. We shall generally use the
term "liabïlitf' for a "passive powef'. ..lg

.

Based on the Lockean distinction adopted by Ha& and Madden, I wül generally
refer to active and passive powers as "capacities" and "liabiiities" respectively.

When an entity possesses the power to initiate a set of consequences or to
cause an effect that establishes the agency of the entity with respect to the
specific powers it has, whether it is a sentient organism or an inanimate object

We Say that the entity has the "capacity" to produce some effect Examples of
capacities are: the capacity of an acid to dissolve metal, of a man to create a
sculpture, of a virus to induce lethargy, of caffeine to stimulate alertness, of an
aspinn tablet to relieve a headache, of a field to accelerate a particle, of a brake to
decelerate a motor vehicle, of a well-built building to resist humcane damage. As
Locke maintained, capacities are relational (secondary) rather than intrinsic
(pnmary) properties, of entities.
When an entity possess the power to be altered or changed by the activity of
some other entity, that indicates its passivity with respect to the specific action in
question: it camot resist or counter the activity that produces the change. We say
in such cases that the entity has a "üability" to undergo the change. Entities that
possess these liabilities are generally on the "receiving end" of the causal

-

transactions in which they are involved they are the objects that sustain
damage, suffer alteration, get bumped aside, etc." Examples of liabilities are: the

liability of a body to be accelerated by a force, of a fragile object to break when
dropped, of paper to burn or of dynamite to explode when ignited, of a plant to
die when deprived of adequate light
Powers are special kinds of relational propeties because they are not
aiways actualized in the entities that have
-

they continue to exist as latent

-

l9 Ibié, 89.
20 The other terms, such as "tendency," "disposition," and "propewity,'' are surely also
plausible candidates for inclusion in the lexicon of power-talk. They aIso surely all have
connotations derived h m their presence within other accounts of causality. To avoid irnportixtg
theoretid baggage h m incompatible approaches that might undercut the effectivenesi of my
own arguments, my positive account of causation wiU ignore them for the most part.
For Cartwright, however, capaaties are not relational in the sense 1mean

'

potentialities for action in entities when they are neither fully nor partially
realized. Powers are sensitive to the presence of specific conditions for their
actualization, and the absence of inhibitors of their action For example, any
object is liable to accelerate if it is subject to an imposed force, giuen the absence
of countervailing forces acting to inhibit the motion it would otherwise
experience. A fragile object has the liability to break when dropped, provided it
is not dropped from a low height, nor that its landing is softened by an impactabsorbing surface such as a carpet
Since the actions of entities manifest a kind of causal interdependence, the
actualization of a power, whether a capacity or liabiiity, will require that the
"causal contexr of the entity be "righr- that is, that the necessary conditions
for the actualization of the power are present, and that inhibitors are absent A
"causal contexr of an entity A, is the totality of al1 those entities within a given
region of space-time S, centered on A, that are causally related to A. It is the sum
total of all the existents conditioning the actions or interactions of any specific
entity. The univene is not a scattered assortment of ontologically independent
objects each of which stands apart from the rest Nor, on the other hand, does the

universe exhibit the sort of global systematicity that might warrant treating the
universe as a integrated whole, or a single entity. Such talk would be poetic at
best Causal interdependency is a pervasive feature of the natural world, but it is
local interdependency, from which emerges local systematicity.
For the Humean empiricist, tallc of capacities is unnecessary metaphysics,
because we can replace any sentence with the word "capacity" by another
sentence with the word "law" or "regulariv without any loss of explanatory

power or of meaning. As the following arguments show, that is exactly what you
do lose. If we are interested in providing the best conceptual framework for the
analysis of experimental reasoning, the inclusion of natures and capacities will
prove to be indispensable. The realist's ontology provides a way to connect the
explanation of observable phenornena to the structure of the entities investigated
by science, and provides a richer hmework for the analysis of the logic of
xience than that furnished by the Humean empiridst ontology of events and

phenomenal qualities.
Human beings are complicated entities, whose biological nature endows
them with a wide vanety of natural needs-love,

money, art, philosophy, and
self-esteem-to name but a few. The satisfaction of ail of these needs requires
that the individual take specific actions to procure the means by which they may

be satisfied. But individuals cannot be at two places at the same time. They must,
at each moment, choose to act in one way rather than in any of the others
possible, and somehow turn a diverse range of actions into a pattern of
organized behavior consciously designed to be efficatious in value-acquisition.
Our nature gives us the capacity to do many things, but not al1 at once. Over the
course of a life-time, we can only do a fraction of the things of which we are
capable. Even insentient, non-volitional entities like the simplest of molecules
will only have the opportunity to interact with the matter in its particular corner
of the universe, and so many of its powers will go unrevealed. Whereas the
nature of any given fhing is actualized at each moment of its duration in
existence, the powers which that nature gives rise to are typically not.
4.2

Metaphysical Arguments for the Realist Ontology

The existence of what Locke and Reid calied "active powers," by which Our
own bodies are called into motion by interna1 thoughts, motives and passions, is
almost as indubitable as the existence of our o m minds. The existence of the
power of agency is obvious, perhaps tediously so, in cases of spontaneity, like

the one that Hané and Madden offer as a paradigmatic example:
On a fine sunny afternoon of only moderate heat, and with no breeze
to speak of, a man dozes in a deck-chair in a garden There are no fies,
mosquitoes nor wasps, nor shout fiom neighbours' children. Suddenly
the man jumps up, walks smartly to the shed, takes out the lawn
mower and begins to mow the lawn. Nothing extrinsic to him has
changed. His subsequent actions are the products of his decision, the
sources of which are to be found among states intrinsic to him?

There is no extrinsic efficient cause of the man's behavior in this case. From the

* Harré and Madden, Causal Putvers, 83.

"outside,"

there is no efficient causation happening at all."

By contrast,

insentient nature seems to be entirely passive.

A billiard ball, sitting on a billiard table will not move until bumped by
another one, or untii a cue strikes it-it has no power of locomotion. Efficient
causation is sufficient to explain its motion. When the ball is s h c k , predictions
can be made to a striking degree of accuracy about the subsequent motion based
on simple pnnciples of mathematical physics. There is no concept of active
power that is needed in order to conceptualize the sequence of events involved
in billiard interactions-the

law of conservation of momentum, at least in

principle, can subsume all the billiard bail activity heretofore o b s e ~ e d and
,
by
extension, to ail the mechanical activity of impenetrable, inelastic, solids on flat,
frictionless surfaces. In this case, ascribing an active power to a billiard ball
would be both unnecessary as a methodological posit and arbitrary as a
metaphysical one.
Could such an analysis be extended to cover more complex phenornena,
such as the mental events of human beings? Some philosophen have responded
in the affirmative, and have denied the reality of the active powers, maintaining,
on the contrary, that human beings are just complex deterministic objects,
passively responding to various mechanical forces acting from within and from
w i t h o ~ t *As
~ 1 argued in Chapter 2, cognition is a capaciy that requires
voütional actuation; voluntary motor behavior is a capacity that requires
conscious direction, so the active powers of persons have their ultimate source in
volition.

The appeal of physicalistic matenalism in the philosophy of mind is based
on four interrelated assumptions: (1)the entire world (including the brain) is a
causally closed system. Since (2) the causal laws governing the behavior of the
world involve only physical event-type predicates, therefore (3) events described
Of course, there is interna1 effiàent causation occurring, but only at the Ievel of CNS
electrical activity, muscle contraction, and limb movement. No efficient causal exphnation would
explain the co-ordinated activity of the enüre person, nor its ostensibly goal-directed character.
24 Thomas Hobbes was one of the k
t materialists, followed later by thinkers such as Baron
Paul d'HoIbach and Karl Marx.The denial of the existence of a 1 8 ~ u iIs"a dear implication of
materialisrn and thus materialismhas historidy been associated with atheism.

in physical terms are the only legitimate objects of explanation. Lastly, (4)
efficient causation is the only mode of causation.
The causal dosure of the physical worldE can itself be regarded as a kind of
conservation principle-no energy can enter the system hom outside it, nor "leak
out" This bars any irreducibly mental event from k i n g a cause of any physical

event, given that such an occurrence would imply transfer of energy to the ex

hypothesi dosed physical realm from a separate mental realm. Any mental event,
such as a spontaneous desire to mow one's lawn, can be characterized as a
mental event or a physical event (albeit a complex one). Indeed, the mental event
must be capable of k i n g so characterized, otherwise it would be completely
inexplicable, given materialistic assumptions. The rub is that conscious mental
activity is "nothing but" the activity of complex physical processes in the brain
and central nervous system; mental and physical activities of the rnind/brain are
at least "tokent'-identical, if not locally "typet'-iden tical.
Physicalistic identity theories also draw inspiration from the idea that the
activities of both mereologically complex inhabitants of the physical world and
th& simple components are govemed by the same mode of causality-and by

the same Ends of causal laws. Efficient causality is the mode of causality
involved in event-event causal relations, and the causal laws are those which

express laws of invariable physical-event-type succession relations. Since the
physical properties in virtue of which objects interact with one another the way
they do in the system are the only causally relevant properties, only physicalevent type predicates appear in causal laws.
The identity thesis, combined with the thesis that al1 causal processes
occurring at the physical level in the brain and central nervous system are
govemed by causal laws tends to support the contention that consciousness itself
is "nothing but" the activity of complex physical processes in the brain and
central nervous system.
The fallaciousness of the argument should be readily apparent Even if the
25 Laird Addis, TataUelism, htetactionism and Causation," in Causation and Causal ntemk,
Midwest Shidies in Philosophy, VOLiX (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 19&1), 329-

44.

premises were both true, which I am prepared to grant, the conclusion might still
be false. In general we cannot expect composites to behave in the same way that
their "ultimate" physical constituents do, just as we cannot in general infer that

any given property of such constituents will also be true of the composite. The
fact that consciousness is subject to volitional control, and that the brain and
central nervous system is not, suggests that at some levels of organization, novel
properties emerge, and entities have causal powers in Wtue of having certain
emergent properties.
Even if this admittedty hasty sketch of the motivation for taking causal
powen of human beings as both seif-evident, and not easily reasoned away by
physicalism, it remains to be seen whether there is any good reason for accepting

an ontology of powers into the world of the simpler entities of botany, chemistry,
solid state physics, etc.
Ham6 and Madden invoke Locke's distinction between real and nominal

essence, and based on this distinction, they affirm that one ought to

identify the nature of a kind, material, or individual with its real
essence; that is, what according to the most advanced scientific
viewpoint of the day, is taken to be causally responsible for the
properües and powers it manifests, and in particular for those
properties which satisfy its identity criteria both qualitative and
n~merical.~~
Ha& and Madden's charactenzation of natures anticipates Cartwright% neoAristotelian conception, whereby natures "do not lie on the surface and are not
to be obsewed with the naked eye. Rather, we often need very subtle and
elaborate experiments in order to see thern?'
Likewise, Harré and Madden
a f h n that they "wiU not be revealed to the unaided inspection of the senses.
Things are physically and chemically more complex than their surface
appearances and their inner properties are in general different from their

26 Ibid., 101-2.

"Cartwright, "AristotelianNatures,'' 46.

manifest properties."28 The concept of a nature presupposes a fine-structure
conception of physical substances whose causally basic properties can be
detected by sophisticated experimenters.
Is the distinction between the persistent, causally basic characteristics of

entities and the alterable, causally derivative charactenstics of entities a valid

one? The distinction for which the concept of a nature is most obviously needed
is the distinction between persistence and change within a particular. The very
idea of there k i n g a persistent existent which could be the bearer of change is
presupposed by the concept of change. The distinction seems unintelligible
without i t Consider what an action is: it is a particular kind of event-one
involving an agent cause. When a particular acts, it undergoes some alteration or
determinate change with respect to one or more of its attributes (or
"characteristics") over a specific period of time.

The continuity in existence of a member of a kind, or a sample of a
material substance, is referred to its continuing to have the properties
that constitute the real essence of the kind or materiaP9

To Say that an entity undergoes a change presupposes that the entity is a
continuant- that the entity survives the change with respect to one or more of its
attributes. In other words, the entity after the change is token identical to the
entity before the change, despite not being identical in every conceivable
respectm

The causal realists' metaphysics of powerful particulars presupposes that
entities, to varying degrees and at various rates, undergo change. Particulars are
inherently dynamic; change is a basic aspect of existence. Since change is a
phenomenon of motion, it follows that the existence of motion is a brute fact of

28 Harré and Madden, Ca~lscllPowers, lM,
29 Ibid., 102

"

According to Leibniz's Law, two paficulars are identical if they have al1 the same
p'operks:
x=y e (F)(Fx + Fy).
This condition dearly does not capture the sense of identity relevant to the analysis of action;
a change with respect to one property of the entity would mean the end of that entity's exîstence
and its replacement by some new entity that is the same in every way save one,

reality, not itself demanding explanation. But the characteristic kinds of change

that things undergo and the dispositions they have to be affected by background
conditions and other objects do demand explanation. The fact that in the same
forest some kinds of trees wili lose their leaves in the winter and others will not
is hardly something that a botanist might reasonably take to be a brute fact not in

need of explanation. A scientific attitude toward nature is one that se& causal
explanations for characteristic behaviors of physical and biological entities. The
fact that entities exhibit certain dlmacfwistic behaviors and dispositions suggests
that such behaviors and dispositions are causally related to those persistent

aspects of the particular in question- the nature of the particular.

53. The Atzalysis of Dispositioii Tmrrs
In order to further contrast my approach with one logical empiricist one,
and show how the introduction of the metaphysical concept of "nature" is
warranted, consider the empiricist analysis of the meaning of disposition temsB1
Disposition terms are those that name physical properties which are not
instantiated a t every moment of the existence of the object that has them.
Disposition terms include "soluble," "malleable," "elecûic conductor," etc.
According to the analytic tradition, the definition of a term should specify the
necessary and sufficient conditions for its employment Suppose we wanted to
define the disposition term "fragile" in the following way: an object x is fiagile if
and only if at any time.t the object is sharply struck, then x breaks at that time.
The definition could be symbolized by
Fx (t)(Sxt 3 Bxf)
where 'F' stands for 'fragile,' 'Y for 'struck,' and 'B' for 'breaks,' and f is the time
parameter. The problem with a full definition in terms of necessas. and sufficient
conditions emerges from the truth-functional semantics of the conditional. If
some non-fiagile object (like a raindrop) is never struck during its existence, then
'Snt' is false and thus 'Sat 2 B d is true for all values of t. Consequently 'Fd is

-

"This summary follows Cor1G. Hempel 'gEmpiricistCriteria of Cognitive Signih'cance:
Problems and Changes," in Aspects of Samtific Explanafiun (New York The Free Ress, lm),
109110.

true though a is not fragile. Carnap's solution was to introduce 'reduction

sentences,' which differed fiom analytic definitions in that they would only give
partial interpretations of the disposition terms. The term 'fragile' would be
'introduced' by the following reduction sentence:
(x)(t) [Sxt 2 (Fx = Bxt)]

If x is struck, then it is fragile only if it breaks, and nonfragile if it does noL
However, if x is never struck, the truth value of Fx is indeterminate rather than
true-this eliminates the earlier difficulty. ln other words, if the object is never
struck we cannot assign a huth-value to the assetion 'x is fragile.' If the object is
never stnick sharply and therefore never has the opportunity to satisfy the
condition of its fragility, (Le., its breaking), then the term 'fragility' itself is

rendered devoid of empirical content
Hempel acknowledges that the best that can be done for disposition terms is
this "partial" or "conditional" definition. It is nonetheless presented as a
"satisfactory interpretation of the expenential irnport of a Large class of
disposition ter~ns."~'If this reduction sentence is the best that can be done as an
analysis of the meaning of disposition terms like 'fragility,'

the analytic

ernpiricist approach is surely vacuous. To see why, suppose we have two

virtually identical g l a s vases (same physical dimensions, made from the same
slurry of oxide, same weight, etc.) sitting on a table. Call them vase a and vase 6.
Suppose vase a is stnick sharply and thereupon broke, while vase 6 was left

intact Assuming the truth of (R),we would infer two things. First we would
infer Fa-vase a would be known to be fragile (at the moment of breaking).

Second, we would have to infer that vase b's hagility is unknown, since the buth
value of 'Fb' is indeteminate if +nt.
To most of us, this second inference seems dearly invalid; given the
information known, we believe that we are rationally justifieci in accepting the
conclusion that vase b is fragile. The conditional analysis of disposition terms is
incapable of showing us how to express an inference that to most of us is plainly

sound. The empiriast might object that the inference to the hagdity of b is not

logically warranted a t ail- that it is just a manifestation of Our habituation to

expect similar consequences from similar antecedents. If this were hue, then we
should experience the act of making such an inference as being more intuitively
cornpelling the more repetitions of the appropnate habituating sequences one
observes. But we do n o t On the contrary, it makes no différence whether one has
seen two or two hundred vases break, what is relevant is the material typeidentity of the two vases a and 6. Why do we feel that we know that the second
vase is also fragile?-Because we accept the validity of this argument

(Pl) Vase a is fragile. (given)
(P2) Vase b is identical to vase a in al1 essentiai respects. (given)
(P) Therefore, vase b is fragile.

This is an expression of a more general pattern of empirical reasoning that we
take for granted:

(El) Entity a under conditions c incurs change x.
(E2) Entity b is identical to entity a in al1 essential respects.
(E) Therefore, entity 6 under conditions c incurs change x.
As stated, this argument is not logically valid; it is enthymematic. What, then, are
the suppressed premises? I submit that they are two vzetaphysicnl assump tions: (i)
that things which are identical in al1 essential respects have the same nature, and
(ii) the same powers are associated with the same natures. These assumptions are

implicit auxiliary hypotheses whose explication is required if the conclusion (E)
is to be adequately justified. When these premises are added to the argument, it
becomes as rigorous as can reasonably be expected given the context
Entity a under conditions c incun change x. (given)
Entity b is identical to entity a in al1essential respects. (given)
Any two entities that are identical in aii essential respects have the same
nature. (assump tion l)
Any two entities that have the same nature have the same liabilities
[powers in general]. (assumption II)

Any two entities that have the same liabilities in- the same change
under the same conditions. (from def'n of 'liability')

(E) Therefore, entity b under conditions c incurs change x.
The first assumed premise (E3)involves a cornmitment is to the existence of
natures. The nature of an entity is the set of properties it possesses. The totality of
an entitfs essential properties constitutes its nature. The distinction between
essential and accidental properties was originally intendecl to differentiate the
stable, invariant aspects of an entitfs constitution from the variable, temporary
features the entity may lose or acquire during its existence. Two entities that
have the same essential properties are entities that have the same nature. If two
things are made from the same matenal by the same process, as two vases blown
by an expert glass blower, we assume that the aspects of their constitution that
are causally relevant to their actions are identical.
The second missing premise (E4) involves a cornmitment to the existence of
a connection between aspects of a thing's nature and its various liabilities (a
parallel assumption would hold for capacities.) We expect that both vases will
break because they are both fragile, and that they are fragile even when they are
not being broken for the snrtre reason: we suppose that their common liability to
break is a direct consequence of the impact-semitivity of their constituent crystal
structures. The only available justification for OUT belief that the second vase is
also fragile is grounded on a cornmitment to the identity in reriim nntiira of the
liabilities of two things that have the same nature. Two things that are of the
same nature will act identically under the same conditions.
If (E3)- (E5) are true, then the idea that the meaning of disposition or
liability terms can be specified conditionally is false. It follows that Hame and
Madden are correct to make the following comment:
Things and material Ime powers even when they are not exercising
them, and this is a current fact about them, a way in which they are
currently differentiated from other Uiings and materials which lack
these powers.. .. The difference behveen somethuig which has the
power to behave in a certain way and something which does not have
that power is not a difference between what they will do, since it is
contingently the case that their powers are, in fict, ever manifested,
A

but it is a.difference in what they themselves now are. It is a difference
in intrinsic nature?
4.3

Methodological Arguments for the Reolist Ontology

In her influential Nature's Capncities and tIm? Measurenlent, Nancy
Cartwright offered an extended case for the introduction of a realistic conception
of causality, according to which "capacities and causings are real things in
According to Margaret Momson, "Cartwright presents a compelling
case for the role of capacities in bath nahiral and social science. Her examples
strengthen the philosophical points in ways that take us well beyond haditional
metaphysical arguments for capacities or d i ~ ~ o s i t i o n s . " ~

Cartwrighfs overall project is to show how empincism in the philosophy of
science can and sliould assimiiate a realistic metaphysics of causality, provided

that empiricism is conceived of as k i n g defined by concern with questions of
testability and measurability, not meaning and axiomatization. While I am
sympathetic to the overall project, my interest in her work for the purposes of

this chapter is quite delimited. 1want to identify the best arguments she offers
for the validity and indispensability of capacities, dari@ the logical strength and
structure of those arguments, and sharpen the contrast between the Humean
paradigm and the realist alternative Cartwright pictures. To achieve these ends, 1
have not needed to present the technical details of the arguments, which can be
got by reading her work 1 have, however, needed to modify the language
slightly at several points in order to achieve a unifonnity of expression with
other chapters of the present work The reader should not assume, therefore, that

my usage of the terms "capacities" and "tendenaes" will correspond exactly to
Cartwrîghfs. By assimilating Cartwright's arguments for a realist view of
capacities into the larger project of expounding a systematic version of causal
realism, my argument benefits fmm the strengths of her own, whüe her
arguments benefit, in turn, by k i n g cast as an important part of the larger
Harré and Madden, Causal Powers' 86.
Cartwright Nature's cRpclcifiesf 170.
35 Margaret Morrison, '*CapacitiesfTendenaes and the Problem of Singular Ca-,'
Phitosophy mtd P h e n m 0 l 0 ~ c a .Research
l
LV,no. 1 (1995):163.

project to supplant the empiricist theory of causality.

The philosophical backdrop agaiwt which the causal realisfs project should
be viewed is provided by the metaphysics of Aristotle and John Locke. Yet, the
realisfs debt to history could hardly be paid without giving credit to John Stuart

Mill, at least insofar as the arguments he offered for the validity of "tendencies"
anticipates the modem case for capacities. Cartwright, in particular, thinks that
Mill is motivated by the right kind of concerns.
The context for Mill's introduction of tendencies is the analysis of the logic
of the "moral sciences," including what we now call the "social sciences." The
problem is that the nature of social phenomena seems to preclude induction to
the kinds of generalized causal laws that we assume are necessary for
explanation and prediction. Social phenomena are the results of the confluence of
complex and constantly shifting sets of factors, no particular arrangement of
which is stable enough over time for us to extract the empirical evidence of their
consequences necessary to generalize from.
Here is a pedestrian illustration of what happens when we try. Suppose we
have the following (true) generaliza tion:
(G) Four male hiends play golf ewry time the following conditions are
satisfied; that it is a Sunday in June, July or August, that the probabiüty

of precipitation is predicted to be less than 50%.
Now, suppose on a sunny Sunday aftemoon in July, we find Tom painting his

deck, Dick working on the truck, Hamy surfhg the Intemet and Homer teaching
his daughter how to ride a bicycle. What happened? Homer's wife Marge
insisted that he was spending too much time with his golfing cornpanions and

not enough time with the kids, so Homer called to cancel the tee-off time. Of
course, we could respond that G is o d y true ceteris pmibics. But suppose this
breakdown in the golfers' arrangements is the n o m rather than the exceptionthat the c e t h puribus assumption is not satisfied most of the time What sense
dws it make to Say that a generalization is true, a l l other things k i n g equal, fi
other things seldom me equal? The generaIization is pretty trivial, and not very

usehl, to Say the least.
Cartwright agrees with Mill that the laws of mechanics are similar, despite
the fundamentai difference in the nature of the entities involved. Consider

another (bue) generalization:

(G*) Any object dropped from above the surface of the Earth accelerates
dong a trajectory towards the center of the Earth at a rate of 9.8 ms?
This too is a cetois paribus law. But even more remarkably, this condition almost
newr holds, for it is literaily bue only if the object is reieased inside a vacuum, so
that there is no air resistance. In a similar context, Mill suggests:

...

We might, indeed, guard Our expression
by saying that the body
moves in [the prescribed] manner unless prevented, or except in so far
as prevented, by some counteracting cause, but the body does not only
move in that manner unless counteracted, it tends to move in that
manner even when counteracted?
For Mill, causal laws are not laws about what things actually do but what they

tend to do, because what things achially do is to at least some extent situationsensitive in a way that makes generalization strictly speaking, impossible. What
we can confirm is that things have a tendency to act in certain ways. Mill's causal

laws are thus laws about tendencies, which are to be distinguished from causal
generalizations that state partial or counterfactual regularities in the normal
course of events in the world. The difference between Hume and Mill here is
stark: Mill thinks the first kind of laws are the truc causal laws, Hume thinks the
second kind are.

Tendencies provided a way to preserve the universality of the causal laws
describing some characteristic action of entities of some type, despite the
presence of factors that might inhibit any token from doing what it otherwise
would. If the syntax of a causal Iaw was a capacity ascription to an entity-type
rather than a cetois paribus-hedged counterfactual conditional, then the
universality of the laws implies its exceptionlessness. Mill draws a profound
implication from this:

JohnShiart MiII, A Sysfem o f l o g e Ratiorinative and Inductiw, 8h ed. (New York Harper
and Brothers, 1874),quoted in Cartwright, Nature's G p x i f k 177-

What is thought to be an exception to a pnnaple is always some other
and distinct principle cutting into the former, some other force which
impinges against the first force and deflects it from its direction. There
are not a lm and an exception to that law-the law acting in ninevnine cases, and the exception in one. There are two laws, each possibly
acting in the whole hundred cases and bnnging about a common effect
by their conjunct opera tion."

Mill's "tendencies" seems very close in meaning to what 1 have been referring to
as "powers," while Cartwright and I use the term "capacitf' to pick out just
those powers that bring about something, or produce some effect-those that
signify the causal agency of the particulars whose powers they are? Laws about
tendencies are, for Mill, laws about stable or fixed capacities, not laws about

regulanties.

In short, the argument to capacities from complexity is this: phenornena in
the world are complex conjunctions of causal factors. This complexity makes
generalizations about the actual behavior of individuah impossible to sustain
without the addition of ceteris paribits clauses, most of which are seldom if ever
satisfied. Simple induction by observation never gets a t any laws that are
simultaneously generalizable, hue and interesting. But science needs universal,
exceptionless generalizations for prediction and explanation. Therefore, Science
needs laws about tendencies.
Cartwright% argument for capacities derives from a well-founded rejection

of the Humean assumption that nature wears her regularities on her sleeve.
There are, of course, well-known inadequacies of this view, but i t has
nonetheless been regarded as a starting point for philosophers of science in the
Humean-empirïcist tradition. If Cartwright is right, then the view should be
rejected entirely, used not even as a starting-point As I suggested earlier, causal

realism should take the Aristotelian view that entities are mereologically
complex. It should also adopt the Mill-Cartwright view that nature is cornplex.
Nature will only reveal her laws to us under specially contrived conditions
37 Ibid., 178.

My caveat about "tendencies" is that it has comotations about fiequency of occurrence 1
want to avoid. Suppose x causes y, 1% of the time that x is presenk It seems strange to say that x
has a tendency to produce y, but not so s-ge
to say that x has the capacity to pruduce y.

which occur typically in controlled experiments. Nature can only be made simple

by human intervention-her laws are discovered only after regularities are
created. This view is, 1 think, one that the causal realist ought to adopt.

12. Justijijing Itiductiorç New toril E~cperi~ireir
tmti Crusis
Cartwright interpets Newton's experinmfum ausis as reported in his 1671
letter to the Royal Society (and in his later optical writings) as one that revealed
the "nature" of light If Cartwrighfs interpretation of the presuppositions of
Newton's reasoning is correct, it reveals that the concept of a nature plays a key
role in some basic types of expenmental reasoning. The key results upon which
Newton based his inference were thak (i) white light can be refracted by a pnsm

into a spread of differently refrangible rays of many shades of colour, (ii) a prism
can not subsequently decompose any of the coloured rays further. Now, suppose,
as Newton did, that there are only two possible explanations of the observed
behavior: either that white light entenng the pnsm is transforrned into a variety
of coloured rays by the interaction with the prism, or that the white light already
contains the various colours, and that the prism just separates h e m o u t Which
theory of Iight is confirmed by the evidence of this experiment?

If you are Wolfgang von Goethe, Newton's critic, you would answerneither! Goethe believed that there was no reason to reduce the range of possible
explanations to just these, because there are many other experiments with light
that ought to be considered relevant, and these might suggest other explanations
for the observed phenomena. For Newton on the other hand, the range of
plausible explanations is impliatly narrowed by the concept of nature. Either it is

in the nature of Iight, or in the nature of a pnsm that we ascribe the explanation.
Since the nature of the prism is not sufficient to account for both facts of the
experiment, it must be the facts about the nature of light that account for its
behavior. Cartwright's discussion of this point is worth quoting at Iength:
Newton focuses on this one special experiment and maintains that the
account of the phenomenon in that experiment wiU pinpoint an
explanation that is generalizable. The feature that explains the
phenomena in that situation will explain phenomena in other
situations; hence he l o o k to a feature that is part of the i m e r
constitution of light itself. To place it in the innm constitution is to cast

it not as an observable property characteristic of light but rather as a
power that reveals itself, if at au, in appropriately structured
circumstances. To describe it as part of lighYs constitution is to ascribe
. a kind of permanence to the association: light retains this power across
a wide variation in circumstance-indeed, probably so long as it
remains light That is, 1 maintain, to treat it as an Aristotelian-style
nature. That is why Newton, unlike Goethe, can downplay the
experimental context. The context is there to eiicit the nature of Iight; it
is not an essential ingredient in the ultimate structure of the
phen~rnenon.~~

If, like Goethe, one believes that aii phenomena are locally-realized, situationdependent products of interactions of "opposites," then there are no intrinsic
natures that determine the behaviour of the entities involved in the phenomena.
One is then.in the position of k i n g unable to determine which experirnents carry

more evidential weight than others and unable to determine how many
experiments are sufficient to establish some generd claim as bue. But if that is

think, as Goethe does, that a diversity of
experiments, or more of them, necessarily provides higher quality evidence for
the case, there is no reason to
a

any general claim. Newton, on the other hand, is certain that "it is not number of
experiments, but weight to be regarded; and where one wiIl do, what need
~ n a n ~ Newton
? " ~ ~ not only thought that in some cases, experiments can provide

conclusive demonstrations of the truth of a theoretical daim, but that in those
cases, the diversity and quantity of experiments was immaterial!

If Newton was right that his experimental results deductively entailed his
conclusions, and rendered al1 possible objections specious, that could only be the
case if his experiments revealed some essential feahire of light m siicli-some
feature that would be present (and invariantly so) from context to context
Newton's lesson is the realisfs Iesson: if you want to be able to generalize fiom
the results of a n expenment, make sure your experirnent reveals the contextinsensitive aspects of the entities you are investigating- that it reveals the nature

of things.
39 Cartwright, '"AristotelianNat-,"

69.

'O Issac Newton, "Newton's Opticnl Fapers,'' in lanc Newtm's Papns mrd Lettas, ed. 1
. B.
Cohen (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1958), 36, quoted in Carhvright, "Aristotelian
Natures," 63.

33. The Cmtrpositioit of Causes Mode1

The causal realist ought to regard entities as king al1 embedded in a rich
and fluctuating causal nexus in which no entity acts in isolation. Every action

that occurs is the actualization of a capacity for action in an entity, and every
capacity requires the presence of the necessary triggers and enabling conditions
for its action and the absence of inhibiton. Even if there is a necessary connection
between an e n t i y s capacities and its actions in a given situation, there are no

guarantees that nature will comply and give us the right conditions for the
exercise of an entity's capacities. Generaliy, if does not. Smokers do not
necessarily die of lung cancer, dropped vases do not necessarily break There are

of course, examples where the consequences of a certain action follow
inexorably, insensitive to their surrounding conditions. To use Ducasse's favorite
example again, victims of decapitation necessarily die as a result Obviously
these examples are exceedingly rare. "

An entity's powers are manifest in certain characteristic modes of activity or
characteristic behaviors, modes of activiv that are metaphysically hooked up

with the intrinsic nature of the thing. The way to determine what the powers of a
thing are is to regulate or eliminate al1 the sources of change in an entity except
for one at a time, and see what the entity does under circumstances where each

power acts unimpeded. If, as in the normal case, multiple power-actualization
processes are occumng simultaneously, they can interfere with one another,
even negate one another. For example, the same condition might activate a
capacity and a liability that have opposite effeck, with a net result of no effect
One way of understanding how multiple, situation-sensitive poweractualizations give rise to actions is to mode1 h e m after forces in mechanics.
Again, 1 follow CartwrighYs argument for the most part

"They would be rare,pmvided they exîsted at d.Perhaps one could imagine the case
where, immediatdy after decapitation, a band of crazed philosophes puil up with a brain in a
vat and somehow manage to successfùllymgicaiiy reattach this brain to our poor beheaded
hiend to keep his autonomie nervous system functionuigfor a few minutes.The body then has a
heart attack and dies. The cause of death? Not decapitation, but cardiac arrest. This typical (in
philosophy of mind ardes, anyway) kind of counter-example would show that it is not
necessarily b e that ail victims of decapitation die as a d
t
.

Cartwright uses the example of the Coulomb potential to illustrate:

In certain physically impossible contexts (where the bodies involved
are massless so gravity plays no role and no other forces are at work
either), a charged body causes a force. on another of size kqlq2/r2. We
also maintain the stronger claim. 'Charged bodies tend to (or 'have the
capacity to') exert a force of 4,q2/r2.'"
Coulomb's law states that a body O1which has a charge of q, cames the capacity
to exert a force F upon another body 4 (at a distance of r) of charge h. NOW,
even if OiOsCoulomb potential does not produce its characteristic effect on

4

(because of the presence of gravity, let% say) it would be false to Say that the

entity tlzereby is said to have lost its power. So long as it is charged, the power
remains the same, regardless of whether the power is M y or partially
actualized, or not at aIl.

If we rejected the component power-actualization mode1 of action, how
would w e interpret the situation-sensitivity of force manifestations? One way
would be to reject the assumption and to maintain that every cause generates its
full effect every time, independent of the situation." That alternative can easily
be discarded. Consider capacities: if a capacity is to be identified with the action
that is characteristically produced by an entity with a certain nature4", then we
can measure the extent of a capacity-actualization by measuring the action it
produces. If the capacity in question is the capacity to exert a force, then it is
measured by the acceleration that the capacity produces. The acceleration of O, is
the actualization of a capacity of q.
If 0;s action is countered by an equal and
opposite force from some other entity (or its associate field) then 4 experiences
no net acceleration. What sense would it make to Say that the effect of 0;s power
and that of the counteracting force are both actualized? Commenting on a similar
proposa1 suggested by Mill, Cartwright says,

Nancy Cartwright, "Reply to E&, Humphreys and Motrison,'' Philosuphy and
Phenomenologr-alRe~ernchLV, no. 1 (1995):160.
The other possible rejoinder would be to rnaintnin that there redy is no motion, but I am
assuming that Parmenideanism is out.
1am assuming that being charged is an intrinsic p m p q of the partides that have it,
whidi is due to some further level of fine structure to which we have no access at present.

*

To daim that a motion exists in a body even when that body is at a
standstill, and passes al1 the conventional tests for being at a standstill,
is to foaake empincism, and to do so in a way that violates its
fundamental tenets for it severs the existence of the motion from all
Our standard methods of measuring r n o t i o n ~ . ~

...

In order to comply with the requirements of empiricist methodology, Cartwright
maintains that we need to keep existence claims for capacities supported by their
measurability. A power in general is to be identified with the action that is
characteristically produced by an entity with a certain nature, so the condition
for the measurability of the capacity ought really be regarded as the condition for
the measurability of the capacity-actualization. Recall that according to the
power-actualization process theory of causality, entities are causes, while actions,
or capaaty-actualizations, are the effects. Therefore, the measurement of a
capacity is the measurement of the eficf, not the cause.
Cartwright3 suggestion is that we should interpret the composition of
forces as the composition of causings (as compositions of power-actualizations)
as an argument from analogy. The forma1 similarities between the resultant
motion of a body due to composition of forces and the resultant action of an
entity due to the composition of causes, establish that the analogy of powers to
forces is a good one. We can use the mode1 to explain the peculiarities of powermanifestation such as their variable and partial realization fiom one situation to
the next in terrns of their sensitivity to the presence and absence of the
appropriate conditions. The analogy shows how the Coulomb potential may be
interpreted as a capaaty, but any potential could have been used. The validity of
the concept of capacity is generahble to other contexts where forces are at
work. Since forces are at work everywhere, the potential domain of validity of an
ontology including capacities may well extend to all of physics.

In economics, the equation for the demand for some class of goods is
expressed by an equation of the fom:

45 ~ a r t wght,
r i Nature's

Capacities, 179-

where q is quantity, p is price, a is demand elastidty and u is an error tem. The

quantity appearing on the Ieft side of the equation indicates its theoretically
presumed causal dependence on price. The demand function is supposed to
mode1 the quantitative response of preferences to changes in price, but not just
with respect to some particular set of data. The value of modeling only accrues to
economists when the models capture some behavior that is invariant with
respect to changes in context Econometricians assume that price has a stable
tendency to influence demand, and that the tendency has a measurable strength,
represented by the fixed parameter a. The two features of D of interest here are
ib being a first-order function of p, and the invariance of its parameters. The
constraints imposed by the postdates of parameter invariance and linearity
make possible the confirmation of the demand function for some dass of goods?
While the postulate of Lineaiity seems uncontroversial, it is parameter invariance
that does most of the work in the argument for capacities. Again, Cartwright
argues in an IBE-style: if capacities are at work, then they wili be stable across all
relevant contexts. If capacities are at work and stable across al1 relevant contexts,
then that ought to show up in parameter invariance in the econometric models.
Thus, the invariance of parameters that we do observe is best explained by the
naturally stable activity of capacities:
it is just the feature of stability that 1 have pointed to in econometric
structures that must be presupposed in any discipline if we are to infer
fiom the statistics we observe in one set of conditions to the effects that
might be achieved by varying these conditions?

If probabilities are a reliable guide to causes, it can only be because contextinvariant stable capacities that jus* inferences from one context to features of
another are presupposed by the methods themselves.
This argument leaves itself open to one fairly serious objection, voiced by

46 The logic of confirmationhem is supposed to work by bootstrapping: first, we use
background economic theory to deduce the form of the stnicturd modd nien w e use the
econometric data to e s h a t e the parameters of the modd. The data combined with deductions
h m background theory together imply the s p d c quantitative theory. See Cartwright, Nature's

Capaufies for detaiis.
47 Cartwright, Nahrre's CapaatiesJ W.

people in the two groups much match as closely as possible. In order to test a
causal hypothesis, we need a causal criterion that addresses the need for
matching- that in the control and expenmental groups each person either has or
does not have some trait, habit, eb Camvrighfs "causal criterion" (CC) suggests
one way of formulating i t 1 suggest a more general formulation which adds (i)

an allowance for the long and variable temporal lags between causes and effects
that are possible, (ii) negative causal factors or preventatives, and (üi) a
measurement E, of the strength of the capacity:
(CC+) C causes E =&

iim P(EtICt-, f FI f F2 f ... i F,) - P(Et(-Ct-, k FI f F2 f ... f FJ P E
where E + O and {FI,F3 ... ,F, C]is a complete causal set for E, i.e., any and all
causes of E are included. E is the value of the strength of the capacity of C to
cause E if e > O or prevent E if E c O. This condition says that the limit of the
difference must be aboute in any population P, homogeneous with respect to the
Fs. In other words, the probability differential must appear between any two
Al--

appropriately matched sample groups drawn from any population.

If the probability differential converges to E for large values of t-dt in every
homogeneous population Pm then the cause C displays "contextual unanimity."
We are now in a position to make another argument for why causality out to be
interpreted as a power-actualization process. Again, 1follow Cartwrighfs lead.
She reasons as follows:

1. If C causes E in P, then C has the capacity to cause E in P
2 If C has the capacity to cause E in P, then C has the capacity to cause E in
any P (C causes E, simpliciter)
(3.) If C has the capacity to cause E in any P, then C has the capacity to cause
E in all Ps (contextual unanimiv)
Cartwright concludes, "to believe in contextual unanimity is to believe in
capacities, or at least is a good way d o n g the road to that belief."'9 But the
conclusion does not follow, at least deductively. The most Cartwright is entitled
to daim is that the realiv of capacities is the best explanation for how contextual
--

-

-

49 Cartwright, Nature's

Capacities, 145.

unanimity is possible-for why increases in probabilities recur throughout the
dass of populations homogeneous with respect to the background causal factors

for E.

If it is true that C causes E, not in just some appropriately homogeneous
populations, but in al1 such populations, then a universal daim is k i n g made- it
is no ionger about the token G in specific populations, but is a claim about Cs
qua type. In other words, when contextual unanimity holds, we are seeing
something about the capacity of Cs to cause E in virtue of being the kind of
entities that they are- that they are acting according to their nature. This is why
the reality of capacities is, in fact presripposed by probabilistic approaches to

causal i n f e r e n ~ e . ~ ~
g6. Exylaiitiirg the Aimlytic Metliod

Cartwright argues that distinctive features of experimental practice and
scientific methodology could not adequately be explained if there were no
"natures." The existence of natures is a methodological presupposition of
empirical inquiry, from expenmental design to deducing general laws from
phenornena. Her basic point is this: that "one camot make sense of [these aspects
ofl modem experimental method uniess one assumes that laws are basically

about natures."" She argues for the foiiowing conclusion as a way of explaining

why an ontological cornmitment to natures is implicit in the expenmental
method:
Sihiations that lend themselves to generalization are very special, and
it is these special kinds of sibation that we aim to create, both in Our
experiments and in Our technology. My central thesis here is that what
50 1say "pmbabüisticapproaches to causalinference" rather than "probabüistictheories of

causality" for a couple of reasons. First, the so-called probabilistic causaiity theones are focused
on the epistemology of causal hypothesis confirrnation-when can you say that C causes E? They

do not address themselves to the questionof what causality ïs, just to questions concerning when
you are enütled to say you've found it. Second (and thisis where 1disagree with Cartwright)
causes do not act probabilistidy in this m e : metaphysically, there is no such thing as chance.
Probability and chance are concepts applicable to contexts in which information is incomplete, by
accident or design,and are epistemic concepts h u g h and through. My view imposes certain
constraints on the interpretationof quanhun pmbabilities-it is consistent with a non-lod
realistic hidden variables theory, but not with the Copenhagen interpretation.
Cartwright, "Aristotelian Natures,'' 47

makes these situations special is that they are situations that permit a
stable display of the nature of the process under study, or the stable
display of the interaction of several different natures?

It is oniy if an experiment succeeds in selectively revealing the operation of
natures that we can infer a general law about the entity or process whose
behavior ie expressed by the Law:
we need the notion of natures to ... infer from the result of the
experiment some general laws that describe what happens, just in this
experimental situation, whenever the experiment is m n againu

The account she is offenng is realistic about natures, and thus is explicitly antiHumean: "The facts about an experiment that make that experiment
generalizable are not facts that exist in a purely Humean ~ o r l d . "To
~ further
polarize the opposition between her brand of realism and Humean empiricism,
she identifies the kinds of experimental circumstances in which one is "entitled
to generalize from even a single case."55
The primary burden of argument for Cartwright is justifying the twin
claims that science presupposes natures and that science works becaise it
presupposes natures. She argues by example; in the first example, decomposition
of forces as a way of isolating and identifjmg the nature of electrostatic attraction
is discussed. This shows how experîmentation presupposes natures. The second
details the planned Stanford GraviQProbeB experiment designed to reveal the
natures of relativistic frame-dragging and the geodetic effect by measunng
whatever precession is induced by the Earth's gravity on s p i ~ i n g
gyroscopes. It
shows how scientific inference presupposes natures.
Consider the first example. We know that in physics, the accelerations of
partides are caused by the forces that act on them. Generally, several forces are at
work on a particle simultaneously; the overall motion of a partide is the vector
resultant of a continually changing flux of forces involved. There are no Humean
regularities in nature as far as the actions of particles are concerned. A paticie, at
Ibid, 52
53 Ibid., 56.

a Ibid., 53.
55 Ibid., 55.

any given spatio-temporal location, is subject to a unique combination of forces;
the conditions are probably never exactly repeated. How, then, are we able to
explain or predict what a partide wiil do when it is introduced into a region full
of particles of various kinds and overlapping fields of different types of force?
According to the analytic method,
to understand what happens in the world, we take things apart into
their fundamental pieces; to control a situation we reassemble the
pieces, we reorder them so they wiU work together to make things
happen as we will. You carry the pieces fiom place to place,
assembling them together in new ways and new contexts. But you
always assume that they will try to behave in new arrangements as
they have tried to behave in O thersS6

In order to predict the behavior of some type of particle which is typically subject
to various mixes of forces over time, it is necessary to isolate how that kind of
particle acts when it is subject to each of the forces one at a tirne. In order to
accomplish this, we need to construct a situation in which we can measure the
force between two charged bodies, when no other forces are at work, another
situation in which we can measure the gravitational attraction behveen two
massive bodies when no other forces are at work, and so on. Why? We are

interested in what the bodies do "on their own," that is, in virtue of k i n g

charged, massive, ete.
Consider how electrostatic and gravitational forces cornbine to determine
the action of an object If two paxticles, one with eledrostatic charge q, coulombs
and the other q2 coulombs, are placed a distance r apart kom one another, they
will attract each other with an electrostatic force given by:
F = 4 qlq2/r2
In this equation, e, is a constant: regardless of the situation, the force is always
the same. This equation does not tell us what forces charged particles regularly
(if ever) experience, but it tells us what it is in the nature of a particle to
experience, insofar as it bears a charge. A similar situation holds if same two
partides have mass Ml and M2 respectively; they will attract each other with a
gravititional force given by:
56 Ibid.,

49.

F = G m,mz/r2
For particles such as electrons that are massive as well as charged, the forces they
actually experience will be a function of what they experience qua charged, and
what they cxperience qua massive. Outside of a contrived, controlled
environment, in which the effects of all the other forces are identified and either
fixed or reduced to near zero, the "laws" of the two equations above do not
report the actual force experienced by the particles in question. It is usually only
in artificially constructed circumstances that we can isolate one aspect of an
entitfs nature and observe the dispositions it has in virtue of that aspect of its
nature.
Cornpliance with the analytic method involves analyzing complex, nonuniform behavior into simple, stable behavior by separating out the individual
natures that jointly contribute to the production of complex phenomena. The
analytic method works. Generally we can explain and successfully predict the
behavior of things in more complex situations. Developing technology would be
impossible otherwise. But that success, and the expectation of future success is
The assumption is, of
only justifîed if things "act in accordance wifh their nat~ire."~
course, that an entity is something that has a nature-it is what it is and it acts
accordingly.
This assumption not only rnakes sense of experimental designs which often
go to incredible trouble just to see single aspects of an entity's nature, but it also
is a premise needed to justify inferences we make to general propositions
describing the nature of a thing or process. Cartwright explains:
we measure, successhlly we think, the charge or mass of an electron in
a given expenment Now we think we know the charge or mass of an
electron in a given expenment Now we think we know the charge or
mass of al1 electrons; we need not go on, measunng hundreds of
thousands. In so doin& we are making what l o o k to be a kind of
essentialist assumption: the charge or mass of a fundamental particle is
not a variable quantity but is characteristic of the particle so long as it
continues to be the particle it is."

Ibid., emphasis added.
38 Ibid., 5i.

It is only when we can safely Say that we are seeing the action of an entiîy on the
basis of a single aspect of its nature that we are justified in maintaining that the
measurements we make of its qualities under those conditions are the data from
which we may infer a "law" of its behavior.

Another illustration of the need for natures that Cartwright presents
involves the composition of forces. She explains that for two charged particles, to
Say that "it is in their nature" to expenence a force propotional to q 1 ~ J r *is to
maintain that "they can experience this force if only the right conditions occur for

the power to exercise itself." Altematively, it means that "their tendency to
expenence it persists, even when conditions are not right" A more perspicuous
formulation of the point is this: a particle that has the property "beanng charge
q," has the liability to expenence a force of kqlq2/r2 upon it in the presence of
another particle of charge rl, at a distance r kom i t (It also has the capacity to
attract or repel q2 with a force kqlq2/r2.) A liability is a tendency or disposition to

be affected by the action of some agent It is

true that an entity with a certain

liability has, "in its nature," the power to respond to the action of another, but a
liability is not "something like" a nature. Natures, as Cartwright agrees, are not
irreducible subsisting essences but intrinsic structural features of e n t i t i e ~ ?They
~

are, as Aristotle maintained, "causes and pnnciples of change" that give rise to
characteristic modes of behavior, and those modes of behavior will be necessanly

comected to those structures, so long as the structure is what it is.
The second example, involving the Gravity Probe, highlights the kind of
"totally controlled experirnenrm it takes to create an environment in which some
phenornenon can be identifid, its nature established, and some kind of Law
derived. The relativistic precessions of a gyroscope predicted by Leonard Schiff
are two incredibly subtle effects, but if they are observed to occur as predicted,
the phenomena would be confirming evidence for the theory of general
relativity. Just as in the case of charged particles, where we can only identify the
nature of the electrostatic interaction in the case where the masses "go to zero,"
59 Cartwright, "Aristotelian Natures,''

Cartwright, Nature's Capacities, 66.
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in the case of relativistic coupling, we can o d y identify the relativistic precession
if the gyroscopes are virtually perfectly sphencal and perfectly homogeneous,
the temperature is near absolute zero, the apparatus is frictionless and in a super
high vacuum, and the axis of rotation of the gyroscopes is perfectly aligneci to a
reference star. Any compromise of the integrity of the design would risk niining
the experiment The framdragging and the geodetic effects would be swamped
by "noisef' caused by other uncontrolled factors which could not precisely be
calculated away.
If the Gravity Probe experiment is successful, a hi&-level generalization
like this could be inferred:
(H) The coupling of a spinning gyroscope to curved spacttime is described
by law L.

Also, a low-level generalization is warranted:

(L) Any spherical f u s e d q u a b gyroscope surrounded by a molecular layer
of superconducting niobium, suspended electromagnetically in a IO*"
torr vacuum, cooled to 1.8 K by liquid-helium injection, spinning in deep
space at 10,000 rpm, will precess at a certain drift rate rate n,.
This will allow the calculation of the geodetic rate of precession, 0, resulting
from the motion of the gyroscope due to the cumed space-time around the earth,
and the rnotional rate, Q, resulting from the rotation of space-tirne around the
earth dragged by the earth's own rotation."
While the experiment will generate some particular value for the two rates,
would the conclusion (L) be justified on the basis of a single experiment? Would
not repetition of the experiment with a variety of different configurations be
necessary in order to secure confidence in the result? Even if (L) could be
justified by confirming it with a vanety of experiments, how could (H) be
inferred? According to Cartwright, the reality of natures licenses the inference
from the experiment to (H), and tlim to (L):
It is just to the extent that we acknowledge that the experiment is weU
designed to find out the natures of the interaction, described in the

higher-level law, that we are entiffed to accept the low-level
generalization on the basis of the experimental resultsP2

She admits that the ontological underpinning that supports these daims implies
a "radical shift from the picture in whidi the conventional view of laws is
embedded ...."" If natures exist, and an entity acts in accordance with its nature,
so long as it continues to be the thing that it is, then repetition of an experiment is
epistemologically redundant The same thing will act in the same way under the
same conditions.

In addition to Cartwright-inspired arguments, here is one in a similar vein
from Rom Harr6, who maintains that
the aim of science is to try to find the structures, states and imer
constitutions from which the phenomena of nature flow. ... It is, in
short, to look for the causal mechanisms of which the patterns and
regularities of phenomena are the effectsPL
Could the aim of science be, on the contrary, the discovery of theories which Save
the phenornena-which latch ont0 the regularities in nature? This is "simply a
mistake, arising from preconceptions of logic and hom ignorance of scientific
practice."" Harré appears to be advocating what van Fraassen refers to as

"traditional" philosophy of science in which
everything is subordinated to the aim of knowing the structure of the
world. The central activity is therefore the construction of theories that
describe this structure. Experiments are then designed to test these
theones, to see if they should be admitted to the office of truth-bearers,
contributing to our world picture?

Harré and Madden subsaibe to a version of convergent realism, whereby
scîentific progress amounts to a gradual, progressive unveiling of the real
essence of things by empirical inqui&'

The "real essence" of a thing or

"caawright, uAristotelianNahtres," 55.
63

.

Ibid.

a Rom Harrét The Pnnciples of Scl'entijc Thinking (Oxford: M o r d University Presst 1%8), 102
651bid.
66 Bas C.vanFraassen. rite SaëntiJc Image (Oxford: Uarendon Press, 1980), 73.
For a classic and provocative critique of convergent reaiism, see Larry Ludan. "A

''

substance is only revealed when the analysis of it is "complete," whatever that
means. The notion inherits much of the obscurity of its Lockean heritage. The
"nominal essence" that plays the role of a "stand-in" for the real essence, which
we use in the empirical identification of a thing, is one that involves sensible
qualities identifiable without special techniques of experiment or observation.

Harré and Madden maintain that certain kinds of discoveries count as evidence
in favour of thinking that at lesst an approximation to the real essence has been
achieved. A more perspicuous way of making the same point might be to Say
that certain kinds of discoveries count as evidence in favour of thinking that a
more accurate-more tnith-like-identification of the nature of a particular or
kind of substance has been made. For example, the isolation of oxygen as a gas
that is necessary for combustion, and is consumed by oxidation, gave a more
accurate picture of the nntiire of combustion. The identification of heat as the
mean kinetic energy of molecules in motion in (nearly) empty space supplanted
the theory of caloric as an indestructible, highly elastic, self-repellent, allpewading, massless, "imponderable fluid" which explained the production and

transfer of heat The identification of heat with motion identifiecl accurately the
nature of heat,
A corollary of the idea that science aims to discover the intrinsic nature of
things is that discovering the nature of things with greater accuracy is necessary
to give meaning to the idea of scientific progress.
4.4

The Logic of the Arguments

The fundamental grounds for the introduction of the concept of nature into
our ontology is the "object persistence" argument If the changes in a thing are
not related to some persistent feature of the enfity involved, then there is no
thing that is the subject of the changes -in effect there are just changes, without a
changer, which is an incoherent notion.
The argument for the ontology of powers is somewhat more involved,
however. The overall üuust of the arguments of 64.3 is to show that methods of
science cannot be adequately explained without the ideas of power and nature.
Confutation of Convergent Re*,"

Philosophy ofScience 48, no. 1 (1981): 1949.

The arguments presented were selected specificdly because they each conclude
that a that a philosophical analysis of various aspects of causal inquiry in science
requires these concepts.
The conclusions Cartwright makes are hvo: first, that inferences to general
laws based on the results of highly controlled experiments designed to get close
to the "ideal" case are vaüd, and that they are valid because they are designed to
isolate and characterize specific natures; second, that "in order to understand
what makes experiments special, what ensures that we can generalize from them,

we must employ concepts repugnant to a Humean, such as nature, power,
impediment ..~ 6 8

..

Abstracting from the paticulars of the arguments she offers for the
extended ontology of realism, a basic argument style emerges. Drawn out in
premise-conclusion form it goes something like this:
(i) Method X is an effective tool for performing some aspect of scientific
activity (Le., expenmenta tion, drawing conclusions, formula ting

explanations).
(ii) Method X makes presuppositions about the existence of Y (Le., natures,
capacities, unobservable entities)
(iii) The effectiveness of X cannot be adequately explained udess the
presuppositions about the existence of Y that X makes are correct
(iv) It is rational to accept the existence of that which provides the only
adequate (or the best ) explanation for the explannnduni in question.

:.

It is rationai to accept the existence of Y.

~ e c e n t l ~Cartwright
,"~
has qualified the conclusion somewhat She maintains
that there are indeed natures in Our "world picture," meaning that as a concept 4

method, "nature" is indispensable for understancihg how and why science works.
Science works as ifthere were natures in the world; it is therefore a rationally
effective shategy to approach scientific expenmentation and empirical inference
on the asnunption that natures are real.
Cartwright, Nature's Copao'ties, 56
69 Certmight, "Aristoteüan Natures?

The logic of the argument resembles inference to the best explanation. If
science is best interpreted as an enterprise that takes the existence of natures for
granted as a methodological posit, then that is at best inductive evidence that the
irnplicit ontological claim is true. Despite the fact that Cartwright regards
inference to the best explanation as not capable of establishing the truth of claims
in general, one variant of it is endorsed-inference to the most probable muse.

When the most probable cause is not just marginally more likely than not, given

the evidence, but stands as the only basis for a causal explanation of some fact,
then the argument bean a resemblance to a "transcendental" style of argument
In this section, 1 want to try to identify whether such arguments are valid.

We need to distinguish between hvo closely related kinds of claims: (a)

clairns affirming the existence of an entity of a certain type, @) claims for the
validity of a concept designating a type. This distinction will play an important
role in assessing the logic of the extension of the "core" ontology of realism to
include the types of things required for an adequate general theory of causality.

One particularly germane example is the claim "capacities are real" (or
"capacities exisf'). This claim differs in subtle but important ways from the claim
" 'capacity' is a vaiid concept" The kinds of evidence and argument needed to
justify the two claims are different
Consider, as an example of the first type, the so-called "Ontological
Argumenr for the existence of God. As the paradigmatic example of a dass of
argument, ontological arguments are generally taken to be "existence proofs."m
Now, if the claim that "capacities are real" was interpreted to be a claim similar
to this, the daim would be open to misinterpretation. Capacities are not like
gods, let alone electrons, quasars, cab and dogs. To use one of Cartwright's
favorite examples, consider the daim "aspirins carry the capacity to relieve

Of course, it was a notoriously unsuccssfil type of ontological argument. The huidamental
error of that sqle of argument is the premise that we can count on reality to contain whatever a
process of consciousness deàdes "has" to &t in reality. It is ïnvaiïd to reason boni the
necessary truth of same existenthl proposition arrived at a *cm; to the achtal satisfaction of that
proposition in the world. In short No existence in, no existence out.

headaches." This does not mean that an aspirin has some ghostly, occult, discrete
bundle of capacities lurking within it It means that an aspirin acts in a special
way, given certain conditions, in Wtue of its particular structure. The claim
"capacities are real" presupposes a more generalized conception of reality than
that of entitysxistence; it represents the more generalized commitment to the

reality of a fyp. Now, the reality of a type is simply the non-emptiness of the
category of existents associated with the type. It does not imply the validity of
the concept used to refer to the category. The validity of a concept entails, but is
not entailed by, the existence of instances of the concept The generalized
conception of ontological commitment that 1propose to adopt is associated with
the validity of concepts -one in which the veracity of an existence claim for an
entity of a given type is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the validity
of the concept of that type.
1assume that concepts are the products of cognitive processes- they reflect
the outcome of our attempts to organize and systematize our knowledge of the
world. As such, a concept is never an island of knowledge; knowledge is
represented by relations (esp. predicative relations) among concepts within a
dynamic, complex multi-dimensional nehvork The'introduction of new concepts
into a system of knowledge ought to increase the amount of knowledge
represented within it, so arguments for the introduction of a new concept must
show what work the concept does for the knower. Sometimes concepts can be
added piecemeal, sometimes a large number of concepts are supplanted by
revised ones. In order to establish whether the introduction of a new concept is
warranted, I propose that we require an affirmative answer to the question of
whether there is anything that we observe in reality that gives rise to a need for
i t This aitenon implies two conditions for conceptual validity which can then be
used to formulate criteria of adequacy for concept-validation arguments. They
are:

1.

Reférenfiality. The validity of a concept entails that the concept is a
representation of something real- that the concept mus t be genuinely
refemng, or have some content based on perception or observation. Since

perceptibility is proof of existence, the reducibility of the content of a
concept to its perceptual-level referents implies that the ontological
suppositions of the concept are legitimate.
2

-

Epistemic ~tility? Concepts ought to serve our epistemological practices
to help us make distinctions, identiw relationships, isolate common
features, and unify observations. But in order to facilitate these practices,

we need concepts that satisfy certain requirementr. Among these are:
(i) Coherence: A concept is a mental representation of a category of
particulars. Categories formed arbitranly wili generally be useless. The

categories themselves need to comprise existents tha t "belong

-

togethex" that have some dimension of similarity in virtue of which
the memben of the category form a "natural" kind. The need for

conceptual coherence- the need for concepts that refer to objectively
homogenous (in some respect) classes of things reflectç the need for
na turalness of ca tegones.
(ii) Economy: To Say that two or more existents are both instances of the
same concept is to regard them, for some purposes, as identical.
Cognitive economy is a product of the process of abstraction-i.e., the
omission of individuating characteristics among the members of a
category and their subsequent integration into a single mental unit
Concepts reduce the amount of information necessary to retain about
particulars. To remember and treat everything in one's environment as
different would require vastly more cognitive capacity that we have,
both in memory capacity and retrieval response speed.
(îii) Informativeness: Given that the referents of a concept are not identical,

abstraction inevitably leads to a loss of information about the mernbers
of the category it represents. Minimization of information loss is to be

achieved by retaining the essenturl features of the particulars whose

71This account draws h m those of Lloyd K.Komatsu, "Recent Views of Conceptual
Structure,'' Psycbulo'cal
Bulletin 11Zno. 3 (1992):500-26, and Keiiey, "Abshction."

.

individuating characteristics are disregarded - that is, those features
whose common presence in the particulan is associated with the
greatest number of u t I w features had by the members of the category
represented.
Together, these entaii that a valid concept has some stable, well-defined
meaning.
Examples of invalid concepts might be "caloric" and "right-wing" as they
exempli@ concepts that fail the referentiality and epistemic utility criteria,
respectively. Caloric was the pre-thermodynarnic entity supposedly responsible
for heat While the concept appeared to account for some phenornena, and thus
had epistemic utility for a time, it had no referentiality. Heat tumed out to be a
property of bodies, not a body itself, and so the concept cltImic was a category
mistake; an invalid concept. "Right-wing" is a term with a slightly pejorative
connotation, employed almost entirely in rhetorical contexts to manipulate
political opinion. It fails the condition of coherence, since the term is applied to a

hugely divergent collection of political ideologies, from the advocacy of the
totalitarian state (e.g., fascism) to the virtual absence of the state (e.g, anarchocapitalism). It may be applied to those seeking radical change, or those wanting
to maintain the statusquo. It is uninformative, since it has no stable meaning
that would permit its use in inference or explanation. The question of who is or is
not a member of the class "right-wing" is unanswerable.
The above examples indicate the kinds of considerations that are relevant to
estabüshing the failure of a particular concept to meet the conditions of validity
for concepts in general. The criteria of adequacy of an argument for the validity
of a concept are implied straightforwardly by the conditions for the validity of
concepts. An argument for the validity of a concept is a good argument if it
successfully establishes tha t the concept satisfies the conditions of referentiality
and epistemic utility. h addition, it must satisfy the general plausibility
requirement for arguments in general?
The limit ofargumentative plausibiüty is deductive validity. The premises of the argument
must be consistentwith what we know to be m e , and if the tnith of the ptemiçes be granted, the
fahhood of the condusion must be highly unlikely. A plausible argument need not deductively

While referentiality is a necessary condition for conceptual validity, it is not
a sufficient condition. For example, the existence of the referents of the concept
"electron" is a necessary condition of the validity of the concept "electron." But it
is not suffisent-one could form the concept "glyques" consisting of the
referents of the heterogeneous set (electrons, bagels, scallops) all of whose

referents exiscist The concept "glyques" would be invaüd, not because the
reference dass is nuIl but because it fails to satis* the coherence condition, it is
of no epistemic utiiity. Ontological commihnents must be supported by
arguments that demonstrate both the epistemic utility and the referentiality of

the concept in whose favour it is making a case.
$2.

The Episteirric Utilitij of Power Coricepts
The methodological arguments for capacities and natures do not establish

referentiality, even if the conclusions are worded as if they did. What one is
logically entitled to daim, based on a methodological argument, is the epistemic
utiiity of the concept And Cartwright3 arguments satisfy a pattern of
methodological argument that 1 propose to cal1 a "conceptual indispensability
argument"

The arguments of the previous two sections welcomed powers and natures
into our ontology by showing their indispensability for understanding the basic
inferential and explanatory practices of science. A concept is indispensable if it
cannot be eliminated or replaced in favour of others without incumng epistemic
iosses. Valid instances of conceptual indispensability arguments identiQ the
presuppositions or bases of some other concept, theory o r practice. These

arguments exploit the relations of conceptual and epistemic dependency implicit
in the view that conceptual systems exhibit a hierarchical structure. What is the
logic of those arguments?

The simplest kind of conceptual indispensability argument is one that
exploits ~ e ~ r e f u t a t i o nIt. is also the strongest, logically. Suppose one
encountered a radical behaviorist or eiiminativist who denied that consciousness
entail its condusion nor render its condusion incorrigible or indefeasible. A plausible argument
jist has to pmvide grounds, based on the avdable evidence, for regarding the conclusion of the

argument as suffidently Iikely to be hue.

existed. Whether consciousness is an illusion, or a selfkkception, the bottom line
is that we do not have minds, and that the concept of consciousness is
meaningless. AU that is suffitient to refute these positions is to point out, in
Cartesian fashion, that the very nct of denial (not to mention affirmation) is a
phenornenon of consciousness; the reality of consciousness is presupposed by
any act of thought, including any attempt to invalidate the concept of
consciousness. Since ail atternpts to deny the existence of consciousness are
necessarily self-refuting, this shows that the concept is inescapable. From this, we
might Say that the concept is universally indispensable.

A slightly more complicated case of conceptual indispensability is provided
when the indispensability is relative to a specific context. For example, to
understand the theory and methods of differential calculus, one must first
understand the idea of a ratio. The derivative is defined as the limit of a ratio:

the dope of the tangent line to f(x) at x, and (for single-valued functions)
represents the rate of change of the quantity represented by the dependent
variable relative to that of the independent variable. 1s it possible to explain the
concept of the derivative without using ratios? If not, then one camot
understand the concept without a pnor knowledge of ratios. In other words, the
concept of the derivative necessarily depends on the concept of the ratio. Let US

call arguments for the validity of a concept which depend on necessary
ic indispensability mglinzen ts, to
conceptua1 dependency considerations episte~~r
capture the idea that the meaning of some concepts camot be known until one
has understood the meanings of the concepts in t e m s of which they are defined.
Now let us change the example slightly. Does the conceptual dependence of
the denvative on lintits imply that differential calculus camot be explained
without using them? Here the situation is slightly more complicated, since the
theorems of differential calculus were originally formulateci by Newton using
infinitesimals instead of limits. The concept of a derivative was fully intelligible
and differential calculus of considerable utility in saence and engineering for a
century and a half before Cauchy's reformulation of the basic definitions and

theorems of analysis in terms of limih. This shows that there is no necessary
dependency of stating and solving differential equations upon the concept of a
limit. While Newton's differential calculus was serviceable as a tool for
calculation, and facilitated the solving of practical scientific problems, there were
certain problems that could not be resolved because there are certain fortns of

infélence that cannot not be expressed unless the concept of the denvative is defined
using limits. This second example represents a different kind of
indispensabiüty- one that characterizes the dependency of solutions to specific
mathematical problems upon the limit-formulation of the derivative. In
particular, metatheoretic results such as existence and uniqueness proofs are
proofs whose statement required the level of logical rigour introduced into the
calculus by the theory of limits. Such proofs are of utility to mathematicians,
because they aiiow investigation of the general properties of problems. In the
theory of differential equations, for example, limit-based rnetatheory allows one
to establish whether a problem is "well-posed." A "weli-posed" problem is one
for which there is a proof that it has a solution, has a unique solution, and
depends in a reasonable way on the datami.e., on the empirical magnitudes that
the parameters of the equations involved may take. By k i n g able to express
proofs for the solubility or the insolubility of specific classes of problerns,
mathematicians are able to define more clearly where valid areas of further
research lie.
The metatheoretic proofs for the existence and uniqueness of solutions to
problems unattainable without the theory of the limit are what validates the limit
concept In other words, existence and uniqueness proofs preslippose the existence
and definability of limits. By this fact, limits are introduced into the "ontology"
of mathematical objects. This way of showing the indispensabiüty of the concept
can, 1 think, be generalized to the notion of an injkential indispensability argi<ment

for the validity of a concept The general form of this type of argument is one
whose conclusion is a statement regarding the validity of a concept and whose
premises gather evidence of arguments whose validity presupposes the truth of
the propositions in which those concepts appear, and eu ipso, the validity of the
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concepts necessary to express those propositions. More formally, the form of the
argument is this:
(1) Let C be a conclusion which is taken to be justified by some set of
evidence-statements (pl, p,, ., pJ, but not deductively entailed by them.

..

(2) If there exists another statement q such that (pl,p,, ..., p,} u q F C, and for
any statement r (q +Y) such that (pl, p2,
pn} U r H C, then q is true.
(3) For any true staternent q --&SzkPn, where S and P are valid concepts.

...,

.O.

S and P are valid concepts.

The following postulate states a miterion of conceptual validity based on the
availability of such arguments:

IIC nie Infermtial indispensability criterion: If a pattern of argument whose
conclusion is (so far as we know) never false when its premises are true
requires, in order to demonstrate its Iogical validity, the truth of
propositions containing concepts which camot be eliminated in favour
of others without a loss of logical strength or of inteliigibility, then those
concepts are valid, provided that they are defined in a way that
preserves the soundness of the inference in which they appear.

When this

criterion is applied to an argument, it licenses the inference to the

truth of the "gap-filling" propositions (q)-those required in order to explicate or
4flrig~rize''the logic of the argument from (pJ to C It also validates the concepts

necessary to express the gapfilling premises. Of course, figuring out which
premises are necessary to justify the inferences in question is no trivial matter,
given the shingency of (2) in the above argument One way of doing this is to use
a form of eliminative induction, such as "inference to the best explanation" (IBE).
Realists in the philosophy of science have often used (or been accused of
using!) IBE as a means of arguing for their positions. The argument maintains
that if the (approximate) tmth of science's theones best explains their success,
and that success is evident, then it is reasonable to infer the best explanation: the
(approximate) truth of science's theories. The scientific realist interprets the
success of a theory as meaning that the theory gets the structure of a bit of reality
-

-

-

-

This is the generatized normal form of a proposition in Fred Summers' term logic

pretty much right The simplest version of IBE is:
(TBE) Theory T is (approximately) h e -t T is successful
T is successful
.*. T is (more probably approximately) true74
When the anti-realist argues against IBE, the argument usually centers on the
tnith of the conditional premise in the argument rather than on the logical
validity of the argument form, which the anti-realist c a ~ o tavoid also
employing, as in this example:

(AR) Theory T is empirically adequate + Observation O
Observation O

.

Theory T is (more probably) empirically adequate

Cartwright's argument above can be be represented, albeit sornewhat
oversimplified, as an elaboration of this variant of IBE:
The truth of the presuppositions scientific method X makes about the
existence of Y best explains why scientific method X works in practice.
Scientific method works in practice.

.

The presuppositions scientific method X makes about the existence of Y are
true.

CartwrighYs employment of IBE is in fact somewhat more narrow than is usual,
since she infers just to the existence of some explanatory entity without requiring
that the characterization of it be accurately given in any particular theory. She

rejects IBE as a general pattern of reasoning, endorsing only a particular f o m of
it-what she calls "inference to the most probable cause." Perhaps the most

''

By a "successful" theory, 1mean the unial things: that it is instrumental in the creation of
technology that works, that it generates, on the whole, predictions that pan out in experiment,
that it makes a part of the world more intelligible to us by unifying an apparently disparate range
of phenornena; Cf., JamesRobert Brown,Smok and M i n m : HQUt S h c e Reflects Realify (New
York: Routledge, lm),
16. A second variation on the argument goes like this:
(R*) The entities postulated by theory T exist + T is successfd
T is successful
The entities postuiated by theory T (pmbably) exist.
.:

interesting aspect of the arguments that take this form is the ontological
conclusions that the inferences license if they possess sufficient logical strength.

They analyse scientific methods and practices for whatever ontological
presuppositions are made, and argue from the success of those practices to the
truth of the ontological presuppositions that they make.
If we can jus* the ontological presuppositions of area-specific scientific
methods on the basis of the effectiveness of those methods in practice for
achieving their goals (accurate predictions, unifying explanations, and so on),
perhaps the argument can be extended to justify the ontological presuppositions
of science in general, to the extent that al1 the sciences take certain foundational
assumptions for granted. If at a general level, schemas of scientific explanation
can be distinguished on the basis of the ontological assurnptions they make, then
the relative success of those explanation schemas could plausibly be taken to
indicate the soundness of those assumptions. We could look to the history of
scientific explanations, and base Our judgments about the plausibility of various
ontologies on the adequacy of the explanations of which they are a component
(PR) indicates a possible way to confirm Ernan McMullinfs belief that "it would
be simply inadmissible to exclude the history of science as a major source of
evidence, to suppose that we could restrict the issue of ontology to the
commonalities of pre-scientific e~perience."~

The history of philosophy is littered with ontological castaways such as
Leibnids monads and Descartes' vortices-to name but two. In the end, the
reason why they were dismissed as illegitimate pretenders without real existence
was that the kinds of scientific explanations it was possible to formulate using

them were quite limited. The history of scientific practice may not be an ideal
data source for ontology, but we are likely to get a lot further with it than we
would simply spending a few nights in front of the fireplace. That being said,
such strategies yield only inductive support for the ontological commitments
being assessed. This limitation is not restricted to Cartwright's arguments, but to

"

Eman McMullin, "Capacitiesand Nahxres: An Exercise in Ontology," Boston Studies in the
PhilosopSc of Scfence VEI(197l): 49-62.

any argument that takes as its aim the demonstration of the epistemic utility of
the concepts, without giving a direct argument for their referentiality. If certainty
is desired for an ontological claim, it will have to corne as a result of a direct
argument for the referentiality of the concept in question.

The implicit ontological cornmihnents of science may be to natures, but it is
still possible that science could be understood without them. If Cartwright
thought that the argument established beyond a reasonable doubt that natures
exist, then there would be no need for her to contrast her view to a Humean one
as she d ~ e s : ~with the aim of showing why a Humean account of science is
inferior. The existence of reconstructions of science with more austere ontologies
(such as vanFraassen's "constructive empiricism") remains a logical possibility.
While methodological arguments might cumulatively Iend strong inductive
support for a more robust ontology than the Humean would allow, at best it
shows that the Humean standpoint is implausible. The requirernents of
refutation are stronger. A demonstration of outright falsehood would be

necessary, and that is not what methodological arguments can give us. It may be

that inductive arguments are the best we can get; it may be that we are rationally
warranted in rejecting a Humean reconstruction of science in favour of a realist
one.

But 1think that the foregoing shows that when methodological arguments,
which estabiish epis temic utility, are combined with metaphysical arguments
tha t establish referentiality, together they establish tha t an ontological
commitment to powers and natures is a presupposition of reason in genéral. An
ontology of natures and their powers is, in the final analysis, the onZy one that
can prove its philosop hical mettle.

"camvright, "ANtotelian Natures," 56-60

Causal realists have generally maintained that a relation of necessitation holds
between kauses and effects; given that some cause was present, the only effect
that could have happened, under the arcumstances, was the one that did. This is
a metaphysical doctrine- there is something real in the world in virtue of which

the effect is made to happen. There are basically two different theoretical
positions available here. One holds that the necessity of causal relations is the
logical necessity that attaches to statemenb of causal laws. In this case, the causal
relation is an intensional relation behveen real univenals, and the necessity is
transmitted "downwards" to the extensional contexts, Le., from the universal to
the particular. The other option holds that the necessity of particular causal
relations is inherent in the "fabric" of nature itself. Causal necessity is a reflection
of the ontological defoi~tinacy
of concrete particulars, not the iiniversnlity of causal
laws. The fonner approach is realistic in a Platonic sense only. Aspects of the
latter "Aristotelian-empincisf' approach have been endorsed by a well-known
recent account advanced primarily by Rom Harré and E. H. ad den? In this
chapter, the Aristotelian variant is scrutinized and found to be inconsistent or
ambiguous on several matters. 1 present a refonnulation of the thesis of causal
necessity based on the essentials of their approach and which, 1 contend,
removes the difficulties of their presenta tion.
Causal necessity theories have often k e n accused of at least an implitit
general cornmitment to determinism-that

is, that nature is ultimately

deterministic through and through. Whiie that may be true of some causal
necessity theories, it is not true of the version of causal necessity that 1advance
below. One question which looms large is how causal necessity could be present
in a world which also contains chaos, quanta, and volition. Below, 1sketch little

more than an outline of how a realist theory of causality ought to address these
issues. 1tis just enough, 1 believe, to vindicate the realisfs ontological project and
Their coiieagues, Peter Hare and JamesHumber deserve note hem. The work of this
"schoul" shows the iduence of eariier writùigs by H.W.B. Joseph, Curt J. Ducasse, and Sterling
Lamprecht
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demonstrate its compatibility with the "troublesome'f facts listed.
Theie are two basic types of argument presented by causal realists for the
reality of causal necessity, just as there were two basic types of argument
presented regarding the validity of the concepts of powers and natures. There
are ontological arguments on the one hand, and methodological arguments on

the other. In the most general terms, the ontological arguments attempt to secure
a sense of necessity by considera tion of general conceptua1 considerations, from
which it is shown that the denial of causal necessity entails a contradiction. The
methodological argument for causal necessihl attempts to show that the reality of
causal necessity is a presupposition of the rationaiity of induction. Using John
Foster's recent attempt to present a methodological argument for causal necessity
as an archetype of this style of argument, 1 show how, assuming that laws are
conditional statements, these kinds of arguments fail.

5.1 Causal Necessity: The Ontological Argument
Ha& and Madden's theory of causal necessity is an extension of their
theory of powers and natures, and is part of what 1 cal1 their "ontological
replacement" project Conceptualizing the natural world in terms of an ontology
of powers and natures is just as good as its Humean empincist counterpart at
explaining the "logic" of science, while it avoids its paradoxes and philosophical
problems (arîsing from what 1 argue is the sensationaiist-phenomenalistcurrent

mnning through much anti-realist thought)
1 .

Tyyes of Necessity
Harré and Madden's theory of causal necessity is presented against the

background of a broader conception of modality that includes "tramcendental,"

con cep tu al^' and "natural" necessiW. Causal necessity is treated as a
species of natural necessity, and expresses the idea that the consequences of the
action of a powerful particular (whatever they are), acting in accordance with its
nature, are necessitated. According to the authors, there is a single sense that
attaches to the concept of necessity in this context- that the concept is univocal.
In the system we are constructing we recognize four modes of
necessity, two conceptual, and two natural. We believe that the
"logical,''

concept of necessity is univocal, fhat its sense is always the same but
that the contexts of and grounds for its application are very various. In
each major context there are appropriate grounds for attributions of
necessity. We recognize the differentiated grounds and univocal sense
of the concept by speaking of 'modes' of nece~sity.~

The sense of necessity which is common to the different modes of necessity is
that which refea to there k i n g no possible attmntive to the actual. The "actual"
abstracts fiom the particulars of fact and refers to actual outcornes, actual truthvalues, etc? The first distinction the authors draw is between modes of necessity
attributable a priori us. those attributable a postniuri.
There are two a *mi modes of necessity: the "transcendental" and the
"logical." Transcendental necessity refers to those aspects of the world which are
such that if they were any different, the world would be unintelligible. The
conditions for the very possibility of knowledge of the extemal world are those
that are necessary in the transcendental sense. In the final analysis, this sense of
necessity is of virtually no significance to the theory, while logical necessity plays
a crucial role as a foi1 to the concept of natural necessity that Harre and Madden

is that property of a proposition in virtue of which the
develop. ~ o ~ i cnecessity
al
truth-value of the proposition is determined by its syntax. Truth-values can be
determined either by the logical fonn of the proposition-itself, as in the case of
forma1 tautologies or selfiontradictions, or in conjunction with other
propositions, in the case of a conclusion of a deductively valid argument
Likewise, the authon posit two modes of a posterimi necessity, induding
"natural" and "conceptual" necessity. Conceptual necessities reflect de re
modalities; the "natural necessity in the world is reflected in a conceptual
~
are a variety of necessity claims
necessity in discourse about the ~ o r l d . "There
that are then made, including ascriptions of natures to substances, ascriptions of
capacities to substances, ascriptions of essential properties to substances,
statements of property CO-instantiation,and statements of causal laws. These are
H& and Madden, Causal PMWTS,19.
Ibid., 19.Similarly, possibility wodd refer to their being some possible alternative to the
actual.
Ibid.?6.

*

all conceivably cases of natural necessity, but it is not obvious how these natural
necessities might be brought to bear on clariwing the notion of specifically musal
necessity.

82. Defrting Causal Necessity
Before we can assess the soundness of Harré and Madden's case for causal
necessity, we need to Say with sufficient precision, what causal necessity is. In
the authors' words, "causal necessity is to be understood as the modaiity

embodied in the concept of what must liappen when powerhil particulars act in
accordance with their nature^."^ This formulation is very general- atmost to the
point of ambiguity. A more perspicuous formulation might be:
Causal necessity is the modality associated with what, when a powerfui

particular acts in accordance with its (specific) nature, mirst ltnppen as a

consepdence of its having that nature.

This way of phrasing the daim puts the focus on the relationship between the
nature of a thing and the role of that nature in the detennination of what must

tu wlrat? To it, or to other things? An entity's nature can be
regarded as the cause of its own actions or (possibly) as the cause of the actions
of other entities. Similarly, an entity's actions can be regarded as the effect of its
own nature, or the effect of the actions of other entities. To the extent that an
entity is metaphysically active, its own capacities will contribute to what it does
on any given occasion. From this perspective, the entity itself (in virtue of its
interna1 structure and processes) can be regarded as a cause-either as a
contributing cause of its own action, or as a contributing cause to the actions of
o t k r entities which it affects6
These considerations imply that what tliust happen as n conseqimce of an
entity's having the nature that it does can refer to:
happen-but

1. The necessity associated with the perfmizance of action. In this sense, causal
necessity pertains to the modality associated with what, when a powerful
Harré and Madden, Causal Powm, I4ï (itaücr added).
To the extent that an entity is metaphysicdy passive, iQactions are caused by the
antecedent action of other entities, and its actions are eficfs.

happen to if as a
wnseqzience of its having the sspciJïc nature fhat it dues. This interpretation
regards causality as the expression in action of the intrinsic structure and
processes of the entity performing the action. Such an expression is
necessary, because the intrinsic nature of a thing is necessarily what it is.
particular acts in accordance with its nature,

niiist

2 It may refer to the necessity associated with the production of action. In this
sense, causal necessity pertains to the modality associated with what, when
a powerful particular acts in accordance with its nature, piust Iiuppen to other

entities as a conseqtcence of ifs action. This interpretation represents causality
as a productive proceçs, and identifies causal necessity with the necessary
time-evolution of a causal process, whereby the action of one or more
entities determines the action of others?

The first sense of necessity is the one involved in the authors' claim that "the
relations behveen what a thing is and what it is capable of doing and undergoing
."~
necessity characterizes the relation between the
is nahirally n e ~ e s s a r ~Natural

nature of a particular and its causal powers. In other words, it is just those
powers tha t supervene on an entity's persistent structural-configurational

-

properties the properties tha t the thing has "by nature"

-which are necessary.

Of course, the concept of a causal power identifies what it is causally possible for
an entïty to do, not what it is necessary for it to do. In order to clarify the concept
of causal necessity, some discussion of the relationship between the concepts of
possibility and necessity are indicated at this point
Recall Harré and Madden's analysis of causal powers fiom Chapter Four, in
which they maintained that "X has the power to A" means "X can do A, in the
appropriate conditions, in v i d e of ib intrinsic nature." (Notice that the meaning
of the power ascription is not explained in t e m s of what X necessarily does, or

'

According to Ha& and Maddeds univmity thesis the m e sense of necessity is involved in
these two cases. As wiU become delater, this daim m o t coherently be maintained. Indeed,
the difference between these two senses of necessity, and the diLferent kinds of arguments that
are called for by the need to secure the validity of the notion of ausal necessity point to more
insidious troubles withîn th& account.
H& and Madden, Causul Powers? 14
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must do.) It will be helphil to restate the analysis of the modal force of causal
powers propositions in terms of possibilities, as foilows:

(Ml) Possibility
It is possible for Xs to do A (in Whie of k i n g Xs)
Means either
(i) It is possible for Xs to perform actions of type A (under some
circumstances, by some means), or

(ii) It is possible for Xs to cause events of type A to occur (under some
circumstances, by some means).

In order to determine what it is that Harré and Madden mean by natural (i.e.,
causal) necessity, w e need to canvass their illustrations of what is impossible, and
why. The following two pairs of equivalent claims show that we can identify
necessity claims and impossibility claims:
(a) It is impossible for Xs to do A.
It is necessary that Xs not do A.
@) It is impossible for Xs to not do A.

It is necessary that Xs do A.
The general approach that Harre and Madden take appears to confirm the
assumption of symmetry between the truth-conditions of necessity and
impossibiii ty claims:

...

the assertion that a particular has a certain nature, and that the
occasion for the manifestation of its power has occurred, together with
the denial that the power has been manifes ted, is inconsistent and this
reflects the natural necessity that obtains between the nature of a
particular and the occasion for exercising its power, on the one hand,
and the manifestation of that power, on the other?

The claim here is that if the conditions for the actualization of a capacity of an
entity are satisfied in its causal context, it is a de re impossibility that the poweractualization processes might not occur. The same holds true for liabilities as
weU, as Madden's "fiery furnace" example illustrates:

If a man falls into a fiery furnace, is it necessary that he be incinerated?
Of course not, since he might get out before being badly bumt, or he
Ibid., 132

might have on an asbestos suit But say he cannot get out-the door
blew shut behind him-and he had on only ordinary clothes. Now is it
physically necessary that he bum to death?I0
Madden's answer is that since the man is liable to be bumed to death, and there
are no factors present that would compensate for his liability to be incinerated by
Uie fires, then it is necessary that he be so incinerated. (Ducasse's example of the

decapitation causing death is exactly parallel hem) Beyond whatever o b s e ~ e d
constant conjunction between incineration and subsequent death has been
observed, the justification for thinking that the death is necessary is ontologically
grounded. Natural substances and processes snch as fires have certain properties
that they possess necessarily -"a fire" would not be fie if it were no t hot and
flaming. The causal necessity claim is therefore grounded in a claim about
necessary property CO-instantiations which reflet ontological dependency
relations within the natural world.
Here is another illustration of the sense of impossibility-that the authors
have in mind:
It is not just a matter of fact that barns don't float off their foundations,
it is, in ordinary circumstances, impossible. And that impossibility is
derived from the fact that the heavy barn is in still air, within a
unifonn and stable gravitational field?'

The suggestion is that while for

the most part, barns are not liable to float off

their foundations, there are Qrcumstances (e.g. in tornadoes) where that very
phenomenon is possible. The same would be true in the case of capacities: if the
conditions for the actualization of a capacity are absent, or inhibitors for such
actualization are present, then the action-the

power-actualization-is

not

possible under the conditions that obtain. hpossibility daims are therefore
always to be relativized to causal contexts in which certain conditions obtain. In
other words, true necessity daims are always cuntexhuzIized. Let us present the
analysis of causal necessity a bit more formally.

(M2)Necessity
(a) It is (contextually) necessary that Xs do A
-

-

-

-

Ibid-,47; Madden, "Fiery Fumace," 68.
"H e and Midden, G t w l P m l 12
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= It is (contextually) impossible for Xs to not do A
means either:

(i) It is impossible that Xs might not perform actions of type A (under
conditions C), or
(ii) It is impossible that Xs might not cause events of type A to occur
(under conditions C)

It is (contextually) necessary that Xs not do A

= It is (contextually) impossible for Xs to do A
means either
(i) It is impossible for Xs to perform actions of type A (under
conditions C), or
(ii) It is impossible for Xs to cause events of type A to occur (under
conditions C).
(MZ) picks out a class of cases in which it is in fact possible under some

conditions for Xs to do A, but not others. The impossibility of the occurrence of

type A events under conditions C is not due to a general failure of Xs to possess
the relevant capacity, but due to the context-dependence or context-sensitivity of
an X's disposition to do A in conjunction with a local failure of the causal context

.

to satisfy the conditions necessary for Xs to do A.
According to the authors, for any token entity of type X, there exist
conditions C in which it is naturally necessary that an action of type A is
performed or caused to happen. That is consistent with the failure of the
conditions C to obtain sometimes or even for the most part. The daim is merely
that il is so~rletinzesthe case that A is necessitated -that is, when an X exists at a
time and place where conditions C are satisfied. As 1have been urging, 'A' in the

-

most general sense refers to a causal process a continuous transformation of the
s h t e of the token X (usuaIly, though not necessarily, through its interaction with
other entities.) If such a process is a natuaUy necessary process, it evolves in
such a way that each stage in the process is necessitated by the antecedent stages
in the process. An entity miut produce the effect that it is capable of producing,

"in favorable conditions and in the absence of ~onstraints."~~
Han6 and Madden also discuss what appears to be a second class of cases
of causal necessity in which there is "necessary relationship between the nature
of a particular and the powers-capacities and liabilities-which this nature
' ~ exists "a nahiral necessity between what a thing is and
helps e ~ ~ l a i n . "There
what it is capable of doing and undergoing and it is this natural necessity that
the conceptual necessity of the concept of cause reflects."l4 No references are
made to the favorableness of the conditions, the presence of triggers, absence of
constraints or inhibitors, etc. No reference to causal context is involved. If there is
one sense of causal necessity that is contextual, and another sense that is not, it is
hard to see how Ha& and Madden can insist on the univocity of necessity-on
their being a single ontological tie that binds.
I contend that a plausible realist theory wül drop Hame and Madden's
univocity claim. The first kind of necessity, that defïned in (MZ),is the necessity
associated with power act~iuIi~11tion.
Power actualization is a temporal process -it
is the mode of causality characterizing the temporal evolution of causal
processes, i.e., of "efficient causation." The necessity is contextual, and pertains to
concrete, singular causal sequences. If a sample of frozen H20is heated to more
than 0°C (at 101.3 kPa), its liability to melt wili become achialized-necessarily.
The second kind of necessity is that pertaining to p m sitpemenience. The
supervenience of causal powers is causal only in the sense of Aristotelian formal
and material causality. It pertains to the relation between "what a thing is (its
nature), and what it is uzpable of doing and undergoing (its powers)." As was
discussed in Chapter Four, the supervenience of powers on natures ensures that
an entity has a capacity even when it is not exercising it, so long as it retains its
nature. Ascriptions of capaciv are abstract relations between structural and
configurational properties, and the kinds of effects that such properties make
possible. As such, they hold ucross causal contexts.

Ibid., 47.
lbid.
l4 Madden, "Fiery Furnace," 67.
l2
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5.2

Troubles with Nahial Necessity
Harré and Madden do in fact recognize the distinction that 1 make.

However, they do not consistently recognize and apply it throughout their
treatment of natural necessity-and

this gets them into at least t w o problems

early o n Raymond wollerl' has criticized this uneasy duaiism in the HarréMadden account of necessity. His critique hardly conceals his disdain for the
account overall, which is accused of king "multifanous." Wollefs critique is
s ~ ~ e r f ï c i ain
l ' ~some respects and hasty" in others. Nevertheless, on two points

in particular it is highly suggestive, and points to two substantial difficulties: (a)
the infinite regress of explanatory levels, (b) the failure of the realistic ontology to
establish the modal force of "necessity" in causal production, or performance.

After identiQing why these difficulties arise in Harr4 and Madden's account, I
indicate the f o m that a revised realist theory of causality must take if it is to
avoid such difficulties.
51. The E*yln~urtonyRegress Objectiort

Harré and Madden maintain that there is a causal necessity between the
nature of a particular and its powers and capacities. So long as a particular
remains the same in al1 causally relevant respects, it can be expected to manifest
the same

kind of behavior over time. If a particular entity (say a sample of

sodium) has a stable identity over time, its powers will persist. It is well-known,

however, that as many things (including living organisms and chemical
substances) age, their powers change. Over time, they may oxidize, their
lS Raymond WoUer, "Harré and Madden's Multifarious Account of Natural Necessity,''
Phifosoptry ofScfolce 49(1982): 616-632.
l6 Cf.JosephSmith,"Wolier on Harré and Madden's Account of Naturd Necessity," Kinesis
13 (1984): 77-86.
WoUer's daim is that it is "vain 10 insïst that apparent counter-instances to laws of nature
are spurïous because once a thing ceases to behave as do 0th- of its kind, it is no longer really a
thing of that kind-of that nature.'' (624 n10)If this methodology were applied consistently, we
would supposedly (with equal alamity) c d non-white swans non-swans.ï h i s objection seems to
me to be too hastily drawn. Harré and Miadden give a plausible and Eairly deeailed account of
how scientificdefinitions of copper and hydrogen were decided (Ha& and Madden, Causal
Pozuers, 21-24,32426) in whidi the identification of what properties are definitive of the nahtral
kind adverts to empiricai discoveries of which properties explain the most other properties and
powers of the substances in question.

"

chernical structures may decornpose into their constituent elements, they may
dissipate energy, or perhaps their structural integrity may fail. Underlying such
changes in powers, there will always be a change in the underlying structure or
composition of the entity. That this is the case is guaranteed by the
supewenience of powers on qahires- there can be no change in powers without
a change in nature.
Chemical decomposition, aging, and other phenornena of transformation

are what they call "non-fundamental" changes. If an entity undergoes some such
transformation, we can still explain it within a theoretical framework whose
ontology includes more basic elements whose n a t k e remains invariant through

the transformation. Following Madden's example, cal1 the set of basic elernents
and the laws governing their behavior S. 1s S necessary? According to Harré and
Madden, it is not:

It remains true that no matter of fact exists necessarily .... It is logically
possible that fire turn into flickering lights and that human beings tum

-

into stone- nothing necessarily is what it is but it is impossible for a
fire or human k i n g to lose its systematically related characteristics
and still remain the same particular it was before. There is no necessity
that the actual be what it is, but, given what actually is the case, it is
necessary that certain events and states occur in the appropriate
circumstances?

Harré and Madden would have been wise to jettison this tenet, for it gets them
into considerable difficulty, as 1now proceed to show.
If the entities described by theory S are themselves liable to change, then if
such changes themselves are to be explained, there must be yet some more basic
level of structure in terms of which we can account for the changes in S. The
ontology of the world is conceived according to the hierarchical "layered" model,

where powers supervene on more basic structures, and the powers of those
underlying structures supervene on yet more fundamental structures, and so on.
By hypothesis, the necessity that a thing invariably reproduce the same effect
upon the recurrence of the appropriate conditions is contingent upon the
stability of a thing's properties. The stability-in-king or the persistence of the

"Ham?and Uadden, Carrsal P

m , 47; Madden, ''Fiery Furnace," 68.
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explanatory structure is what makes it such that only one thing could happen.
But the stability in the properties of a thing, given this layered model, is the
stability of emergent properties, which is contingent upon the stability of the
basal properties, or the structures upon which the emergent properties depend.
These properties may be emergent themselves, and so on-with the hierarchy of
Ievels of structure continuing to infinity.

It may well be a contingent fact about Our world that there is no utterly
stable "ultimate" level of bmte facts-no level of permanent, structureless,
indivisible, unchanging "Parmenidean" indi~iduals.'~
Yet Ha& and Madden's
theory of causal explanation and their basic assumptions imply i t The reasons
are these: if change is to be completely explained, it is to be explained in terms of
the factors that make its occurrence necessary. But that which is liable to change

is ontologically non-basic, and cannot figure in a complete explanation. (It is an

"Aristotelian individual.") Natural necessity is therefore dependent upon the
existence of Pannenidean individuals whose powers are non-emergent, indeed
whose properties and powers are identical. As the authors maintain:
References to entities which are Parmenidean halt the regress of
explanation, provided that we take the final step that makes them
ultimate, that is, close the logical gap by identifying their powers and
their natures. The regress is halted for t w o reasons: (i) having reached
that which is unchanging in nature, and hence in powers, there are not
changes to be explained, (ii) since the natures of ultimate entities are
their powers, no further characterization of such particulars is
possible, because there is no independent question as to their
naturesJO

If it is correct to say that causality involves necessitation, the logic of the Ham&
Madden assumptions irnplies that we need to h m that there are Parmenidean
individuals which can secure the ontological grounds for necessity daims. Yet,
the authors admit that whether any given set of entities taken as "fundamental"

really are so is a contingent, empirical matter. (Pinning the existence of causal
necessity on a contingmcy of scientific d i s c o v e e might be construed by some as
l9 Harré and Madden, (nusal P

m , 16lff.

Ibid., 162.
21 Presumably Uis would consist in actually finding the fundamental partides-partides that

a reducfio ad nbsurdrii~iof the position.)

While this epistemic difficulty is womsome, the cnix of the explanatory
regress problem is the dilemma that it poses. The dilemma is this: either there are
no Parmenidean ultimates, or there are. If there are no Pannenidean ultimates,

the robustly ontological sense of necessity for which the authors seek grounds
c a n o t be had, and thus no causal necessity daims for singular causings can be
justified. If there are ultimates, and their behavior is stable and necessitated, it
does not necessarily follow that non-ultimate composites' behavior is. As
~ o l l e notes,
p
to "transfer necessity from the ultirnate parts of things to the
whole is to commit the fallacy of composition."
It is dificult to see how to assess the prospects of causal necessity from this
perspective. The explana tory regress is clearly something tha t it would be
desirable not to have to deal with Can it be avoided? As 1 suggested at the
outset, the root of the trouble for Harré and Madden is their assertion that a
"change in the course of nature" is possible. The motivation for this position
could not simply be the Humean one that such a change is "conceivable." The
grounds for such possibility, given everything else they maintain, would have to

be ontological.
In order to see why they take this route, we need to isolate the key
problematic assumption they make. According to Harre and Madden,
What particulars are üable to undergo and what they are able to do are
determined by their natures since they are manifestations of their
natures-and hence to talk about particulars remaining the same and
yet lacking their usual capacities and powen is at once to assert and
deny that a certain object or sample of material has a given nature?
Such talk would indeed normally be taken as incoherent Now, suppose that in
some concrete circumstance in which some capacity, whose actualization we
wodd under similar circumstances anticipate, fails to occur. Suppose, for
example, that w e find that a sample of copper begins to resist bending, or a
would not break apart into "srnaller" bits no matter how close to the speed of light we accelerate

them.
WollerI " H a r d

and Madden's Multifarious Account," 626.

23 Ham6 and Miidden, Causal P

m ,13.
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sample of salt dissolved in water fails to liberate hydrogen. Harré and Madden

-

maintain that in these cases, the sample of copper is not copper anymoreF4 the
salt is not salt anymore. The necessity of the substances behaving the way they
characteristically do is assumed to be definitional in some cases. In such cases, we
do not ascribe the exception to the failure of the context to satisfy the conditions
for the actualization of the power, but to the failure of the identity of the thing to
remain stable over time. Here is an example of the necessity they attach to the
manifestation of essential properties:

If this stuff is as a matter of fact hydrogen, and if hydrogen is as a
matter of fact an aggregate of atoms each of the same structure, and if
that structure accounts for both the valency and for the spectrum of
that element, then if it has this set of chemical properties it is not
possible that it does not have this spectrum and vice versa.*

If the obtained emission spectrum of the gas sample (assumed to be hydrogen)
does not match the characteristic spectnim of hydrogen, we are to assign the
discrepancy not to a failure of the causal context to satisfy the conditions
necessary for the actualization of the power, according to Harré and Madden.
Rather, we have grounds for concluding that either (a) we were in error in Our
assumption that the gas was hydrogert, or @) some sort of transmutation has
occurred and the gas which formerly was hydrogen has changed into a form not
capable of emitting the typical H'spectrum. If option (a) is ruled out, then (b) is
the case, and we must account for the transmutation hypothesis. If we can't

account for the transmutation in terms of our best'present theories, then it must

be the case that our best present theories are "incomplete" in the sense that there
are aspects of reality that are not identified by the terms, laws, operators, etc.
defined in our current theories.

The assumption that Hane and Madden seem to make is that if a power of a
particular supervenes on an exemplification of a property essential to things of
its type, or the power itself is included in the set of attributes of things of that

type regarded as essential (and therefore definitive), then that power cannot 6e

24 Ibid., 14.

25 Ibid., 131.

blockd. In other words, powers that supervene on essential properties are
context-invariant with regard to their actuali&ition. Failure of capacityactualization is ipso facto proof of transmutation. Here is a clue that this
assumption is in play:

The continuity in existence of a member of a kind, or a sample of a
material substance, is referred to its continuing to have the properties
that constitute the real essence of the kind or material. It is notorious
that the nominal essence of a material substance, Say a chemical
element, may be manifested only in special conditions?

The implication is that the real essence is manifested in al1 conditions in some
form or other. But this assumption is false in general. Essentiality of propeties,
and context-invariance of power-actualizations are two quite different aspects of

things. We are not entitled to expect that because a property of a substance is
definitive, that the capacities to which it gives rise will have special conditions of
actualization. To illustrate: whatever the real essence of light is, we assume that
the power of light to travel at velocity c is based on something inhinsic to what it
is to be light- an essential property. But does that imply tha t Iight never fails to
travel at velocity c? The velocity of light is c in a vacuum, but may be less than
that, depending on the optical densily of the medium through which it is
travelling. When light slows down and refracts, we do not think that the light has
changed to something essentially different, and then lament the inability of Our
current theories to account for the transmutation.
Ham6 and Madden begin with the axiom that an entity must act in
accordance with its nature. But a n entity must also act in accordance with the
conditions in which it exists. Actions of entities are the joint causal product of (a)
the actions of other entities, @) the nature of the entity acting, and (c) the
circumambient conditions in which the action occurs. The explanatory regress
problem is a result of neglecting the context-sensitivity of entities' actions, so that
the possibility of a failure to act in the expected marner would be asmbed to
radical alterations in the nature of things-which then need some deeper level of
explanation. By affirming the consistent, general context-sensitivity for causal
"6 Ibid., 102
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production, there is no need to suppose that changes in the course of nature are
"possible."
There is a different necessity attaching to abstract power ascnptions than
characterizes the necessity with which concrete effects are produced by causes.
To think that the same necessity which characterizes the simple connection

between an entity's nature and powers also characterizes the complex connection
between cause and effect obscures the context-dependency of poweractualization, and Ieads to mistaken claims such as this:

It is just the same ontological tie that binds together sequential events
and states as binds together the CO-existingproperties and powers of
things and materials into naturally necessary dus ter^.^^
This is baffiing not because it is metaphorical (we are al1 well acquainted with
Hume's "secret connexions") but because it seems so plainly false. The necessity

attaching to capacity-ascription statements and the necessity of statements of
singular causation denve from quite different relations in reality, as 1 have
argued. The former class of statements refers to the c o ~ e c t i o nbetween natures
and powers, while the latter affïms the connection between concrete actions or
events. The natural prinaples of CO-existenceand the natural principles of
succession constitute two distinct modes of causality: the first, forma1 and
material; the second, efficient

Harré and Madden fail to consistentiy separate, on the one hand, the
"necessary relationship between the nature of a particular and the powers,
n " ~on the other, the
capacities, and Iiabilities which this nature helps e ~ ~ l a i and
natural necessity by which generative mechanisrns "bind the whole world
process"2g into a necessary stream of events.

52 G e i m t i v e Mechitiniis ns O~itologicnlT ' e s r

In 55.2, I indicated the types of necessity included in Ha& and Madden's
acount of natural necessity, and attempted to give a precise characterization of

Ibid., 131.
28 Ibid., 17.
Ibid, 131.

the logic of attributions of necessity-what they do and do not entail. We are stiil
no closer to sliowing whether any attributions of causal necessity are justified. In
order to show that an event was causally necessitated, it would be necessary to
show how, given a description of an entity's state, its powers, and its causal
context, only one action would have been possible as a consequence. In other
words, we will need to show that there is some necessitating cause X for which
the following is bue:

Entity X, when in state S, necessarily causes action A to occur (by
means of P), in any causal context in which enabling conditions C, for
the actualization of the capaciv are present, and inhibiting conditions

Ç are absent
Suppose we define a necessitating cause as an entity X for which the following is,
instead, true:

Entity X when in state S, necessarily causes action A to occur @y
means of P), under any conditions whatsoever.

The kind of necessity ütat Harré and Madden are proposing does not entail this
latter deterministic thesis. On their account, causal necessity is a real
phenornenon even if, contingently, there are-no necessitating causes in the
second sense. Of course, their account is consistent with this sort of necessitating
cause, but does not require their existence in order to sustain the weaker, former

daim.
Ha& and Madden's account contributes to the case for causal realism by
presenting an analysis of the causal "by means of

P relation. For Han6 and

Madden, 'Pis a "generative mechanism."
Between the nature of a thing and what it can do and undergo there is
an ontological tie that binds, and this tie is to be understood in terms
of the genera tive mechanism that produces the specific response of the
particular in given circumstances."

The generative rnechanism is the final piece of metaphysics needed by their
version of causal realism, as the following passage declares:
It is through the application and development of the concepts of
power, nature and generative mechanism that we show that a variety
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of rational constraints upon logical possibility can be constructed so as
to limit Our expectations as to what patterns of events are likely to be
identified .31

...

Knowledge of generative mechanisms by which events are produced, as cited in
scientific explanations of regularities, is knowledge which serves as an objective
constraint on hypothesis-formation, and limits the rational range of what events

we anticipate could result as the outcome of some process. According to Harré
and Madden, we can show that an event was necessary by characterizing it in

Any reduction in
the possibilities is a step toward necessity-a " ~ u r r o ~ a t efor
" ~natural necessity.
In this subsection, I provide an elaboration of what a generative mechanism
isf and in 55.3.3, attempt to show how the concept is deployed in the method of
"possibility reduction" in order to validate the ascription of necessity to causal
relations. Whereas powers and natures are the concepts that establish the natural
basis of possibility, "the generative mechanism is the basis of natural
such a way as to reduce "the field of the possible [to] one.'""

ne~essity."~The concept of generative mechanism first appears in Harr6's
discussion of causal laws. One example of a generative mechanism is the etiology
of disease produced by an invasive organism. IF the source of infection, and the
life and reproductive processes of the infectious agent can be tracked, and if the
effect of the organism upon the body at the cellular and biochernical level can be
observed, then we have direct observation of the generative mechanism of the
diseam. The causal process by which the powers of the organism to cause disease
are actualwd is the generative mechanism of the disease.
Another example of a generative mechanism is the process by which the
detection of sounds is achieved. When

urne^^ maintains

that he has no idea of

the connection between a vibrating string and his subsequent heanng of a sound,
Harré takes that to mean that Hume regarded the causal comection between

"Ibid, 6:

32 Ibid., 130.

Ibid., 131, just what a "nirmgate" is in this context is quite opaque.
Harré, Prinnples ofScientifc Tirinlakg, 113.
35 Hume,Enquiry, SI.

these evenb as irremediably insautable. According to Harré, this is an

unwarranted elevation of scienafic ignorance into an epistemic principle. We
know, for example, that sound waves are propagated by compression and
rarefaction of air molecules, and how the delicate anatomy of the ear acts as a
transducer, converüng the patterns of differential air pressure into an electrical
signal.

W e know that there are neural pathways from the auditory nerve up to

the auditory cortex, and that the delivery of electricai stimulation to the cortex
induces a consciousness-like experience of sound qualia. Harre insists that we
ought to regard such knowledge as knowledge of the very causal mechanisms
that make the productions of their effects (in this case, hearing sounds)
necessar;, and provide the "missing link" that Hume sought in vain among the
impressions of sensation, where of course, it could not be found.
Ever more sophisticated analytic methods in science, combined with
advances in laboratory equipment technology, have provided tools for probing

the fine structure of the world down to subnanometer resolutions. Such
methods and technologies have given us the tools to discover the generative
mechanisms operating in nature, and provide microcausal explanations in t e m s
of processes unobservable to the unaided senses. The integration of the fine
structure analysis of causal mechanisms with how such mechanisms appear at
the level of unaided observation has become a basic paradigm of scienfific
explanation, at least among researchers, if not philosophers, according to Harré.

If we can directly intervene into, and experimentally probe the process by which
causes produce their effects, there is no "secret!' to the comection between them.
Ham5 has suggested, in effect, that the necessity with which macro-causal
processes unfold the way that they do is inherîted from the causal necessity
associated with the way in which individual micro-causal effects are produced.
Chains of cause-effect necessita tion a t the micro-causal level constitir te macrocausal processes that could not have occurred any differently than they did,
under the given circumstances.
Consider the sodium-water reaction again Harré (and Madden) maintain
that if sodium is placed in water, then it is impossibIe that hydrogen might not
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be a reaction product. The fact that a Humean may regard it as conceivable in the
imagination thaï some sample of sodium somewhere might not release hydrogen
from the water is not a defeater of the judgement that necessmily, hydrogen is a
reaction product The Humean beüeves that the only constraint on what is
possible, as a matter of fact, is that provided by what eludes the synthetic activity
of the imagination. On the contrary, to maintain that if a sample of sodium metal
is put into water a t room temperature, it is "possible" that the resulting reaction
will produce either hydrogen, or the Requiem ~ a s presupposes
s ~ ~
an invaüd
concept of possibility. Of coune, either it is impossible that hydrogen might not
be a reaction product of sodium meeting water, or it is possible. The best
evidence that it is possible would be a single counterexample in which a sodiumwater interaction produced no hydrogen."

If individual actions are necessitated, as the realists want to maintain, it
would be a serious blow to the plausibility of the position if there were no
worked-out procedure for how in pnnciple we go about identifying wliat it is
that reduces the possibilities (to one). What is the logic of the reasoning by which
we reach a conclusion that such-and-such necessarily occurs? What information is
relevant to justifying daims of the form "under circumstances C, action A by
entity X in state S, was necessary?" The classical causal realists maintain that
there is a logic to the justification of sole-possibility daims, understood in t e m s

of "reducing possibilities." The most plausible construal of their claims for
necessity, 1 contend, casts them as claims about what can be achieved through

the process of "concretiztion."
Concretization is the inverse of the process of abstraction. In abstraction,

specific quantitative determinations are rendered indetermina te on purpose, by
reconceiving them as variables (propeties) which must have some value, but
may have any (within a range.) In concretization, the values of the variables are
Harré and Madden "Nahtral P o w m and Powerfd Natures," PIn'losophy 48 (1973): 2i0.
37 In his critique of Causal P m f Raymond Woller (WoUer, "Ha&
and Madden's
Multifarious Account," 620) does not give any evidence for the latter disjunct; instead he focuses
on showhg that Hard and Madden have not s h o w the former disjunct is bue-

specified, so the determinacy is reintroduced? Concretization con be viewed as
a two-stage process.
The first stage establishes the possible actions of entities irrespective of their
particular circumstances by justifying their power-ascriptions. Yet this first stage
is only a "possibility-reduction" stage in the loose sense of eliminating Humean
pseudo-possibilities by rejecting the broad Humean "conceivabiiity" notion in
favour of the narrower realist one. At this stage, we are warranted in holding
claims such as "anopheks mosquito bites can cause malaria." The warrant for
holding claims at this stage is no different than the warrant for holding any
scientifically denved causal claim regarding the capacities and liabilities of
entities of a kind-of

a specific nature. The causal claims involved are power

ascriptions-attributions of the capacities and liabilities of things of a certain
nature. This abstract relation between a thing's nature and i k siipervenient
powers is the necessary "conceptual c o ~ e c t i o nbeîween the concept of its nature
and the specification of its reactive properties."3g (To the extent that Our
knowledge of the powers of things is theoretical rather than empirical, there wiii
be residual uncertainty about the b t h of the claims in question, or about the

proper characterization of the unobserved aspects of things that give rise to the
powers that they have. In that sense, empirical knowledge is more effective at
possibility-reduc tion.)
The second stage of possibiiity reduction involves the contexhialization or
concretkation of the capacity-ascnption. If in a given situation, all the facts that

are relevant are known about the entities and processes in that situation, then we
know that what happened under those circumstances could not have gone any
other way. To know that they could have gone another way, we would have to

Wolier questions the coherence of the notion: "Such talle is at best infelititous since what is
etiminated in a reduction seems to be both impossible (because it is eliminated) and possible
(because it was induded in the set of possibilities being reduced). The talle of redudng
possibilities is misleadùig. It de-emphasizes the appeal to an additional sense of 'pwsibility,' and
it thus encourages equivod thinking about necessity." (WoIler, "Ham6 and Madden's
Multifmous Account," 618). This objection is meaningless, sùice what is eliminated in a
reduction is posst'bie.
39 Hard and Madden, Causal Powers, 15.

...
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know that we were ignorant of the presence or magnitude of some factor that
had a bearing on the outcome. If we are justified in eliminating the possibility of
ignorance in a specific case, then the outcome that happened was necessary.
1will continue with the example of the mosquito-causing-malaria example,

since this illustrates Ham6 and Madden's dictum quite well, that is, that "the
relationship between

... successive events or states is naturally necessary when

they are understood by scientists to be related in fact by generative mechanisms,
whose structure and components constitute the essential nature of the permanent
things and materials in the ~ o r l d . " ~ ~
Characterizing the etiology of diseases is perhaps paradigrnatic of
identifying generative mechanisms, and of the process of possibility-reduction.
At each stage in a causal process there is some physical or chernical interaction or
reaction that is linked to a subsequent stage. We start off with the daim that
"anopheles mosquito bites can cause malaria" which is equivalent to "anopheles
mosquito bites have the power (capacity) to cause malaria." This capacity claim
might be associated with some statistical claim, such as "x% of persons bitten by
an anopheles mosquito contract malaria." It is not necessarily the case that if a
person is bitten that they will contract malaria, so in order to Say that in a given
case it is necssmy that malaria symptoms will be manifest, we need to idenhfy
the mechanism by which the bite causes the symptorns in a particular case. The
stages of malaria etiology are roughly as follows:

1. The mosquito punctures the skin with an appendage designed to inject
anticoagulant and extract blood from the avian or primate donor.

2 A number of protozoan parasites of the genus Plantiodni are transferred
to the human donor from the mosquito.
3. The plasntodia enter the bloodstream in sufficient numbers to begin
attacking red blood ceils.
4. Hemoglobin is exhacted from the red blood c d s by the parasites.

5. Red blood cells in sufficient numbers lose the capacity to carry oxygen
or die.
Ibid., 130.

6. Bodily tissues fail to receive sufficient oxygen or blood vessels are

blocked by accumulated dead cells.

7. Fever, chills sweating and in rare cases coma and death follow.
It is possible (that is, it sometitttes happens) that (1) could happen without (2)
happening, in which case, the rest of the process would not be completed. It is
possible that (l), (2) could occur, but in insuffiuent numben, etc. However, in the
sense that is physically impossible the (6) could occur and (7) not occur, (7) is
necessary, given (6). Once we have identified the generative mechanism, we can
see that the effect was necessary given the operation of the mechanism by which
a causal process evoives. The "ontological tie that bindsM4'sequential evenh
together, is thereby revealed.

The process of concretization removes the abstractness inherent in capacity
claims by specifying al1 the relevant details of the concrete causal process by
which an effect is produced and the relevant details of the causal context for the

effect to occur. Given the necessity claim
entity X, when in state S, necessarily causes action A to occur @y
means of P), in any causal context in which enabling conditions CE for
the actualization of the capacity are present, and inhibiting conditions
are absent,
the concretization specifies the generative mechanism (the nature of 'Y),
the state

S of X,and whether the conditions CEand CIare sa tisfied. If al1 the conditions are
satisfied, then X necessarily causes A to occur. By contextualizing the capacity
ascription, we can determine, in principle, whether A is necessary.
84. Dues cormetizntioir seare Necessihj?

The "in principle" qualification is a necessary hedge here, because clearly
there will be, for many if not most sitxations, a la& of the relevant information

or knowledge that would be in fict required to justify the necessity claims in
question. Often what we end up with statistical information that, with some skill,
we can work up into probability claims. Moreover, that is the best we can
manage most of the time. In the biological sciences and social stiences, where the

number of variables and processes that intersect at any one juncture in the causal
nems is epistemologically unmanageable, probabilistic claims will fypically be
the most precise daims we can get Since we will, in such cases, lack the relevant

information, we wiil not as a matter of fact be able to reduce the number of
possibilities to one, which Harré and Madden maintain is required for the
complete justification of a necessity daim.
Establishing necessity claims presupposes a completed process of
concretizafion-the specification of the full identity of an entity and its causal
context at a specific time. When we specify these aspects of the entity's causal
context by introducing more determinacy into the characterization of its
urcumambient conditions, the range of possibilities we can rationally project as
being available to an entity narrows in proportion to the degree of determinacy

we speciv in the context.

Even if concretization captures the Iogic of whether we can confirm a causal
hypothesis in a specific case, it seems to fail to get at the concept of single-case
necessities for the following reason. Suppose we grant that there is a necessary
connection between natures and powers. For example, there is a necessary
connection between k i n g dynamite and having the power to explode. But this
does not mean that every stick of dynamite will explode when iit Wet dynamite

won't explode, for example. Therefore, it is not n e c e s s q that dynamite explode.
Whether it does or not is contingent upon a variety of contextual factors. Yet
Harré and Madden insist that if a stick of dynamite does explode, that the event
was necessary; and if a stick of dynamite does not explode, that event was
necessary, too! Objection: if every event is necessary, then the concept is

empirically empty-unless some events are contingent, the concept of
"necessity" designates no distinction in redity. Furthermore, it is exhausted by

the concept "actual." Anscombe made a similar point by emphasizing that the
sense of necessitation is best understood in terms of "pre-determination:"
It might be said that anything was determined once it had happened.
There is now no possibility open: it lras taken place! It was in this sense
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that Aristotle said that past and present were necessary. But this does
not concern us: what interests us is pre-determination?

If an event only becomes necessary when it becomes actual, then there is no
sense in which we can justifiably Say that the event was determined befme it
happened. If the necessary is in general identical to the actual, then the actual
does not imply the necessary (or the modal, more broadly). If an event A
happened at t is there any time t*= t - dt at which A was the only one that could
have happened? If A was the only one that could have happened, that is
assuming that the causal context at t* was identical in every respect to the causal
context at t, and that the causal process involving X's production of A was
allowed to evolve toward its inexorable concIusion of A without the intervention
of anything to hasten or delay i t If we know that nothing could possibility affect
the outcome during the interval fiom t to t*, then it seems that the necessity claim
can be sustained.
There is nothing about causal contexts in general, however, that guarantees
the required stability. 1 would contend that such contexts are probably relatively
rare. How Our understanding of causal necessity stands given this fact is nicely
illustrated in terms of Anscombe's "Galton Board" example:
Consider a steel ball dropping between two pins on a Galton board to
hit the pin center under the gap between them. That it should balance
on this pin is not to be expected. It has two possibilities; to go to the
right or to the lek IF you have a system which forces this on you, you
can say: 'There has to be a determining factor; othe-se,
like
Buridan's ass, the ball must balance. But if you have not, then you
should Say that the bal1 may be undetermined until it does move to the
right or the left Here the ball had only two significant possibilities and
was perhaps unpredetermined between them.
We see that to give
content to the idea of something's k i n g determined, we have to have
a set of possibilities, which something narrows down to one-before
the event*

...

This example illustrates a case in which the possibilities are o d y reduced to one
at the tirne the action occurs, and not before. 1interpret this example as showing
that there is no description of the situation before the baU-pin interaction such

* Anscombe, "Causality and Determination,"97.
* lbid., 97-98

that there is a Iaw whereby we could predict whether the bal1 will go to one side
or the other. The path that each such ball takes will only be decided in the
interval of a few nanoseconds during the pin-bail interaction. This does not

imply, however, that the path of the ball is not the only one that, under the
circums tances, was possible.

If this rejoinder fends off one objection, the contention that concretization
secures necessity is liable to another objection. We agree that, at the macro level,
the connection between individual events may welI be unknown The objection
denies that shifting the focus to the micro level from the macro level establishes
necessity. If we cannot ascertain relations of causal necessity a t the macro level,
simply reducing the scale to the rnicroscopic will not by itself alter the modality

of whatever causal relations are discovered. This objection presumes that it is the
shift from the macro to the micro level that introduces a change in modality, and
this is, of course, not the case. It is the shift from the abstract to the concrete that
introduces the determinacy, and hence the necessity associated with causality.

If full concretization gives us full determinacy, partial concretization wili
give us just partial determinacy. The range of possibilities may be reduced in
such cases, but not to one. In contexts where we can identdy a range of possible
outcomes and a distribution over the outcomes such that some are in the long(under the same circumstances) more or less likely than others, then we can
assign probabilities to each of the specific possible outcomes, conditional on the

nui

state of the circurnstances of the entity whose actions are under investigation.
The implication of this pichire is that the concept of probability is
epistemological. Contexts which give rise to judgements about probabilities are
contexts in which incomplete information is present When we Say, therefore,
that we are only rationally entitled to hold that there is a distribution of possible
outcomes, rather than a single possible outcorne, we mean that we are lacking
information about partidar features of the entity's nature or about causally
relevant features of its context

There are only two senses of indeterminacyMthat the causal realist needs to
The sense in which sorne event is possible or not is altogether uniike the sense in which

recognize. The first is due to the unavoidable omission of information in the
characterization of the identity of an entity, or in the characteriza tion of its causal
context On the assumption that the information we have about the identity of a
specimen is accurate, and as exhaustive as the science of the day provides, it may
still be incomplete in the sense that under novel conditions, novel behaviour may

be detected; the detection of the novel behaviour is possible. Similarly, unknown
features of the entitfs environment may affect the entity in previously
unanticipated ways, and the detection of tlint novel behaviour is possible.
The second sense of indeterminacy is due to the purposehl omission of
information, which is key to the processes of abstraction. An abstract
representation is such that it, by design, aliows for the possibiliity that it rnay be
exemplified in any number of ways within a delimited range. This is the same
serw as we speak of the possible values of a variable, defined by a function over
a finite domain.
1 have offered an interpretation of the meaning of causal necessity daims,
and given an interpretation of Harré and Madden's notion of possibilityreducfion in terms of concretization. The assumption of the methodology was
that causal necessity was associated with the determinacy of the thing, its state
and causal context We saw, however, that there are circumstances where the
concretization is insufficient to justify necessity daims in the single case, because
of a residual lack of knowledge conceming'the precise circumstances of the
effect It would therefore seem that we need a broader, more fundamental
argument for the reality of causal necessity. In 55.4,I present an interpretation of
the central argument as it appears in the loors dassiczcs of causal realism, and in

55.5 assess the impact of the available cnticisms from quantum mechanics, chaos
theory and fke d l .
5.3

Classical Causai ~ i a l i s m T: h e Centcd Argument
A perfectly controlled experiment is one in which if the very same

conditions are replicated and the experiment is repeated, the very same resulb
some event is probable or not; disputes about the interpretation of probability are not relevant
hem.

will-musf-be

recovered. However, it is not the reproducibility of the results

that is the evidence for the existence of necessity, since the actual does not imply
the modal. What, then, is the argument for causal necessity? Ham6 and Maddeo
present the ontological argument for causal necessity in these two brief passages:
To talk about particulars remaining the same and yet lacking some of
their powen and capacities is to assert and deny at once that that
particular has a certain nature. It is true that a particular can do and
undergo different things at different times, but it cannot do and
undergo those things which are incompatible with its own nature and
still remain the same particular. It is physically impossible for any
substance to act or react in a way that is inexplicable given its n a t ~ r e . ' ~
What particulars are Liable to undergo and what they are able to do are
determined by their natures since they are manifestations of their
natures-and hence to talk about particulars remaining the same and
yet lacking their usual capacities and powers is at once to assert and
deny that a certain object or sample of material has a given nature. ...
It is physkally impossible for a substance to act or react incompatibly
with i k own nature. It is not impossible for an object or sample to act
and react differently at one time rather than another. But in general it
mnnof do so under the same circumambient conditions and be deemed
to have remained the same substance?

.
.

The conclusion of the argument- the causal necessity thesis-is that something's
acting contrary to its nature is de re impossible: "actions of powerful particulars
[must bel in accordance with their natures?'

Blanshard concurs-"il seems

barely possible that we are suffenng fiom a deep and distorting illusion in

thinking that A's acting as it does follows from its king what it i ~ . " "While
~
the
nature of a thing provides one set of constraints that determines a range of
possibilities for action, every separate moment of a entity's existence may weli be
associated with a different set of "arcumarnbien~conditions, some aspects of
which may be causaliy relevant to the character of the consequences of an
entity's actions. The conditions that actually obtain in any particular (spatiotemporal) causal context provide the conditions that constitute a second set of
45 Harré and Madden, îuusul

Powers, 52-3.

46 Ibid,

14.
Ibid., 67.

"Brand Blanrhard, Remon and A n d y N (LaSde:Open Court, lM), 471.

constraints on the possible actions of an entity. Together, the nature of the entity
and its causal context jointly make necessmy the consequences of the action of any
entity, anywhere.
By emphasizing the ceteris paribus dauses Hame and Madden include in

their statement of the thesis we obtain a more precise statement of their position:
(a) An entity must act in the very same way at two different times, ifthe
causal contexts are the very same, and the entity retains its identity over
time.
@) Two numerically different but qualitatively identical entities must act

if their respective causal contexts are the very same.
Ham5 and Madden's argument for these conclusions is a rediicfio ad
absurdum. Suppose we maintain the opposite of either of these conclusions.
Suppose that we find that the very same entity, under the very same conditions,
acts one way at one time, and a different way at another time. Or suppose
qualitatively identical entities act differently under the very same conditions. In
either scenario, what would have to be the case? It would have to be the case that
there is no necessary c o ~ e c t i o nbetween what an entity is, and wha t it does -no
comection between its nature and its powers. An entity which has one set of
behaviours over a certain penod of time might, ceteris pmibtu, acquire an entirely
new set of behaviour, completely siri genols. To take this possibility seriously is
to believe in magic-in the possibility of events for which no account can be
given.
the very same way,

81. The Lnw of Identity

Hané and Madden's argument appears to be a linear descendant of one
offered by H. W. B. Joseph in his hhodilction to Logic. For the remainder of this
chapter, 1will refer to any position consistent with the relevant parts of the
Joseph-Harré-Madden line as "dassical causal realism." Joseph's basic idea is
that the "Law of Universal Causation" is a corollary of the "Law of Identity."
Joseph's formulation of the Law of Universal Causation (or simply "The Law of
Causation") is a conjunction of two theses, and states that "every event has a
cause, and that no change occurs except under conditions with which its
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occurrence is connected univer~all~."'~
To Say that every event has a cause
implies that there are no uncaused events. To Say that every event qua change in
nature has some cause or other does not place a constraint on the possible actions
of entities suficient to imply that causes necessitute their effects. On the other
hand, to Say that no change occurs except under conditions with which its
occurrence is connected universally means that whatever occurs does so under
conditions given which nothing else could occur; if those conditions are
repeated, then the same effect will occur.
To sort out the tangle of claims involved and their relations, 1propose to
adopt the following formulations:
(C) "Every event (or action) has a cause."

(C+)"An entity must act in the very same way at two different times, ifthe
causal contexts are the very same, and the entity retains its identity over
time," or "if two numencally different but qualitatively identical entities
must act the very sarne way, iftheir respective causal contexts are the
very same." (Principle of Uniformity of Nature)
Short version: "Same causes, same effects."

(C++)"Every event has a nomologicaliy sufficient cause." (Law of Causation)
Thesis C++ is a combination of both C and C+ and is equivalent to Joseph's Law
of (Universal) Causation. C+ is the Principle of Uniformity of Nature, and
corresponds to my (a) and (b) above. Joseph claims that C++ is entailed by the

Law of Identity (LI), so we should now turn to his explanation of this, and
determine its truth or f a ~ s e h o o d . ~
The argument depends on the necessary trulli of the Law of Identity, so we

first need to assess the plausibility of the case for this premise The law states,
simply, that whatever is, is what it is-"A

is A!' Whüe traditionaily one of the

three "Laws of Thought," the Law of Identity, like the Law of Contradiction,

reflects an "apprehension of a necessity in the king of things."n "It is because
Joseph Logic, 4 0 0
A variation on this theme is presented in Mario Bunge, Causality (New York: Meridian,
1957) in which he calls C the "genetic prinapIeJ'and C+ "the causal prinaple."
Joseph, &$c, 13.

"

what is must be detertninately what it is, that 1must so think" LI is a n ontological
principle expressing the idea that to be is to be something determinate. "A is A"
c m be interpreted as a truncated form of the categorical proposition "Ali A is A,"

whose substitution instances relate entities to their identities. The 'A' of the
subject position is the term designating the entity considered as a n
undifferentiated unity, while the 'A8 of the predicate position is a km
designating the totality of the determinate attributes of the entity. LI idenfiFes the
totality of the determinate attributes of the entity with the entity itself. There is
numerically only one entity involved in any exempiification of LI. It relates,

under the identity relation, two different perspectives on entities -one which
regards entities as ontological unities, one that regards them as integrated
ensembles of distinguishable characteristics. This is the meaning of saying that a
thing is what it is.

What considerations could be offered for regarding LI as a necessas, truth?

One argument is that it is rationally inescapable. As the foundation of logic, it is
the underlying formal principle of the validity of demonstrative reasoning,
irrespective of subject matter. Any argument directed against the truth of the

Law of Identity which laid claim to validity would be in the embarrassing
position of presupposing the truth of LI in the argument for its falsehood. This
fact rendea any argument against the Law of Identity incoherent
It is also a presupposition of reason in another sense, for according to
Joseph, "if ... there can be no qualitative sameness in what is numericaily
. " ~ conceptual thought by its very nature
different ... there is no r e a ~ o n i n ~Since
involves the identification of abstract qualitative identities among numerically
distinct particulars, thinking about (not simply recollecting) particulars is
implicitly general. We may regard particulars as al1 ontologically dissimilar,
while at the same time k i n g able to identify sets of relationships aniong the
particulars that give rise to ways of regarding particulan as exemplifications of
natural kinds. (This does not necessarily imply a realistic view of the ontology of
universais, although realism concernuig universals is consistent with i t )
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Another point that can be offered in favour of the Law of Identity-it is seIfevident.

The very act of perceiving the- particulas we might thereafter

conceptualize presupposes that we are able to idenafy differences between them
and other things in their vicinities, and similarities to other things in Our past

experience. Such discrimination of similarities and differences is discrimination
of similarities and differences in flieir propertks. If things were no t intrinsically

fully determinate as LI implies, then perceptual discrimination would not be
possible-there would be nothing in virtue of which we could recognize
particulam as k i n g different from others. Clearly, there are determinate ways in
which perceived entities differ from their backgrounds. The LI expresses the fact
of this self-evident and inescapable determinacy of things. The Law of Identity
has an important ontological corollary, which 1 cal1 "deterrninati~m"~(as
opposed to "determinism"). Determinatism is the view that for any property that
an existent has, it has it in some specific, particular value. It is an implication of
the idea that to exist is to edst as something specific. This is the Aristotelian idea
that there is no concept of existence as such, applicable fo subjects of an indefertrzinate
id en tif^^.^ The Law of Identity is generally regarded to be equivalent t o the Law
of Exchded Middle; the truth of one entails the truth of the other and vice versa.
Metaphysical realism entails that determinatism is true, where determinatism
can most clearly be expressed in one of the following forms:

1 ) For any property CD for which $ is an exemplification of Q, if some entity
X has O, then X either does or does not exempüfy at a time t.
(T2) For any quantitative determination (+, of a property $, if some entity X
has $ in any measure, then either X does or does not have 6, at a time t.

The distinction here has also been characterized in a rather ugly way os the distinction
behveen "evolutionary determiniSm" and "vertical determinism." It is the latter position that
corresponds to "determinatism."Note that one cnn be a realist about properties but not be a
"determinatist." It is possible to reject the view that all properties are determinate and still be a
realist about propeaies. Such people might, for example, hold that property universals are
indeterminate to a degree but real, in the relevant sense.
51 Of courre, Aristotle was wriüng before Bohr, Heisenberg ef aL, whose own positions
contradict the unîversality of applicationof the Law of Identity. One c m hardly resist supposing
that Aristotle would have regarded the Copenhagen xhool as expounding a mathematidy
sophisticated version of Heraditeanism.

(Tl)states just that if something has a property, it exemplifies it in the form of a
concrete instance of that property. For example, if k i n g a coliie is an
exemplification of k i n g a d o s and Banjo is a dog, then either Banjo is or is not a
collie. (3'2) states that if an entity has a property that cornes in exemplifications
that carry quantitatively specifiable values, then it has that property to some

degree or another at any time. For example, if a collie can be measured in terms
of how much it weighs, then either the collie weighs, for example, 20kg or does
not weigh 20kg. Let us cal1 the f i a t principle "type determinatism," and the
second "token determinatism." Here are some straightfonvard applications of
token determinatism to some physical attributes which seem trivially obvious in
normal contexts, but are contentious in the quantum domain (where it is often
suggested classical logic simply does no t apply):

1. For any A, existing in (Minkowski) space, its spatial boundaries are
determinate. For any entity A, and any point in space (x,y,z,t)

relative to

some frame of reference, part of A either does cr dws not occupy that
position.

2. For any entity A, and any magnitude of mass rn, either A daes or does not
have mass m (at veiocity u) at time t; its mass is determinate.
3. For any entity A and velocity v, A either is or is not travelling at v at time
t; its velocity is detenninate.

-

Determinatism as an ontological doctrine has no epistemic implications it does

not imply whether we can measure the magnitudes of the properties asmbed to
A. AU that it says is that if A is real, the attributes are determinate. To deny this is
to take the "real" out of "realism."
The foregoing considerations ought to be persuasive in favour of the
necessary truth of the Law of Identity. What then of the daim that the Law of
Causation is a corollary of it?

82. The Law of Cmcsntioa
To Say that every event has a cause may seem to be a simple,
uncontroversial truth. If C is a coroIlary of LI, then to Say that every event has a
cause means that it is logiuiny impossible for there to be uncaused events.
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Unfortunately, Joseph does not make clear the logic of the argument for this
corollary; he seems to assume that it follows from the presuppositions of the
intdigibility of reality as a whole. If so, then it is not from LI that C follows, but
they both follow f-rom antecedent considerations of the intelligibility of the world
and the requirements of reason in general. Joseph argues that C+ follows from

LI, but to argue that C++ also follows from LI, he would also need an
independent argument for C, which he does not give. If there is a valid direct line

of reasoning from LI to C, the argument would have to be one made out along
the following lines.
Let us suppose that entity a underwent some genuinely uncaused event Q . ~
An uncaused event Q for an entity a means that in some causal context, a
undenvent some change, but was not made to change by anything. That impiies
that a changed in the absence of antecedent or simultaneous factors in its causal
context upon which the change was conditional or dependent, incliiding ib own
nature. Now, if Q was an actual action for a, Q is a possible action for a. But if Q is
independent of a and independent of d s causal context, then any other action Q*
would seem to be equally possible for a. If any action at al1 is possible for an
entity, then there is nothing-no properties-specific to a in virtue of which n is
determinate, or determinately what it is. If so, then n has no identity-it is
nothing in particular. According to LI, such an a does not exist This is just the
daim that Joseph maintains: that a hypothetical entity with no identity would be
nothing in particular, and therefore would not a possible candidate for real
existence.
This reductio rehites the idea that it is 1ogicaUy possible for there to be
uncaused actions. The logical impossibility of uncaused events follows
straightforwardly. LI indeed does imply that there are no uncaused events
(imaginative fancy notwithstanding). That, however, is o d y half the thesis, In
addition to the explanation of why LI entails C+, w e also need an explanation of
why LI entails C+, if we are to secure the thesis of the nomological sufficiency of

55 The only ondidate Pve ever seen for an txncaused event in the Literature is radioisotope
partide emission.

the cause of any event
Here is Joseph's statement of the entailment relation between LI and C+:
It is no more than a coroilary of the Law of Identity, that the same
thing unaltered on different occasions, or two things of the same
nature, should under the same conditions produce the same effects6

If one thing the same in nature at different times, or two things the
same in nature, are to act in situations the same in their nature, they
must act on both occasions in the same way. This is not a
generalization from experience: it follows h.om t
k sameness of thing
and of situation?'

In short, given the sawe cause a n d conditions, the sanie effect t ~ i i i s toccrir. It is
consistent with the non-repeatabiiity of particular states of affain; the
hypothetical character of the principle neither requires nor impües the existence
of empirical regularities:
What we caii single things are highly complex, and their properties
and behaviour depend upon their composition, and upon the situation
in which they are placed relatively to other things; we may believe that
whenever one complex thing of precisely the same kind is placed in
precisely the same situation as another, it will behave in precisely the
same way; nor is more required by the Principle of the Uniformity of
nature; and yet we may doubt whether such precise repetition ever
OCCU~S.~

In order to support the contention that LI implies C+ Joseph uses the rediictio
strategy:

thing acting [twice]... under the same conditions
may ... produce a different effect, is to Say that a thing need not be
what it is. But this is in Bat conflict with the Law of Identity. A thing,
to be a t al, must be something, and can only be what it is."
to Say that the same

To suppose that the same cause-other things king equal-can have
d8erent effects on two occasiom is as much as to suppose that two
things can be the same, and yet so far their attributes different ... So

56 Joseph, logiç, 420.

Ibid, 406.

"Ibid., 402

59 Ibid., 408.

far as conditions precisely the same in kind recur, they must, if there is
such a relation as cause and effect at au, have the same effectm
Given that LI is m e , to Say that every event has a nomologically sufficient cause
is equivalent to saying that every event has a single, possibly non-recumng set of

causal determinants which are jointly sufficient to produce the event. It is
vimially certain that no entity is completely insensitive to its environment,
depending entirely on its own intemal processes for its actions. Any entity
stands in some relations to others that interact with it in some respect and to
some degree, if by nothing more than the force of gravity, for example. Nor is
any entity's action completely determined by antecedent external events. For any
entity, the way in which it acts must be regarded as a partial expression of what

it is, and a pmfial expression of what i k environment is-that is, the causally
relevant parts thereof that constitute the causal context of the entity. Provided
the causally relevant aspects of its environment are stable, it could only act
differently if it were different if the entity were no t what it determinately is. 236
is what violates the Law of Identity, according to Joseph. Changes in the ways in
which things act over time must, according to this view, be systematically related
to changes in the character of the external conditions into which the entity enters.
No variation from such a pattern-"anomalous" behaviour" -is to be accounted
for by magic, miracles, or a metaphysically irreducible random element in
nature. The explanation will advert to the only possible alternatives: to either a
previously undetected change in the intrinsic state of the entity or in its causal
context
One objection that is iikely to be raised at this point would be the following.

-

If Joseph says that the ways in which things change over time are to be explained
with reference to some systematic relation to its intrinsic states and its extrinsic
conditions, then any law expressing such a systematic connection would have
the same epistemic status as any other empincai generaiization-it would be just
as open to refutation by future counterexample. Since a proposition asserting a
matter of fact is never immune from fdsification, attributing the modality of

necessity ("musr language) to such a proposition, Le., causal generalization, is
unwarranted; it fails to acknowledge the contingency of empirical knowledge
claims.
There are a couple of responses to this objection available. The first is this:

Joseph is not claiming that causal laws are contingent empincal generalizations,
or regularities. Rather, causal laws express hypotl~eticdunifm~iifies.Regularitystatements, on the other hand, are statements about non-exceptionless, general
patterns, for which probabilistic analyses are inescapable, because variations in
contextual circumstances (the presence of inhibitors of the actualization of a
capacity in some causal contexts, for example) affect virtually al1 entities. An
actual uniformity is the "limif' of a regularity, which is only empincally
obtained in the perfectly controlled expenment Uniformity statements are
hypothetical: if an entity acts in such-and-such a way in this context, then in an
identical context, the entity wül behave in an identical way. Ifwe can reproduce

the causal context of an entity's action under expenmentally controlled
conditions, we can elicit the uniformity as a regularity.
The causal laws that make claims about what happens for the most part, or
tends to happen, or happens with a certain long-frequency, are indeed empirical
generalizations, and these do not support the modality claims that causal realists
make for causal laws. If the sorts of causal laws for which the causal realist

claims necessity are not empirical generalizations, then just what me they?
According to Joseph,
Uniformihl of action is not indeed the fundamental element in the
causal relation, for it depends on repetition of the action; the causal
relation has nothing to do with nu~trberof instances, so far as its
existence-though much as far as its defecfim-is concerned; it is bound
up altogether with the nuhtre or chmncfer of things, and the nature of
anything is nat a question of the number of nich things that may be or
have been fashioned?

The causal relation is supposed to obtain not among entities' natures and their
characteristic actions, so that the laws which express de re necessities are of a
different formal character than causal laws. On this point, Harré and Madden
61 lbid., 407.
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introduce a useful distinction, which helps to formulate the second response to

the objection.
If, for example, the c l a h is made that "an acid solution tums logwood
solution redfg we can take this as an implicit example of a causal Iaw. On the
issue of the propositional form such laws take, we need to note that there are at
least two quite different approaches available. The f h t , and more familiar, is to
render it in the extentionai idiom: "for any solution, if it is acidic, then if added to
aqueous logwood, the logwood t u m red." This sentence expresses the
accidental CO-instantiation of the predicates over an open-ended range of
instances. The second approach to Harré and Maddenfs example is to render it in
the intentional idiom, that is, to constnie it as affirming a conceptual connection
between k i n g an acid and having the capacity to turn logwood red.
The intentional interpretation responds to, and incorporates the
requirement that the causal relation express a c o ~ e c t i o nbetween the nature of
the cause and the nature of the effect More specifically, the causal law "acid
solution tums logwood solution red" expresses a connection behveen, on the one
hand, the capacity of aads solutions to turn logwood solution red, and on the
other, the liability of logwood solution to incur a determinate colour change.63 It
does not affirm that in mery conceivable causal context, a a d solution will turn
logwood solution red. There, may, for example, be logwood solutions that are
buffered to attenuate the powers of the acid to below the threshold H* ion
concentration necessary to elicit the usual chromatic response. This would be an
example of a unfavorable causal context, i.e., a context in which the conditions
are unfavorable to the actualization of the entitfs capacities. To whatever extent
the actualization of a capaciiy of any specific acting entity is sensitive to the
presence of inhibiting conditions and dependent upon enabling conditions, an
62 Cf.Harré and Madden, Causa! Poweis,

8-10.
63 An alternative formulationof the point States that the predicate "ha+ the capaàty to hun
logwood solution red" is to be regarded as a parlial explicationof the meaning of the predicate
*'king an aad solution." This affhns the abstrad conceptual relation between the predicates
does not express anything definitionalabout aaciity, since the capacity of acids to produce
changes in pH indicators and other substances derives h m more causdy fundamental chernical
characteristics of the substance in question,

unfavorable causal context can mitigate against the entity's k i n g able to bring
about the change that it othenvise would. But the fact it otherwise woidd
presupposes that the causal power is active, but there are contextual factors that
constrain or counteract the hl1 realization of ib action-potential. To the extent

that conditions are favorable, a causal process will occur in which the action-

potential of the entity will be more or less realized. If we assume the favorable
causal contexts are the usual ones, îhen it follows that usually, its causal powers
will be actualized.
This seems to be the sense in which Harré and Madden maintain that "the
concept of causality is such that the rationai response to the failure of the usual
conditions to produce their expected outcome" would be to make one of the
following conclusions: either (a) the instance was aberrant-some unknown
factor had becorne part of the causal context, which could be in principle
discovered and removed from the context, @) the entity in question had, in the
meantirne, undergone a change in its nature (e.g, a transmutation) sufficient for
the disappearance of its former powers and their replacement by others, (c) Our
original necessity claim which was thought to hold in fact is mistaken, or (d) Our
world was destroyed, and immediately replaced in its totality by one that looks
the same for al1 intents and purposes, but works according to different

principles.61
What is not possible is that favorable ciKumstances for the actualization of
an entity's powers should obtain, the entity should be qualitatively the same in
all causally relevant respects, and yet the e f k t that would (under those specifïc
circurnstances) be an expression of the entity's

nature not occur.

5.4 The Rekeat from Determinism

Classical causal realism, as presented in this chapter, maintains two parallel
theses: that an entity must act in the very same way at two different times, if the
causal conte& are the very same, and the entity retains its identity over time;

"

Harré and Madden (Gzwd Pawrs, 73ff)seem serious about this Iast possibility, which is,
unlike the others, completely arbitrary and contradicts the empirickt conception of possibility
b a t they appear to endorse elsewhere. Cf.Ibid., 4647.
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that two numerically different but qualita tively identical entities mus t act the
very same way, if their respective causal contexts are the very same. We saw that
this is an elaboration of the daim that given the same cause and conditions, the
same effect must occur. Unfortunately, this position is open to a variety of
objections, since the doctrine of causal necessity articulated by classical causal
realism is equivalent to universal causal determini~rn.~
Recall Joseph's daim that
C+ followed from the Law of ldentity and the meaning of the notion of
"sameness of thing and of situation."66 If determinism follows from the Law of
Idenfity and the meaning of the term "same," then detenninism is anahjtiatlly trw.
What is determinism? Earman characterizes determinism as the doctrine
that the same causes necessarily produce the same effect It is perhaps more often
presented as the thesis that all actions (and other events) are fully necessitated by
(temporally) antecedent conditions. The two formulations are equivalent, as can
be shown by considering any causally closed physical system? If every event is
necessitated by antecedent conditions, then every state of the system is
necessitated in accordance with some exceptionless, deterministic law or laws by
the previous states of the system. Similarly, the entire state of the system at any

time will move, in "obedience" to some deterministic law or laws, to the only
"permitted" possible future outcome at each point in tirne? These facts about
deteminism seem perfectly compatible with Joseph's insistence that "there is not
a paticle of water whose path is not absolutely determined by the forces acting
on it" in accordance with an "unbroken reign of law?'

There seem to be,

however, a couple of possible variations consistent with these formulations of
determinism if we attempt to express the idea with a bit more formal precision.

65 rohn Earman,"De terminism in the Physical Sciences," in Introduction to the Philosophy of
Sn'ence, ed. M e d e e H. Salmon, et al. (Englewood Cliffs,
Rentice Hall, 1992), 237.
66 Joseph Logic, 406.

"Intuïtively, causai donve is the idea that nothing supernatural can intervene to
predetermine by fiat some outcome that is not determined by any antecedent sbte of the system.
As Earman suggests, this daim in hard to make out in the context of special relativity,
where there is no absolute time, There is absolute time in classical physics, but there is &O the
problem of breakdown of causd dosure of the phytical by partides escaping to spatial inlinity.
69 Joseph,
402.

"

We could characterize it in a couple of different ways, each of which catches
some part of the intuition behind determinism.

System S is a deterministic system iff:

(Dl) For any state A of entity X in S whose initial value is h,=h(tJ, the state h(t)
evolves (nomologically) such that at any later time t' it has only one
possible value h(t').
0 2 ) For any state 7cof entity X in S whose initial value is of type M, where X is

M at t iff A falls in the interval (h,li+),the state h(t) evolves (nomologically)
such that at any later time t', it has only one possible type of value N,where
X is N a t t' iff k falls in the interval (&',A+').
For the sake of convenience, let us call the first token detemrinist~r,and the second
type detminism. Notice, however that type determinism is equivalent to
indeterminism under certain conditions-when a narrow taxonomy of properties
is chosen, such that small (M-type identical) differences in h(t) may yet produce
large @&type distinct) differences in

A(t3. The detenninish'c lir~zitis the point

at

which the type-individuation cnteria for the nomologically related properties M
and N is narrow enough so that the difference between indeterministic and
deterministic systems camot be empirically distinguished.

There exist serious challenges to determinism stemming from its
incompatibility with (i) the chaotic time-evolution of complex systems, (ii) with
quantum mechanics, and with (iii) human volition. These challenges, combineci
with the question of what the "same cause, same effect!' principle actually
means, show that the analyticity of determinism is false.
Much speculation has attended the question of why causality is linked
conceptually to determinism. Surely the întelligibility of the cosmos conferred by
the success of Newtonian ashonomy and its mechanical world-pichire played a
part The cosmos of the 17& century was unified, ordered, simple and
understandable in terns of a few basic laws. The mathematics of classical
mechanics, empirically adequate as if was, applied to corporeal bodies whose
dynamics were modeled by linear equations, which were simple and basically
passive. They were "self-determining" only insofar as they had inertia, and
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manifested activity only in the ability to exert an inverse-square attraction. It is
perhaps natural to account for the explanatory and predictive success of
Newtonian physics in terms of its l i t 4 truth-of its getting the ontology of the
world right in its theories. It would be a mistake, however, to assume that we are
somehow epistemologically entitled to read ontological significance into the
mathematical fonnalism of an empincally adequate theory. That form of
inference to the best explanation has proven resistant to validation.

The attractiveness of determinism is grounded in assumptions about the
nomologicality of nature, the linearity of causal processes, the relative passivity
and simplicity of bodies, the predictive success of computationally tractable
mathematical models of natural phenornena. Yet, its domain of applicability
must be curtailed in the face of causal feedback, interaction, chaotic timeevolution, and teleological causation in Living organisms. Can a plausible form of
causal realism still be defended? What interpretation of C+ can be sustained, if
any? Can we square realism with the facts while maintaining its metaphysical
cornmitment to the Law of Identity and its implication that an entity must act in
accordance with its nature? If affirmative answen are to be forthcoming, there
are some initial general claims that have to be endorsed at the outset, which will
indicate the direction in which realism needs to be reforrned in order to shed the
implicit general determinism of dassicd causal realism.
First, entities are profitably regarded as falling somewhere on a spectrum of
passivity whose ends are represented on one end by the spherical inelastic
billiard ball, and on the other by the rational agent Entities for which the "same
cause, same effecC pnnciple is roughly true in p c t i c e will tend to fa11 near the
passive end of the spectrum.Second, and dosely related to the first, is the matter
of the ability of entities to store. and transform energy for the purpose of
replication. Those that can do so exhibit novel teleological modes of action (e.g.,
biological processes) that cannot be accounted for solely by mechanical
principles. Third, realists must be open to the possibility that no bue, general
version of the "same cause, same effect" prînciple c m be defended on logical or
conceptual grounds. It will likely tum out to be the case that thé extent to which

an entity of a given kind behaves deterministicaUy or indeterministically is a
function of the persistent and enduring aspects of the e n t i y s composition and
structure, and is an empirîcal matter. Entities that satisfy the deteminists'
preferences for mathematically tractable, passive, law-govemed motion should

not be regarded as ontologically privileged. Similarly, the electrons, persons, and
thunderst o m s should no t be ontologicaily rnarginalized.

In the next three subsections, 1sketch the nature of the difficulty traditional
causal realism faces, show how these difficulties anse, and assess what
modifications of realism are necessary to achieve coherence with the factr.
There is an ambiguity in the Harré-Madden-Joseph approach that makes

The Principle of Uniformity of Nature

C+ difficult to support Joseph, for

example, maintains the following:

To assert a causal connection between a and x implies that a acts as it
does because it is what it is; because, in fact, it is a. So long therefore as
it is a, it must act thus; and to assert that it may act othenvise on a
subsequent occasion is to assert that what is a is something else than
the a which it is declared to be?O

This is a strongly-worded argument for causal determinisrn or universal causal
necessitation; its conclusion is a blanket metaphysical prohibition of
indeterminism. But the universality, or the generality of the argument's
conclusion raises suspicions. What are a and x, after dl?

The intended interpretation can be inferred from the chemical examples
classical causal realists typically use which seem to fit this pattern perfectly.

Sodium, hydrogen, copper, gold (even aspirins), dl have well-defined essential
properties, whose failure to be manifest under the conditions in which they are
defined, would support the inference Joseph makes. For example, to affirm the

iiability of gold to dissolve in aqria regia, and at the same time to maintain that
fhis sample of gold will not dissolve in this bit of q u a regin is just the kind of
incoherence that the classical causal realist thinks is true of singular causal claims

in general. This argument trades on the same context-invariance assumption for
-

-

Joseph, Logic, 407.
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power-actualizations associated with essential properties of natural kinds as
Harré and Madden made, and which 1 discussed and rejected above. The
assumption may well hold for some a and some x, but it does not contain therein
a general truth about causation.

The classical causal reaiists can (logically speaking) be right about gold, or
natural kinds with well-defined essential properties more generally, but wrong
about causation as such. (And 1think they me right about tokens of natural kinds
with welldefined essential properties). What is persuasive about the argument is
its combination of an abstract inference trading on a subtle ambiguity in the
word "same," combined with a set of illustrations hom chemistry the analysis of
which are uniquely strong in their con for mi^ to the pattern that the realist
would like to have as an inductive springboard to a general conclusion about
causality. The ambiguity is this: does the "same cause" mean "quantitatively
identical in ali causally relevant respects?" Or should "same cause" should be
interpreted more broadly to mean "similar cause?" In other words, is it type
determinism or token determinism that is king defended?
Let us fint take the case where some entity X has the capacity to produce a
change A in another entity, and it is in virtue of X's k i n g of a certain type that it
has the capacities that it does- because it has the right structural/compositional
properties. But properties are abstmcted feahires of a category of particulars
which Vary quantitatively from one another. X is a member of a family of entities
al1 of which have the same capacity, because they share the same
stnictural/compositional attributes. A natural interpretation of C+ is that the
same type of cause produce the same type of effect It is also natural to think of the
particulars subsumed by a type as k i n g sititilm with respect to the properties in
virtue of which they are categorized together.
Imagine a situation where on one occasion, entity X produces change A, and
yet another entity Y of the very same type as X fails to produce change A, while
in the identical conditions. k such a situation conceivable? Accordîng to classical
causal realism, it could only be so if X and Y were in fact different in a causally
significant respect If such a situation were observed, the rational response

would be to recafegmke X and Y on the grounds that some causally significant
property that is had by X is not had by Y, or is had by X to a significantly greater
or lesser degree. We originaily thought that the X and Y were the same; now we
revise Our assessment- they were merely similar. The point is that differences in
the causes which we might regard as merely quantitative across a number of
contexts might in sottie contexts constitute differences that result in qualitatively

different effects.
Breakdowns of C+ in which minor differences in the states of the particulan
acting (under identical conditions) lead to divergent effects can always be

explained away by isolating the respect in which the causes differ, and
teclassiQing the causes as being of diffeent kinds in light of the narrowed
taxonomy of causally significant properties. Whether the reclassifications
required in accordance with C+ would become ad hoc, and distinguish no
inkresting differences in properties is unlikely, since it is interesting differences
in eficts that lead us to look more closely into the nature of things. If similar
causes have dissimilar effects, then it is because the entities involved have
differing capacities, and thus differing properties which give nse to them. In
other words, breakdowns in type determinism can always be "fixed" by
narrowing the range of variation over which the description "same type" applies.

We have been looking at the case where, assuming precisely identical
conditions, @na fa& type-identical entities of some domain D might behave in
different ways. The breakdown in C+ is averted if we narrow Our taxonomy of
causally significant properties of entities in a way that alIows us to explain the
divergence in effects in terms of unexpectedly small differences in the causes.
Determinism is still plausible for the entities in

D so long as there are good

epistemic grounds for the increasingly subtle differentiations that are made. A
similar result is forthcoming in those situations in which given identical (or nearidentical) entities and actions, widely divergent effects are observed to occur.
Determinism is still plausible so long as the divergent effects can be ascribed to

slight differences in the conditions in which the entities are acting, and the
sensitive dependence of the entities' behaviors on very small differences in the
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conditions in place from time to time.
There wiil aiways be regions of the world in which the systems we study
display a high degree of sensitivity to initial conditions. These regions are, in
fact, easily found. Minute changes in the stress across a tectonic fault may in
general have no effect, but within a certain range, similar minute changes can
result in a massive slippage, and the result is an earthquake. If we have a lack of
information about the unstable regions of the phase space of a system or
substance, then the behaviour of the system or substance may appear random or
"chaotic." The more chaotic a system is, the more of its phase space is unstable,
and the more "random" or haphazard it seems.
Nonetheless, it is fully consistent with token detenninism that such chaotic
behavior be present throughout the world. Take, as an other example, the
airplane wing upon which we depend to get us safely to and from philosophy
conferences. The strain induced on the wing in response to the stress of
atmospheric turbulence is a linear function of stress, in accordance with Hooke's

Law. Deformations (bending and twisting) of the wing wili tend to disappear
when the stress is eliminated; the wing rehirns to its equilibrium state. This is
oniy true up to the "elastic limit!' of the wing, however. When the stress
approaches the elastic ümit, the strain function becomes non-iinear; higher-order
terms suddenly take on large values, and the wing breaks.
Systems that are characterized as "chaotic" are those that exhibit nonlinearity over large regions of their phase spaces, but are fairly rare. More
condition-specific phases of instability are ubiquitous in nature, however.
We have seen that the "similar causes, similar effects" principle, or fype
detminism, is falsified whenever similar causes lead to qualitatively different
effects. This can happen when the purportedly type-identical entities acting (the
causes) in fact differ in some causally relevant respect, or. when quantitatively
different but near-identical conditions give rise to divergent effects (given
identical causes) due to non-linear responses of the entities in the range of those
conditions. The lesson is that C+ should not be interpreted as "similar causes,
similar effects" because whether similar causes do produce similar effects is

highly contextual, and dependent upon empirical factors.

While C+ is subject to empirical test- and falsification, is it nevertheless the
case that a narrow interpretation of C+ can be sustained? k there anything
implausibIe about (universal) token determinism, according to which "given
causes and conditions that are quantitatively identical in every respect, the exact
same effects necessarily occur?" One difficulty with such a principle is that it
could never be tesfed, for we would have to be able to measure al1 physical
magnitudes to arbitrarily high degrees of precision, and we cannot do that
There does not seem to be any way to derive an interpretation of C+ that is
unambiguous, true and universal. The dassical causal realists were misguided in
thinking that the Law of Universal Causation is analytically bue, since the
narrowness of the taxonomy of causally relevant properties and hence the sense
of the concept "same" in the formulation "same causes, same effects" is
inescapably context-dependent While type determinism may well be
(approximately) true for some entities and some p hysical systems, it is no t true in
general, as chaotic systems clearly attest The realist is best served by regarding
causality in general as the Law of Identity applied to action- that how a thing
can acts must be in accordance with iis identity. This leaves open entireiy the

extent to which an entity's performance of the actions of which it is capable is
context-sensitive, and should be interpreted as acknowledging that how a thing

reacts must also be in accordance with its identity. Actions can be regarded as
analogous to vector sums-each

entity involved in the power-actualization

process contributes a component to the "resultani!' or the overall action, even if

the process is dominated by one powerful particular.
None of the foregoing argument counts against local token determinism,
however. Even those systems that exhibit high degrees of sensitivity to initial
conditions, and whose time-evolution is still anomic and unpredictable, may

well have a non-zero, measurable deterministic b i t We may be able to
approxirnate token deterministic systems in highly controlled experiments, and if
we cm, that accounts for why we can generalize from a single instance in such
cases.

There are several aspects of phenornena at the rnicroscopic level that are not
found at the macroscopic level, and which are not capable of k i n g assimilated to
"dassical" concepts of the physical world. The nonilassical features exhibited by

quantum phenomena are: discontinuity, complementarity, indeterminacy, and
non-locality. It is the last two features of quantum mechanics which are generally
considered to contradict classical notions of causality, especially univend

d e h i n i s t i c causality. There are assumptions of classical or Lplacean
determinism that the reaiist is not compelled to accept In the last subsection, 1

showed, with reference to chaos, that universal causal determinism ought to be
rejected, and that realism is consistent with indeterminism. h particular, the
classical assumptions of the linearity of causal processes ought to be dropped, so
that causal feedback, interaction and the resultirig and chaotic time-evolution are
countenanced within the more liberal realist ontology.
Nonetheless, the realist is still committed to the Aristotelian principle of the
Law of Identity or its corollary, the doctrine of "determinatism" (see 55.4.1). In
the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, due primarily to Bohr
and Heisenberg, there is a failure of actions to be determined by antecedent
conditions, as well as a failure of existents to be determinate. While causal
realism can countenance the first, it c a n o t endorse the second without
incoherence. Additional experimental confirmation of the completeness of
quantum mechanics and the empirical adequacy of the standard formalism is
supposed to have accrued as a result of the Aspect experiments. It is widely
regarded as a technical knockout of those with dassical realist sympathies (such
as Einstein) who, at the time, maintained that the Copenhagen interpretation was
watisfactory.

The majority view today is that the standard formalism is adequate and that
the Copenhagen interpretation saves the phenomena. My contention is that there

are indications that higher-order criteria of adequacy for the interpretation of
physical theories that may not be met by the Copenhagen interpretation. There
are, as touched upon in Chapter 4, complications introduced by the issue of how,

and under what circumstances, we can reason from the predictive success of a

scientific theory to a position on the ontology presupposed by the theory. The
case agaimt a realist interpretation of quantum mechanics camot be easüy
dismissed. Nevertheless, 1 contend that the implications of quantum mechanics
for realist theories of causality have k e n greatly exaggerated.
Cases where "inference to the best explanation" fails to provide any
compelling reason for chosing among ontologically non-equivalent but
phenomena-saving theories are cases where realistic theories acquire their
greater plausibility. The "prejudices" of the classically-trained intuition hold up
somewhat better under logical scutiny than is often supposed. While
interpretations of quantum mechanics that are consistent with causal realism,

such as David Bohm's causal interpretation, are surely no panacea, 1argue that
their coherence with realist presuppositions gives them a slight edge over their
contemporaries. There are, presently, several different groups of theoreücians
working within the Bohmian "paradigm," and nothing in my argument depends
upon whether any of the various Bohm-style theories are right, only that they are
not obviously and uninterestingly wrong.
There have k e n two main lines of attack against realist interpretations of
quantum mechanics. The first was articulated in the late 1920s, and another
became available in the early 1980s. We will begin with the traditional anti-realist
argument
Einstein "wanted things out there to have properties, whether or not they
were measured."" So does the realist Indeed, things having real propeties is
essential to k i n g a metaphysical realist As 1 argued above, being a realist
implies that you believe in determinatism. But determinatism is just what was
called into question in the 1920s, on epistemological grounds. The strongest
argument against determinatism is the argument from the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle. We have already discussed the distinction behveen
epistemic and ontological detenninacy, where I showed that realism is attached
to the idea that indeterminacy is merely epistemological. According to the
'? David N.Mermin. "Is the Moon There When Nobody h k s ? Realiv and Quantum
Theosr," in ?ne Philosophy ofScimce, ed. Richard Boyd, Philip Gasper and J. D.Trout
(Cambridge, MA: Bradford/M Press?Ml),501.

Copenhagen school, the indeterminacy is not just epistemological, it is also
ontological.

The standard story about how the epistemological indeterminacy anses is
simply this. To predict the future trajectory of a partide, S, you need to know ik
position and its momentum. In order to measure the position and momentum of
S, some causal process is involved.

The measurement has to occur by sonre

means. Usually that means that some incident energy is directed toward S, e.g. in
the form of light or electrons which inteact with S, and are picked up by a
detector. The interaction behveen S and the measuring particles will disturb the
S, so that the best measurements will o d y give us an estimate of Ss position or

momentum. The more precise the position measurement of S we want, the less
we want it to scatter Our measuring particles. To reduce the scattering, we need
to increase their energy. But with higher energy, we disturb S s velocity vector,
so our measurement of S's momentum will be less accurate. There is a trade-off
here: if we want more position accuracy, we have to sacrifice momentum
accuracy, and vice versa. The Uncertainty Principle States that the best we can do
is to reduce the product of the measurement uncertainties to approximately

Planck's constant The uncertainty here is simply a natural consequence of the
fact that to acquire knowledge of the identity of things is to do it by sottre means.
Just as we cannot perceive physical objects by no means at ail- we need to use

-

our hands or eyes we cannot measure physical objects by no means a t all- we
c a n o t do it without interacting with the subjects of measurement
According to Heisenberg, there simply is no interpretation of the p hysical
quantities before they are measured-al1 that quantum mechanics does for us is
to give us probabilities that the observables will have certain values. The "state
vectof' is an evolving set of probabilities of that which will only carry a physical
meaning when the quantum state is m e a s w d . This expresses the verificationist
belief in a "reality that becomes actual or definite only upon o b s e ~ a t i o n . " ~
What is the case b e b e observation is just a mathematical representation of a

lames T.Cushing Qcuznturn Mechmrics: Histtnïcai Contr'ngencyand the Copenhagen Hegemony
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1%), 30.

distribution of potentials- there is no fact of the matter about what the potentials
are of before hand if there is no actual existence that they describe.
Notoriously, the justifications offered for the plausibility of a verificationist
principle by the architects of the Copenhagen interpretation are difficult to
fathom, when they are offered." The anti-metaphysical zeal of positivism was
part of the cultural milieu in the learned communities of the time, and the
scientists who had absorbed their positivism by intellectual osmosis may well
have not k e n prepared to offer explicit, sound philosophical arguments.
Cushing's suggestion is a stronger one- that such arguments were (and still are
not) forthcoming. The Heisenberg-Bohr interpretation of QM was in part the
product of a logical error, an illicit inference from a constraint on the precision of

-

measurements to a claim about the natural world an inference from
epistemology to ontology. This inference was "not only logically unjustified but
also not demanded, either by experiment or by the formalism of quantum

rne~hanics."'~
For the sake of argument, let us suppose that the verificationist principle is
acceptable, and that as applied to quantum mechanics, the denial of
determinatism follows as a consequence. Since realism implies determinatism, if
determinatism is false, then realism is also false.
There are some very odd consequences of the Copenhagen interpretation. If
it is accepted that the act of measurement "collapses" the state vector, by

reducing the probability wave packet to a single value for the observable, such a
measurement can only be interpreted as, in a fairly literal sense, creating the very
phenornena being measured. Unfortunately, this conception of measurement
seems to entail a dilemma which might be taken as a redactio of the
interpretation.

The dilemma begins: either measurement is a physical interaction between
an object system and a measurement apparatus, or it is n o t If it is, then the

"

Bohr (the founder of the Copenhagen hterpretation) was, as a -ter,
understand, a d at time just plain opaque." (Ibid., 28)
"Ibid., 25.

"O

fien difficult to

'

interaction should be describable in the same terms as those that apply to other
interactions, as the t i m ~ v o l u t i o nof the object/apparatus system ought to obey

the Schrodinger equation. If so, then upon the measurement interaction, the
object/apparatus system should evolve into another superposition. But this is
contradicted by Our experience. According to the (standard) the interpretation of
the wave function, it represents the evolution of a superposition of possible (i.e.,
non-actual, non-real) quantum states, and there is no fact of the matter about the
*'reaIffstates antecedent to the measurement How then do we explain why if an
interaction is macroscopically manifest it is "allowed" to violate the description

of the state vector in terms of Schrodinger's equation (since you get a specific
value), but no other interactions are so permitted?
Suppose, then, that the measurement is not a physical interaction between
an object system and a measurement apparatus. In that case, it must be a mental
or spiritual interaction-a direct intellechial apprehension or noesis of the state
of the system. This alternative is a logical possibüity, and many popular writers
have jumped on it as support for claims that are often ascribed to Eastern
mysticism, Taoism, or New Ageism in one form or another.
Albert Einstein opposed the emerging "received vied' regarding QM. He
and his colleagues in their famous

EPR paper took a somewhat different anti-

Copenhagen attack. They argued that quantum mechanics was incomplete, in

the sense Uiat not every relevant feature of the reality îhat the theory should
intend to describe had a counterpart within'the formalism of the theory. If QM
were complete, EPR argued, it would entail that some state-descriptions for some
systems would imply "spooky" non-local causal interactions. What the EPR
argument was entitled to conclude in fact was something a bit weaker, namely
"not that QM is incomplete, but that it is either incomplete or n ~ n l o c a l . " ~
Locality was a conviction that Einstein could not sumender; neither could he give
up reaüsm, especially the objective simultaneous determinacy of position and
momentum of quanta. EPR attempted to use the assumption of locality to prove
incompleteness. Unfortunately for Einstein, the attempt backfired.

The experimental tests of "Beil's inequalities" conducted by Alain Aspect
and his colleagues in the 1980s essentially showed that the predictions of
quantum mechanics were satisfied. This effectively removed the basis for
Einstein's objections to quantum mechanics on the basis of its failure to secure

determinacy for the physical properties of a quantum systern. The Aspect
experiments proved (according to most commentators) that one could not be a
realist and believe in locality at the same time; realism and locality are not
cornpossible positions.

The second anti-realist argument is rather straightfonvard at this point if
we are forced to choose between locality and realism, and the tmth of special
relativity is to be accepted without reserva tion, then realism is "out," and so are
delroglie-style hidden-variable theories. Of course, there is still the matter of the
measurement problem to resolve (which has proven a most vexing puzzie).
There is, however, another option: the causal interpretation of David Bohm.
Given BeUs' inequaüties, and the plausibiiity of realism, non-local hidden variable
theories are still possible. Given plausible a s ~ u r n ~ t i o n"Bohm's
s~~

theory

recoven al1 of the statistical predications of standard quantum theory and has a
largely classical ~ n t o l o g y . " Although
~
conventional wisdom about quantum
mechanics holds that it is in principle impossible that position (and hence, a
trajectory in space and time) is a possessed property of a microsystem, "Bohm's

In Bohm's theory, the ontology is stnctly
classical, in the sense that the position and momentum of particles have definite
values; the "superposition conceptionf' is rejected. Therefore, there is no statevector collapse, and the measurement problem in its traditional form does not
arise. The Bohmian interpreta tion of the Uncertainty Pnnciple is strictly
epistemic, probability enters the theory the same way as it does in classical
thermodynamics to describe Brownian motion. Perhaps rnost importantly, tokendeterministic chaos and non-deterministic randomness are empirically
theory accomplishes just that""

"Cushingi Quuntum Mechnnia, J I

Ibid., 25
Ibid., 26

''

indistinguishable experimentally, since either assumption is consistent with the

-

well-confirmed statistical predictions of quantum theory which can be derived
either from Bohm's formalism or from the standard formalism.
Despite these positive aspects of a Bohm-style realist interpretation, nonlocality is a problematic feature of the theory. The Aspect expenments rule out a
cornmon-cause explanation of the EPR correiations, while a direct causal link
between the separated deteetor-s ta tions is mled out by the special-relativistic
prohibition on simultaneous action at a distance. It has appeared to some that the
non-locality of the Bohm theory implies the propagation of causal influences at
arbitranly high velocities, which contradicts special rela tivi ty. On the O ther hand,

the "no-signaling" theorems show that there is no way to use measurement
statistics at one part of a non-locally "comected" system to get information about
the settings of the detectors at another part The non-locality, given no signaling,

suggests. that there is no actual propagation of cailsd influence occurring from

place to place, and so no violations of special relativity. The explanation of the
obtained correlations is still mysterious, however. The correlations may be the

most interesting Salmon-style pseudo-processes yet discovered.
The traditional anti-realist argument from quantum mechanics is not
obviously successful, because of its presupposition (at Ieast in some of its
defenders) of a verificationist premise that there is no compelling reason to
accept The Bell's inequalities and the Aspect experiment results only count
against a realistic or "determinatisf' version of quantum mechanics in which
there are "hidden variables" if at the same time, assumptions about local causal
token determinism are abandoned. It appears then, that neither the mathematical
formalism or the empincal results of modem physics force us to reject realism,
deterrninatism or the Law of Tdentity, as is often supposed. While there are
outstanding conceptual difficulties with dl of the various Bohm-inspired
versions of quantum mechanics, the arguments which are used to attack realistic
interpretations of quantum mechanics are themselves based on assumptions

which have their own questionable foundatiom and troublesome implications.
Quantum realism is not a monolith (nor for that matter, is quantum anti-

realism); there are various available formalisms and interpretations, and nothing
in my argument depends on the details of any one version, Bohmian or not,

king correct

On empincal grounds, the realist and anti-realist interpretations of
quantum mechanics have commensurable scientific balance sheets. As reflected

in the Bohrn and Copenhagen interpretations, they are empincally equivalent
theories that employ different mathematical representations of stochastic systems

to recover the same statistical predictions. Each has vexing conceptual
difficulties: the former has to account for non-locality, while the latter is saddled
with explainhg state-vector collapse. The one asset that, in my estimation, gives
realist accounts a comparative advantage is that they cohere, not with

mechanistic conceptions of deterministic causality, but with high-level regula tive
constrainh on theory-construction derived from the basic principles of
conceptual consistency and intelligibility which are embodied in the principles of
classical logic.
§3. The Volitiori Chllerrge

The last major dificulty for classical causal realism is its prima fa&
incompatibility with the fact of human volition, i.e., with genuine freely willed
conscious choice among possible alternatives. It therefore falls victim to one hom
of the old freedom-determinism dilemma. More damagingly, this conclusion is
explicitly argued by at least one Uunker, who has argued that "fkedom of the

wiil" is an illusion, based on reasoning virtually indistinguishable from that of
Joseph, Harré, et al.:
Every thing-in-king must be sotnetlring, must have a definite nature. It
cannot ... be like the ens ~irefapkysicr~m,
that is, a thing which simply is
and no more than is, without any definitions and properties, and
comequently, without a definite way of acting which flows fiom them.
For every thing-in-being must have a nature in virtue of which it is
what it is, which this k i n g dways maintains, and whose
manifestations are called forth of necessity by causes .... But al1 this is
just as tnie of man and his will as of al1 other beings in nature. He too
has ..fundamental properties what make up his character and require
only an outside inducement in order to reveal themselves.
Consequently, to expect that a man should act one tirne in one way,

.
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another time quite differently, in response to the same cause, would be
no different than to expect that the same tree which bore cherries this
summer should bear pears in the next?
It follows from the assumptions of dassical causal realism that for someone
making a choice between a given set of alternatives, that person is not
(qualitatively) the same person when he or she makes different choices at
different times-surely

an unwelcome implication! If human beings are no

different in kind than any other animal product of natural evolution, then there
is no way to rationaily regard their mode of consciousness as an exception to the
principles that govern every thing else in the natural world. There are no
ontological exemptions from the Law of Identity.
According to a recently articulated position,B0volition is "cognitive selfregulation" -an evolutionary adaptation which ailows the organism possessing
it to have a substantial degree of control over the function of its own
consciousness. Control over voluntary motor function is causally dependent
upon prior acts of volitional control over mental functioning. This is held to
c&ist

essentially of directly willed governance of the Ievel of conceptual

attention or "focusff given by the subject to his environment or to articles of prior
knowledge. The choice to focus, i.e., to volitionally initiate a more or less active
state of awareness-is

a "causal primary."*' Metaphoricaily, it is the choice,

when looking, how much to see.
The existence of a primary choice to focus which is not explained by any
other choice @ut which explains other cowequent choices in both thought and
action) is plausible, insofar as it avoids the problem that would otherwise
appear: if every choice were dependent causally upon some antecedent choice,

there would be an infinite regress of choices, which is impossible, given a
human's finite Me span. More broadly conceived, however, this position simply
avoids one horn of the classical dilemma at the cost of impaling itself on the

"

Arthur Schopenhauer, excerpt from Essq on the Freedm of the Ml, in Reason and
Responnoility, 8h ed., ed. Joel Feinberg @&ont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Co.), 370.
Harry Binswanger, "Voiition as Cognitive Self-Regdation," Oiganitntiauf B ehrmior and
Humrm Decision Processes 50 (1991): 15.178.
Md., 168.

"

other. For if the primary choice is hee, it is not necessitated by a nomologically
sufficient cause, and volition violates the law of causality. The other horn of the
dilemma is no more solace, for it saves causality at the pnce of freedom.
Suppose that right now, 1 have just chosen to focus my awareness on the
gentle whimng sound of my computefs cooling fan. The noise has been present
and available to my awareness al1 dong, but just now, 1 chose to attend to its
volume, timbre, and the very süght rapid modulation in the frequency of its
sound. Presumably 1 can ask the question: was my choice caused? The same
could be said for any volitionally-actuated generalized increase in the sensitivity
of my mind to the world around me. 1s any such choice caused? Either it is, or it
is not.
Suppose the choice is caused. Now, since it is the causally primary choice
(ex hypofhesi) the cause was not something of my choosing. Hence, the cause is
something 1 did not choose. Since causes and associated conditions necessitate

their effects, my focusing rny awareness was not something that 1 could have
avoided doing at the time. In effect, the primary "choice" was necessitated-not
a choice at au.
Suppose the choice is not caused. In this case, there is an uncaused event,
which violates the Law of Causality. Since C+ is a corollary of the Law of

Identity, the latter principle's abandonment is the ultimate consequence of the
possibility of acausal volition. The contradictions which ensue can be grasped in
t
a
short order. We cannot be free to violate the laws of logic; we c a ~ o have
nature such that we c m fail to act in accordance with il.
In short, the choice either has a necessitating cause, in which case it was not
chosen, or it has no cause, in which case it is inexplicable. A comprehensive
realist theory of causality provides the tesources to frame a general dissolution of
the dassical dilemma by exposing the unwarranted assumptions upon which it
implicitly depends.
The reasons why the dilemma of &dom vs. causal necessity arose in the
first place are h o : (i) it is assumed that only events could be causal relata, to the
exclusion of entities, and (ü) it is assumed that the event must be causally
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antecedent to the event to be explained. The first assumption was rejected on the
grounds that events have no causal efficacy-that only acting agents do. If it
somehow doesn't make sense to ask whether the primary choice is caused, then
it is an even more stark exception to the law of causality, because it does make

sense to ask about any other event whether (and by what) it was caused.
A more promising line of approach would be the agent causation approach.
This is the view that a free choice is not caused by any other event, but it is
caused by the agent In this view, events can be caused not only (or perhaps not
at all) by other events, but also by entities, and one might go on here to define an
'action' as an event that is caused by an entity. This enables one to maintain the
law of causality as "every event has a cause" without leading to an infinite
regress, since the cause is not always another event. We might then say that an
action is free when it is caused by the agent, and not free when it is caused by

something external to the agent.
If the law of causality says only that every event has a cause, and the cause
may be an entity, then it says nothing more than that every event is the action of
some entity. In that case, it does not d e out the possibility that an entity might
have two or more courses of action available to it at some time-which is why
this view allows the possibility of free will. But at the same time, this formulation
of the law of causality also allows the possibility of chance events, such as are
contemplated in most interpretations of quantum mechanics. The radioactive
atom is capable of decaying, or not decaying. Whichever it does will be the action

of the atom, so the law of causality is not violated (whatever happens has a
cause: oiz., the atom itself is the cause). So 1 think that it is essential to the law of
causality that not only is every action caused by an entity, but the causal factors
present (the entitfs characteristics, plus its circumstances) are suffident to

detemine which action it performs-something like that is what is required to

rule out random events.
5.5 Causal Necessity: Methodological Arguments

It is often supposed that if causal necessity were not a feature of the world,
induction would lose its warrant Thus, the law of causation is sometimes

regarded as a presupposition of the logical standing of induction. Let us see
whether the problem of induction is successfully addressed by this principle.
/1.

Tlre Probbii of Induction

Humean skepticism regarding the warrant of inductively established, or a
posterion knowledge claims, is based on assumptions whose grounds have
already been challenged in Chapter One. On the other hand it would be
misleading to Say that a non-Humean or realist counter-analysis of causality
"solves" the problem of induction because, sis Harré and Madden suggest, "the
rendition of the problem is essentially Humean in the first place."82 On reflection,
however, there is no single problem of induction; the philosophical issues are
manifold and intertwined. A helpful approach to formulating a tractable version

of the problem was conûibuted by Evan al es,^ who distinguishes four different
epistemological questions about induction that are neutral with respect to the
possible theoretical positions one could take on the answers:
1. How do we isolate and identify significant patterns of regular
recurrence?
2. How do we isolate al1 those factors that are causally relevant to what
will happen in a given circumstance?

3. How do we justify the prediction of a single future occurrence?
4. How do we justify generalizations and law-statements based on finite
evidence?
A couple of comments are called for with respect to this division of the

issues. First, Questions 1 and 2 are essentially questions of scientific method,
adequate responses to which will need to be localwd to specific fields of inquiry,
since they will presuppose a detailed theoretical knowledge of a specific science8
and knowledge of its standard experimental practices and procedures. The most
plausible general daims about inductive confirmation of causal hypotheses that

can be made are daims for the reasonableness of the employment of methods
Harré and Madden, Cam2 Powers, ?î.
83 Evan Fdes, "Causationand hduction," in Causation and Causal Theonës Midwest Studies in
PMosophy, vol, IX, ed. Peter A. French,Theodore ElUektling, Jr., and Howard K. Wettstein
(Uinneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), 113-34.
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such as Mili's methods of induction or linear causal modeling. What we might
caU the "little problem of induction" is essentially the question of how we can be
sure, assuming such methods in pnnciple work, that we have done everything
right, given the fallibility and limits of Our nahiral faculties.
The answer to Fales' Question #3 will depend on an adequate answer to #4,
which iheif is the "big problem of induction." Evan Fales' own attempt at
neutrality is strained here, since it is the Humean formulation of the problem of
induction that makes the finitude of the evidence epistemicaiiy relevant
Humean approaches to induction generally accept what Karl Popper called the
"primacy of repetitions"- that the number of repetitions of a sequence of events
which conforms to a generalization is relevant to belief (rationaliy justified or
othenvise) in the generalization. According to Hume, repeated positive-instance
confimation makes a generalization naturally more appeaiing, even if it does not
confer any additional logical probability upon the generalization. According to
Rudolph Carnap, it does. According to subjective Bayesian accounts of induction,
positive instances of a generalization have normative import insofar as they
require a reassessment of one's posterior probability assignment to the
generalization in order to maintain one's diachronie doxastic coherence. The
common denorninator of these versions of inductivism is that induction is

-

inherently an ampliative form of inference that induction somehow goes beyond
experience. This intuition is caricatured by the inference "this raven is black, this
raven is black

... thus, a11 ravens are black."

Induction can go beyond experience in one of either two ways, as it is
commonly understood. Fint, induction may ascend to generalizations which
assert that d l i~zniibersof a certain class currently have a certain property, when

the evidence is only that some membea do. Second, induction may ascend to the
conclusion that a generalization will continue to hold true in the future, when the
evidence is only that it has held in the past The "big problem of the induction"
arises from the clash between two pinta

fi&

incompatible h t h s : (i) thaf

induction is ampliative in the second sense, and (ii) that the temporal stability of
our generalizations is not something that we can count on. The dubious stability

of Our causal generalizations is just a special case of the overall problem.
The universality of the conclusion of the inductive generalization is
supposed to go beyond al1 possible experience, and that is inherently
problematic from an empiricist point of view. The only universal propositions
that could be known to be necessarily true are purely formal ones, whose tnith
depends on formal conventions-not

upon the apprehension of some

relationship to reality.

§2. Tlie Nmologica 1-Expla~zato
y Respoirse to the Probbii of brductiorr
Madden and Joseph both believe that the law of causality is a
presupposition of induction; without a necessary connection behveen cause and
effect, induction would have no intemal warrant. John ~ o s t e f srecent
~
"solution" to the problem of induction (i.e., Question 4) falls into the category of
methodological arguments for causal necessity, and is one of the more
sophisticated venions of this general pattern of argument. It will well be worth a
look. Foster thinks thaï the best solution to the problem of induction exploits the

concept of nahiral necessity, which implies that induction presupposes necessity.
He exploits the concept of "objective natural necessity" to ddne the
"nomological-explanatorysolution" (NES)to Question 4, framed as an answer to
the question of how accidental generalizations are to be distinguished hom
generalizations of Iaw. While Humeans and non-Humeans aiike think that this
distinction can be made out, Humean for the most part subscribe to the formula

that Law = Accidental generalization + x . ~
Foster begins with an assessment of a now-familiar argument Suppose al1
obsemed As have been Bs. Believing that the next to-beobserved A will also be B
would be justified by the knowledge that all As are Bs, if such knowledge were
possible. If the conclusion were justified, then nothing would be gained by
replacing "all As are BS" with "all As must be Bs," since that substitution would
not strengthen the inference. Moreover, there is no evidence that would confinn

"

John Foster, "Induction, Explanation and N a W Necesrity," Pmeedings ofthe An%toteiian
Sociefy83 (19M): 87-1M.
SS Fred Dretske, "Laws of Nahue," Philusophy ofSanence 44(1977): 21868.

"al1 As must be Bs" that would not confirm "au As are Bs," and so the additional
modal strength supposedly introduced by the "musP is illusory. The plausibility
of the anti-necessitarian argument depends upon whether we ought to accept the
assumption that induction actually ever works this way, even schematically.
Foster replies in the nega tive.
H e is right to point out that propositions of the f o m "ail As must be Bs"
would have more explanatory power than ones of the f o m "all As are Bs" if the
former could be justified. But since any process of reasoning from empincal data
to the validation of a scientific hypothesis depends on pnor theoretical
background assumptions, no purely inductive path from data to hypothesisconfirmation is ever available. If there is no such "pure inductivist" approach to
justifjmg xientific claims in general, how is the even more difficult task of
justifying necessity-daims to be discharged? Foster suggests that the answer is to
be found in abduction: if the stronger modal claim "all As must be Bs" is the best
explanation for the data, then we are justified in accepting i t
If we consider the fact of gravitational interaction, we find that al1 bodies
"behave gravitationally." More precisely, that rneans: for any two bodies A and
Bt A has the capacity to attract B in Wtue of its m a s , and A has the liability to be
attracted to B in virtue of its mass. In cases where the capacity of one mass to
attract another is not actualized, because of the presence of an inhibiting object,
once the inhibitor is removed, the usual gravitational behavior is manifested. As
far as we know, al1 bodies interact gravitationally-without exception, despite
questions about the exact physical nature of the gravitational field. What is the
proper interpretation of this fact? Iç this an empirical regularity the expression of
which cames no more modal force than any other accidental generalization? If
that is sot then the regularity is an inexplicable bmte fact about the world. It is
not, however, a brute fact about the natrue of the world. The fact that matter has
behaved gravitationally in the past is no guarantee that it will continue to do so.
No matter how confident we might be that nature wül continue to behave in
accordance with the observed historical pattern, it is still possible that (either
localIy or cosmically) a change in the course of nature will occur.

It does seem bizarre to think that this unbroken pattern of behavior-this
exceptionless regularity on a universal scale-is merely a cosmic accident As
Foster observes, "surely it must be that gravitational behavior is the product of
natural necessity: bodies have hitherto always behaved gravitationally because it
is a law of nature that bodies behave in that way."= But in what sense is it true
that bodies always have behaved gravitationally? Does it mean that al1 bodies at

aii times behaved in accordance with the law of gravity? If Nancy Cartwright is
right, then at a sufficiently precise level of description, no bodies actuaily
manifest a behavior stnctly in accordance with the law of gravity. The achial
situation involves two separate facts: (i) gravitational forces always con tri bute to
the behavior of any massive object, in the sense that the gravitational force
always contributes a vector component to the overall motion of any body, (ii)
gravitational forces, in the vast majority of actual causal contexts, swamp the
contribution of other forces, so that the overall motion approximates that which

would be produced by the gravitational interaction alone. The fint fact reflects
the necessary connection between the mass of objects and their causal powers.
The second fact reflects facts about the distribution of available causal contexts in
which gravitational forces are more powerfd than O thers.
We can combine these two facts by saying that ail bodies fend to act
gravitationally. A tendency-ascnption combines a capacity-ascription with an
assessrnent of how strong the causal powers are, on average. To take another
example, we can Say that a certain parasitic protozoan has the capacity to cause
pneumocystis cm»lii pneumonia, but that it does not tend to do so, because it is
only in specific causal contexts-i.e, persons with depressed immune systems where its capacities can be actualized. On the other hand, if the claim is
relativized to those causal contexts in which the inhibitors of the capacity are
usually absent, then the particular will tend to have that capacity actualized. In
those contexts, the parasite tends to cause disease. It should be dear that
tendency-statements do not have the modal force we expect of laws of naturec d y capacity-statements, which identiQ necessary connections behveen natures
Foster, "Induction," 89.
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and powers, have the explanatory power that k i n g a law requires. With the
proviso that by a "lad' of nature, Foster ought to be thinking "capacityaxription," let us proceed to his main argument, which appears to be this:

In order to justiv believing in a prediction based on an observed regularity,
we need to be able to justify believing that the regularity will continue into
the future.
The tnith of an empincal generalization based on past experience is
compatible with its future falsehood.
Therefore, empirical generaliza tions cannot provide ra tional grounds for

belief in the persistence of a regularity.
Rational grounds for belief in the persistence of a regularity is provided by

the identification of factors which explain why the regularity in question
has obtained in the past

The best explanation for the persistence of a regularity in the past is the
presence of some naturally necessary phenomenon the description of which

will involve propositions having the status of laws of nature.
Such natural necessiües, in w t u e of king necessary, are penunnent aspects
of nature, and will by that fact, be present in the future.
Therefore, only a law of nahire, describing some necessary permanent
feature of the structure of world, can help explain the regularity, and thus
provide a rational basis for believing that the regularity will persist
Regarding the law of gravîty as the description of a naturally necessary
phenomenon "eüminates what would othenvise be an astonishing coincidence: it
enables us to avoid the incredible hypothesis that the past consistency of
gravitational behaviour, over such a vast range of bodies, occasions and
circumstances, is merely accidental.""

This "nomological-explanatory solution" to the problem of induction hinges
on the t ~ t of
h the foreseeably controversial daim that we can identîfy the
Ibid., 91-2

nahiral laws which bear the natural necessity. Even if the buth of some
postulated law would, in Wtue of its modal force, constitute the best explanation
for the observed regulanties, it is another question altogether how we would go
about discovering them. The gravity example is perhaps too easy, because the

way that things behave in virtue of their mass is an observable regularity, and
also exhausts the empirical content of the law. This fact about this particular
example does not suggest any path to a solution for more difficult cases in which
the appropriate characterization of the explanatory law involves the specification
of theoretical quantities, which camot be directly ascertained from observational
regularîties, but only inferred therefrom.
Consider Foster's account of the relation between the law of gravity
construed as an accidental generalization os. a law of nature, 'reflecting a natural
necessity in the workings of the world. Suppose we have a universal
generalization, expressing the regularity, al1 As me wich that under conditions NI

t l q h m belraved in rrianner B (e.g., al1 massive bodies under every condition have
behaved in a manner cornpliant with the gravitational interaction). In order to
have the power to explain the regularity, we simply recase it using modal
language: necessarily, any A under conditions N belzmes in raanner B. The regularity
is therefore instantly transformed into a law of nature, with the explanatory
power to account for the regularity, and the rationality of belief in its future
persistence. The author does express some sensitivity to the availability of
alternative theoretical explanations for the observed regularity, and it will be
instructive to show how his rejection of these alternatives is only superficially
satisQing.
Let us grant that the fact of universal gravitation is to be subsumed under a
law of gravitation if the fact is to be explained. What laws would be consistent

with the observed facts? It seerns that there are at least a few:

It is a law that for a11 times, under all conditions, bodies behave
gravitatio na11y.
It is a law that for al1 times before time 1, under al1 conditions, bodies
behave gravitationally.

L2* L2 & there is no more comprehensive gravitational law.
L3 It is a law that for al1 times, under conditions N,bodies behave
gravita tionally.
L3* L3 & there is no more comprehensive gravitational law.

The explanatory law to be preferred is the one that is the least puuling,
according to NES. Now, LI is simpler than either L2 or L3, because both L2 and
L3 are restricted in scope. For L2, the "fact" that there is some special time t
(whether it is the present, or some fixed time) at which either the iaw goes out of
effect, or there is some more general law that "takes ovef surely calls for further
explanation. Likewise W leaves the question of how, in non-N contexts, bodies
act Similarly, L2* and W* treat the restrictions of L2 and L3 respectively as not
themselves open to theoretical explanation at a higher order of unification, which
adds another layer of puzzlement-if either L2* or L3* were hue, would the
observed regularity continue to hold? If sol then the regularity would be just a
brute fact, which would leave us with the same uneasy sense that an
undiscovered explanation is still lurking. If not, then we still need an explanation
for what is different about non-N and post-t contexts. Just as cosmic coincidences
are inherently suspicious because it is so ovenvhelmingly likely that they can be
explaineci, restncted laws are "a priori perple~g."SB
Despite the satisfaction we get from explanations which leave no loose
ends, the satisfaction is superficial, and temporary, once we try running the NES
solution with other examples, such as those in which the poshilated natural
necessities which account for the regularities are highly theoretical. In such cases,
w e cannot simply modalize the accidental generalization, even if doing so gives
us the best explanation, because the terms of the law at the level of deeper
explanation do not relate the same quantities as appear in the law of gravit-case.
The most promising account of laws of nature regards them not modalized
accidental generalizations, but as capaciv-ascrip tions. The explanation for why
As have behaved in manner B in the past is that As have the capacity to behave
in manner B in virtue of their having some intrinsic property P and the

conditions suitable for the actualization of the As capacities, N, have been
present in ail hitherto observed contexts in which As have acted."

89 JamesWoodward's reœnt accovnts of hwws based on invariance of power-actualizations
seem to be to be the right sort of realist theory. Eg.,JamesWoodward, "Realisrn About Laws,"
Erkenninis 36 (March 1992): 181-218;idem, Tapatities and Invariance."
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